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1 Permissions

1.1 UCS Permissions
UCS allows you to grant cluster permissions to IAM users and user groups under
your account. Figure 1-1 shows how departments or projects can be isolated by
configuring permission policies and cluster groups.
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Figure 1-1 Permission design

UCS Permission Types

UCS provides refined permission management based on the role access control
(RBAC) capability of IAM and Kubernetes. Permission control can be implemented
by UCS service resource and Kubernetes resource in a cluster. The two permission
types apply to different resource types and are granted using different methods.

● UCS resource permissions are granted based on the system policies of IAM.
UCS resources include container fleets, clusters, and federation instances.
Administrators can grant different permissions to different user roles (such as
development and O&M) to control their use of UCS resources.

● Kubernetes resource permissions in a cluster are granted based on the
Kubernetes RBAC capability. Refined permissions can be granted to
Kubernetes resource objects in a cluster. With permission setting, the
permissions for performing operations on different Kubernetes resource
objects (such as workloads, jobs, and services) will vary with users.

UCS permissions apply to three phases: creating and managing infrastructure
resources in the first phase, that is, creating container fleets, registering clusters,
and enabling cluster federation; using cluster Kubernetes resource objects (such as
workloads and services) in the second phase; monitoring O&M infrastructure
resources and Kubernetes resources in the third phase. In the first and third
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phases, UCS resource permissions are granted following the IAM system policies
on the IAM console. In the second phase, Kubernetes resource permission policies
are created by the administrator on the Permissions page of the UCS console, and
are associated with specific fleets or clusters on the Fleets page.

Permission Management Flow
Figure 1-2 shows the permission management flow of a new IAM user.

Figure 1-2 Permission management flow

Basic Concepts
Figure 1-3 shows the relationships between the following basic concepts:

● User: You can use your administrator account to create IAM users and grant
permissions on specific resources. Each IAM user has their own identity
credentials (password and access keys) and uses cloud resources based on
granted permissions.

● User group: You can use user groups to grant permissions to IAM users. IAM
users added to a user group automatically obtain the permissions granted to
the group. For example, after the administrator grants the UCS FullAccess
permission to a user group, users in the user group have the administrator
permissions of UCS. If a user is added to multiple user groups, the user
inherits the permissions granted to all these groups.

● Permission: The UCS administrator defines the scope of operations performed
by one or more users on Kubernetes resources in a cluster. UCS presets several
common permissions, including Admin, Viewer, and Developer permissions,
and supports custom permissions. For details, see Creating a Permission
Policy.

● Fleet: A fleet contains multiple clusters. Administrators can use fleets to
classify associated clusters. The fleet can also implement unified management
of multiple clusters, including permissions, security policies, configurations,
and multi-cluster orchestration. Fleets and permissions are in a many-to-
many relationship. That is, a permission policy can be associated with multiple
fleets, and a fleet can be associated with multiple permission policies.
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Figure 1-3 Permission relationship

Constraints
● An on-premises cluster can use the Huawei Cloud IAM token to access kube-

apiserver, and does not identify the system policies (UCS FullAccess, UCS
CommonOperations, UCS CIAOperations, and UCS ReadOnlyAccess) of
Huawei Cloud UCS.

● Multi-cloud clusters can only be registered using a Huawei Cloud account.
Cluster registration through IAM system policies is not supported.

1.2 UCS Resource Permissions
UCS resources include container fleets, clusters, and federation instances.
Administrators can grant different permissions to different user roles (such as
development and O&M) to control their use of UCS resources. UCS resource
permissions are granted following the IAM system policies.

IAM grants permissions to users through user groups. Before granting permissions
to a user group, read the UCS system policies that can be added to the user
group and the minimum permissions required by UCS. See System Permissions
to learn about the permission policies of other cloud services.

Permission Granting Process
This section uses the UCS ReadOnlyAccess policy as an example to describe how
to grant permissions to a user. Figure 1-4 shows the process.
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Figure 1-4 Process for granting UCS permissions to a user

1. Create a user group and grant permissions.
Create a user group on the IAM console as the administrator, and grant UCS
permissions, for example, the UCS ReadOnlyAccess policy to the group.

NO TE

UCS is a global service deployed in all physical regions. When granting permissions, set
the authorization scope to All resources.

2. Create and add a user to the user group.
Create a user on the IAM console and add the user to the group created in 1.

3. Log in and verify permissions.
Log in to the console as an IAM user and verify the permissions (assume that
the user has only the UCS ReadOnlyAccess policy).
– Choose UCS from Service List. In the left navigation pane, choose

Infrastructure > Fleets. If a message is displayed indicating that you do
not have the access permission when you create a fleet or register a
cluster, the UCS ReadOnlyAccess permission has taken effect.

– Choose another service (such as ECS) in the Service List. If a message is
displayed indicating insufficient permissions, the UCS ReadOnlyAccess
policy has taken effect.

System Policies

IAM has four preset UCS system policies: UCS FullAccess, UCS
CommonOperations, UCS CIAOperations, and UCS ReadOnlyAccess.

● UCS FullAccess: UCS administrator with full permissions, including creating
permission policies and security policies

● UCS CommonOperations: Common UCS user with permissions for creating
workloads, distributing traffic, and other operations
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● UCS CIAOperations: UCS Container Intelligent Analysis (CIA) administrator
with full permissions

● UCS ReadOnlyAccess: Read-only permissions on UCS (except for CIA)

You can check a policy to learn about the actions supported by a system policy. An
action is in the format of Service name:Resource type:Operation. The wildcard (*)
is allowed, indicating all actions.

The following is an example of the UCS FullAccess policy. This policy contains all
permissions on UCS, Cloud Container Engine (CCE), and SoftWare Repository for
Container (SWR), and operation permissions on some resources of services such as
Application Operations Management (AOM), Simple Message Notification (SMN),
and Domain Name Service (DNS).
{
    "Version": "1.1",
    "Statement": [
        {
            "Action": [
                "ucs:*:*",
                "cce:*:*",
                "swr:*:*",
                "aom:*:get",
                "aom:*:list",
                "smn:*:list",
                "dns:*:get*",
                "dns:*:list*",
                "dns:*:get",
                "dns:*:list",
                "dns:recordset:create",
                "dns:recordset:delete",
                "dns:recordset:update",
                "dns:tag:get",
                "lts:*:get",
                "lts:*:list",
                "apm:*:get",
                "apm:*:list",
                "vpcep:epservices:*",
                "vpcep:connections:*",
                "vpcep:endpoints:*",
                "elb:*:get",
                "elb:*:list",
                "vpc:*:get",
                "vpc:*:list",
                "ief:*:get",
                "ief:*:list",
                "cgs:images:operate",
                "cgs:*:get",
                "cgs:*:list"
            ],
            "Effect": "Allow"
        }
    ]
}

Minimum Permissions Required by UCS
Huawei Cloud services are interdependent, and UCS depends on other cloud
services to implement some functions, such as image repository and domain name
resolution. Therefore, the preceding four system policies are often used together
with roles or policies of other cloud services for refined permission granting. When
granting permissions to IAM users, the administrator must comply with the
principle of least privilege. Table 1-1 lists the minimum permissions required by
the administrator, operation, and read-only permissions of each UCS function.
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NO TICE

● For the first login of your Huawei Cloud account to the UCS console, you need
to grant permissions to the account. Then UCS will create an agency named
ucs_admin_trust for you in IAM. Do not delete or modify the agency.

● If the user group of an IAM user is not granted any permissions, you cannot
access the UCS console. See Table 1-1.

Table 1-1 Minimum permissions required by UCS

Descrip
tion

Permis
sion
Type

Permission Minimum
Permission

Fleet Admin ● Creating and deleting a fleet
● Registering a Huawei Cloud

Cluster (CCE or CCE Turbo
cluster), on-premises cluster, or
attached cluster

● Unregistering a cluster
● Adding a cluster to or removing

a cluster from a fleet
● Associating permission policies

with a cluster or fleet
● Enabling cluster federation and

performing federation
management operations (such as
creating a federated workload
and creating domain name
access)

UCS FullAccess

Viewer Querying clusters and fleets or their
details

UCS ReadOnlyAccess

Huawei
Cloud
cluster

Admin Read-write permissions on Huawei
Cloud clusters and all Kubernetes
resource objects (including nodes,
workloads, jobs, and services)

UCS FullAccess +
CCE Administrator

Operati
on

Read-write permissions on Huawei
Cloud clusters and most Kubernetes
resource objects and read-only
permissions on Kubernetes resource
objects such as namespaces and
resource quotas

UCS
CommonOperations
+ CCE Administrator

Viewer Read-only permissions on Huawei
Cloud clusters and all Kubernetes
resource objects (including nodes,
workloads, jobs, and services)

UCS ReadOnlyAccess
+ CCE Administrator
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Descrip
tion

Permis
sion
Type

Permission Minimum
Permission

On-
premise
s/
Attache
d
cluster

Admin Read-write permissions on on-
premises/attached clusters and all
Kubernetes resource objects
(including nodes, workloads, jobs,
and services)

UCS FullAccess

Operati
on

Read-write permissions on on-
premises/attached clusters and
most Kubernetes resource objects
and read-only permissions on
Kubernetes resource objects such as
namespaces and resource quotas

UCS
CommonOperations
+ UCS RBAC (The list
permission for
namespaces is
required.)

Viewer Read-only permissions on on-
premises/attached clusters and all
Kubernetes resource objects
(including nodes, workloads, jobs,
and services)

UCS ReadOnlyAccess
+ UCS RBAC (The list
permission for
namespaces is
required.)

Image
reposit
ory

Admin All permissions on SoftWare
Repository for Container (SWR),
including creating organizations,
uploading images, viewing images
or details, and downloading images

SWR Administrator

Permiss
ions

Admin ● Creating and deleting a
permission policy

● Viewing permissions or details
NOTE

When creating a permission policy, you
need to grant the IAM ReadOnlyAccess
permission (read-only permissions on
IAM) to IAM users to obtain the IAM
user list.

UCS FullAccess +
IAM ReadOnlyAccess

Viewer Viewing permissions or details UCS ReadOnlyAccess
+ IAM
ReadOnlyAccess

Policy
Center

Admin ● Enabling the Policy Center
● Creating and disabling a policy
● Querying policies
● Viewing policy implementation

details

UCS FullAccess

Viewer For fleets and clusters with Policy
Center enabled, users with this
permission can view policies and
policy implementation details.

UCS
CommonOperations
or UCS
ReadOnlyAccess
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Descrip
tion

Permis
sion
Type

Permission Minimum
Permission

Traffic
distribu
tion

Admin Operations such as creating a traffic
policy, suspending and deleting a
scheduling policy

(Recommended)
UCS
CommonOperations
+ DNS Administrator
or
UCS FullAccess +
DNS Administrator

Viewer Viewing traffic policies or details UCS ReadOnlyAccess
+ DNS Administrator

Contain
er
Intellig
ent
Analysi
s (CIA)

Admin ● Creating and deleting a CIA
instance

● Connecting clusters to a fleet or
canceling cluster connection

● Viewing monitoring data in
multiple aspects, such as
infrastructure and application
workload

● Querying alarms and creating an
alarm rule

UCS CIAOperations

 

1.3 Kubernetes Resource Permissions in a Cluster
Kubernetes resource permissions in a cluster are granted based on the Kubernetes
RBAC capability. The administrator can grant users operation permissions on
specific Kubernetes resource objects in a cluster. The permissions take effect on
the namespace of a fleet or on clusters that do not join the fleet.

This section uses the read-only permission as an example to describe how to grant
Kubernetes resource permissions to users. Figure 1-5 shows the operation process.

NO TICE

The UCS cluster operation permission setting takes effect only for non-Huawei
Cloud clusters. Operation permissions of Huawei Cloud clusters (CCE and CCE
Turbo clusters) are subject to the IAM or CCE RBAC permissions.
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Permission Granting Process

Figure 1-5 Process for granting Kubernetes resource permissions to a user

1. Create a user.
The administrator creates a user on the IAM console.

2. Grant the UCS system policy permission to the user.
Before granting the Kubernetes resource permissions, you must grant the UCS
system policy permission to the user. In this example, the UCS
ReadOnlyAccess policy (read-only permission on UCS) must be granted.

3. Create a permission policy.
The administrator creates a permission policy on the UCS console. Select the
Viewer permission type, which indicates the read-only permission on all
Kubernetes resource objects.

4. Associate the permission policy with a fleet or clusters not in the fleet.
Associate the permission policy with a fleet. During the association, you need
to select the namespace to which the permission policy applies. You can also
associate the permission policy with clusters not in the fleet.

5. Verify the permission setting.
Log in to the console as the created user, and verify whether the read-only
permission takes effect.
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Creating a Permission Policy

Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Permissions.

Step 2 Click Create Permission Policy in the upper right corner.

Step 3 On the displayed page, configure permission parameters, as shown in Figure 1-6.

Figure 1-6 Creating a permission policy

● Policy Name: Enter a name, starting with a lowercase letter and not ending
with a hyphen (-). Only lowercase letters, digits, and hyphens (-) are allowed.

● User: Select the newly created username from the drop-down list. You can
select multiple users. Assume that the R&D employees of a company have the
same operation permission on resources. When creating a permission policy,
you can select multiple users to grant permissions to all these users.
This section uses the readonly_user user as an example.

● Type: Admin, Viewer, Developer, and Custom permissions are supported.

Table 1-2 Permission types

Permission
Type

Description

Admin Read-write permissions on all cluster resource objects.

Viewer Read-only permissions on all cluster resource objects.

Developer Read-write permissions on most cluster resource objects
and read-only permissions on cluster resource objects
such as namespaces and resource quotas.

Custom Permissions are determined by the actions and resource
objects you select.
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● Policy Details: indicates the actions allowed on specific resources. The Admin,
Viewer, and Developer permission types have been templated. You can click

 to view the details of a permission type. When Type is set to Custom,
configure Operation to perform and Resource Object.
Operation to perform: You can add an operation type (for example,
deletecollection indicates the deletion of multiple resources). The options are
as follows:
– get: Retrieves a specific resource object by name.
– list: Retrieves all resource objects of a specific type in the namespace.
– watch: Responds to resource changes.
– create: Creates a resource.
– update: Updates a resource.
– patch: Updates resources partially.
– delete: Deletes a resource.

NO TE

All operations: All

Read-only: get + list + watch

Read-write: get + list + watch + create + update + patch + delete

Resource Object: Select All or Resources to operate. All includes existing
resource objects and custom resource objects to be added. Resources to
operate indicates the custom range of resource objects. UCS categorizes
resource objects by workload, service, config and storage, authentication,
authorization, policy, extend, and cluster.
If the desired resource object does not exist in system resources, you can add
a custom resource object.
If the operation types vary according to resource objects (for example, you
have the create and delete permissions on Deployments and the get, list,

and watch permissions on secrets), you can click  to add multiple groups
of permissions.

NO TE

For details about resource objects and operation types, see Kubernetes API.

● Description: Enter a description of the permission policy to be added.

Step 4 Click OK. After the permission policy is created, you need to associate the
permission policy with a fleet or clusters not in the fleet so that you can perform
operations on Kubernetes resources.

----End

Associating the Permission Policy with a Fleet or Clusters Not in the Fleet

A fleet contains multiple clusters and can implement unified permission
management for these clusters. After clusters join a fleet, you are advised to
associate the permission policy with the fleet so that clusters in the fleet can have
the same permissions.
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Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Fleets.

Step 2 In the card view of the destination fleet, click  in the upper right corner.

Figure 1-7 Associating a permission policy with a fleet

Step 3 On the displayed page, click Update Fleet Permissions. On the displayed page,
associate the created permission policy with the namespace of the fleet.

Figure 1-8 Updating a permission policy

● Namespace: Select All namespaces or Namespace. All namespaces includes
the existing namespace of the fleet and the namespace to be added to the
fleet. Namespace indicates the custom range of namespaces. UCS provides
several common namespaces, such as default, kube-system, and kube-
public. You can also add a namespace, which should exist in the cluster.
If you select namespaces, permission policies take effect only on namespace
resources, not cluster resources. For details about namespace and cluster
resources, see Kubernetes Resource Objects.

● Set Permissions: Select permissions from the drop-down list box. You can
select multiple permissions at a time to batch grant permissions.

In this example, select default for namespace and the readonly permission.

If different namespaces are associated with different permission policies (for
example, the default namespace is associated with the readonly permission
policy and the development namespace is associated with the develop
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permission policy), you can click  to add multiple relationships of permission
granting.

Step 4 Click OK.

If you need to update the permission policy of the fleet, select the namespace and
permission again using the preceding method.

----End

Verifying the Permission Setting
Log in to the console as readonly_user and check whether the permission takes
effect. The following uses an attached cluster as an example.

● Go to the attached cluster of the fleet and choose Resources > Workloads. If
you can view the workloads of the default namespace but a message is
displayed indicating that you do not have the permission for viewing
workloads of other namespaces, the read-only permission has taken effect.

● Go to the attached cluster of the fleet and choose Resources > Workloads.
Switch to the default namespace, and click Create Workload in the upper
right corner. If a message is displayed indicating that you do not have the
permission, the read-only permission has taken effect.

1.4 Kubernetes Resource Objects
By their application scope, Kubernetes resource objects can be categorized into
namespace objects or cluster objects.

Namespace Level
Namespace is an isolation mechanism of Kubernetes and is used to categorize,
filter, and manage any resource object in a cluster.

If different resource objects are placed in different namespaces, they are isolated
from each other. For example, run the following command to obtain all pods:

kubectl get pod

The pod has a namespace, which defaults to default. To specify a namespace, run
the following command:

kubectl get pod -n default

To obtain pods in all namespaces, run the following command:

kubectl get pod --all-namespaces

In this way, you can view all pods in the cluster.

$ kubectl get pod --all-namespaces
NAMESPACE     NAME                                            READY   STATUS    RESTARTS   AGE
default       nginx-dd9796d66-5chbr                           1/1     Running   0          3d1h
default       nginx-dd9796d66-xl69p                           1/1     Running   0          15d
default       sa-example                                      1/1     Running   0          10d
kube-system   coredns-6fcd88c4c-k8rtf                         1/1     Running   0          48d
kube-system   coredns-6fcd88c4c-z46p4                         1/1     Running   0          48d
kube-system   everest-csi-controller-856f8bb679-42rgw         1/1     Running   1          48d
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kube-system   everest-csi-controller-856f8bb679-xs6dz         1/1     Running   0          48d
kube-system   everest-csi-driver-mkpbv                        2/2     Running   0          48d
kube-system   everest-csi-driver-v754w                        2/2     Running   0          48d
kube-system   icagent-5p44q                                   1/1     Running   0          48d
kube-system   icagent-jrlbl                                   1/1     Running   0          48d
monitoring    alertmanager-alertmanager-0                     2/2     Running   0          29d
monitoring    cluster-problem-detector-7788f94f64-thp6s       1/1     Running   0          29d
monitoring    custom-metrics-apiserver-5f7dcf6d9-n5nrr        1/1     Running   0          19d
monitoring    event-exporter-6844c5c685-khf5t                 1/1     Running   1          3d1h
monitoring    kube-state-metrics-8566d5f5c5-7kx7b             1/1     Running   0          29d
monitoring    node-exporter-7l4ml                             1/1     Running   0          29d
monitoring    node-exporter-gpxvl                             1/1     Running   0          29d

Namespace resources include pods, most workload resources, Service resources,
and config and storage resources.

● Workload resources
Pod: the smallest and simplest unit in the Kubernetes object model that you
create or deploy.
ReplicaSet: a backup controller in Kubernetes. It is used to control the
managed pods so that the number of pod replicas remains the preset one.
Deployment: declares the pod template and controls the pod running policy.
It is applicable to the deployment of stateless applications.
StatefulSet: manages stateful applications. Created pods have persistent
identifiers created based on specifications.
DaemonSet: used to deploy background programs in the resident cluster, for
example, node log collection.
Job: The job controller creates one or more pods. These pods run according to
the running rules until the running is complete.
cron job: periodically runs a job based on a specified schedule.

● Service resources
Service: Containers deployed in Kubernetes provide layer-7 network services
using HTTP and HTTPS, and layer-4 network services using TCP and UDP.
Services in Kubernetes are used to manage layer-4 network access in a cluster.
Based on the four-layer network, Service exposes the container services in a
cluster.
Ingress: provides layer-7 network services using HTTP and HTTPS and
common layer-7 network capabilities. An ingress is a set of rules that allow
accessing Services in a cluster. You can configure forwarding rules to enable
different URLs to access different Services in a cluster.

● Config and storage resources
ConfigMap: key-value pair, which is used to decouple configurations from
running images so that applications more portable.
Secret: key-value pair, which is used to store sensitive information such as
passwords, tokens, and keys to reduce the risk of direct exposure.
Volume: A volume is essentially a directory that may contain some data.
Containers in a pod can access the directory. A volume will no longer exist if
the pod to which it is mounted does not exist. However, files in the volume
may outlive the volume, depending on the volume type.

Cluster Level
A cluster resource has a much larger application scope than a namespace
resource. It is visible to the entire cluster and can be invoked. It does not belong to
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a certain namespace. Therefore, the name of a resource object must be globally
unique.

Cluster resources are visible in any namespaces. You do not need to specify a
namespace when defining cluster resources.

Cluster resources include Namespace, Node, Role, RoleBinding, ClusterRole, and
ClusterRoleBinding.

● Namespace: an isolation mechanism of Kubernetes and is used to categorize,
filter, and manage any resource object in a cluster.
To query all namespaces in a cluster, run the following command:
kubectl get ns

● Node: A node is a basic element of a container cluster and can be a VM or
physical machine. The components on a node include kubelet and kube-proxy.
A node name must be globally unique.

● Role: defines a set of rules for accessing Kubernetes resources in a
namespace.

● RoleBinding: defines the relationship between users and roles.
● ClusterRole: defines a set of rules for accessing Kubernetes resources in a

cluster (including all namespaces).
● ClusterRoleBinding: defines the relationship between users and cluster roles.

NO TE

Role and ClusterRole specify actions that can be performed on specific resources.
RoleBinding and ClusterRoleBinding bind roles to specific users, user groups, or
ServiceAccounts.

1.5 Example: Designing and Configuring Permissions
for Users in a Company

Assume that company A uses Huawei Cloud UCS to manage multiple clusters. The
company has multiple functional teams responsible for permission assignment,
resource management, application creation, traffic distribution, monitoring, and
O&M, respectively. Using the permission management of IAM and UCS can
achieve refined permission granting.
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Figure 1-9 Organizational structure

● Management team: manages all resources of the company.
● Development team: develops services.
● O&M team: views and monitors the usage of all resources.
● Guest: a reserved read-only team that has only the permission for viewing

resources.

Assign required permissions to different functional teams in the company
according to Table 1-3.

Table 1-3 Permissions

Functional
Team

Policy to Be
Granted

Permission Description

Management
team

UCS FullAccess UCS administrator with full permissions,
including creating permissions policies and
security policies

Development
team

UCS
CommonOperati
ons

Common UCS user with permissions for
creating workloads, distributing traffic, and
other operations

O&M team UCS
CIAOperations

UCS Container Intelligent Analysis (CIA)
administrator with full permissions

Guest UCS
ReadOnlyAccess

Read-only permissions on UCS (except for
CIA)

 

Permission Design

The following figure shows the operations that can be performed by different
functional teams on UCS resources.
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Figure 1-10 Operations that can be performed on UCS resources

● : Tenant Administrator grants permissions to each functional team.

●  to : The management team with the UCS FullAccess permission is
responsible for creating a fleet, registering a cluster, adding a cluster to the
fleet, enabling cluster federation, and building the multi-cluster federation
infrastructure. In addition, the management team creates permissions and
associates them with the fleet or clusters that are not added to the fleet so
that the development team has the corresponding operation permissions on
specific Kubernetes resources.

●  and : The development team with the UCS CommonOperations
permission performs operations such as creating workloads and distributing
traffic.

● : The O&M team with the UCS CIAOperations permission performs
monitoring and O&M.

● : Guests with the UCS ReadOnlyAccess permission can view resources
such as clusters, fleets, and workloads.

Administrator: IAM Authorization
Tenant Administrator performs IAM authorization for each functional team by
creating four user groups, granting the UCS FullAccess, UCS CommonOperations,
UCS CIAOperations, and UCS ReadOnlyAccess permissions to these user groups,
and adding users to each user group, as shown in Figure 1-11.
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Figure 1-11 IAM authorization

For example, create the dev user group for the development team, grant the UCS
CommonOperations permission to the user group, and add the devuser1 and
devuser2 users.

Figure 1-12 Granting permissions

Figure 1-13 Managing users

For details, see UCS Resource Permissions. To use some UCS functions that
depend on other cloud services, grant permissions to related cloud services. For
example, the IAM user list is required for creating a permission policy, so both the
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UCS FullAccess and IAM ReadOnlyAccess permissions need to be granted to the
management team. See more dependencies in Minimum Permissions Required
by UCS.

Management Team: Building Infrastructure and Configuring Permission
Policies

Step 1 Create a permission policy.

Create a development permission policy for developers, as shown in Figure 1-14.

Figure 1-14 Creating a permission policy

Step 2 Create a fleet and associate the permission policy with the fleet.

A fleet contains multiple clusters and can implement unified permission
management for these clusters. The management team associates the
development permission created in the previous step with the fleet, so that
clusters subsequently added to the fleet will have the permission. In this way,
developers are allowed to perform operations on cluster resources (such as
creating workloads) in the fleet. For details, see Fleets.

Step 3 Register clusters and add them to the fleet.

UCS supports the registration of Huawei Cloud clusters, on-premises clusters,
attached clusters, and multi-cloud clusters. The management team can select a
cluster type as required. For details, see Huawei Cloud Clusters, Attached Cluster
Management Procedure, On-premises Cluster Management Process, or Multi-
cloud Cluster Management Process.

Step 4 Enable cluster federation.

Enable it to enjoy unified orchestration of multiple clusters, cross-cluster auto
scaling & service discovery, auto failover, etc. Enabling cluster federation for the
fleet will federate the registered clusters in the fleet.

----End
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Development Team: Creating Workloads and Distributing Traffic
After the management team builds the multi-cluster federation infrastructure,
developers can use the infrastructure resources. For details, see Workload
Management and Traffic Distribution.

O&M Team: Viewing and Monitoring Resource Usage
The O&M team can use the functions provided by CIA, such as intelligent analysis,
dashboard, notification configuration, and 24/7 daemon, to monitor workload
resources in real time, analyze application health status, and complete other
routine O&M tasks.

Guest: Viewing Resources
Guests (persons who have only the permission for viewing resources) can view
resources such as clusters, fleets, and workloads.
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2 Fleets

2.1 Fleets
A fleet contains multiple clusters. Administrators can use fleets to classify
associated clusters. The fleet can also implement unified management of multiple
clusters, including permissions, security policies, configurations, and multi-cluster
orchestration.

NO TICE

● Only Huawei Cloud accounts or users with the UCS FullAccess permission can
create and delete fleets.

● A cluster can join only one fleet.

Creating a Fleet

Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Fleets. On the Fleets
tab, click Create Fleet.

Step 2 Enter the fleet information, as shown in Figure 2-1.

Figure 2-1 Creating a fleet
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● Fleet Name: Enter a name, starting with a lowercase letter and not ending
with a hyphen (-). Only lowercase letters, digits, and hyphens (-) are allowed.

● Add Cluster: Clusters not in the fleet are displayed in the list. You can add
clusters when creating a fleet or after the fleet is created. If you do not select
any cluster, an empty fleet will be created. After the fleet is created, see
Adding a Cluster.

● Description: description of the fleet to which the cluster is added

NO TE

A registered cluster will follow the fleet permissions policies, not its own ones.

Step 3 Click OK.

----End

Adding a Cluster

Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Fleets.

Step 2 In the card view of the destination fleet, click Add Cluster, or click  in the
upper right corner.

You can also click the fleet name to go to the fleet details page and click Add
Cluster in the upper right corner of the Container Clusters page.

Figure 2-2 Adding a cluster to a fleet

Step 3 Select one or more existing clusters. A cluster can only be added to one fleet. The
clusters displayed in the list are those that have not been added to the fleet.
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Figure 2-3 Adding a cluster

NO TE

● A registered cluster will follow the fleet permissions policies, not its own ones.
● In a federation-enabled fleet, registered clusters automatically become federated. For

details about cluster federation, see Enabling Federation.

Step 4 Click OK.

----End

Associating a Permission Policy

Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Fleets.

Step 2 In the card view of the destination fleet, click  in the upper right corner.

Figure 2-4 Associating a permission policy with a fleet

Step 3 On the displayed page, click Update Fleet Permissions. On the displayed page,
associate the created permission policy with the namespace of the fleet.
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Figure 2-5 Updating a permission policy

● Namespace: Select All namespaces or Namespace. All namespaces includes
the existing namespace of the fleet and the namespace to be added to the
fleet. Namespace indicates the custom range of namespaces. UCS provides
several common namespaces, such as default, kube-system, and kube-
public. You can also add a namespace, which should exist in the cluster.
If you select namespaces, permission policies take effect only on namespace
resources, not cluster resources. For details about namespace and cluster
resources, see Kubernetes Resource Objects.

● Set Permissions: Select permissions from the drop-down list box. You can
select multiple permissions at a time to batch grant permissions.

If different namespaces are associated with different permission policies (for
example, the default namespace is associated with the readonly permission
policy and the development namespace is associated with the develop

permission policy), you can click  to add multiple relationships of permission
granting.

Step 4 Click OK.

If you need to update the permission policy of the fleet, select the namespace and
permission again using the preceding method.

----End

Removing a Cluster from a Fleet

Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Fleets.

Step 2 On the Fleets tab page, click a fleet name. The fleet details page is displayed.

Step 3 In the navigation pane, choose Container Clusters. In the card view of the

destination cluster, click  in the upper right corner.

Step 4 Read the precautions carefully, confirm the risks, and click OK.

After a cluster is removed from a fleet, it is displayed on the Clusters Not in Fleet
tab page. You can add the cluster to the fleet again. For details, see Clusters Not
in Fleet.
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Figure 2-6 Removing a cluster from a fleet

----End

Unregistering a Cluster from a Fleet

Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Fleets.

Step 2 On the Fleets tab page, click a fleet name. The fleet details page is displayed.

Step 3 In the navigation pane, choose Container Clusters. In the card view of the

destination cluster, click  in the upper right corner.

Step 4 The Unregister Cluster dialog box is displayed. Read the precautions carefully,
confirm the risks, and click OK.
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Figure 2-7 Unregistering a cluster

Step 5 (Optional) After an attached cluster is unregistered, run the following command
to uninstall the agent component from the destination cluster:

kubectl -n kube-system delete deployments/proxy-agent secret/proxy-agent-
cert

Step 6 (Optional) After an on-premises cluster is unregistered, run the uninstallation
command to delete the cluster from the local host and clear resources:

./ucs-ctl delete cluster [Cluster name]

NO TE

If the command execution fails, see How Do I Manually Clear Nodes of an On-premises
Cluster?.

----End

Deleting a Fleet
If a fleet is no longer used, you can delete it. There are two restrictions on
deletion: there is no cluster in the fleet and cluster federation has been disabled
for the fleet. If there are clusters in the fleet, you can remove the clusters from
the fleet and then add them to another fleet. If cluster federation has been
enabled for the fleet, disable it following Disabling Federation.

Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Fleets.

Step 2 On the Fleets tab page, locate the destination fleet and click  in the upper
right corner.
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Figure 2-8 Deleting a fleet

Step 3 In the displayed dialog box, click OK.

----End

2.2 Clusters Not in Fleet
Clusters for which a fleet is not selected during registration or clusters removed
from a fleet will be displayed on the Clusters Not in Fleet tab page, where you
can add a cluster to the fleet and associate a permission policy with the fleet.

Registering Clusters to a Fleet

Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Fleets.

Step 2 Choose the Clusters Not in Fleet tab page and click  in the upper right corner
of the card view of the destination cluster.

Figure 2-9 Viewing clusters

Step 3 Select a fleet. A registered cluster will follow the fleet permissions policies, not its
own ones.
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Figure 2-10 Registering clusters to a fleet

Step 4 After you select a fleet, the current permission and adjusted permission are
displayed. Confirm the information and click OK.

After the cluster is registered to a fleet, the cluster is displayed in the fleet and will
be managed by the fleet in a unified manner.

----End

Associating a Permission Policy

Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Fleets.

Step 2 Choose the Clusters Not in Fleet tab page and click  in the upper right corner
of the card view of the destination cluster.

Figure 2-11 Viewing clusters

Step 3 On the displayed page, click Update Fleet Permissions. On the displayed page,
associate the created permission policy with the namespace of the cluster.
● Namespace: Select All namespaces or Namespace. All namespaces includes

the existing namespace of the cluster and the namespace to be added to the
cluster. Namespace indicates the custom range of namespaces. UCS provides
several common namespaces, such as default, kube-system, and kube-
public. You can also add a namespace, which should exist in the cluster.
If you select namespaces, permission policies take effect only on namespace
resources, not cluster resources. For details about namespace and cluster
resources, see Kubernetes Resource Objects.

● Set Permissions: Select permissions from the drop-down list box. You can
select multiple permissions at a time to batch grant permissions.
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If different namespaces are associated with different permission policies (for
example, the default namespace is associated with the readonly permission
policy and the development namespace is associated with the develop

permission policy), you can click  to add multiple relationships of permission
granting.

Step 4 Click OK.

If you need to update the permission policy of the cluster, select the namespace
and permission again using the preceding method.

----End

Unregistering a Cluster

Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Fleets.

Step 2 Choose the Clusters Not in Fleet tab page and click  in the upper right corner
of the card view of the destination cluster.

Step 3 The Unregister Cluster dialog box is displayed. Read the precautions carefully,
confirm the risks, and click OK.

Figure 2-12 Unregistering a cluster

Step 4 (Optional) After an attached cluster is unregistered, run the following command
to uninstall the agent component from the destination cluster:

kubectl -n kube-system delete deployments/proxy-agent secret/proxy-agent-
cert

Step 5 (Optional) After an on-premises cluster is unregistered, run the uninstallation
command to delete the cluster from the local host and clear resources:

./ucs-ctl delete cluster [Cluster name]
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NO TE

If the command execution fails, see How Do I Manually Clear Nodes of an On-premises
Cluster?.

----End

2.3 Operations Dashboard
The operations dashboard of UCS provides intuitive cluster data monitoring, real-
time status check of all cluster resources, and analysis of application health status
by collecting metrics and events. Visualized data enables comprehensive
monitoring.

You can log in to the UCS console, choose Fleets in the navigation pane, and click
View Dashboard in the upper right corner of the page to go to the Operations
Dashboard page.
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3 UCS Clusters

3.1 Overview
UCS supports unified connection and management of clusters across clouds and
regions. The following types of clusters are supported:

● Huawei Cloud clusters: including Huawei Cloud CCE clusters and CCE Turbo
clusters

● Local clusters: Kubernetes clusters provisioned by UCS and running on your
data center infrastructure. That is, you only need to prepare the physical
resources needed. Huawei Cloud will be responsible for installing Kubernetes
software and connecting your clusters to UCS.

● Attached clusters: Third-party Kubernetes clusters that comply with the
Cloud Native Computing Foundation (CNCF) standard, such as AWS EKS, GKE
on GCP, and on-premises Kubernetes clusters.

● Multi-cloud cluster: Kubernetes clusters provided by UCS that run on the
infrastructure of third-party cloud service providers, such as UCS on AWS and
UCS on Azure.

● Clusters on partner clouds: CCE clusters on partner clouds (such as China
Telecom Tianyi Cloud and China Mobile mCloud)

The current version allows connecting Huawei Cloud clusters, local clusters,
attached clusters and multi-cloud clusters to UCS. The connection of clusters on
partner clouds to UCS will be supported soon.

3.2 Huawei Cloud Clusters
You can register Huawei Cloud clusters (CCE and CCE Turbo clusters) with UCS
with several clicks. After the registration is complete, UCS automatically takes over
the clusters.

Constraints
● Only Huawei Cloud accounts or users with the UCS FullAccess permission can

register clusters.
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● If you are connecting a foreign cluster to UCS, ensure that this connection and
the subsequent actions you will take comply with the local laws and
regulations.

● Ensure that the version of the clusters to be registered is 1.19 or later.

Prerequisites
A CCE or CCE Turbo cluster to be connected to UCS has been created and is in the
Running state.

Procedure

Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Fleets.

Step 2 Click Register Cluster in the Huawei Cloud cluster pane.

Step 3 Select the CCE clusters or CCE Turbo clusters to be registered, select a fleet, and
click OK.

If you do not select a fleet when registering a cluster, the cluster will be displayed
on the Clusters Not in Fleet tab page after registration. You can add it to a fleet
later. For details, see Clusters Not in Fleet.

NO TE

To join a cluster to a fleet with the cluster federation capability enabled, you cannot select
the fleet when registering the cluster, but add the cluster to the fleet after registration. For
details about cluster federation, see Enabling Federation.

----End

3.3 On-premises Clusters

3.3.1 On-premises Cluster Management Process
On-premises clusters are Kubernetes clusters provided by UCS and running on
your data center infrastructure. You only need to prepare related physical
resources, and Huawei Cloud will install Kubernetes software, and connect the
clusters to UCS. Figure 3-1 shows the on-premises cluster management process.
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Figure 3-1 On-premises cluster management process

Network Connection Mode
UCS uses the cluster network agent to connect to clusters, as shown in Figure 3-2.
You do not need to enable any inbound port on the firewall. Instead, only the
cluster agent program is required to establish sessions with UCS in the outbound
direction.

There are two methods with different advantages for on-premises clusters to
connect to UCS:
● Connection through a public network: flexibility, cost-effectiveness, and

easy access
● Connection through a private network: high speed, low latency, stability,

and security
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Figure 3-2 Cluster connection principles

3.3.2 Data Planning

Basic Software Planning
The basic software, such as the OS and kernel, of the nodes must meet the version
requirements listed in Table 3-1.

Table 3-1 Basic software planning

System
Architect
ure

OS Type Network
Model
Support

OS Version Kernel Version
Restriction

x86 Ubuntu
22.04

Cilium Check command:
cat /etc/lsb-
release
DISTRIB_DESCRIPTION="
Ubuntu 22.04.1 LTS"

Check command:
uname -r
5.10.0-46-generic or later

 

NO TE

Cilium is a network add-on that supports network protocols such as BGP and eBPF. For
details, see Cilium official documents.

Resource Specifications
On-premises clusters installed on UCS are of the HA version. They are applicable
to commercial scenarios to meet DR HA requirements. The commercial resource
specifications are as follows:
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Table 3-2 Resource specifications for basic container platform capabilities

Node
Type

Qu
ant
ity

CP
U
(Co
res
)

Me
m
(GiB
)

System
Disk
(GB)

High-
Perfo
rman
ce
Disk
(GB)

Data
Disk
(GB)

Remarks

Cluster
manage
ment
node

3 8 16 100 50 300 A VIP is required
for high
availability.

Cluster
comput
e node

Bas
ed
on
site
req
uir
em
ent
s

2 4 40 - 100 You can change
the specifications
as required.

 

Table 3-3 Resource specifications for CIA nodes

Node Type CPU (Cores) Mem (GiB)

Monitoring Prometheus Requests: 1
Limits: 4

Requests: 2
Limits: 12

Event log-agent Requests: 0.5
Limits: 3

Requests: 1.5
Limits: 2.5

 

Table 3-4 Resource specifications for OSC compute nodes

Type Qua
ntit
y

CPU (Cores) Mem
(GiB)

System
Disk (GB)

High-
Performa
nce Disk
(GB)

Data Disk
(GB)

operat
or-chef

1 Requests:
0.5
Limits: 2

Requests:
0.5
Limits: 2

N/A N/A 10 (for
storing
logs)

helm-
operat
or

1 Requests:
0.3
Limits: 1.5

Requests:
0.3
Limits: 1.5

N/A N/A 10 (for
storing
logs)
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Type Qua
ntit
y

CPU (Cores) Mem
(GiB)

System
Disk (GB)

High-
Performa
nce Disk
(GB)

Data Disk
(GB)

ops-
operat
or

1 Requests:
0.3
Limits: 1.5

Requests:
0.3
Limits: 1.5

N/A N/A 10 (for
storing
logs)

 

External Dependency
Dependency
Item

Function

DNS server Use the planned domain name to expose services. You need
to provide an external DNS server. Modify the /etc/
resolv.conf configuration file on each node to point to the
DNS server.
For connection through a public network, you need to set the
upstream of the DNS server to the public network DNS in
advance.
For connection through a private network, you must
configure VPC endpoint resolution in advance. For details, see
Registering an On-premises Cluster (Private Access).
If no DNS server is available, set up a DNS server. The DNS
server must be able to resolve the domain names of OBS,
SWR, IAM, DNS, and CIA. For details about the domain
names of these services, see Regions and Endpoints.

apt source apt sources provide dependency packages for on-premises
clusters to install components such as ntp when adding
nodes (servers).

NTP server (Optional) The NTP server is used to ensure time
synchronization between nodes in a cluster. An external NTP
server is recommended.

 

Suggestions on Mounting Volumes to a Disk
Node Type Disk Mount

Point
Available Size
(GB)

Purpose

Cluster
management
node

/var/lib/
containerd

50 Directory for storing
containerd images

/run/containerd 30 containerd runtime
directory
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Node Type Disk Mount
Point

Available Size
(GB)

Purpose

/var/paas/run 50 etcd data directory (SSD
disks are recommended.)

/var/paas/sys/log 20 Directory for storing logs

/mnt/paas 40 Directory where volumes
are mounted when
containers are running.

/tmp 20 Directory for storing
temporary files

Cluster
compute node

/var/lib/
containerd

100 Directory for storing
containerd images

/run/containerd 50 containerd runtime
directory

/mnt/paas 50 Directory where volumes
are mounted when
containers are running.

 

Load Balancing Planning

The on-premises clusters of HA version are deployed on multiple management
plane nodes for DR and HA. A unified address is required for the access of cluster
compute nodes and other external services. On-premises clusters support VIPs and
external load balancers. Select either of them based on site requirements.

● VIP planning

An idle IP address must be planned as a VIP for the underlying layer (Bare
Metal) of your devices. A VIP can be planned for the three master nodes on
the management plane. During installation, the VIP is randomly bound to a
master node by on-premises clusters. When the node or the services on the
node are abnormal, the VIP is automatically switched to another node to
ensure high availability of the cluster.

Table 3-5 IP address planning

Type IP Address Purpose

VIP (virtual IP
address)

10.10.11.10
(example)

This IP address is for reference only.
Plan an IP address based on site
requirements to implement HA.

 

● ELB planning

If you have an external load balancer, on-premises clusters can connect to it
to implement cluster HA. Configurations are as follows:
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– TCP listeners: 3 in total (ports: 80, 443, and 5443)

– TCP backend server groups: 3 in total (corresponding to ports 80, 443,
and 5444 of the three master nodes)

– The following table lists the requirements for the TCP backend server
groups associated with the listeners:

Listener
(Protocol/
Port)

Backend
Server
Group

Backend Server Group Node Mapping and
Port

TCP/80 ingress-
http

master-01-
IP:80

master-02-IP:
80

master-03-IP:
80

TCP/443 ingress-
https

master-01-
IP:443

master-02-IP:
443

master-03-IP:
443

TCP/5443 kube-
apiserver

master-01-
IP:5444

master-02-IP:
5444

master-03-IP:
5444

 

NO TE

● The configuration page varies depending on the external load balancer service.
Configure the preceding mappings based on site requirements.

● Before installing on-premises clusters, configure the mapping between the TCP
listeners and TCP backend server groups on the external load balancer and
ensure that the external load balancer is functionally available.

● A load balancer can distribute access traffic of processes such as kubelet on all
nodes (including master nodes) to three master hosts. In addition, the load
balancer can automatically detect and isolate unavailable processes, improving
service capabilities and availability. You can use load balancers or related hardware
devices provided by multiple cloud vendors. You can also use Keepalived and
Haproxy to implement high-availability deployment with multiple master nodes.

● Recommended configuration: Enable the external load balancer's source address
transparent transmission for the preceding listening ports and disables loop check.
If loop check cannot be disabled separately, disable transparent transmission of
source addresses. To check whether loop check exists, perform the following steps:

1. Create an HTTP service on server A that can be accessed by external networks,
change the default listening port 80 to 88, and add the index.html file for
testing.
yum install -y httpd
sed -i 's/Listen 80/Listen 88/g' /etc/httpd/conf/httpd.conf
echo "This is a test page" > /var/www/html/index.html
systemctl start httpd

Enter ${Server A_IP}:88 in the address box of a browser. This is a test page is
displayed.

2. Configure a listening port, for example, 30088, for the load balancer to forward
the listening port to port 88 of server A, and enable source address transparent
transmission.

3. On server A, use the internal IP address of the load balancer to access the HTTP
service.
curl -v ${ELB_IP}:30088

Check whether the HTTP response status code is 200. If not, loop check exists.
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User Planning
User planning for on-premises clusters is as follows:

Table 3-6 User planning

User User
Group

User
ID

User
Group
ID

Passw
ord

Purpose

root root 0 0 - Default user used for installing
on-premises clusters on Huawei
Cloud UCS. You can also specify
another user that meets the
following requirements to install
on-premises clusters:
● The passwords of all cluster

management nodes must be
the same.

● The user has all the
permissions of user root.

NOTE
After the installation is complete,
you can change the password of the
user or restrict the root permissions
of the user.

paas paas 10000 10000 - User and user group used to run
Huawei Cloud UCS on-premises
clusters service processes. They
are created during the
installation of on-premises
clusters. The user name and user
group name are paas:paas, and
the user ID and user group ID are
10000:10000. Therefore, ensure
that the user name, user group
name, user ID, and user group ID
are not occupied before the
installation. If a conflict occurs,
delete the corresponding user or
user group in advance.

 

3.3.3 Pre-installation Check

Node Software Update and Upgrade Requirements
Disable auto update for node software. Do not install Docker or upgrade
containerd.
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NO TE

For details about how to disable auto update for Ubuntu software, see Ubuntu Enable
Automatic Updates Unattended Upgrades.

Checking the OS Language
Before installing the on-premises cluster, check the OS language and ensure that
the system language is English.

Checking apt Sources on Nodes
apt sources provide dependency packages for on-premises clusters to install
components such as ntpdate when adding nodes (servers). Therefore, before
adding a node, ensure that the apt source on the node is available. If the apt
source is unavailable, perform the following operations:

Step 1 Log in to the cluster management node to be installed as the installation user
(user root by default).

Step 2 Edit /etc/apt/sources.list.

Use the actual IP address of the apt source server.

Step 3 Run the following command to save the changes:

sudo apt-get update

Step 4 (Optional) If there are multiple management nodes, for example, when the HA
version is used, log in to each planned management node and perform the
preceding operations.

----End

Minimum Host Installation Requirements
● Unused software packages are not allowed in the system.

Based on the minimum installation principle, install only the necessary
software packages and service components to reduce system vulnerabilities
and attack risks.

● Do not retain development and compilation tools in the production
environment.
The following development and compilation tools are not allowed in the
production environment:
'cpp' (/usr/bin/cpp)
'gcc' (/usr/bin/gcc)
'ld' (/usr/bin/ld)
'lex' (/usr/bin/lex)
'rpcgen' (/usr/bin/rpcgen)

Keep only the environment for interpreters (Python, Lua, and so on) during
product deployment and execution.
'python' (/usr/bin/python)
'lua' (/usr/bin/lua)

The same situation applies to the perl interpreter. Some management
programs of the SUSE system depend on the perl interpreter. In this case, you
can retain the perl interpreter. Otherwise, you need to remove the perl
interpreter.
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perl (/usr/bin/perl)

● Do not install tools for displaying security policies in the OS.
Prevent disclosure of system security information. Based on service
requirements, the file owner of the pre-installed security hardening tool is
user root, and only user root has the execution permission.

● Do not install network sniffing tools in the OS.
Sniffing tools such as tcpdump and ethereal are not allowed in the system to
prevent malicious use.

● Do not install modems by default in a system that does not require modems.
Do not install modems by default in a system that does not require modems.
Strictly follow the minimum installation principle.

Cluster Installation Check Items
Check
Type

Check
Name

Check Item Criteria

Cluster
check

Node
architectur
e check

Architectures of all
master nodes to
be installed

The architectures of all nodes to
be installed must be the same.

Node host
name
check

Host names of all
master nodes to
be installed

The host names of all nodes to be
installed must be different.

Node
clock
synchroniz
ation
check

Clock
synchronization
status of all
master nodes to
be installed

The time difference between all
nodes to be installed must be less
than 10 seconds.

VIP usage
check

Whether the VIP is
occupied by other
nodes

The VIP must be in the idle state.
Check whether port 22 can be
accessed.

Node
check

Node
language
check

The node
language must
meet the
requirements.

The node language must be
en_US.UTF-8 or en_GB.UTF-8.

Node OS
check

The node OS must
meet the
requirements.

The node OS is Ubuntu 22.04.

System
command
check

The node has the
basic command
line tool.

The OS has the following
command line tools: ifconfig,
netstat, curl, systemctl, nohup,
pidof, mount, uname, lsmod,
swapoff, hwclock, ip and ntpdate
(for the NTP scenario).
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Check
Type

Check
Name

Check Item Criteria

Idle port
check

The mandatory
service port of the
node is not
occupied.

The following ports of the OS are
not occupied:
4001, 4002, 4003, 2380, 2381,
2382, 4011, 4012, 4013, 4005,
4006, 4007, 5444, 8080, 10257,
10259, 4133, 20100, 9444, 20102,
9443, 5443, 4134, 4194, 10255,
10248, 10250, 80, 443, 10256,
10249, 20101

Keepalive
installatio
n check

Keepalive is not
installed.

Run the apt list --installed
keepalive command to check that
Keepalive is not displayed in the
list.

HAProxy
installatio
n check

HAProxy is not
installed.

Run the apt list --installed
haproxy command to check that
HAProxy is not displayed in the
list.

runit
installatio
n check

runit is not
installed.

Run the apt list --installed runit
command to check that runit is
not displayed in the list.

paas user
check

The paas user of
the node can be
created.

The paas user does not exist on
the node, and the user whose ID is
1000 is not occupied.

NTP
service
check

The NTP service is
available.

The NTP server can be accessed by
running the ntpdate -u $
{ntp_server} command on the
node.

 

3.3.4 Registering an On-premises Cluster (Public Access)
This section describes how to register an on-premises cluster and connect it to
UCS through a public network.

Constraints

Only Huawei Cloud accounts or users with the UCS FullAccess permission can
register clusters.

Prerequisites
● You have applied for an on-premises cluster trial on the UCS console.
● UCS has sufficient cluster quota.
● 20 GB space is reserved in the /tmp directory on the node.
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● Ensure that the node to be installed meets the check item requirements listed
in Pre-installation Check.

● Prepare an executor that is connected with the cluster network.

Registering a Cluster
Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Fleets.

Step 2 Click Register Cluster in the On-premises cluster pane.

Step 3 Enter the basic information of the cluster to be registered as listed in Table 3-7.
The parameters marked with an asterisk (*) are mandatory.

Table 3-7 Basic information for registering a cluster

Parameter Description

* Cluster Name Enter a custom cluster name, starting with a lowercase
letter and not ending with a hyphen (-). Use only digits,
lowercase letters, and hyphens (-).

* Resource Type Currently, only Bare Metal is supported.

* Region Select a region where the cluster is deployed.

Cluster Label Optional. You can add labels in the form of key-value
pairs to classify clusters. A key or value can contain a
maximum of 63 characters starting and ending with a
letter or digit. Use only letters, digits, hyphens (-),
underscores (_), and periods (.).

Fleets Select the fleet to which the cluster belongs.
Fleets are used for refined permission management. A
cluster can be added to only one fleet. If you do not select
a fleet, the cluster will be displayed on the Clusters Not
in Fleet tab page after registration. You can add it to a
fleet later.
To join a cluster to a fleet with the cluster federation
capability enabled, you cannot select the fleet when
registering the cluster, but add the cluster to the fleet
after registration. For details about cluster federation, see
Enabling Federation.
For details about how to create a fleet, see Fleets.

 

Step 4 Click OK. After the cluster registration is successful, Figure 3-3 is displayed.
Connect the cluster to the network within 24 hours. You can select a connection

mode or click  in the upper right corner to view the detailed network
connection process.

If you do not connect the cluster to the network within 24 hours, it will fail to be

registered. In this case, click  in the upper right corner to register it again. If the
cluster has been connected to the network but data is not collected, wait for 2
minutes and refresh the cluster.
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Figure 3-3 Cluster waiting to connect to network

----End

Connecting to Network
After the cluster is registered with UCS, its status is Pending installation and
connection. In this case, UCS has not installed the Kubernetes software on the
cluster and the network connection between them has not been established. You
need to configure a network agent in the cluster to access the network and install
the cluster.

NO TICE

Connect to the network within 24 hours after the cluster is added. You can click

 in the upper right corner to view the detailed network connection process. If
you do not connect the cluster to the network within 24 hours, it will fail to be

registered. In this case, click  in the upper right corner to register it again. If the
cluster has been connected to the network but the status is not updated, wait for
2 minutes and refresh the cluster.

Step 1 On the UCS console, click Public access in the card view of the cluster to be
accessed to view the detailed public network access process.

Step 2 Download the on-premises cluster agent configuration file agent-[Cluster
name].yaml.

NO TE

The agent configuration file contains keys and can be downloaded only once. Keep the file
secure.

Step 3 Set the parameters required for cluster installation and download the on-premises
cluster configuration file cluster-[Cluster name].yaml.
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Figure 3-4 Downloading the on-premises cluster configuration file

Step 4 Use the remote file transfer tool to upload the downloaded agent-[Cluster
name].yaml and agent-[Cluster name].yaml files to the /root/ directory on the
executor as user root.

NO TE

If the SSH connection times out on the executor, rectify the fault by referring to How Do I
Do If VM SSH Connection Times Out?

Step 5 Copy the installation command and run it in the /root/ directory:
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Figure 3-5 Installing an on-premises cluster

Step 6 Go to the UCS console and refresh the cluster status. The cluster is in the Running
status.

Figure 3-6 Cluster in running status

----End

Verifying the Installation
Click the name of the on-premises cluster to access the cluster console. Perform
operations on resources such as cluster nodes and workloads. If the operations can
be performed without errors, the on-premises cluster is successfully connected.

Figure 3-7 Cluster console

3.3.5 Registering an On-premises Cluster (Private Access)
Connecting on-premises clusters located in local data centers with UCS through
public networks may cause security risks. A more stable and secure cluster
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connection mode is required. In this case, you can use private networks to connect
the clusters to UCS for management.

In private network connection mode, you use Direct Connect (DC) or Virtual
Private Network (VPN) to connect the on-premises network to the Virtual Private
Cloud (VPC), and use VPC Endpoint (VPCEP) to connect to UCS through the
private network. This mode features high speed, low latency, and high security.

Figure 3-8 Private network connection principles

Constraints
● Only Huawei Cloud accounts or users with the UCS FullAccess permission can

register clusters.
● For on-premises clusters connected to UCS through private networks, the

image repository function may be restricted due to network restrictions.
Such clusters cannot download images from SoftWare Repository for
Container (SWR). Ensure that your nodes where your workloads run can
access public networks.

Prerequisites
● You have applied for an on-premises cluster trial on the UCS console.
● UCS has sufficient cluster quota.
● 20 GB space is reserved in the /tmp directory on the node.
● Ensure that the node to be installed meets the check item requirements listed

in Pre-installation Check.
● Prepare an executor that is connected with the cluster network.
● Create a VPC in the region where UCS provides services. For details, see

Creating a VPC. Currently, this function is available only in AP-Singapore.
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NO TE

The VPC subnet CIDR block cannot overlap with the network CIDR blocks used in IDCs.
Otherwise, the cluster cannot be connected. For example, if the VPC subnet used in
the IDC is 192.168.1.0/24, do not use the same subnet for the Huawei Cloud VPC.

Preparing the Network Environment

NO TICE

After the on-premises and cloud networks are connected, you are advised to ping
the private IP address of the Huawei Cloud server in the target VPC from the
server in the local data center to check whether the network connection is
successful.

You can use either of the following solutions to connect the on-premises IDC
network environment to the Huawei Cloud VPC:

● VPN solution: See Connecting an On-Premises Data Center to a VPC
Through a VPN.

● DC solution: See Accessing a VPC over a Single Connection Through Static
Routes or Accessing a VPC over a Single Connection Through BGP Routes.

Registering a Cluster

Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Fleets.

Step 2 Click Register Cluster in the On-premises cluster pane.

Step 3 Enter the basic information of the cluster to be registered as listed in Table 3-8.
The parameters marked with an asterisk (*) are mandatory.

Table 3-8 Basic information for registering a cluster

Parameter Description

* Cluster Name Enter a custom cluster name, starting with a lowercase
letter and not ending with a hyphen (-). Use only digits,
lowercase letters, and hyphens (-).

* Resource Type Currently, only Bare Metal is supported.

* Region Select a region where the cluster is deployed.

Cluster Label Optional. You can add labels in the form of key-value
pairs to classify clusters. A key or value can contain a
maximum of 63 characters starting and ending with a
letter or digit. Use only letters, digits, hyphens (-),
underscores (_), and periods (.).
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Parameter Description

Fleets Select the fleet to which the cluster belongs.
Fleets are used for refined permission management. A
cluster can be added to only one fleet. If you do not select
a fleet, the cluster will be displayed on the Clusters Not
in Fleet tab page after registration. You can add it to a
fleet later.
To join a cluster to a fleet with the cluster federation
capability enabled, you cannot select the fleet when
registering the cluster, but add the cluster to the fleet
after registration. For details about cluster federation, see
Enabling Federation.
For details about how to create a fleet, see Fleets.

 

Step 4 Click OK. After the cluster registration is successful, Figure 3-9 is displayed.
Connect the cluster to the network within 24 hours. You can select a connection

mode or click  in the upper right corner to view the detailed network
connection process.

If you do not connect the cluster to the network within 24 hours, it will fail to be

registered. In this case, click  in the upper right corner to register it again. If the
cluster has been connected to the network but data is not collected, wait for 2
minutes and refresh the cluster.

Figure 3-9 Cluster waiting to connect to network

----End

Buying a VPC Endpoint

Step 1 Log in to the VPC Endpoint console and click Buy VPC Endpoint.

Step 2 Select the region to which the endpoint belongs.

Step 3 Select Find a service by name, enter the service name ap-southeast-3.open-
vpcep.02d111fb-c448-4a4e-9b7c-88029de91717, and click Verify.
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Figure 3-10 Buying a VPC endpoint

Step 4 Select the VPC and subnet connected to the cluster network in Preparing the
Network Environment.

Step 5 Select to automatically or manually assign the node IP address.

Step 6 Click Next, confirm the specifications, and click Submit.

Step 7 Purchase other VPC endpoints in the same way and configure them on the DNS
server in use.

----End

Connecting to a Cluster

Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the card view of the target cluster in the Pending
installation and connection status, click Private access.

Step 2 Select the VPC endpoint created in Buying a VPC Endpoint, and create and
download the on-premises cluster agent configuration file agent-[Cluster
name].yaml.
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Figure 3-11 Downloading on-premises cluster agent configuration file

NO TE

The agent configuration file contains keys and can be downloaded only once. Keep the file
secure.

Step 3 Set the parameters required for cluster installation and download the on-premises
cluster configuration file cluster-[Cluster name].yaml.
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Figure 3-12 Downloading the on-premises cluster configuration file

Step 4 Use the remote file transfer tool to upload the downloaded agent-[Cluster
name].yaml and agent-[Cluster name].yaml files to the /root/ directory on the
executor as user root.

NO TE

If the SSH connection times out on the executor, rectify the fault by referring to How Do I
Do If VM SSH Connection Times Out?

Step 5 Copy the installation command and run it in the /root/ directory:
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Figure 3-13 Installing an on-premises cluster

Step 6 Go to the UCS console and refresh the cluster status. The cluster is in the Running
status.

Figure 3-14 Cluster in running status

----End

Verifying the Installation

Click the name of the on-premises cluster to access the cluster console. Perform
operations on resources such as cluster nodes and workloads. If the operations can
be performed without errors, the on-premises cluster is successfully connected.

Figure 3-15 Cluster console

3.3.6 Nodes
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3.3.6.1 Operations on Nodes of On-premises Clusters

Accepting a Node into a Cluster

Step 1 Run the ./ucs-ctl config generator -t node -o node.csv command on the
installed node to generate the node installation configuration file.

Step 2 Write the required nodes (separated by commas) to the configuration file. The
configuration file includes the following parameters:

Node IP (Adding a
Node IP Address)

User (SSH Connection
User)

Password (SSH
Connection Password)

192.168.0.12 root root

 

Step 3 Run the ./ucs-ctl create node -c [Cluster name] -m node.csv command to
accept the node.

----End

Uninstalling Nodes
● Method 1

Run the ./ucs-ctl delete node -c [Cluster name] -n [Node IP 1],[Node IP
2], ... command on an installed node.

Use -n to specify IP addresses and use commas (,) to separate them.

● Method 2

Run the ./ucs-ctl delete node -c [Cluster name] -m node.csv command on
the installed node.

Use -m to specify the node file used for installation to uninstall all nodes at a
time.

NO TE

If the command execution fails, rectify the fault by referring to How Do I Manually Clear
Nodes of an On-premises Cluster?

3.4 Attached Clusters

3.4.1 Attached Cluster Management Procedure
Attached clusters refer to third-party Kubernetes clusters that comply with the
Cloud Native Computing Foundation (CNCF) standard, such as AWS EKS, GKE on
GCP, and on-premises Kubernetes clusters.

Figure 3-16 shows the management process of an attached cluster: Obtain the
kubeconfig file, manually upload it to the UCS console, and deploy the agent in
the cluster.
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Figure 3-16 Attached cluster management procedure

Network Connection Mode
Cluster providers or local data centers have different inbound port rules for
attached clusters to prevent inbound communication from ports other than the
specific ones. Therefore, UCS uses the cluster network agent to connect to clusters,
as shown in Figure 3-17. You do not need to enable any inbound port on the
firewall. Instead, only the cluster agent program is required to establish sessions
with UCS in the outbound direction.

There are two methods with different advantages for attached clusters to connect
to UCS:
● Connection through a public network: flexibility, cost-effectiveness, and

easy access
● Connection through a private network: high speed, low latency, stability,

and security

Figure 3-17 Cluster connection principles

3.4.2 Registering an Attached Cluster (Public Access)
This section describes how to register an attached cluster and connect it to UCS
through a public network.
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Constraints
● Only Huawei Cloud accounts or users with the UCS FullAccess permission can

register clusters.

● If you are connecting a foreign cluster to UCS, ensure that this connection and
the subsequent actions you will take comply with the local laws and
regulations.

● Ensure that the registered cluster is a Kubernetes cluster that has passed the
CNCF Certified Kubernetes Conformance Program and its version is 1.19 or
later.

Prerequisites
● A cluster to be connected to UCS has been created and is running properly.

● The node where the proxy-agent component is deployed in the cluster must
be accessible from the public network through an EIP or a NAT gateway.

● You have obtained the kubeconfig file of the cluster to be added. The
obtaining procedure varies according to vendors. For details, see Obtaining
kubeconfig. For details about the kubeconfig file, see Organizing Cluster
Access Using kubeconfig Files.

Registering a Cluster

Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Fleets.

Step 2 Click Register Cluster in the Attached cluster pane.

Step 3 Enter the basic information of the cluster to be registered as listed in Table 3-9.
The parameters marked with an asterisk (*) are mandatory.

Table 3-9 Basic information for registering a cluster

Parameter Description

* Cluster Name Enter a custom cluster name, starting with a lowercase
letter and not ending with a hyphen (-). Use only digits,
lowercase letters, and hyphens (-).

* Service Provider Select a cluster service provider.

* Region Select a region where the cluster is deployed.

Cluster Label Optional. You can add labels in the form of key-value
pairs to classify clusters. A key or value can contain a
maximum of 63 characters starting and ending with a
letter or digit. Use only letters, digits, hyphens (-),
underscores (_), and periods (.).

* kubeconfig Upload the kubectl configuration file to complete cluster
authentication. The file can be in JSON or YAML format.
The procedure for obtaining the kubeconfig file varies
according to vendors. For details, see Obtaining
kubeconfig.
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Parameter Description

* Context Select the corresponding context. After the kubeconfig file
is uploaded, the option list automatically obtains the
contexts field from the file.
The default value is the context specified by the current-
context field in the kubeconfig file. If the file does not
contain this field, you need to manually select a context
from the list.

Fleets Select the fleet to which the cluster belongs.
Fleets are used for refined permission management. A
cluster can be added to only one fleet. If you do not select
a fleet, the cluster will be displayed on the Clusters Not
in Fleet tab page after registration. You can add it to a
fleet later.
To join a cluster to a fleet with the cluster federation
capability enabled, you cannot select the fleet when
registering the cluster, but add the cluster to the fleet
after registration. For details about cluster federation, see
Enabling Federation.
For details about how to create a fleet, see Fleets.

 

Step 4 Click OK. After the cluster registration is successful, Figure 3-18 is displayed.
Connect the cluster to the network within 30 minutes. You can select a connection

mode or click  in the upper right corner to view the detailed network
connection process.

If you do not connect the cluster to the network within 30 minutes, it will fail to

be registered. In this case, click  in the upper right corner to register it again. If
the cluster has been connected to the network but data is not collected, wait for 2
minutes and refresh the cluster.

Figure 3-18 Cluster waiting to connect to network

----End

Connecting to Network

After the cluster is registered with UCS, its status is Pending connection. In this
case, the network connection between UCS and the cluster has not been
established. You need to configure a network agent in the cluster to access the
network.
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NO TICE

Connect to the network within 30 minutes after the cluster is added. You can click

 in the upper right corner to view the detailed network connection process. If
you do not connect the cluster to the network within 30 minutes, it will fail to be

registered. In this case, click  in the upper right corner to register it again. If the
cluster has been connected to the network but the status is not updated, wait for
2 minutes and refresh the cluster.

Step 1 On the UCS console, click Public access in the card view of the cluster to be
accessed to view the detailed public network access process.

Step 2 Download the configuration file of the cluster agent.

NO TE

The agent configuration file contains keys and can be downloaded only once. Keep the file
secure.

Step 3 Use kubectl to connect to the cluster, create a YAML file named agent.yaml
(customizable) in the cluster, and copy the agent configuration in Step 2 and
paste it to the YAML file.

vim agent.yaml

Step 4 Run the following command in the cluster to deploy the agent:

kubectl apply -f agent.yaml

Step 5 Check the deployment of the cluster agent.

kubectl -n kube-system get pod | grep proxy-agent

Expected output for successful deployment:

proxy-agent-5f7d568f6-6fc4k 1/1 Running 0 9s

Step 6 Check the running status of the cluster agent.

kubectl -n kube-system logs <Agent Pod Name> | grep "Start serving"

Expected log output for normal running:

Start serving

Step 7 Go to the UCS console and refresh the cluster status. The cluster is in the Running
status.

Figure 3-19 Cluster in running status

----End
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3.4.3 Registering an Attached Cluster (Private Access)
Connecting attached clusters located in local data centers or third-party clouds
with UCS through public networks may cause security risks. A more stable and
secure cluster connection mode is required. In this case, you can use private
networks to connect the clusters to UCS for management.

In private network connection mode, you use Direct Connect (DC) or Virtual
Private Network (VPN) to connect the on-premises network to the Virtual Private
Cloud (VPC), and use VPC Endpoint (VPCEP) to connect to UCS through the
private network. This mode features high speed, low latency, and high security.

Figure 3-20 Private network connection principles

Constraints
● Only Huawei Cloud accounts or users with the UCS FullAccess permission can

register clusters.
● If you are connecting a foreign cluster to UCS, ensure that this connection and

the subsequent actions you will take comply with the local laws and
regulations.

● Ensure that the registered cluster is a Kubernetes cluster that has passed the
CNCF Certified Kubernetes Conformance Program and its version is 1.19 or
later.

● For attached clusters connected to UCS through private networks, the image
repository function may be restricted due to network restrictions.
Such clusters cannot download images from SoftWare Repository for
Container (SWR). Ensure that your nodes where your workloads run can
access public networks.

Prerequisites
● A cluster to be connected to UCS has been created and is running properly.
● Create a VPC in the region where UCS provides services. For details, see

Creating a VPC. Currently, this function is available only in AP-Singapore.
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NO TE

The VPC subnet CIDR block cannot overlap with the network CIDR blocks used in IDCs
or third-party clouds. Otherwise, the cluster cannot be connected. For example, if the
VPC subnet used in the IDC is 192.168.1.0/24, do not use the same subnet for the
Huawei Cloud VPC.

● You have obtained the kubeconfig file of the cluster to be added. The
obtaining procedure varies according to vendors. For details, see Obtaining
kubeconfig. For details about the kubeconfig file, see Organizing Cluster
Access Using kubeconfig Files.

Preparing the Network Environment

NO TICE

After the on-premises and cloud networks are connected, you are advised to ping
the private IP address of the Huawei Cloud server in the target VPC from the
server in the local data center to check whether the network connection is
successful.

You can use either of the following solutions to connect the on-premises IDC or
third-party cloud vendor network environment to the Huawei Cloud VPC:

● VPN solution: See Connecting an On-Premises Data Center to a VPC
Through a VPN.

● DC solution: See Accessing a VPC over a Single Connection Through Static
Routes or Accessing a VPC over a Single Connection Through BGP Routes.

Registering a Cluster

Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Fleets.

Step 2 Click Register Cluster in the Attached cluster pane.

Step 3 Enter the basic information of the cluster to be registered as listed in Table 3-10.
The parameters marked with an asterisk (*) are mandatory.

Table 3-10 Basic information for registering a cluster

Parameter Description

* Cluster Name Enter a custom cluster name, starting with a lowercase
letter and not ending with a hyphen (-). Use only digits,
lowercase letters, and hyphens (-).

* Service Provider Select a cluster service provider.

* Region Select a region where the cluster is deployed.
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Parameter Description

Cluster Label Optional. You can add labels in the form of key-value
pairs to classify clusters. A key or value can contain a
maximum of 63 characters starting and ending with a
letter or digit. Use only letters, digits, hyphens (-),
underscores (_), and periods (.).

* kubeconfig Upload the kubectl configuration file to complete cluster
authentication. The file can be in JSON or YAML format.
The procedure for obtaining the kubeconfig file varies
according to vendors. For details, see Obtaining
kubeconfig.

* Context Select the corresponding context. After the kubeconfig file
is uploaded, the option list automatically obtains the
contexts field from the file.
The default value is the context specified by the current-
context field in the kubeconfig file. If the file does not
contain this field, you need to manually select a context
from the list.

Fleets Select the fleet to which the cluster belongs.
Fleets are used for refined permission management. A
cluster can be added to only one fleet. If you do not select
a fleet, the cluster will be displayed on the Clusters Not
in Fleet tab page after registration. You can add it to a
fleet later.
To join a cluster to a fleet with the cluster federation
capability enabled, you cannot select the fleet when
registering the cluster, but add the cluster to the fleet
after registration. For details about cluster federation, see
Enabling Federation.
For details about how to create a fleet, see Fleets.

 

Step 4 Click OK. After the cluster registration is successful, Figure 3-21 is displayed.
Connect the cluster to the network within 30 minutes. You can select a connection

mode or click  in the upper right corner to view the detailed network
connection process.

If you do not connect the cluster to the network within 30 minutes, it will fail to

be registered. In this case, click  in the upper right corner to register it again. If
the cluster has been connected to the network but data is not collected, wait for 2
minutes and refresh the cluster.
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Figure 3-21 Cluster waiting to connect to network

----End

Buying a VPC Endpoint

Step 1 Log in to the VPC Endpoint console and click Buy VPC Endpoint.

Step 2 Select the region to which the endpoint belongs.

Step 3 Select Find a service by name, enter the service name ap-southeast-3.open-
vpcep.02d111fb-c448-4a4e-9b7c-88029de91717, and click Verify.

Figure 3-22 Buying a VPC endpoint

Step 4 Select the VPC and subnet connected to the cluster network in Preparing the
Network Environment.

Step 5 Select to automatically or manually assign the endpoint IP address.

Step 6 After setting other parameters, click Next and confirm the specifications.
● If all of the specifications are correct, click Submit.
● If any of the specifications are incorrect, click Previous to modify the

parameters as needed, and click Next > Submit.

----End

Connecting to a Cluster

Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the card view of the target cluster in the Pending
connection status, click Private access.
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Step 2 Select the VPC endpoint created in Buying a VPC Endpoint.

Figure 3-23 Selecting the endpoint

Step 3 Download the configuration file of the cluster agent.

NO TE

The agent configuration file contains keys and can be downloaded only once. Keep the file
secure.

Step 4 Use kubectl to connect to the cluster, create a YAML file named agent.yaml
(customizable) in the cluster, and copy the agent configuration in Step 3 and
paste it to the YAML file.

vim agent.yaml

Step 5 Run the following command in the cluster to deploy the agent:

kubectl apply -f agent.yaml

NO TICE

To pull the proxy-agent container image, the cluster must be able to access the
public network, or the image must be uploaded to an image repository that can
be accessed by the cluster. Otherwise, the image fails to be deployed.

Step 6 Check the deployment of the cluster agent.

kubectl -n kube-system get pod | grep proxy-agent

Expected output for successful deployment:

proxy-agent-5f7d568f6-6fc4k 1/1 Running 0 9s

Step 7 Check the running status of the cluster agent.

kubectl -n kube-system logs <Agent Pod Name> | grep "Start serving"

Expected log output for normal running:

Start serving

Step 8 Go to the UCS console and refresh the cluster status. The cluster is in the Running
status.
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Figure 3-24 Cluster in running status

----End

3.4.4 Obtaining kubeconfig
A kubeconfig file is a file used to configure access to the Kubernetes cluster when
used with the kubectl or other clients. A kubeconfig file contains the
authentication credentials and endpoints (access addresses) required for accessing
and registering the Kubernetes cluster. For details, see Kubernetes
Documentation.

This section describes how to obtain the cluster kubeconfig file. Different cluster
providers have different kubeconfig file formats. You can perform operations
based on your cluster.

NO TICE

The kubeconfig file contains cluster authentication information, which may cause
security leakage. Keep the file secure.

Huawei Cloud Clusters

Step 1 Log in to the CCE console and click the target cluster to go to the Cluster
Information page.

Step 2 In the Connection Information area, click Learn more next to kubectl.

Step 3 Download the kubectl configuration file as prompted. (If the public IP address is
changed, you need to download it again.)
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Figure 3-25 Downloading the kubectl configuration file

Step 4 Use the configuration file downloaded in Step 3 to import the cluster. For details,
see Registering an Attached Cluster (Public Access) or Registering an
Attached Cluster (Private Access).

----End

Third-Party Cloud Clusters

The formats of the kubeconfig files of clusters provided by the third-party vendors
are different. Therefore, you need to create a ServiceAccount that has the
permission of all cluster resources and obtain the token of the ServiceAccount to
configure the kubeconfig file supported by UCS.

Step 1 Connect to the cluster using kubectl.

Step 2 Create the ucs-service-account.yaml file.
apiVersion: v1
kind: ServiceAccount
metadata:
  name: ucs-user
---
apiVersion: v1
kind: Secret
metadata:
  name: ucs-user-token
  annotations:
    kubernetes.io/service-account.name: "ucs-user"
type: kubernetes.io/service-account-token
---
apiVersion: rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1  
kind: ClusterRole
metadata:
  name: ucs-user-role
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rules:
- apiGroups:
  - '*'
  resources:
  - '*'
  verbs:
  - '*'
- nonResourceURLs:
  - '*'
  verbs:
  - get
---
apiVersion: rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1
kind: ClusterRoleBinding
metadata:
  name: ucs-user-role-binding
subjects:
  - kind: ServiceAccount
    name: ucs-user
    namespace: default
roleRef:
  kind: ClusterRole
  name: ucs-user-role
  apiGroup: rbac.authorization.k8s.io

Step 3 Run the following command in the cluster to create a ServiceAccount:

kubectl apply -f ucs-service-account.yaml

Step 4 Run the following command to obtain the token:

kubectl get secret ucs-user-token -n default -oyaml | grep token: | awk '{print
$2}' | base64 -d ;echo

Step 5 Configure the kubeconfig file.

Create a kubeconfig.yaml file by referring to the following example and replace
the token with the value obtained in Step 4.

kubeconfig.yaml:

kind: Config
apiVersion: v1
preferences: {}
clusters:
  - name: internalCluster
    cluster:
      server: 'https://kubernetes.default.svc.cluster.local:443'
      insecure-skip-tls-verify: true
users:
  - name: ucs-user
    user:
      token: 'MIIFbAYJKo*****'
contexts:
  - name: internal
    context:
      cluster: internalCluster
      user: ucs-user
current-context: internal

The parameters in the kubeconfig file are described as follows:
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Parameter Value Description Mandatory

server 'https://
kubernetes.def
ault.svc.cluster.l
ocal:443'

Intra-cluster access
address of the API
server. Some vendors
restrict cluster external
access to the API server,
so UCS may fail to
connect to the cluster.
You are advised to use
the intra-cluster access
address.

Yes

insecure-
skip-tls-verify

true If this parameter is used,
certificate
authentication is
skipped. The value must
be true.

1 out of 2
NOTE

If the server field is
an intra-cluster
access address,
certificate
authentication is
preferentially
skipped.

certificate-
authority-
data

Character
string
encrypted using
Base64

If this parameter is used,
two-way authentication
is enabled for the
cluster. The value is the
server certificate
encrypted using Base64.
The default address of
the server certificate of
the native Kubernetes
cluster is /etc/
kubernetes/pki/ca.crt
of the master node.

token Character
string
encrypted using
Base64

If the users use a token
for authentication, the
parameter value is the
token obtained in Step
4.

1 out of 3
NOTE

The token
authentication
mode is preferred.
UCS only supports
the three modes.● client-

certificate
-data

● client-key-
data

Character
string
encrypted using
Base64

Users can use
certificates and private
keys for authentication.
● client-certificate-

data: client
certificate encrypted
using Base64.

● client-key-data:
client private key
encrypted using
Base64.
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Parameter Value Description Mandatory

● username
● password

String Users use the username
and password for
authentication.
● username: username

for accessing the
cluster.

● password: password
of the username.

 

Step 6 Use the kubeconfig file configured in Step 5 to import the cluster to UCS. For
details, see Registering an Attached Cluster (Public Access) or Registering an
Attached Cluster (Private Access).

NO TE

When using UCS, you cannot delete the created ServiceAccount, ClusterRole, and
ClusterRoleBinding objects. Otherwise, the token will be invalid.

If the cluster is no longer connected to UCS, you can run the kubectl delete -f ucs-service-
account.yaml command to delete the ServiceAccount.

----End

Local Clusters

If your cluster is a standard cluster built using an official Kubernetes binary file or
a deployment tool such as Kubeadm, you can perform the following steps to
obtain the kubeconfig file.

The procedure does not apply to commercial clusters provided by cloud service
vendors. For details about how to obtain the kubeconfig file of a commercial
cluster, see Third-Party Cloud Clusters.

Step 1 Log in to the master node of the cluster.

Step 2 View the cluster access credential. By default, the kubeconfig file of a self-built
cluster is stored in the $HOME/.kube/config directory of the master node. If
another kubeconfig file is specified for your cluster, change the directory.

cat $HOME/.kube/config

Step 3 Copy the credential content.

Step 4 Create a YAML file on the local PC, paste the credential content to the file, and
save the file.

Step 5 Use the YAML file created in Step 4 to import the cluster to UCS. For details, see
Registering an Attached Cluster (Public Access) or Registering an Attached
Cluster (Private Access).

----End
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3.5 Multi-Cloud Clusters

3.5.1 Multi-cloud Cluster Management Process
A multi-cloud cluster is a Kubernetes cluster provisioned by UCS and running on a
third-party cloud (such as AWS). Essentially, CCE clusters are built on AWS or
Azure infrastructure to form a cloud native multi-cloud architecture with Huawei
Cloud.

NO TE

The current version supports only multi-cloud clusters on the AWS infrastructure.

On a single cloud platform, you need to use highly integrated dedicated cloud
tools, which may make each cloud environment a silo. With multi-cloud clusters,
you can deploy workloads to multiple cloud environments using unified APIs,
tools, and configurations.

You can also use the UCS console to manage Kubernetes clusters on AWS for a
consistent management experience in a multi-cloud environment.

Access Mode
Only public network access is supported, which is flexible, inexpensive, and easy to
access.

3.5.2 Data Planning
When you build a multi-cloud cluster on the AWS infrastructure, the following
resources are automatically created on the AWS console. Ensure that the resource
quota is sufficient.
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Table 3-11 Resources quantity
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VPC Sub
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EIP Sec
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y
Gro
up

Net
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k
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Net
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ty

3 3 1 6 7 1 3 5 1 1 4 6

 

Table 3-12 EC2 resource specifications

Node
Type

Qua
ntity

CPU
(Cores)

Mem
(GiB)

Root
Disk

Non-
root
Disk

Remarks

Cluster
managem
ent node

3 8 32 100 200 t3.2xlarge

Cluster
compute
node

On-
dem
and

8 32 100 200 You can change
the specifications
as required.

 

3.5.3 Registering a Multi-cloud Cluster
Register a UCS on AWS cluster. After the registration is complete, the cluster is
automatically connected to UCS through the public network.

Constraints
Only Huawei Cloud accounts or users with the AWS account permission can
register clusters.

Prerequisites
● You have applied for a multi-cloud cluster trial on the UCS console.
● Ensure that the UCS cluster quota and AWS resource quota are sufficient.
● An access key has been created on the AWS console. See How Do I Obtain

an Access Key (AK/SK)?.

Procedure

Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Fleets.

Step 2 Click Register Cluster in the card view of the multi-cloud cluster.

Step 3 Enter the basic information of the cluster to be registered as listed in the following
table. The parameters marked with an asterisk (*) are mandatory.
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Table 3-13 Parameter settings of registering a cluster

Parameter Description

Cluster Type Select Multi-cloud cluster.

Cloud Resource
Provider

Select AWS.

Cluster Name Enter a custom cluster name, starting with a lowercase
letter and not ending with a hyphen (-). Use only digits,
lowercase letters, and hyphens (-).

Region Select the region where the cluster is located, that is, the
AWS region. Ensure that the resource quota in the
selected region is sufficient.

Version Select 1.23.

High Availability Select Yes. Three EC2s will be automatically created as the
master nodes of the cluster.

Cluster Label Optional. You can add labels in the form of key-value
pairs to classify clusters. A key or value can contain a
maximum of 63 characters starting and ending with a
letter or digit. Use only letters, digits, hyphens (-),
underscores (_), and periods (.).

Fleet Select the fleet to which the cluster belongs.
Fleets are used for refined permission management. A
cluster can be added to only one fleet. If you do not select
a fleet, the cluster will be displayed on the Clusters Not
in Fleet tab page after registration. You can add it to a
fleet later.
To join a cluster to a fleet with the cluster federation
capability enabled, you cannot select the fleet when
registering the cluster, but add the cluster to the fleet
after registration. For details about cluster federation, see
Enabling Federation.
For details about how to create a fleet, see Fleets.

Access Key ID Access key ID obtained from AWS IAM, that is,
AccessKeyID.

Secret Access Key Secret access key obtained from AWS IAM, that is,
SecretAccessKey.

Container CIDR
Block

Container CIDR block of the created Kubernetes cluster.

Service CIDR Block Service CIDR block of the created Kubernetes cluster.

 

Step 4 Click OK. After the cluster is registered, wait for automatic connection.

----End
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3.6 Cluster Console (Non-Huawei Cloud Clusters)

3.6.1 Cluster Console Overview
The UCS console allows you to manage clusters collectively or separately.

● For Huawei Cloud CCE and CCE Turbo clusters, the operations on the UCS
console are the same as those on the CCE console. For details, see CCE User
Guide.

● For attached clusters, local clusters, and multi-cloud clusters, the cluster
console enables you to manage basic Kubernetes resources, such as nodes,
workloads, services and routes, container storage, ConfigMaps and secrets,
and namespaces.

NO TICE

For attached and local clusters, you need to log in to the UCS console with a
Huawei Cloud account or as a user who has the UCS FullAccess permission
to configure the permission policies. (For details, see Minimum Permissions
Required by UCS.)

Accessing the Cluster Console

The method of accessing the cluster console varies according to whether a cluster
has been added to a fleet. The details are as follows:

● Cluster in fleet: On the Fleets page, click the Fleets tab and click the target
fleet. On the displayed page, choose Container Clusters in the navigation
pane and click the target cluster name to access the cluster console.

● Clusters not in fleet: Switch to the Clusters Not in Fleet tab page, locate the
cluster that has not been added to the fleet, and click the cluster name to
access the cluster console.

3.6.2 Nodes

3.6.2.1 Viewing Nodes in a Cluster

After a cluster is added to UCS, you can access the cluster console from UCS to
view node information in a cluster.

Procedure

Step 1 Log in to the cluster console.

Step 2 Choose Nodes in the navigation pane to view the node information in a cluster.
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Figure 3-26 Viewing nodes in a cluster

Step 3 Choose More > View Pods in the Operation column of the target node to view
pods running on the current node.

Step 4 Click View Events to view node events.

Step 5 Choose More > Disable Scheduling in the Operation column of the target node
to set the node as non-schedulable so that new pods cannot be scheduled to this
node. For details about node taints, see Adding Labels/Taints to Nodes.

----End

3.6.2.2 Adding Labels/Taints to Nodes

UCS allows you to add different labels to nodes and define different attributes for
labels. By using these node labels, you can quickly understand the characteristics
of each node. Taints enable a node to repel specific pods to prevent these pods
from being scheduled to the node, achieving reasonable allocation of workloads
on nodes.

Node Label Usage Scenarios

Node labels are mainly used in the following scenarios:

● Node management: Node labels are used to classify nodes.

● Affinity and anti-affinity between workloads and nodes:

– Different workloads have different resource requirements such as CPU,
memory, and I/O. If a workload consumes too many resources in a
cluster, other workloads in the same cluster may fail to run properly. In
this case, you are advised to add different labels to nodes. When
deploying a workload, you can configure node affinity and anti-affinity
based on node labels.

– A system can be divided into multiple modules. Each module consists of
multiple microservices. To ensure efficient O&M, you can add a module
label to each node so that each module can be deployed on the
corresponding node. In this way, modules do not interfere with each
other and microservices can be easily maintained on their nodes.

Inherent Node Labels

After a node is created, some inherent labels are generated for the node. These
labels cannot be edited or deleted. Table 3-14 describes these labels.
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Table 3-14 Inherent labels of a node

Key Value

failure-
domain.beta.kubernetes.i
o/region

Indicates the region where the node is located.

failure-
domain.beta.kubernetes.i
o/zone

Indicates the AZ where the node is located.

beta.kubernetes.io/arch Indicates the processor architecture of the node.
For example, amd64 indicates a AMD64-bit
processor.

beta.kubernetes.io/os Indicates the operating system of the node.
For example, linux indicates that the node uses
Linux as its operating system.

kubernetes.io/
availablezone

Indicates the AZ where the node is located.

kubernetes.io/hostname Indicates the host name of the node.

os.architecture Indicates the processor architecture of the node.
For example, amd64 indicates a AMD64-bit
processor.

os.name Indicates the operating system name of the node.
For example, EulerOS_2.0_SP2 indicates that the
node uses EulerOS 2.2 as its operating system.

os.version Indicates the kernel version of the node.

 

Taint

Taints are in the format of Key=Value:Effect. Key and Value are the labels of a
taint. Value can be empty. Effect is used to describe the effect of taints. The
following three options are supported for Effect:

● NoSchedule: No pod will be able to schedule onto the node unless it has a
matching toleration, but existing pods will not be evicted from the node.

● PreferNoSchedule: Pods that cannot tolerate this taint are avoided being
scheduled onto the node.

● NoExecute: Pods that cannot tolerate this taint cannot be scheduled onto the
node, and existing pods will be evicted from the node.

Toleration

Tolerations are applied to pods, and allow (but do not require) the pods to
schedule onto nodes with matching taints.
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Taints and tolerations work together to ensure that pods are not scheduled onto
inappropriate nodes. One or more taints are applied to a node. This marks that
the node should not accept any pods that do not tolerate the taints.

Example:

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: nginx
  labels:
    env: test
spec:
  containers:
  - name: nginx
    image: nginx
    imagePullPolicy: IfNotPresent
  tolerations:
  - key: "key1"
    operator: "Equal"
    value: "value1"
    effect: "NoSchedule"  

In the preceding toleration label, key is key1, value is value1, and effect is
NoSchedule. Therefore, the pod can be scheduled to the corresponding node.

The tolerance can also be set as follows, indicating that when a taint whose key is
key1 and effect is NoSchedule exists on a node, the pod can also be scheduled to
the corresponding node.

tolerations:
- key: "key1"
  operator: "Exists"
  effect: "NoSchedule"

Managing Node Labels/Taints

Step 1 Log in to the cluster console.

Step 2 In the navigation pane, choose Nodes, select the target node, and click Manage
Labels and Taints.

Step 3 Click  to add a node label or taint. You can add a maximum of 10 operations at
a time.

Figure 3-27 Adding labels or taints
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● Choose Add/Update or Delete.
● Set the operation object to Kubernetes Label or Taint.
● Specify Key and Value.
● If you choose Taint, select a taint effect. For details, see Taint.

Step 4 Click OK.

----End

3.6.3 Workload Management

3.6.3.1 Deployments
A workload is an abstract model of a group of pods in Kubernetes. Workloads
defined in Kubernetes include Deployments, StatefulSets, jobs, and DaemonSets.

Basic Concepts
● Deployments: Pods are completely independent of each other and functionally

identical. They feature auto scaling and rolling upgrade. Typical examples
include Nginx and WordPress. For details on how to create a Deployment, see
Creating a Deployment.

● StatefulSets: Pods are not completely independent of each other. They have
stable persistent storage and network identifiers, and feature orderly
deployment, scale-in, and deletion. For example, MySQL-HA and etcd. For
details on how to create a StatefulSet, see Creating a StatefulSet.

● DaemonSets: A DaemonSet runs a pod on each node in a cluster and ensures
that there is only one pod. This works well for certain system-level
applications, such as log collection and resource monitoring. For details on
how to create a DeamonSet, see Creating a DaemonSet.

Relationship Between Workloads and Containers
As shown in Figure 3-28, a workload controls one or more pods. A pod consists of
one or more containers. Each container is created from a container image. Pods of
Deployments are exactly the same.

Figure 3-28 Relationship between workloads and containers
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Workload Lifecycle

Table 3-15 Status description

Status Description

Running All pods are running.

Unready All pods are in the pending state.

Upgrading After the upgrade operation is triggered, the workload is
being upgraded.

Available For a multi-pod Deployment, some pods are abnormal but
at least one pod is available.

Deleting After the delete operation is triggered, the workload is
being deleted.

 

Creating a Deployment

Step 1 (Optional) To create a workload from Software Repository Container (SWR), you
need to push the image to SWR. For details about how to upload an image, see
Image Management. If you create a workload from an open source image, you
do not need to push the image.

Step 2 On the cluster console, choose Workloads > Deployments, and click Create
Workload.

Step 3 Set basic workload parameters as described in Table 3-16. The parameters
marked with asterisks (*) are mandatory.

Table 3-16 Basic workload parameters

Parameter Description

*Workload
Name

Name of a workload, which must be unique.

Cluster Name Cluster to which the workload belongs. You do not need to
set this parameter.

*Namespace In a single cluster, data in different namespaces is isolated
from each other. This enables applications to share the
Services of the same cluster without interfering each other. If
no namespace is set, the default namespace is used.
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Parameter Description

*Pods Number of pods in the workload. A workload can have one
or more pods. You can set the number of pods. The default
value is 2 and can be set to 1.
Each workload pod consists of the same containers.
Configuring multiple pods for a workload ensures that the
workload can still run properly even if a pod is faulty. If only
one pod is used, a node or pod exception may cause service
exceptions.

Description Description of the workload.

Time Zone
Synchronization

If this parameter is enabled, the containers and the node use
the same time zone, and disks of the hostPath type will be
automatically added and listed in the Data Storage > Local
Volumes area. Do not modify or delete the disks.

 

Step 4 Configure the container settings for the workload.

Multiple containers can be configured in a pod. You can click Add Container on
the right to configure multiple containers for the pod.

Figure 3-29 Container settings

● Container Information: Click Add Container on the right to configure
multiple containers for a pod.
– Basic Info: See Table 3-16.

Table 3-17 Basic information parameters

Parameter Description

Container
Name

Name the container.
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Parameter Description

Image Name Click Select Image and select the image used by the
container.

▪ My Images: Images in the Huawei Cloud image
repository of the current region. If no image is
available, click Upload Image to upload an image.

▪ Open Source Images: Official images in the open
source image repository.

▪ Shared Images: Private images shared by other
users. For details, see Sharing Private Images.

Image Tag Select the image tag to be deployed.

Pull Policy Image update or pull policy. If you select Always, the
image is pulled from the image repository each time.
If you do not select Always, the existing image of the
node is preferentially used. If the image does not exist
in the node, it is pulled from the image repository.

CPU Quota ▪ Request: Minimum number of CPU cores required
by a container. The default value is 0.25 cores.

▪ Limit: Maximum number of CPU cores available for
a container. Do not leave Limit unspecified.
Otherwise, intensive use of container resources will
occur and your workload may exhibit unexpected
behavior.

Memory
Quota

▪ Request: Minimum amount of memory required by
a container. The default value is 512 MiB.

▪ Limit: Maximum amount of memory available for
a container. When memory usage exceeds the
specified memory limit, the container will be
terminated.

For details about Request and Limit of CPU or
memory, see Setting Container Specifications.

Init Container Select whether to use the container as an init
container.
An init container is a special container that runs
before app containers in a pod. For details, see Init
Containers.

Privileged
Container

Programs in a privileged container have certain
privileges.
If Privileged Container is enabled, the container is
assigned privileges. For example, privileged containers
can manipulate network devices on the host machine
and modify kernel parameters.
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– Lifecycle: The lifecycle callback functions can be called in specific phases

of the container. For example, if you want the container to perform a
certain operation before stopping, set the corresponding function.
Currently, lifecycle callback functions, such as startup, post-start, and pre-
stop are provided. For details, see Setting Container Lifecycle
Parameters.

– Health Check: Set health check parameters to periodically check the
health status of the container during container running. For details, see
Setting Health Check for a Container.

– Environment Variables: Environment variables affect the way a running
container will behave. Configuration items set by environment variables
will not change if the pod lifecycle ends. For details, see Setting
Environment Variables.

– Data Storage: Store container data using Local Volumes and
PersistentVolumeClaims (PVCs). You are advised to use PVCs to store
workload pod data on a cloud volume. If you store pod data on a local
volume and a fault occurs on the node, the data cannot be restored. For
details about container storage, see Container Storage.

– Security Context: Set container permissions to protect the system and
other containers from being affected. Enter a user ID and the container
will run with the user permissions you specify.

● Image Access Credential: Select the credential for accessing the image
repository. This credential is used only for accessing a private image
repository. If the selected image is a public image, you do not need to select a
secret. For details on how to create a secret, see Creating a Secret.

Step 5 (Optional) Click  in the Service Settings area to configure a Service for the
workload.

If your workload will be reachable to other workloads or public networks, add a
Service to define the workload access type. The workload access type determines
the network attributes of the workload. Workloads with different access types can
provide different network capabilities. For details, see Services.

You can also create a Service after creating a workload. For details, see ClusterIP
and NodePort.

● Service Name: Name of the Service to be added. It is customizable and must
be unique.

● Service Type
– ClusterIP: The Service is only reachable from within the cluster.
– NodePort: The Service can be accessed from any node in the cluster.
– LoadBalancer: The workload is accessed from the public network using a

load balancer.
● Service Affinity (for NodePort and LoadBalancer only)

– Cluster-level: The IP addresses and access ports of all nodes in a cluster
can be used to access the workloads associated with the Service.
However, performance loss is introduced due to hops, and source IP
addresses cannot be obtained.
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– Node-level: Only the IP address and access port of the node where the
workload is located can be used to access the workload associated with
the Service. Service access will not cause performance loss due to route
redirection, and the source IP address of the client can be obtained.

● Port

– Protocol: Select TCP or UDP.

– Service Port: Port mapped to the container port at the cluster-internal IP
address. The application can be accessed at <cluster-internal IP
address>:<access port>. The port number range is 1–65535.

– Container Port: Port on which the workload listens, defined in the
container image. For example, the Nginx application listens on port 80
(container port).

– Node Port (for NodePort only): Port to which the container port will be
mapped when the node private IP address is used for accessing the
application. The port number range is 30000–32767. You are advised to
select Auto.

▪ Auto: The system automatically assigns a port number.

▪ Custom: Specify a fixed node port. The port number range is 30000–
32767. Ensure that the port is unique in a cluster.

● Annotation: The key-value pair format is supported. Configure annotations
based on your service and vendor requirements and then click Add.

Step 6 (Optional) Click Expand to set advanced settings for the workload.

● Upgrade: Upgrade mode of the Deployment, including Replace upgrade and
Rolling upgrade. For details, see Configuring the Workload Upgrade Policy.

– Rolling upgrade: An old pod is gradually replaced with a new pod.
During the upgrade, service traffic is evenly distributed to the old and
new pods to ensure service continuity.

– Replace upgrade: Old pods are deleted before new pods are created.
Services will be interrupted during a replace upgrade.

● Scheduling: You can set affinity and anti-affinity to implement planned
scheduling for pods. For details, see Scheduling Policy (Affinity/Anti-
affinity).

● Labels and Annotations: You can click Add to add a label or annotation for
the pod. The key of the new label or annotation cannot be the same as that
of an existing one.

● Toleration: When the node where the workload pods are located is
unavailable for the specified amount of time, the pods will be rescheduled to
other available nodes. By default, the toleration time window is 300s.

Step 7 After the configuration is complete, click Create Workload. You can view the
Deployment status in the Deployment list.

If the Deployment is in the Running status, the Deployment is successfully
created.

----End
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Related Operations
On the cluster console, you can also perform the operations described in Table
3-18.

Table 3-18 Related operations

Operation Description

Creating a workload
from a YAML file

Click Create from YAML in the upper right corner to
create a workload from an existing YAML file.

Viewing pod details Click the name of a workload. You can view pod
details on the Pods tab page.
● View Events: You can set search criteria, such as

the time segment during which an event is
generated or the event name, to view related
events.

● View Container: You can view the container
name, status, image, and restarts of the pod.

● View YAML: You can view the YAML file of the
pod.

Editing a YAML file Choose More > Edit YAML in the row where the
target workload resides to edit its YAML file.

Upgrade 1. Click Upgrade in the row where the target
workload resides.

2. Modify information about the workload.
3. Click Upgrade Workload to submit the modified

information.

Rollback Choose More > Roll Back in the row where the target
workload resides, and select the target version for
rollback.

Redeploy Choose More > Redeploy in the row where the target
workload resides, and click Yes in the dialog box
displayed. Redeployment will restart all pods in the
workload.

Disabling upgrade Choose More > Disable Upgrade in the row where
the workload resides, and click Yes in the dialog box
displayed.
● After a workload is marked "Upgrade disabled", its

upgrade will not be applied to the pods.
● Any ongoing rolling upgrade will be suspended.

Delete Choose More > Delete in the row where the
workload resides, and click Yes in the dialog box
displayed.
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Operation Description

Deleting workloads in
batches

1. Select the target workloads to be deleted.
2. Click Delete in the upper left corner.
3. Click Yes.

 

3.6.3.2 StatefulSets

Creating a StatefulSet

Step 1 (Optional) To create a workload from Software Repository Container (SWR), you
need to push the image to SWR. For details about how to upload an image, see
Image Management. If you create a workload from an open source image, you
do not need to push the image.

Step 2 On the cluster console, choose Workloads > StatefulSets, and click Create
Workload.

Step 3 Set basic workload parameters as described in Table 3-19. The parameters
marked with asterisks (*) are mandatory.

Table 3-19 Basic workload parameters

Parameter Description

*Workload
Name

Name of the workload, which must be unique.

Cluster Name Cluster to which the workload belongs. You do not need to
set this parameter.

*Namespace In a single cluster, data in different namespaces is isolated
from each other. This enables applications to share the
Services of the same cluster without interfering each other. If
no namespace is set, the default namespace is used.

*Pods Number of pods in the workload. A workload can have one
or more pods. You can set the number of pods. The default
value is 2 and can be set to 1.
Each workload pod consists of the same containers.
Configuring multiple pods for a workload ensures that the
workload can still run properly even if a pod is faulty. If only
one pod is used, a node or pod exception may cause service
exceptions.

Description Description of the workload.

Time Zone
Synchronization

If this parameter is enabled, the containers and the node use
the same time zone, and disks of the hostPath type will be
automatically added and listed in the Data Storage > Local
Volumes area. Do not modify or delete the disks.
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Step 4 Configure the container settings for the workload.

Multiple containers can be configured in a pod. You can click Add Container on
the right to configure multiple containers for the pod.

Figure 3-30 Container settings

● Container Information: Click Add Container on the right to configure
multiple containers for a pod.
– Basic Info: See Table 3-16.

Table 3-20 Basic information parameters

Parameter Description

Container
Name

Name the container.

Image Name Click Select Image and select the image used by the
container.

▪ My Images: Images in the Huawei Cloud image
repository of the current region. If no image is
available, click Upload Image to upload an image.

▪ Open Source Images: Official images in the open
source image repository.

▪ Shared Images: Private images shared by other
users. For details, see Sharing Private Images.

Image Tag Select the image tag to be deployed.

Pull Policy Image update or pull policy. If you select Always, the
image is pulled from the image repository each time.
If you do not select Always, the existing image of the
node is preferentially used. If the image does not exist
in the node, it is pulled from the image repository.
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Parameter Description

CPU Quota ▪ Request: Minimum number of CPU cores required
by a container. The default value is 0.25 cores.

▪ Limit: Maximum number of CPU cores available for
a container. Do not leave Limit unspecified.
Otherwise, intensive use of container resources will
occur and your workload may exhibit unexpected
behavior.

Memory
Quota

▪ Request: Minimum amount of memory required by
a container. The default value is 512 MiB.

▪ Limit: Maximum amount of memory available for
a container. When memory usage exceeds the
specified memory limit, the container will be
terminated.

For details about Request and Limit of CPU or
memory, see Setting Container Specifications.

Init Container Select whether to use the container as an init
container.
An init container is a special container that runs
before app containers in a pod. For details, see Init
Containers.

Privileged
Container

Programs in a privileged container have certain
privileges.
If Privileged Container is enabled, the container is
assigned privileges. For example, privileged containers
can manipulate network devices on the host machine
and modify kernel parameters.

 
– Lifecycle: The lifecycle callback functions can be called in specific phases

of the container. For example, if you want the container to perform a
certain operation before stopping, set the corresponding function.
Currently, lifecycle callback functions, such as startup, post-start, and pre-
stop are provided. For details, see Setting Container Lifecycle
Parameters.

– Health Check: Set health check parameters to periodically check the
health status of the container during container running. For details, see
Setting Health Check for a Container.

– Environment Variables: Environment variables affect the way a running
container will behave. Configuration items set by environment variables
will not change if the pod lifecycle ends. For details, see Setting
Environment Variables.

– Data Storage: Store container data using Local Volumes and
PersistentVolumeClaims (PVCs). You are advised to use PVCs to store
workload pod data on a cloud volume. If you store pod data on a local
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volume and a fault occurs on the node, the data cannot be restored. For
details about container storage, see Container Storage.

– Security Context: Set container permissions to protect the system and
other containers from being affected. Enter a user ID and the container
will run with the user permissions you specify.

● Image Access Credential: Select the credential for accessing the image
repository. This credential is used only for accessing a private image
repository. If the selected image is a public image, you do not need to select a
secret. For details on how to create a secret, see Creating a Secret.

Step 5 Configure the headless Service parameters for the workload.

StatefulSet pods discover each other through headless Services. No cluster IP is
allocated for a headless Service, and the DNS records of all pods are returned
during query. In this way, the IP addresses of all pods can be queried.

● Service Name: Name of the Service corresponding to the workload for
mutual access between workloads in the same cluster. This Service is used for
internal discovery of pods, and does not require an independent IP address or
load balancing.

● Port
– Port: Name of the container port. You are advised to enter a name that

indicates the function of the port.
– Service Port: Port of the Service.
– Container Port: Listening port of the container.

Step 6 (Optional) Click  in the Service Settings area to configure a Service for the
workload.

If your workload will be reachable to other workloads or public networks, add a
Service to define the workload access type. The workload access type determines
the network attributes of the workload. Workloads with different access types can
provide different network capabilities. For details, see Services.

You can also create a Service after creating a workload. For details, see ClusterIP
and NodePort.

● Service Name: Name of the Service to be added. It is customizable and must
be unique.

● Service Type
– ClusterIP: The Service is only reachable from within the cluster.
– NodePort: The Service can be accessed from any node in the cluster.
– LoadBalancer: The workload is accessed from the public network using a

load balancer.
● Service Affinity (for NodePort and LoadBalancer only)

– Cluster-level: The IP addresses and access ports of all nodes in a cluster
can be used to access the workloads associated with the Service.
However, performance loss is introduced due to hops, and source IP
addresses cannot be obtained.

– Node-level: Only the IP address and access port of the node where the
workload is located can be used to access the workload associated with
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the Service. Service access will not cause performance loss due to route
redirection, and the source IP address of the client can be obtained.

● Port
– Protocol: Select TCP or UDP.
– Service Port: Port mapped to the container port at the cluster-internal IP

address. The application can be accessed at <cluster-internal IP
address>:<access port>. The port number range is 1–65535.

– Container Port: Port on which the workload listens, defined in the
container image. For example, the Nginx application listens on port 80
(container port).

– Node Port (for NodePort only): Port to which the container port will be
mapped when the node private IP address is used for accessing the
application. The port number range is 30000–32767. You are advised to
select Auto.

▪ Auto: The system automatically assigns a port number.

▪ Custom: Specify a fixed node port. The port number range is 30000–
32767. Ensure that the port is unique in a cluster.

● Annotation: The key-value pair format is supported. Configure annotations
based on your service and vendor requirements and then click Add.

Step 7 (Optional) Click Expand to set advanced settings for the workload.
● Upgrade: Upgrade mode of the StatefulSet, including Replace upgrade and

Rolling upgrade. For details, see Configuring the Workload Upgrade Policy.
– Rolling upgrade: An old pod is gradually replaced with a new pod.

During the upgrade, service traffic is evenly distributed to the old and
new pods to ensure service continuity.

– Replace upgrade: You need to delete old pods manually before new pods
are created. Services will be interrupted during a replace upgrade.

● Pod Management Policies
– OrderedReady: The StatefulSet will launch, terminate, or scale pods

sequentially. It will wait for the state of the pods to change to Running
and Ready or completely terminated before it launches or terminates
another pod.

– Parallel: The StatefulSet will launch or terminate all pods in parallel. It
will not wait for the state of the pods to change to Running and Ready or
completely terminated before it launches or terminates another pod.

● Scheduling: You can set affinity and anti-affinity to implement planned
scheduling for pods. For details, see Scheduling Policy (Affinity/Anti-
affinity).

● Labels and Annotations: You can click Add to add a label or annotation for
the pod. The key of the new label or annotation cannot be the same as that
of an existing one.

Step 8 After the configuration is complete, click Create Workload. You can view the
StatefulSet status in the StatefulSet List.

If the StatefulSet is in the Running status, the StatefulSet is successfully created.

----End
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Related Operations
On the cluster console, you can also perform the operations described in Table
3-21.

Table 3-21 Related operations

Operation Description

Creating a workload
from a YAML file

Click Create from YAML in the upper right corner to
create a workload from an existing YAML file.

Viewing pod details Click the name of a workload. You can view pod
details on the Pods tab page.
● View Events: You can set search criteria, such as

the time segment during which an event is
generated or the event name, to view related
events.

● View Container: You can view the container
name, status, image, and restarts of the pod.

● View YAML: You can view the YAML file of the
pod.

Editing a YAML file Choose More > Edit YAML in the row where the
target workload resides to edit its YAML file.

Upgrade 1. Click Upgrade in the row where the target
workload resides.

2. Modify information about the workload.
3. Click Upgrade Workload to submit the modified

information.

Rollback Choose More > Roll Back in the row where the target
workload resides, and select the target version for
rollback.

Redeploy Choose More > Redeploy in the row where the target
workload resides, and click Yes in the dialog box
displayed. Redeployment will restart all pods in the
workload.

Disabling upgrade Choose More > Disable Upgrade in the row where
the workload resides, and click Yes in the dialog box
displayed.
● After a workload is marked "Upgrade disabled", its

upgrade will not be applied to the pods.
● Any ongoing rolling upgrade will be suspended.

Delete Choose More > Delete in the row where the
workload resides, and click Yes in the dialog box
displayed.
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Operation Description

Deleting workloads in
batches

1. Select the target workloads to be deleted.
2. Click Delete in the upper left corner.
3. Click Yes.

 

3.6.3.3 DaemonSets

Creating a DaemonSet

Step 1 (Optional) To create a workload from Software Repository Container (SWR), you
need to push the image to SWR. For details about how to upload an image, see
Image Management. If you create a workload from an open source image, you
do not need to push the image.

Step 2 On the cluster console, choose Workloads > DaemonSets, and click Create
Workload.

Step 3 Set basic workload parameters as described in Table 3-22. The parameters
marked with asterisks (*) are mandatory.

Table 3-22 Basic workload parameters

Parameter Description

*Workload
Name

Name of a workload, which must be unique.

Cluster Name Cluster to which the workload belongs. You do not need to
set this parameter.

*Namespace In a single cluster, data in different namespaces is isolated
from each other. This enables applications to share the
Services of the same cluster without interfering each other. If
no namespace is set, the default namespace is used.

Description Description of the workload.

Time Zone
Synchronization

If this parameter is enabled, the containers and the node use
the same time zone, and disks of the hostPath type will be
automatically added and listed in the Data Storage > Local
Volumes area. Do not modify or delete the disks.

 

Step 4 Configure the container settings for the workload.

Multiple containers can be configured in a pod. You can click Add Container on
the right to configure multiple containers for the pod.
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Figure 3-31 Container settings

● Container Information: Click Add Container on the right to configure
multiple containers for a pod.

– Basic Info: See Table 3-16.

Table 3-23 Basic information parameters

Parameter Description

Container
Name

Name the container.

Image Name Click Select Image and select the image used by the
container.

▪ My Images: Images in the Huawei Cloud image
repository of the current region. If no image is
available, click Upload Image to upload an image.

▪ Open Source Images: Official images in the open
source image repository.

▪ Shared Images: Private images shared by other
users. For details, see Sharing Private Images.

Image Tag Select the image tag to be deployed.

Pull Policy Image update or pull policy. If you select Always, the
image is pulled from the image repository each time.
If you do not select Always, the existing image of the
node is preferentially used. If the image does not exist
in the node, it is pulled from the image repository.

CPU Quota ▪ Request: Minimum number of CPU cores required
by a container. The default value is 0.25 cores.

▪ Limit: Maximum number of CPU cores available for
a container. Do not leave Limit unspecified.
Otherwise, intensive use of container resources will
occur and your workload may exhibit unexpected
behavior.
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Parameter Description

Memory
Quota

▪ Request: Minimum amount of memory required by
a container. The default value is 512 MiB.

▪ Limit: Maximum amount of memory available for
a container. When memory usage exceeds the
specified memory limit, the container will be
terminated.

For details about Request and Limit of CPU or
memory, see Setting Container Specifications.

Init Container Select whether to use the container as an init
container.
An init container is a special container that runs
before app containers in a pod. For details, see Init
Containers.

Privileged
Container

Programs in a privileged container have certain
privileges.
If Privileged Container is enabled, the container is
assigned privileges. For example, privileged containers
can manipulate network devices on the host machine
and modify kernel parameters.

 
– Lifecycle: The lifecycle callback functions can be called in specific phases

of the container. For example, if you want the container to perform a
certain operation before stopping, set the corresponding function.
Currently, lifecycle callback functions, such as startup, post-start, and pre-
stop are provided. For details, see Setting Container Lifecycle
Parameters.

– Health Check: Set health check parameters to periodically check the
health status of the container during container running. For details, see
Setting Health Check for a Container.

– Environment Variables: Environment variables affect the way a running
container will behave. Configuration items set by environment variables
will not change if the pod lifecycle ends. For details, see Setting
Environment Variables.

– Data Storage: Store container data using Local Volumes and
PersistentVolumeClaims (PVCs). You are advised to use PVCs to store
workload pod data on a cloud volume. If you store pod data on a local
volume and a fault occurs on the node, the data cannot be restored. For
details about container storage, see Container Storage.

– Security Context: Set container permissions to protect the system and
other containers from being affected. Enter a user ID and the container
will run with the user permissions you specify.

● Image Access Credential: Select the credential for accessing the image
repository. This credential is used only for accessing a private image
repository. If the selected image is a public image, you do not need to select a
secret. For details on how to create a secret, see Creating a Secret.
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Step 5 (Optional) Click  in the Service Settings area to configure a Service for the
workload.

If your workload will be reachable to other workloads or public networks, add a
Service to define the workload access type. The workload access type determines
the network attributes of the workload. Workloads with different access types can
provide different network capabilities. For details, see Services.

You can also create a Service after creating a workload. For details, see ClusterIP
and NodePort.

● Service Name: Name of the Service to be added. It is customizable and must
be unique.

● Service Type
– ClusterIP: The Service is only reachable from within the cluster.
– NodePort: The Service can be accessed from any node in the cluster.
– LoadBalancer: The workload is accessed from the public network using a

load balancer.
● Service Affinity (for NodePort and LoadBalancer only)

– Cluster-level: The IP addresses and access ports of all nodes in a cluster
can be used to access the workloads associated with the Service.
However, performance loss is introduced due to hops, and source IP
addresses cannot be obtained.

– Node-level: Only the IP address and access port of the node where the
workload is located can be used to access the workload associated with
the Service. Service access will not cause performance loss due to route
redirection, and the source IP address of the client can be obtained.

● Port
– Protocol: Select TCP or UDP.
– Service Port: Port mapped to the container port at the cluster-internal IP

address. The application can be accessed at <cluster-internal IP
address>:<access port>. The port number range is 1–65535.

– Container Port: Port on which the workload listens, defined in the
container image. For example, the Nginx application listens on port 80
(container port).

– Node Port (for NodePort only): Port to which the container port will be
mapped when the node private IP address is used for accessing the
application. The port number range is 30000–32767. You are advised to
select Auto.

▪ Auto: The system automatically assigns a port number.

▪ Custom: Specify a fixed node port. The port number range is 30000–
32767. Ensure that the port is unique in a cluster.

● Annotation: The key-value pair format is supported. Configure annotations
based on your service and vendor requirements and then click Add.

Step 6 (Optional) Click Expand to set advanced settings for the workload.
● Upgrade: Upgrade mode of the DaemonSet, including Replace upgrade and

Rolling upgrade. For details, see Configuring the Workload Upgrade Policy.
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– Rolling upgrade: An old pod is gradually replaced with a new pod.
During the upgrade, service traffic is evenly distributed to the old and
new pods to ensure service continuity.

– Replace upgrade: You need to delete old pods manually before new pods
are created. Services will be interrupted during a replace upgrade.

● Scheduling: You can set affinity and anti-affinity to implement planned
scheduling for pods. For details, see Scheduling Policy (Affinity/Anti-
affinity).

● Labels and Annotations: You can click Add to add a label or annotation for
the pod. The key of the new label or annotation cannot be the same as that
of an existing one.

Step 7 After the configuration is complete, click Create Workload. You can view the
DaemonSet status in the DaemonSet List.

If the DaemonSet is in the Running status, the DaemonSet is successfully created.

----End

Related Operations

On the cluster console, you can also perform the operations described in Table
3-24.

Table 3-24 Related operations

Operation Description

Creating a workload
from a YAML file

Click Create from YAML in the upper right corner to
create a workload from an existing YAML file.

Viewing pod details Click the name of a workload. You can view pod
details on the Pods tab page.
● View Events: You can set search criteria, such as

the time segment during which an event is
generated or the event name, to view related
events.

● View Container: You can view the container
name, status, image, and restarts of the pod.

● View YAML: You can view the YAML file of the
pod.

Editing a YAML file Choose More > Edit YAML in the row where the
target workload resides to edit its YAML file.

Upgrade 1. Click Upgrade in the row where the target
workload resides.

2. Modify information about the workload.
3. Click Upgrade Workload to submit the modified

information.
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Operation Description

Rollback Choose More > Roll Back in the row where the target
workload resides, and select the target version for
rollback.

Redeploy Choose More > Redeploy in the row where the target
workload resides, and click Yes in the dialog box
displayed. Redeployment will restart all pods in the
workload.

Disabling upgrade Choose More > Disable Upgrade in the row where
the workload resides, and click Yes in the dialog box
displayed.
● After a workload is marked "Upgrade disabled", its

upgrade will not be applied to the pods.
● Any ongoing rolling upgrade will be suspended.

Delete Choose More > Delete in the row where the
workload resides, and click Yes in the dialog box
displayed.

Deleting workloads in
batches

1. Select the target workloads to be deleted.
2. Click Delete in the upper left corner.
3. Click Yes.

 

3.6.3.4 Jobs and Cron Jobs

Overview

In Kubernetes, there are two types of jobs: one-off jobs and cron jobs.

A job (one-off job) is a resource object that Kubernetes uses to control batch
tasks. Jobs are different from long-term servo tasks (such as Deployments and
StatefulSets). The former are started and terminated at specific times, while the
latter run unceasingly unless being terminated. The pods managed by a job
automatically exit after successfully completing the job based on user
configurations. The success flag varies depending on the spec.completions policy.
A single-pod job is considered successful if one pod completes successfully. A job
with a fixed success count is considered successful if N pods complete successfully.
A queue job is considered successful based on the global success confirmed by the
application.

Similar to the Cron tab in Linux OS, a cron job can:

● Run a scheduled job once at the specified time.

● Run a scheduled job periodically at the specified time.

The typical usage of a cron job is as follows:

● Schedules jobs at the specified time.
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● Creates jobs to run periodically, for example, database backup and email
sending.

Creating a Job

A job runs pods that perform a completable task. The pods automatically exit
after successfully completing the task. Before creating a workload, you can run a
job to upload an image to the image repository.

Step 1 (Optional) If you use a private container image to create your job, upload the
container image to the image repository.

Step 2 On the cluster console, choose Workloads > Jobs, and click Create Workload.

Step 3 Set basic workload parameters.

Basic Info

● Workload Type: Select Job.

● Workload Name: Enter a workload name.

● Namespace: Select the namespace of the workload. The default value is
default. You can also click Create Namespace to create one. For details, see
Creating a Namespace.

● Pods: Enter the number of pods.

Container Settings

● Container Information: Multiple containers can be configured in a pod. You
can click Add Container on the right to configure multiple containers for the
pod.

– Basic Info: See Table 3-25.

Table 3-25 Basic information parameters

Parameter Description

Container
Name

Name the container.

Image Name Click Select Image and select the image used by the
container.

▪ My Images: Images in the Huawei Cloud image
repository of the current region. If no image is
available, click Upload Image to upload an image.

▪ Open Source Images: Official images in the open
source image repository.

▪ Shared Images: Private images shared by other
users. For details, see Sharing Private Images.

Image Tag Select the image tag to be deployed.
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Parameter Description

Pull Policy Image update or pull policy. If you select Always, the
image is pulled from the image repository each time.
If you do not select Always, the existing image of the
node is preferentially used. If the image does not exist
in the node, it is pulled from the image repository.

CPU Quota ▪ Request: Minimum number of CPU cores required
by a container. The default value is 0.25 cores.

▪ Limit: Maximum number of CPU cores available for
a container. Do not leave Limit unspecified.
Otherwise, intensive use of container resources will
occur and your workload may exhibit unexpected
behavior.

Memory
Quota

▪ Request: Minimum amount of memory required by
a container. The default value is 512 MiB.

▪ Limit: Maximum amount of memory available for
a container. When memory usage exceeds the
specified memory limit, the container will be
terminated.

For details about Request and Limit of CPU or
memory, see Setting Container Specifications.

Init Container Select whether to use the container as an init
container.
An init container is a special container that runs
before app containers in a pod. For details, see Init
Containers.

Privileged
Container

Programs in a privileged container have certain
privileges.
If Privileged Container is enabled, the container is
assigned privileges. For example, privileged containers
can manipulate network devices on the host machine
and modify kernel parameters.

 
– Lifecycle: The lifecycle callback functions can be called in specific phases

of the container. For example, if you want the container to perform a
certain operation before stopping, set the corresponding function.
Currently, lifecycle callback functions, such as startup, post-start, and pre-
stop are provided. For details, see Setting Container Lifecycle
Parameters.

– Environment Variables: Environment variables affect the way a running
container will behave. Configuration items set by environment variables
will not change if the pod lifecycle ends. For details, see Setting
Environment Variables.
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– Data Storage: Store container data using Local Volumes and
PersistentVolumeClaims (PVCs). You are advised to use PVCs to store
workload pod data on a cloud volume. If you store pod data on a local
volume and a fault occurs on the node, the data cannot be restored. For
details about container storage, see Container Storage.

● Image Access Credential: Select the credential for accessing the image
repository. This credential is used only for accessing a private image
repository. If the selected image is a public image, you do not need to select a
secret. For details on how to create a secret, see Creating a Secret.

Advanced Settings
● Labels and Annotations: You can click Add to add a label or annotation for

the pod. The key of the new label or annotation cannot be the same as that
of an existing one.

● Job Settings
– Parallel Pods: Maximum number of pods that can run in parallel during

job execution. The value cannot be greater than the total number of pods
in the job.

– Timeout (s): Once a job reaches this time, the job status becomes failed
and all pods in this job will be deleted. If you leave this parameter blank,
the job will never time out.

Step 4 After the job is created, you can view the job in the job list.

If the status of the job is Processing, the job has been created successfully.

----End

Creating a Cron Job
A cron job can run a scheduled job once or periodically at the specified time. The
job automatically exits after successfully completing the task. For example, you
can perform time synchronization for all active nodes at the specified time.

Step 1 (Optional) If you use a private container image to create your cron job, upload the
container image to the image repository.

Step 2 On the cluster console, choose Workloads > Cron Jobs, and click Create
Workload.

Step 3 Set basic workload parameters.

Basic Info
● Workload Type: Select Cron Job.
● Workload Name: Enter a workload name.
● Namespace: Select the namespace of the workload. The default value is

default. You can also click Create Namespace to create one. For details, see
Creating a Namespace.

Container Settings
● Container Information: Multiple containers can be configured in a pod. You

can click Add Container on the right to configure multiple containers for the
pod.
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– Basic Info: See Table 3-26.

Table 3-26 Basic information parameters

Parameter Description

Container
Name

Name the container.

Image Name Click Select Image and select the image used by the
container.

▪ My Images: Images in the Huawei Cloud image
repository of the current region. If no image is
available, click Upload Image to upload an image.

▪ Open Source Images: Official images in the open
source image repository.

▪ Shared Images: Private images shared by other
users. For details, see Sharing Private Images.

Image Tag Select the image tag to be deployed.

Pull Policy Image update or pull policy. If you select Always, the
image is pulled from the image repository each time.
If you do not select Always, the existing image of the
node is preferentially used. If the image does not exist
in the node, it is pulled from the image repository.

CPU Quota ▪ Request: Minimum number of CPU cores required
by a container. The default value is 0.25 cores.

▪ Limit: Maximum number of CPU cores available for
a container. Do not leave Limit unspecified.
Otherwise, intensive use of container resources will
occur and your workload may exhibit unexpected
behavior.

Memory
Quota

▪ Request: Minimum amount of memory required by
a container. The default value is 512 MiB.

▪ Limit: Maximum amount of memory available for
a container. When memory usage exceeds the
specified memory limit, the container will be
terminated.

For details about Request and Limit of CPU or
memory, see Setting Container Specifications.

Init Container Select whether to use the container as an init
container.
An init container is a special container that runs
before app containers in a pod. For details, see Init
Containers.
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Parameter Description

Privileged
Container

Programs in a privileged container have certain
privileges.
If Privileged Container is enabled, the container is
assigned privileges. For example, privileged containers
can manipulate network devices on the host machine
and modify kernel parameters.

 
– Lifecycle: The lifecycle callback functions can be called in specific phases

of the container. For example, if you want the container to perform a
certain operation before stopping, set the corresponding function.
Currently, lifecycle callback functions, such as startup, post-start, and pre-
stop are provided. For details, see Setting Container Lifecycle
Parameters.

– Environment Variables: Environment variables affect the way a running
container will behave. Configuration items set by environment variables
will not change if the pod lifecycle ends. For details, see Setting
Environment Variables.

● Image Access Credential: Select the credential for accessing the image
repository. This credential is used only for accessing a private image
repository. If the selected image is a public image, you do not need to select a
secret. For details on how to create a secret, see Creating a Secret.

Execution Settings

● Concurrency Policy: The following three modes are supported:
– Forbid: A new job cannot be created before the previous job is

completed.
– Allow: The cron job allows concurrently running jobs, which preempt

cluster resources.
– Replace: If it is time for a new job run and the previous job run has not

finished yet, the cron job replaces the currently running job run with a
new job run.

● Policy Settings: Time when a new cron job is executed. Scheduled rules in
YAML are implemented using the cron expression.
– A cron job is executed at a fixed interval. The unit can be minute, hour,

day, or month. For example, if a cron job is executed every 30 minutes
and the corresponding cron expression is */30 * * * *, the execution time
starts from 0 in the unit range, for example, 00:00:00, 00:30:00, 01:00:00,
and ....

– The cron job is executed by month. For example, if a cron job is executed
at 00:00 on the first day of each month, the corresponding cron
expression is 0 0 1 */1 *, and the execution time is ****-01-01 00:00:00,
****-02-01 00:00:00, and ....

– The cron job is executed by week. For example, if a cron job is executed
at 00:00 every Monday, the corresponding cron expression is 0 0 * * 1,
and the execution time is ****-**-01 00:00:00 on Monday, ****-**-08
00:00:00 on Monday, and ....
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– Custom Cron Expression: For details about how to use cron expressions,
see cron.

NO TE

– If a cron job is executed at a fixed time (by month) and the number of days in a
month does not exist, the job will not be executed that month. For example, the
execution will skip February if the date is set to 30.

– Due to the definition of cron, the fixed period is not a strict period. The time is
divided starting from 0 by period. For example, if the unit is minute, the value
ranges from 0 to 59. If the value cannot be exactly divided, the last period will be
reset. Therefore, an accurate period can be represented only when the period can
be evenly divided.
Take a cron job that is executed by hour as an example. As /2, /3, /4, /6, /8,
and /12 can exactly divide 24 hours, an accurate period can be represented. If
another period is used, the last period will be reset at the beginning of a new day.
For example, if the cron expression is * */12 * * *, the execution time is 00:00:00
and 12:00:00 every day. If the cron expression is * */13 * * *, the execution time is
00:00:00 and 13:00:00 every day. At 00:00 on the next day, the execution time is
updated even if the period does not reach 13 hours.

● Job Records: You can set the number of jobs that are successfully executed or
fail. Setting a limit to 0 corresponds to keeping none of the jobs after they are
completed.

Advanced Settings
● Labels and Annotations: You can click Add to add a label or annotation for

the pod. The key of the new label or annotation cannot be the same as that
of an existing one.

Step 4 After the cron job is created, you can view the cron job in the cron job list.

If the status is Started, the cron job has been created successfully.

----End

Related Operations
● View Events: You can set search criteria, such as the time segment during

which an event is generated or the event name, to view related events.
● Pods/Jobs: View the information about the target pod/job.

– View Events: Event information generated by the pod, which is stored for
one hour.

– Pods: View the pod name, status, and restart times.
– View YAML: View the YAML file of the pod.
– Delete: Delete the pod.

● View/Edit YAML: View or edit the YAML file of the workload.
● Delete: Delete the workload.
● Stop (for cron jobs only): Stop a cron job.

3.6.3.5 Pod
A pod is the smallest and simplest unit in the Kubernetes object model that you
create or deploy. A pod encapsulates an application's container (or, in some cases,
multiple containers), storage resources, a unique network identity (IP address), as
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well as options that govern how the container(s) should run. A pod represents a
single instance of an application in Kubernetes, which might consist of either a
single container or a small number of containers that are tightly coupled and that
share resources.

Creating a Pod from a YAML File

Step 1 Log in to the cluster console. Choose Workloads > Pods, and click Create from
YAML.

Step 2 On the displayed Create from YAML page, edit the YAML file.

Step 3 Click OK.

----End

Related Operations
● View Events: You can set search criteria, such as the time segment during

which an event is generated or the event name, to view related events.
● View Container: You can view the container name, status, image, and restarts

of the pod.
● View YAML: You can view the YAML file of the pod.

3.6.3.6 Setting Container Specifications

Scenario

UCS allows you to set resource limits for added containers during workload
creation. You can apply for and limit the CPU and memory quotas used by each
pod in the workload.

Meanings

For CPU and Memory, the meanings of Request and Limit are as follows:
● If Request is selected, the system schedules the pod to the node that meets

the requirements for workload deployment based on the request value.
● If Request is deselected, the system schedules the pod to a random node for

workload deployment.
● If Limit is selected, the system limits the resources used by the workload

based on the preset value.
● If Limit is deselected, the system does not limit the resources used by the pod.

If the memory resources used by the pod exceed the memory allocated to the
node, the workload or node may be unavailable.

NO TE

When creating a workload, you are advised to set the upper and lower limits of CPU and
memory resources. If the upper and lower resource limits are not set for a workload, a
resource leak of this workload will make resources unavailable for other workloads
deployed on the same node. In addition, workloads that do not have upper and lower
resource limits cannot be accurately monitored.
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Configuration Description
● CPU quotas:

Table 3-27 Description of CPU quotas

Parameter Description

CPU
request

Minimum number of CPU cores required by a container.
Resources are scheduled for the container based on this value.
The container can be scheduled to this node only when the
total available CPU on the node is greater than or equal to the
number of containerized CPU applications.

CPU limit Maximum number of CPU cores available for a container.

 

Recommended configuration
Actual available CPU of a node ≥ Sum of CPU limits of all containers on the
current node ≥ Sum of CPU requests of all containers on the current node.
You can view the actual available CPUs of a node on the CCE console
(Resource Management > Nodes > Allocatable).

● Memory quotas:

Table 3-28 Description of memory quotas

Parameter Description

Memory
request

Minimum amount of memory required by a container.
Resources are scheduled for the container based on this
value. The container can be scheduled to this node only when
the total available memory on the node is greater than or
equal to the number of containerized memory applications.

Memory
Limit

Maximum amount of memory available for a container.
When the memory usage exceeds the configured memory
limit, the instance may be restarted, which affects the normal
use of the workload.

 

Recommended configuration
Actual available memory of a node ≥ Sum of memory limits of all containers
on the current node ≥ Sum of memory requests of all containers on the
current node. You can view the actual available memory of a node on the CCE
console (Resource Management > Nodes > Allocatable).
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NO TE

The allocatable resources are calculated based on the resource request value (Request),
which indicates the upper limit of resources that can be requested by pods on this node, but
does not indicate the actual available resources of the node. The calculation formula is as
follows:
● Allocatable CPU = Total CPU – Requested CPU of all pods – Reserved CPU for other

resources
● Allocatable memory = Total memory – Requested memory of all pods – Reserved

memory for other resources

Example
Assume that a cluster contains a node with 4 cores and 8 GB. A workload
containing two pods has been deployed on the cluster. The resources of the two
pods (pods 1 and 2) are as follows: {CPU request, CPU limit, memory request,
memory limit} = {1 core, 2 cores, 2 GB, 2 GB}.

The CPU and memory usage of the node is as follows:

● Allocatable CPU = 4 cores - (1 core requested by pod 1 + 1 core requested by
pod 2) = 2 cores

● Allocatable memory = 8 GB - (2 GB requested by pod 1 + 2 GB requested by
pod 2) = 4 GB

Therefore, the remaining 2 cores and 4 GB can be used by the next new pod.

3.6.3.7 Setting Container Lifecycle Parameters

Scenario
The system provides callback functions (hooks) for the lifecycle management of
containerized applications. For example, if you want a container to perform a
certain operation before stopping, you can register a hook.

UCS provides the following lifecycle callback functions:

● Startup Command: executed to start a container. For details, see Startup
Commands.

● Post-Start: executed immediately after a container is started. For details, see
Post-Start Processing.

● Pre-Stop: executed before a container is stopped. The pre-stop processing
function helps you ensure that the services running on the pods can be
completed in advance in the case of pod upgrade or deletion. For details, see
Pre-Stop Processing.

Startup Commands
By default, the default command during image start. To run a specific command
or rewrite the default image value, you must perform specific settings:

A Docker image has metadata that stores image information. If lifecycle
commands and arguments are not set, CCE runs the default commands and
arguments, that is, Docker instructions ENTRYPOINT and CMD, provided during
image creation.
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If the commands and arguments used to run a container are set during
application creation, the default commands ENTRYPOINT and CMD are
overwritten during image build. The rules are as follows:

Table 3-29 Commands and arguments used to run a container

Image
ENTRYPOINT

Image CMD Command to
Run a
Container

Parameters
to Run a
Container

Command
Executed

[touch] [/root/test] Not set Not set [touch /root/
test]

[touch] [/root/test] [mkdir] Not set [mkdir]

[touch] [/root/test] Not set [/opt/test] [touch /opt/
test]

[touch] [/root/test] [mkdir] [/opt/test] [mkdir /opt/
test]

 

Step 1 When creating a workload, select Lifecycle under Container Settings.

Step 2 Enter a command and arguments on the Startup Command tab page.

Table 3-30 Container startup command

Configuration Item Procedure

Command Enter an executable command, for example, /run/
server.
If there are multiple commands, separate them with
spaces. If the command contains a space, you need to
add a quotation mark ("").
NOTE

In the case of multiple commands, you are advised to
run /bin/sh or other shell commands. Other commands are
used as parameters.

Args Enter the argument that controls the container running
command, for example, --port=8080.
If there are multiple arguments, separate them in
different lines.

 

----End

Post-Start Processing

Step 1 When creating a workload, select Lifecycle under Container Settings.

Step 2 Set the post-start processing parameters on the Post-Start tab page.
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Table 3-31 Post-start processing parameters

Parameter Description

CLI Set commands to be executed in the container for post-start
processing. The command format is Command Args[1]
Args[2].... Command is a system command or a user-
defined executable program. If no path is specified, an
executable program in the default path will be selected. If
multiple commands need to be executed, write the
commands into a script for execution. Commands that are
executed in the background or asynchronously are not
supported.
Example command:
exec: 
  command: 
  - /install.sh 
  - install_agent

Enter /install install_agent in the script. This command
indicates that install.sh will be executed after the container
is created successfully.

HTTP request Send an HTTP request for post-start processing. The related
parameters are described as follows:
● Path: (optional) request URL.
● Port: (mandatory) request port.
● Host: (optional) IP address of the request. The default

value is the IP address of the node where the container
resides.

 

----End

Pre-Stop Processing

Step 1 When creating a workload, select Lifecycle under Container Settings.

Step 2 Set the pre-start processing parameters on the Pre-Stop tab page.
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Table 3-32 Pre-stop processing parameters

Parameter Description

CLI Set commands to be executed in the container for pre-stop
processing. The command format is Command Args[1]
Args[2].... Command is a system command or a user-
defined executable program. If no path is specified, an
executable program in the default path will be selected. If
multiple commands need to be executed, write the
commands into a script for execution.
Example command:
exec: 
  command: 
  - /uninstall.sh 
  - uninstall_agent

Enter /uninstall uninstall_agent in the script. This command
indicates that the uninstall.sh script will be executed before
the container completes its execution and stops running.

HTTP request Send an HTTP request for pre-stop processing. The related
parameters are described as follows:
● Path: (optional) request URL.
● Port: (mandatory) request port.
● Host: (optional) IP address of the request. The default

value is the IP address of the node where the container
resides.

 

----End

Example YAML
This section uses Nginx as an example to describe how to set the container
lifecycle.

In the following configuration file, the postStart command is defined to run the
install.sh command in the /bin/bash directory. preStop is defined to run the
uninstall.sh command.

apiVersion: apps/v1
kind: Deployment
metadata:
  name: nginx
spec:
  replicas: 1
  selector:
    matchLabels:
      app: nginx
  template:
    metadata:
      labels:
        app: nginx
    spec:
      containers:
      - image: nginx 
        command:
        - sleep 3600                        #Startup command
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        imagePullPolicy: Always
        lifecycle:
          postStart:
            exec:
              command:
              - /bin/bash
              - install.sh                  #Post-start command
          preStop:
            exec:
              command:
              - /bin/bash
              - uninstall.sh                 #Pre-stop command
        name: nginx
      imagePullSecrets:
      - name: default-secret

3.6.3.8 Setting Health Check for a Container

Scenario

Health check regularly checks the health status of containers during container
running. If the health check function is not configured, a pod cannot detect
application exceptions or automatically restart the application to restore it. This
will result in a situation where the pod status is normal but the application in the
pod is abnormal.

Kubernetes provides the following health check probes:

● Liveness probe (livenessProbe): checks whether a container is still alive. It is
similar to the ps command that checks whether a process exists. If the
liveness check of a container fails, the cluster restarts the container. If the
liveness check is successful, no operation is executed.

● Readiness probe (readinessProbe): checks whether a container is ready to
process user requests. Upon that the container is detected unready, service
traffic will not be directed to the container. It may take a long time for some
applications to start up before they can provide services. This is because that
they need to load disk data or rely on startup of an external module. In this
case, the application process is running, but the application cannot provide
services. To address this issue, this health check probe is used. If the container
readiness check fails, the cluster masks all requests sent to the container. If
the container readiness check is successful, the container can be accessed.

● Startup probe (startupProbe): checks when a container application has
started. If such a probe is configured, it disables liveness and readiness checks
until it succeeds, ensuring that those probes do not interfere with the
application startup. This can be used to adopt liveness checks on slow starting
containers, avoiding them getting killed by the kubelet before they are
started.

Check Method
● HTTP request

This health check mode is applicable to containers that provide HTTP/HTTPS
services. The cluster periodically initiates an HTTP/HTTPS GET request to such
containers. If the return code of the HTTP/HTTPS response is within 200–399,
the probe is successful. Otherwise, the probe fails. In this health check mode,
you must specify a container listening port and an HTTP/HTTPS request path.
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For example, for a container that provides HTTP services, the HTTP check
path is /health-check, the port is 80, and the host address is optional (which
defaults to the container IP address). Here, 172.16.0.186 is used as an
example, and we can get such a request: GET http://172.16.0.186:80/health-
check. The cluster periodically initiates this request to the container.

Figure 3-32 HTTP request-based check

● TCP port
For a container that provides TCP communication services, the cluster
periodically establishes a TCP connection to the container. If the connection is
successful, the probe is successful. Otherwise, the probe fails. In this health
check mode, you must specify a container listening port.
For example, if you have a Nginx container with service port 80, after you
specify TCP port 80 for container listening, the cluster will periodically initiate
a TCP connection to port 80 of the container. If the connection is successful,
the probe is successful. Otherwise, the probe fails.

Figure 3-33 TCP port-based check

● CLI
CLI is an efficient tool for health check. When using the CLI, you must specify
an executable command in a container. The cluster periodically runs the
command in the container. If the command output is 0, the health check is
successful. Otherwise, the health check fails.
The CLI mode can be used to replace the HTTP request-based and TCP port-
based health check.
– For a TCP port, you can write a program script to connect to a container

port. If the connection is successful, the script returns 0. Otherwise, the
script returns –1.

– For an HTTP request, you can write a program script to run the wget
command for a container.
wget http://127.0.0.1:80/health-check
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Check the return code of the response. If the return code is within 200–
399, the script returns 0. Otherwise, the script returns –1.

Figure 3-34 CLI-based check

NO TICE

● Put the program to be executed in the container image so that the
program can be executed.

● If the command to be executed is a shell script, do not directly specify
the script as the command, but add a script parser. For example, if the
script is /data/scripts/health_check.sh, you must specify sh/data/
scripts/health_check.sh for command execution. The reason is that
the cluster is not in the terminal environment when executing
programs in a container.

Common Parameters

Table 3-33 Common parameter description

Parameter Description

Period
(periodSeconds)

Indicates the probe detection period, in seconds.
For example, if this parameter is set to 30, the detection
is performed every 30 seconds.

Delay
(initialDelaySec-
onds)

Check delay time in seconds. Set this parameter according
to the normal startup time of services.
For example, if this parameter is set to 30, the health
check will be started 30 seconds after the container is
started. The time is reserved for containerized services to
start.

Timeout
(timeoutSeconds)

Number of seconds after which the probe times out. Unit:
second.
For example, if this parameter is set to 10, the timeout
wait time for performing a health check is 10s. If the wait
time elapses, the health check is regarded as a failure. If
the parameter is left blank or set to 0, the default
timeout time is 1s.
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Parameter Description

Success Threshold
(successThreshold)

Minimum consecutive successes for the probe to be
considered successful after having failed.
The default value is 1, which is also the minimum value.
The value of this parameter is fixed to 1 in Liveness
Probe and Startup Probe.

Failure Threshold
(failureThreshold)

Number of retry times when the detection fails.
Giving up in case of liveness probe means restarting the
container. In case of readiness probe the Pod will be
marked Unready.
The default value is 3, and the minimum value is 1.

 

YAML Example
apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  labels:
    test: liveness
  name: liveness-http
spec:
  containers:
  - name: liveness
    image: nginx:alpine
    args:
    - /server
    livenessProbe:
      httpGet:
        path: /healthz
        port: 80
        httpHeaders:
        - name: Custom-Header
          value: Awesome
      initialDelaySeconds: 3
      periodSeconds: 3
    readinessProbe:
      exec:
        command:
          - cat
          - /tmp/healthy
      initialDelaySeconds: 5
      periodSeconds: 5
    startupProbe:
      httpGet:
        path: /healthz
        port: 80
      failureThreshold: 30
      periodSeconds: 10

3.6.3.9 Setting Environment Variables

Scenario
An environment variable is a variable whose value can affect the way a running
container will behave. You can modify environment variables even after workloads
are deployed, increasing flexibility in workload configuration.
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The function of setting environment variables on UCS is the same as that of
specifying ENV in a Dockerfile.

NO TICE

After a container is started, do not modify configurations in the container. If
configurations in the container are modified (for example, passwords, certificates,
and environment variables of a containerized application are added to the
container), the configurations will be lost after the container restarts and
container services will become abnormal. An example scenario of container restart
is pod rescheduling due to node anomalies.
Configurations must be imported to a container as arguments. Otherwise,
configurations will be lost after the container restarts.

Environment variables can be set in the following modes:

● Custom: Enter a variable name and value.
● Added from ConfigMap: Import all keys in a ConfigMap as environment

variables.
● Added from ConfigMap key: Import a key in a ConfigMap as the value of an

environment variable. For example, if you import configmap_value of
configmap_key in a ConfigMap as the value of environment variable key1,
an environment variable named key1 with its value is configmap_value
exists in the container.

● Added from secret: Import all keys in a secret as environment variables.
● Added from secret key: Import the value of a key in a secret as the value of

an environment variable. For example, if you import secret_value of
secret_key in secret secret-example as the value of environment variable
key2, an environment variable named key2 with its value secret_value exists
in the container.

● Variable Value/Reference: Use the field defined by a pod as the value of the
environment variable, for example, the pod name.

● Resource Reference: Use the field defined by a container as the value of the
environment variable, for example, the CPU limit of the container.

Adding Environment Variables

Step 1 When creating a workload, select Environment Variables under Container
Settings.

Step 2 Set environment variables.
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Figure 3-35 Adding environment variables

----End

YAML Example
apiVersion: apps/v1
kind: Deployment
metadata:
  name: env-example
  namespace: default
spec:
  replicas: 1
  selector:
    matchLabels:
      app: env-example
  template:
    metadata:
      labels:
        app: env-example
    spec:
      containers:
        - name: container-1
          image: nginx:alpine
          imagePullPolicy: Always
          resources:
            requests:
              cpu: 250m
              memory: 512Mi
            limits:
              cpu: 250m
              memory: 512Mi
          env:
            - name: key                     # Custom
              value: value
            - name: key1                    # Added from ConfigMap key
              valueFrom:
                configMapKeyRef:
                  name: configmap-example
                  key: key1
            - name: key2                    # Added from secret key
              valueFrom:
                secretKeyRef:
                  name: secret-example
                  key: key2
            - name: key3                    # Variable reference, which uses the field defined by a pod as the value 
of the environment variable.
              valueFrom:
                fieldRef:
                  apiVersion: v1
                  fieldPath: metadata.name
            - name: key4                    # Resource reference, which uses the field defined by a container as the 
value of the environment variable.
              valueFrom:
                resourceFieldRef:
                  containerName: container1
                  resource: limits.cpu
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                  divisor: 1
          envFrom:
            - configMapRef:                 # Added from ConfigMap
                name: configmap-example
            - secretRef:                    # Added from secret
                name: secret-example
      imagePullSecrets:
        - name: default-secret

Viewing Environment Variables
If the contents of configmap-example and secret-example are as follows:

$ kubectl get configmap configmap-example -oyaml
apiVersion: v1
data:
  configmap_key: configmap_value
kind: ConfigMap
...

$ kubectl get secret secret-example -oyaml
apiVersion: v1
data:
  secret_key: c2VjcmV0X3ZhbHVl              # c2VjcmV0X3ZhbHVl is the value of secret_value in Base64 
mode.
kind: Secret
...

The environment variables in the pod are as follows:

$ kubectl get pod
NAME                           READY   STATUS    RESTARTS   AGE
env-example-695b759569-lx9jp   1/1     Running   0          17m

$ kubectl exec env-example-695b759569-lx9jp  -- printenv
/ # env
key=value                             # Custom environment variable
ey1=configmap_value                  # Added from ConfigMap key
key2=secret_value                     # Added from secret key
key3=env-example-695b759569-lx9jp     # metadata.name defined by the pod
key4=1                                # limits.cpu defined by container1. The value is rounded up, in unit of cores.
configmap_key=configmap_value         # Added from ConfigMap. The key value in the original ConfigMap 
key is directly imported.
secret_key=secret_value               # Added from key. The key value in the original secret is directly imported.

3.6.3.10 Configuring the Workload Upgrade Policy
In actual applications, upgrade is a common operation. A Deployment, StatefulSet,
or DaemonSet can easily support application upgrade.

You can set different upgrade policies:

● Rolling upgrade: New pods are created gradually and then old pods are
deleted. This is the default policy.

● Replace upgrade: The current pods are deleted and then new pods are
created.
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Figure 3-36 Upgrade policies

Upgrade Parameters
● Max. Surge (maxSurge)

Specifies the maximum number of pods that can exist over spec.replicas. The
default value is 25%. For example, if spec.replicas is set to 4, no more than 5
pods can exist during the upgrade process, that is, the upgrade step is 1. The
absolute number is calculated from the percentage by rounding up. The value
can also be set to an absolute number.
This parameter is supported only by Deployments.

● Max. Unavailable Pods (maxUnavailable)
Specifies the maximum number of pods that can be unavailable during the
update process. The default value is 25%. For example, if spec.replicas is set
to 4, at least 3 pods exist during the upgrade process, that is, the deletion
step is 1. The value can also be set to an absolute number.
This parameter is supported only by Deployments.

● Min. Ready Seconds (minReadySeconds)
A pod is considered available only when the minimum readiness time is
exceeded without any of its containers crashing. The default value is 0 (the
pod is considered available immediately after it is ready).

● Revision History Limit (revisionHistoryLimit)
Specifies the number of old ReplicaSets to retain to allow rollback. These old
ReplicaSets consume resources in etcd and crowd the output of kubectl get
rs. The configuration of each Deployment revision is stored in its ReplicaSets.
Therefore, once the old ReplicaSet is deleted, you lose the ability to roll back
to that revision of Deployment. By default, 10 old ReplicaSets will be kept, but
the ideal value depends on the frequency and stability of the new
Deployments.

● Max. Upgrade Duration (progressDeadlineSeconds)
Specifies the number of seconds that the system waits for a Deployment to
make progress before reporting a Deployment progress failure. It is surfaced
as a condition with Type=Progressing, Status=False, and
Reason=ProgressDeadlineExceeded in the status of the resource. The
Deployment controller will keep retrying the Deployment. In the future, once
automatic rollback will be implemented, the Deployment controller will roll
back a Deployment as soon as it observes such a condition.
If this parameter is specified, the value of this parameter must be greater
than that of .spec.minReadySeconds.

● Scale-In Time Window (terminationGracePeriodSeconds)
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Graceful deletion time. The default value is 30 seconds. When a pod is
deleted, a SIGTERM signal is sent and the system waits for the applications in
the container to terminate. If the application is not terminated within the
time specified by terminationGracePeriodSeconds, a SIGKILL signal is sent to
forcibly terminate the pod.

Upgrade Example
The Deployment can be upgraded in a declarative mode. That is, you only need to
modify the YAML definition of the Deployment. For example, you can run the
kubectl edit command to change the Deployment image to nginx:alpine. After
the modification, query the ReplicaSet and pod. The query result shows that a new
ReplicaSet is created and the pod is re-created.

$ kubectl edit deploy nginx

$ kubectl get rs
NAME               DESIRED   CURRENT   READY     AGE
nginx-6f9f58dffd   2         2         2         1m
nginx-7f98958cdf   0         0         0         48m

$ kubectl get pods
NAME                     READY     STATUS    RESTARTS   AGE
nginx-6f9f58dffd-tdmqk   1/1       Running   0          1m
nginx-6f9f58dffd-tesqr   1/1       Running   0          1m

The Deployment can use the maxSurge and maxUnavailable parameters to
control the proportion of pods to be re-created during the upgrade, which is useful
in many scenarios. The configuration is as follows:

spec:
  strategy:
    rollingUpdate:
      maxSurge: 1
      maxUnavailable: 0
    type: RollingUpdate

In the preceding example, the value of spec.replicas is 2. If both maxSurge and
maxUnavailable are the default value 25%, maxSurge allows a maximum of
three pods to exist (2 x 1.25 = 2.5, rounded up to 3), and maxUnavailable does
not allow a maximum of two pods to be unavailable (2 x 0.75 = 1.5, rounded up
to 2). That is, during the upgrade process, there will always be two pods running.
Each time a new pod is created, an old pod is deleted, until all pods are new.

Rollback
Rollback is to roll an application back to the earlier version when a fault occurs
during the upgrade. A Deployment can be easily rolled back to the earlier version.

For example, if the upgraded image is faulty, you can run the kubectl rollout
undo command to roll back the Deployment.

$ kubectl rollout undo deployment nginx
deployment.apps/nginx rolled back

A Deployment can be easily rolled back because it uses a ReplicaSet to control a
pod. After the upgrade, the previous ReplicaSet still exists. The Deployment is
rolled back by using the previous ReplicaSet to re-create the pod. The number of
ReplicaSets stored in a Deployment can be restricted by the revisionHistoryLimit
parameter. The default value is 10.
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3.6.3.11 Scheduling Policy (Affinity/Anti-affinity)
When creating a workload, you can use a nodeSelector to constrain pods to nodes
with particular labels. The affinity and anti-affinity features greatly increase the
types of constraints you can express.

Kubernetes supports node-level and pod-level affinity and anti-affinity. You can
configure custom rules to achieve affinity and anti-affinity scheduling. For
example, you can deploy frontend pods and backend pods together, deploy the
same type of applications on a specific node, or deploy different applications on
different nodes.

Node Affinity (nodeAffinity)
You can use a nodeSelector to constrain pods to nodes with specific labels. The
following example shows how to use a nodeSelector to deploy pods only on the
nodes with the gpu=true label.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: nginx
spec:
  nodeSelector:                 # Node selection. A pod is deployed on a node only when the node has the 
gpu=true label.
    gpu: true
...

Node affinity rules can achieve the same results, as shown in the following
example.
apiVersion: apps/v1
kind: Deployment
metadata:
  name:  gpu
  labels:
    app:  gpu
spec:
  selector:
    matchLabels:
      app: gpu
  replicas: 3
  template:
    metadata:
      labels:
        app:  gpu
    spec:
      containers:
      - image:  nginx:alpine
        name:  gpu
        resources:
          requests:
            cpu: 100m
            memory: 200Mi
          limits:
            cpu: 100m
            memory: 200Mi
      imagePullSecrets:
      - name: default-secret
      affinity:
        nodeAffinity:
          requiredDuringSchedulingIgnoredDuringExecution:
            nodeSelectorTerms:
            - matchExpressions:
              - key: gpu
                operator: In
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                values:
                - "true"

Even though the node affinity rule requires more lines, it is more expressive, which
will be further described later.

requiredDuringSchedulingIgnoredDuringExecution seems to be complex, but it
can be easily understood as a combination of two parts.

● requiredDuringScheduling indicates that pods can be scheduled to the node
only when all the defined rules are met (required).

● IgnoredDuringExecution indicates that pods already running on the node do
not need to meet the defined rules. That is, a label on the node is ignored,
and pods that require the node to contain that label will not be re-scheduled.

In addition, the value of operator is In, indicating that the label value must be in
the values list. Other available operator values are as follows:

● NotIn: The label value is not in a list.
● Exists: A specific label exists.
● DoesNotExist: A specific label does not exist.
● Gt: The label value is greater than a specified value (string comparison).
● Lt: The label value is less than a specified value (string comparison).

Note that there is no such thing as nodeAntiAffinity because operators NotIn and
DoesNotExist provide the same function.

The following describes how to check whether the rule takes effect. Assume that a
cluster has three nodes.
$ kubectl get node
NAME            STATUS   ROLES    AGE   VERSION                            
192.168.0.212   Ready    <none>   13m   v1.15.6-r1-20.3.0.2.B001-15.30.2
192.168.0.94    Ready    <none>   13m   v1.15.6-r1-20.3.0.2.B001-15.30.2   
192.168.0.97    Ready    <none>   13m   v1.15.6-r1-20.3.0.2.B001-15.30.2   

Add the gpu=true label to the 192.168.0.212 node.
$ kubectl label node 192.168.0.212 gpu=true
node/192.168.0.212 labeled

$ kubectl get node -L gpu
NAME            STATUS   ROLES    AGE   VERSION                            GPU
192.168.0.212   Ready    <none>   13m   v1.15.6-r1-20.3.0.2.B001-15.30.2   true
192.168.0.94    Ready    <none>   13m   v1.15.6-r1-20.3.0.2.B001-15.30.2   
192.168.0.97    Ready    <none>   13m   v1.15.6-r1-20.3.0.2.B001-15.30.2   

Create the Deployment. You can find that all pods are deployed on the
192.168.0.212 node.
$ kubectl create -f affinity.yaml 
deployment.apps/gpu created

$ kubectl get pod -o wide
NAME                     READY   STATUS    RESTARTS   AGE   IP            NODE         
gpu-6df65c44cf-42xw4     1/1     Running   0          15s   172.16.0.37   192.168.0.212
gpu-6df65c44cf-jzjvs     1/1     Running   0          15s   172.16.0.36   192.168.0.212
gpu-6df65c44cf-zv5cl     1/1     Running   0          15s   172.16.0.38   192.168.0.212

Node Preference Rule
The preceding requiredDuringSchedulingIgnoredDuringExecution rule is a hard
selection rule. There is another type of selection rule, that is,
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preferredDuringSchedulingIgnoredDuringExecution. It is used to specify which
nodes are preferred during scheduling.

To achieve this effect, add a node attached with SAS disks to the cluster, add the
DISK=SAS label to the node, and add the DISK=SSD label to the other three
nodes.
$ kubectl get node -L DISK,gpu
NAME            STATUS   ROLES    AGE     VERSION                            DISK     GPU
192.168.0.100   Ready    <none>   7h23m   v1.15.6-r1-20.3.0.2.B001-15.30.2   SAS   
192.168.0.212   Ready    <none>   8h      v1.15.6-r1-20.3.0.2.B001-15.30.2   SSD      true
192.168.0.94    Ready    <none>   8h      v1.15.6-r1-20.3.0.2.B001-15.30.2   SSD   
192.168.0.97    Ready    <none>   8h      v1.15.6-r1-20.3.0.2.B001-15.30.2   SSD  

Define a Deployment. Use the
preferredDuringSchedulingIgnoredDuringExecution rule to set the weight of
nodes attached with the SAS disk to 80 and nodes with the gpu=true label to 20.
In this way, pods are preferentially deployed on the nodes attached with the SAS
disk.
apiVersion: apps/v1
kind: Deployment
metadata:
  name:  gpu
  labels:
    app:  gpu
spec:
  selector:
    matchLabels:
      app: gpu
  replicas: 10
  template:
    metadata:
      labels:
        app:  gpu
    spec:
      containers:
      - image:  nginx:alpine
        name:  gpu
        resources:
          requests:
            cpu:  100m
            memory:  200Mi
          limits:
            cpu:  100m
            memory:  200Mi
      imagePullSecrets:
      - name: default-secret
      affinity:
        nodeAffinity:
          preferredDuringSchedulingIgnoredDuringExecution:
          - weight: 80 
            preference: 
              matchExpressions: 
              - key: DISK
                operator: In 
                values: 
                - SSD
          - weight: 20 
            preference: 
              matchExpressions: 
              - key: gpu
                operator: In 
                values: 
                - "true"

After the deployment, you can find that five pods are deployed on the
192.168.0.212 node, and two pods are deployed on the 192.168.0.100 node.
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$ kubectl create -f affinity2.yaml 
deployment.apps/gpu created

$ kubectl get po -o wide
NAME                   READY   STATUS    RESTARTS   AGE     IP            NODE         
gpu-585455d466-5bmcz   1/1     Running   0          2m29s   172.16.0.44   192.168.0.212
gpu-585455d466-cg2l6   1/1     Running   0          2m29s   172.16.0.63   192.168.0.97 
gpu-585455d466-f2bt2   1/1     Running   0          2m29s   172.16.0.79   192.168.0.100
gpu-585455d466-hdb5n   1/1     Running   0          2m29s   172.16.0.42   192.168.0.212
gpu-585455d466-hkgvz   1/1     Running   0          2m29s   172.16.0.43   192.168.0.212
gpu-585455d466-mngvn   1/1     Running   0          2m29s   172.16.0.48   192.168.0.97 
gpu-585455d466-s26qs   1/1     Running   0          2m29s   172.16.0.62   192.168.0.97 
gpu-585455d466-sxtzm   1/1     Running   0          2m29s   172.16.0.45   192.168.0.212
gpu-585455d466-t56cm   1/1     Running   0          2m29s   172.16.0.64   192.168.0.100
gpu-585455d466-t5w5x   1/1     Running   0          2m29s   172.16.0.41   192.168.0.212

In the preceding example, the node scheduling priority is as follows. Nodes with
both SSD and gpu=true labels have the highest priority. Nodes with the SSD label
but no gpu=true label have the second priority (weight: 80). Nodes with the
gpu=true label but no SSD label have the third priority. Nodes without any of
these two labels have the lowest priority.

Figure 3-37 Scheduling priority

From the preceding output, you can find that no pods of the Deployment are
scheduled to node 192.168.0.94. This is because the node already has many pods
on it and its resource usage is high. This also indicates that the
preferredDuringSchedulingIgnoredDuringExecution rule defines a preference
rather than a hard requirement.

Workload Affinity (podAffinity)
Node affinity rules affect only the affinity between pods and nodes. Kubernetes
also supports configuring inter-pod affinity rules. For example, the frontend and
backend of an application can be deployed together on one node to reduce access
latency. There are also two types of inter-pod affinity rules:
requiredDuringSchedulingIgnoredDuringExecution and
preferredDuringSchedulingIgnoredDuringExecution.

Assume that the backend of an application has been created and has the
app=backend label.

$ kubectl get po -o wide
NAME                       READY   STATUS    RESTARTS   AGE     IP            NODE         
backend-658f6cb858-dlrz8   1/1     Running   0          2m36s   172.16.0.67   192.168.0.100

You can configure the following pod affinity rule to deploy the frontend pods of
the application to the same node as the backend pods.

apiVersion: apps/v1
kind: Deployment
metadata:
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  name:   frontend
  labels:
    app:  frontend
spec:
  selector:
    matchLabels:
      app: frontend
  replicas: 3
  template:
    metadata:
      labels:
        app:  frontend
    spec:
      containers:
      - image:  nginx:alpine
        name:  frontend
        resources:
          requests:
            cpu:  100m
            memory:  200Mi
          limits:
            cpu:  100m
            memory:  200Mi
      imagePullSecrets:
      - name: default-secret
      affinity:
        podAffinity:
          requiredDuringSchedulingIgnoredDuringExecution:
          - topologyKey: kubernetes.io/hostname
            labelSelector:
              matchExpressions: 
              - key: app
                operator: In 
                values: 
                - backend

Deploy the frontend and you can find that the frontend is deployed on the same
node as the backend.

$ kubectl create -f affinity3.yaml 
deployment.apps/frontend created

$ kubectl get po -o wide
NAME                        READY   STATUS    RESTARTS   AGE     IP            NODE         
backend-658f6cb858-dlrz8    1/1     Running   0          5m38s   172.16.0.67   192.168.0.100
frontend-67ff9b7b97-dsqzn   1/1     Running   0          6s      172.16.0.70   192.168.0.100
frontend-67ff9b7b97-hxm5t   1/1     Running   0          6s      172.16.0.71   192.168.0.100
frontend-67ff9b7b97-z8pdb   1/1     Running   0          6s      172.16.0.72   192.168.0.100

The topologyKey field specifies the selection range. The scheduler selects nodes
within the range based on the affinity rule defined. The effect of topologyKey is
not fully demonstrated in the preceding example because all the nodes have the
kubernetes.io/hostname label, that is, all the nodes are within the range.

To see how topologyKey works, assume that the backend of the application has
two pods, which are running on different nodes.

$ kubectl get po -o wide
NAME                       READY   STATUS    RESTARTS   AGE     IP            NODE         
backend-658f6cb858-5bpd6   1/1     Running   0          23m     172.16.0.40   192.168.0.97
backend-658f6cb858-dlrz8   1/1     Running   0          2m36s   172.16.0.67   192.168.0.100

Add the prefer=true label to nodes 192.168.0.97 and 192.168.0.94.

$ kubectl label node 192.168.0.97 prefer=true
node/192.168.0.97 labeled
$ kubectl label node 192.168.0.94 prefer=true
node/192.168.0.94 labeled
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$ kubectl get node -L prefer
NAME            STATUS   ROLES    AGE   VERSION                            PREFER
192.168.0.100   Ready    <none>   44m   v1.15.6-r1-20.3.0.2.B001-15.30.2   
192.168.0.212   Ready    <none>   91m   v1.15.6-r1-20.3.0.2.B001-15.30.2   
192.168.0.94    Ready    <none>   91m   v1.15.6-r1-20.3.0.2.B001-15.30.2   true
192.168.0.97    Ready    <none>   91m   v1.15.6-r1-20.3.0.2.B001-15.30.2   true

Define topologyKey in the podAffinity section as prefer.

      affinity:
        podAffinity:
          requiredDuringSchedulingIgnoredDuringExecution:
          - topologyKey: prefer
            labelSelector:
              matchExpressions: 
              - key: app
                operator: In 
                values: 
                - backend

The scheduler recognizes the nodes with the prefer label, that is, 192.168.0.97
and 192.168.0.94, and then find the pods with the app=backend label. In this
way, all frontend pods are deployed onto 192.168.0.97.

$ kubectl create -f affinity3.yaml 
deployment.apps/frontend created

$ kubectl get po -o wide
NAME                        READY   STATUS    RESTARTS   AGE     IP            NODE         
backend-658f6cb858-5bpd6    1/1     Running   0          26m     172.16.0.40   192.168.0.97
backend-658f6cb858-dlrz8    1/1     Running   0          5m38s   172.16.0.67   192.168.0.100
frontend-67ff9b7b97-dsqzn   1/1     Running   0          6s      172.16.0.70   192.168.0.97
frontend-67ff9b7b97-hxm5t   1/1     Running   0          6s      172.16.0.71   192.168.0.97
frontend-67ff9b7b97-z8pdb   1/1     Running   0          6s      172.16.0.72   192.168.0.97

Workload Anti-Affinity (podAntiAffinity)
Unlike the scenarios in which pods are preferred to be scheduled onto the same
node, sometimes, it could be the exact opposite. For example, if certain pods are
deployed together, they will affect the performance.

The following example defines an inter-pod anti-affinity rule, which specifies that
pods must not be scheduled to nodes that already have pods with the
app=frontend label, that is, to deploy the pods of the frontend to different nodes
with each node has only one replica.

apiVersion: apps/v1
kind: Deployment
metadata:
  name:   frontend
  labels:
    app:  frontend
spec:
  selector:
    matchLabels:
      app: frontend
  replicas: 5
  template:
    metadata:
      labels:
        app:  frontend
    spec:
      containers:
      - image:  nginx:alpine
        name:  frontend
        resources:
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          requests:
            cpu:  100m
            memory:  200Mi
          limits:
            cpu:  100m
            memory:  200Mi
      imagePullSecrets:
      - name: default-secret
      affinity:
        podAntiAffinity:
          requiredDuringSchedulingIgnoredDuringExecution:
          - topologyKey: kubernetes.io/hostname
            labelSelector:
              matchExpressions: 
              - key: app
                operator: In 
                values: 
                - frontend

Deploy the frontend and query the deployment results. You can find that each
node has only one frontend pod and one pod of the Deployment is Pending. This
is because when the scheduler is deploying the fifth pod, all nodes already have
one pod with the app=frontend label on them. There is no available node.
Therefore, the fifth pod will remain in the Pending status.

$ kubectl create -f affinity4.yaml 
deployment.apps/frontend created

$ kubectl get po -o wide
NAME                        READY   STATUS    RESTARTS   AGE   IP            NODE         
frontend-6f686d8d87-8dlsc   1/1     Running   0          18s   172.16.0.76   192.168.0.100
frontend-6f686d8d87-d6l8p   0/1     Pending   0          18s   <none>        <none>       
frontend-6f686d8d87-hgcq2   1/1     Running   0          18s   172.16.0.54   192.168.0.97 
frontend-6f686d8d87-q7cfq   1/1     Running   0          18s   172.16.0.47   192.168.0.212
frontend-6f686d8d87-xl8hx   1/1     Running   0          18s   172.16.0.23   192.168.0.94 

Configuring Scheduling Policies

Step 1 When creating a workload, click Scheduling in the Advanced Settings area.

Table 3-34 Node affinity settings

Parameter Description

Required This is a hard rule that must be met for scheduling. It
corresponds to requiredDuringSchedulingIgnoredDurin-
gExecution in Kubernetes. Multiple required rules can be
set, and scheduling will be performed if only one of them is
met.

Preferred This is a soft rule specifying preferences that the scheduler
will try to enforce but will not guarantee. It corresponds to
preferredDuringSchedulingIgnoredDuringExecution in
Kubernetes. Scheduling is performed when one rule is met
or none of the rules are met.

 

Step 2 Under Node Affinity, Workload Affinity, and Workload Anti-Affinity, click 
to add scheduling policies. In the dialog box displayed, add a policy directly or by
specifying a node or an AZ.
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Specifying a node or an AZ is essentially implemented through labels. The
kubernetes.io/hostname label is used when you specify a node, and the failure-
domain.beta.kubernetes.io/zone label is used when you specify an AZ.

Table 3-35 Scheduling policy configuration

Parameter Description

Label Node label. You can use the default label or customize a
label.

Operator The following relations are supported: In, NotIn, Exists,
DoesNotExist, Gt, and Lt
● In: A label exists in the label list.
● NotIn: A label does not exist in the label list.
● Exists: A specific label exists.
● DoesNotExist: A specific label does not exist.
● Gt: The label value is greater than a specified value

(string comparison).
● Lt: The label value is less than a specified value (string

comparison).

Label Value Label value.

Namespace This parameter is available only in a workload affinity or
anti-affinity scheduling policy.
Namespace for which the scheduling policy takes effect.

Topology Key This parameter can be used only in a workload affinity or
anti-affinity scheduling policy.
Select the scope specified by topologyKey and then select
the content defined by the policy.

Weight This parameter can be set only in a Preferred scheduling
policy.

 

----End

3.6.4 Networking

3.6.4.1 Services

Services provide fixed modes for accessing workloads in a cluster. You can create
the following Services on the cluster console:

● ClusterIP
A workload can be accessed from other workloads in the same cluster
through a cluster-internal domain name. A cluster-internal domain name is in
the format of <User-defined Service name>.<Namespace of the
workload>.svc.cluster.local, for example, nginx.default.svc.cluster.local.
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● NodePort
A workload can be accessed from outside the cluster. A NodePort Service is
exposed on each node's IP address at a static port. If a node in the cluster is
bound to an elastic IP address (EIP), you can use <EIP>:<NodePort> to access
the workload from a public network.

● LoadBalancer
A workload can be accessed from a public network through a load balancer.
This access type is applicable to Services that need to be exposed to a public
network in the system. The access address is in the format of <IP address of
public network load balancer>:<access port>, for example, 10.117.117.117:80.

ClusterIP

Step 1 Log in to the cluster console.

Step 2 In the navigation pane, choose Networking. On the displayed page, click the
Services tab and select the namespace to which the Service belongs. For details
about how to create a namespace, see Creating a Namespace.

Step 3 Click Create Service in the upper right corner and configure the parameters.
● Service Name: Can be the same as the workload name.
● Service Type: Select ClusterIP.
● Namespace: Namespace to which the workload belongs.
● Selector: Add a label and click Add. A Service selects a pod based on the

added label. You can also click Reference Workload Label to reference the
label of an existing workload. In the dialog box that is displayed, select a
workload and click OK.

● Port
– Protocol: Select a protocol used by the Service.
– Service Port: Port mapped to the container port at the cluster-internal IP

address. The workload can be accessed at <cluster-internal IP
address>:<access port>. The port number range is 1–65535.

– Container Port: Port on which the workload listens. For example, the
Nginx application listens on port 80 (container port).

Step 4 Click OK.

----End

NodePort

Step 1 Log in to the cluster console.

Step 2 In the navigation pane, choose Networking. On the displayed page, click the
Services tab and select the namespace to which the Service belongs. For details
about how to create a namespace, see Creating a Namespace.

Step 3 Click Create Service in the upper right corner and configure the parameters.
● Service Name: Can be the same as the workload name.
● Service Type: Select NodePort.
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● Service Affinity
– Cluster-level: The IP addresses and access ports of all nodes in a cluster

can be used to access the workloads associated with the Service.
However, performance loss is introduced due to hops, and source IP
addresses cannot be obtained.

– Node-level: Only the IP address and access port of the node where the
workload is located can be used to access the workload associated with
the Service. Service access will not cause performance loss due to route
redirection, and the source IP address of the client can be obtained.

● Namespace: Namespace to which the workload belongs.
● Selector: Add a label and click Add. A Service selects a pod based on the

added label. You can also click Reference Workload Label to reference the
label of an existing workload. In the dialog box that is displayed, select a
workload and click OK.

● Port
– Protocol: Select a protocol used by the Service.
– Service Port: Port mapped to the container port at the cluster-internal IP

address. The application can be accessed at <cluster-internal IP
address>:<access port>. The port number range is 1–65535.

– Container Port: Port on which the workload listens, defined in the
container image. For example, the Nginx application listens on port 80
(container port).

– Node Port: Port to which the container port will be mapped when the
node private IP address is used for accessing the application. The port
number range is 30000–32767. You are advised to select Auto.

▪ Auto: The system automatically assigns a port number.

▪ Custom: Specify a fixed node port. The port number range is 30000–
32767. Ensure that the port is unique in a cluster.

Step 4 Click OK.

----End

LoadBalancer

Step 1 Log in to the cluster console.

Step 2 In the navigation pane, choose Networking. On the displayed page, click the
Services tab and select the namespace to which the Service belongs. For details
about how to create a namespace, see Creating a Namespace.

Step 3 Click Create Service in the upper right corner and configure the parameters.
● Service Name: Can be the same as the workload name.
● Service Type: Select LoadBalancer.
● Service Affinity

– Cluster-level: The IP addresses and access ports of all nodes in a cluster
can be used to access the workloads associated with the Service.
However, performance loss is introduced due to hops, and source IP
addresses cannot be obtained.
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– Node-level: Only the IP address and access port of the node where the
workload is located can be used to access the workload associated with
the Service. Service access will not cause performance loss due to route
redirection, and the source IP address of the client can be obtained.

● Namespace: Namespace to which the workload belongs.
● Selector: Add a label and click Add. A Service selects a pod based on the

added label. You can also click Reference Workload Label to reference the
label of an existing workload. In the dialog box that is displayed, select a
workload and click OK.

● Port
– Protocol: Select a protocol used by the Service.
– Service Port: Port mapped to the container port at the cluster-internal IP

address. The application can be accessed at <cluster-internal IP
address>:<access port>. The port number range is 1–65535.

– Container Port: Port on which the workload listens, defined in the
container image. For example, the Nginx application listens on port 80
(container port).

● Annotation: The key-value pair format is supported. Configure annotations
based on your service and vendor requirements and then click Add.

Step 4 Click OK.

----End

3.6.4.2 Ingresses
An ingress uses load balancers as the entry for external traffic. Compared with
layer-4 load balancing, it supports Uniform Resource Identifier (URI)
configurations and distributes access traffic to the corresponding Services based
on the URIs. You can customize forwarding rules based on domain names and
URLs to implement fine-grained distribution of access traffic. The access address is
in the format of <IP address of public network load balancer>:<access
port><defined URI>, for example, 10.117.117.117:80/helloworld.

Procedure

Step 1 Log in to the cluster console.

Step 2 In the navigation pane, choose Networking. On the displayed page, click the
Ingresses tab and select the namespace to which the ingress belongs. For details
about how to create a namespace, see Creating a Namespace.

Step 3 Click Create Ingress in the upper right corner and configure the parameters.
● Name: Name of the ingress to be created, which can be self-defined.
● Namespace: Namespace to which the ingress belongs.
● TLS:

– Server Certificate: Select the IngressTLS server certificate. If no desired
certificate is available, click Create IngressTLS Secret to create an
IngressTLS secret. For details, see Creating a Secret.

– SNI: Enter the domain name and select the corresponding certificate.
Server Name Indication (SNI) is an extended protocol of TLS. It allows
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multiple TLS-based access domain names to be provided for external
systems using the same IP address and port number. Different domain
names can use different security certificates.

● Forwarding Policy: When the access address of a request matches the
forwarding policy (a forwarding policy consists of a domain name and URL,
for example, 10.117.117.117:80/helloworld), the request is forwarded to the
corresponding target Service for processing. You can add multiple forwarding
policies.
– Domain Name: (Optional) actual domain name. Ensure that the domain

name has been registered and archived. Once a domain name rule is
configured, you must use the domain name for access.

– URL: access path to be registered, for example, /healthz. The access path
must be the same as the URL exposed by the backend application.
Otherwise, a 404 error will be returned.

– Destination Service: Select a Service name. You need to create the
NodePort Service first. For details, see NodePort.

– Destination Service Port: After you select the destination Service, the
corresponding container port is automatically filled in.

● Annotation: The key-value pair format is supported. Configure annotations
based on your service and vendor requirements and then click Add.

Step 4 Click OK.

----End

3.6.5 Container Storage
To mount a PVC to a cluster, the cluster provider must support the StorageClass
resource to dynamically create storage volumes. You can choose Storage on the
cluster console and click the Storage Classes tab to view the storage classes
supported by the cluster. For more information about StorageClass, see Storage
Classes.

Creating a PVC

Step 1 Log in to the cluster console.

Step 2 Choose Storage in the navigation pane. On the PersistentVolumeClaims (PVCs)
tab page, click Create from YAML in the upper right corner.

Step 3 Write a YAML file for the PVC.

Step 4 Click OK.

----End

Creating a PV

Step 1 Log in to the cluster console.

Step 2 Choose Storage in the navigation pane. On the PersistentVolumes (PVs) tab
page, click Create from YAML in the upper right corner.
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Step 3 Write a YAML file for the PV.

Step 4 Click OK.

----End

3.6.6 ConfigMaps and Secrets

3.6.6.1 Creating a ConfigMap

A ConfigMap is a type of resource that stores configuration information required
by a workload. Its content is user-defined. After creating ConfigMaps, you can use
them as files or environment variables in a workload.

ConfigMaps allow you to decouple configuration files from container images to
enhance the portability of workloads.

ConfigMaps provide the following benefits:

● Manage configurations for different environments and services.
● Deploy workloads in different environments. Multiple versions are supported

for configuration files so that you can update and roll back workloads easily.
● Quickly import configurations in the form of files to containers.

Creating a ConfigMap

Step 1 Log in to the cluster console. In the navigation pane, choose ConfigMaps and
Secrets, and click the ConfigMaps tab. You can create a ConfigMap directly or
using YAML. If you want to create a ConfigMap using YAML, go to Step 4.

Step 2 Select the namespace to which the ConfigMap will belong.

Step 3 Create a ConfigMap directly by clicking Create ConfigMap.

Set the parameters listed in Table 3-36.

Table 3-36 Parameters for creating a ConfigMap

Parameter Description

Name Name of a ConfigMap, which must be unique in a
namespace.

Namespace Namespace to which the ConfigMap belongs. The
current namespace is used by default.

Description Description of the ConfigMap.

Data The workload configuration data can be used in a
container or used to store the configuration data.

Click  and enter the key and value. Key indicates the
configuration name, and Value indicates the
configuration content.
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Parameter Description

Label Labels are attached to objects such as workloads, nodes,
and Services in key-value pairs.
Labels define identified attributes of these objects and
can be used to manage and select objects.
1. Enter the label key and value.
2. Click Add.

 

Step 4 Create a ConfigMap from a YAML file by clicking Create from YAML.

NO TE

To create a resource by uploading a file, ensure that the resource description file has been
created. UCS supports files in JSON or YAML format. For details, see ConfigMap Resource
File Configuration.

You can import or directly write the file content in YAML or JSON format.
● Method 1: Import an orchestration file.

Click Import to import a YAML or JSON file. The content of the YAML or
JSON file is displayed in the orchestration content area.

● Method 2: Directly orchestrate the content.
In the orchestration content area, enter the content of the YAML or JSON file.

Step 5 When the configuration is complete, click OK.

The new ConfigMap is displayed in the ConfigMap list.

----End

ConfigMap Resource File Configuration
A ConfigMap resource file can be in JSON or YAML format, and the file size
cannot exceed 2 MB.

● JSON format
The file name is configmap.json and the configuration example is as follows:
{
  "kind": "ConfigMap",
  "apiVersion": "v1",
  "metadata": {
    "name": "paas-broker-app-017",
    "namespace": "test"
  },
  "data": {
    "context": "{\"applicationComponent\":{\"properties\":{\"custom_spec\":{}},\"node_name\":\"paas-
broker-app\",\"stack_id\":\"0177eae1-89d3-cb8a-1f94-c0feb7e91d7b\"},\"softwareComponents\":
[{\"properties\":{\"custom_spec\":{}},\"node_name\":\"paas-broker\",\"stack_id\":\"0177eae1-89d3-
cb8a-1f94-c0feb7e91d7b\"}]}"
  }
}

● YAML format
The file name is configmap.yaml and the configuration example is as follows:
apiVersion: v1
kind: ConfigMap
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metadata:
  name: test-configmap
  namespace: default
data:
  data-1: "value-1"
  data-2: "value-2"

Related Operations

On the cluster console, you can also perform the operations described in Table
3-37.

Table 3-37 Related operations

Operation Description

Viewing details Click the ConfigMap name to view its details.

Editing a YAML file Click Edit YAML in the row where the target
ConfigMap resides to edit its YAML file.

Updating a ConfigMap 1. Click Update in the row where the target
ConfigMap resides.

2. Modify the ConfigMap data according to Table
3-36.

3. Click OK to submit the modified information.

Deleting a ConfigMap Click Delete in the row where the target ConfigMap
resides, and click Yes.

Deleting ConfigMaps in
batches

1. Select the ConfigMap to be deleted.
2. Click Delete in the upper left corner.
3. Click Yes.

 

3.6.6.2 Creating a Secret

A secret is a type of resource that holds sensitive data, such as authentication and
key information, required by a workload. Its content is user-defined. After creating
secrets, you can use them as files or environment variables in a containerized
workload.

Creating a Secret

Step 1 Log in to the cluster console. In the navigation pane, choose ConfigMaps and
Secrets, and click the Secrets tab. You can create a secret directly or using YAML.
If you want to create a secret using YAML, go to Step 4.

Step 2 Select the namespace to which the secret will belong.

Step 3 Click Create Secret.

Set the parameters listed in Table 3-38.
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Table 3-38 Parameter description

Parameter Description

Name Name of the secret you create, which must be unique.

Namespace Namespace to which the secret belongs. The current
namespace is used by default.

Description Description of the secret.

Secret Type Type of the secret.
● Opaque: general secret type. In high-sensitive

scenarios, you are advised to encrypt sensitive data
using data encryption services and then store the
encrypted data in secrets.

● kubernetes.io/dockerconfigjson: a secret that stores
the authentication information required for pulling
images from a private repository. If you select this
secret type, enter the image repository address.

● IngressTLS: a secret that stores the certificate
required by ingresses. If you select this secret type,
upload the certificate file and private key file.

● Other: another type of secret, which is specified
manually.

Data Workload secret data can be used in containers.
● If the secret type is Opaque, enter the key and value.

The value must be a Base64-encoded value. You can
select Auto Base64 Encoding to Base64-encode the
entered value. For details about manual Base64
encoding, see Base64 Encoding.

● If the secret type is kubernetes.io/dockerconfigjson,
enter the username and password of the private
image repository.

Label Labels are attached to objects such as workloads, nodes,
and Services in key-value pairs.
Labels define identified attributes of these objects and
can be used to manage and select objects.
1. Click Add.
2. Set Key and Value.

 

Step 4 Create a secret from a YAML file by clicking Create from YAML.

NO TE

To create a resource by uploading a file, ensure that the resource description file has been
created. UCS supports files in JSON or YAML format. For details, see Secret Resource File
Configuration.

You can import or directly write the file content in YAML or JSON format.
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● Method 1: Import an orchestration file.

Click Import to import a YAML or JSON file. The content of the YAML or
JSON file is displayed in the orchestration content area.

● Method 2: Directly orchestrate the content.

In the orchestration content area, enter the content of the YAML or JSON file.

Step 5 When the configuration is complete, click OK.

The new secret is displayed in the secret list.

----End

Secret Resource File Configuration

This section provides a configuration example of a secret resource file.

For example, you can retrieve the username and password for a workload through
a secret.

● YAML format

The content in the secret file secret.yaml is as follows. The value must be
encoded using Base64. For details, see Base64 Encoding.
apiVersion: v1
kind: Secret
metadata:
  name: mysecret           #Secret name
  namespace: default       #Namespace. The default value is default.
data:
  username: bXktdXNlcm5hbWUK  #Username, which must be encoded using Base64.
  password: ******  #The value must be encoded using Base64.
type: Opaque     #You are advised not to change this parameter value.

● JSON format

The content in the secret file secret.json is as follows:
{
  "apiVersion": "v1",
  "kind": "Secret",
  "metadata": {
    "name": "mysecret",
    "namespace": "default"
  },
  "data": {
    "username": "bXktdXNlcm5hbWUK",
    "password": "******"
  },
  "type": "Opaque"
}

Related Operations

After a secret is created, you can perform the operations described in Table 3-39.

NO TE

The secrets in the kube-system namespace can only be viewed.
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Table 3-39 Other operations

Operation Description

Editing a YAML file Click Edit YAML in the row where the target secret
resides to edit its YAML file.

Updating a secret 1. Click Update in the row where the target secret
resides.

2. Modify the secret data according to Table 3-38.
3. Click OK.

Deleting a secret Click Delete in the row where the target secret
resides.
Delete the secret as prompted.

Deleting secrets in
batches

1. Select the secrets to be deleted.
2. Click Delete in the upper left corner.
3. Delete the secret as prompted.

 

Base64 Encoding

To encode a character string using Base64, run the echo -n Content to be
encoded | base64 command. The following is an example:

root@ubuntu:~# echo -n "Content to be encoded" | base64
******

3.6.7 Custom Resource Definitions
Custom Resource Definitions (CRDs) are custom resource objects similar to
Deployments or Services. You can run the kubectl commands to create and access
CRDs for modular Kubernetes extension. For details, see Extend the Kubernetes
API with CustomResourceDefinitions.

Procedure

Step 1 Log in to the cluster console.

Step 2 In the navigation pane on the left, choose Custom Resources, and click Create
from YAML in the upper right corner.

Step 3 Edit the YAML file online or import one, and click OK.

Step 4 Other operations:

● Click View YAML in the Operation column of the target CRD to view its
YAML file.

● Click View Details in the Operation column of the target CRD to view its
instances in the cluster.

----End
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3.6.8 Namespaces
Namespaces that you create on the cluster console apply only to the current
cluster. You can create Kubernetes objects and manage resource quotas in such
namespaces, or delete these namespaces.

● The default namespace created by the system supports quota management
but cannot be deleted.

● Namespaces created by a cluster, such as kube-public and kube-system, do
not support quota management and cannot be deleted.

Creating a Namespace

Step 1 Log in to the cluster console.

Step 2 In the navigation pane, choose Namespaces, click Create Namespace in the
upper right corner, and set parameters.
● Namespace Name: Name of the namespace, which must be unique in a

cluster.
● Description: Description of the namespace.
● Quota Management: If this function is enabled, you can configure resource

quotas. Resource quotas can limit the amount of resources available in
namespaces, achieving resource allocation by namespace.
If you do not enable this function, you can click Manage Quota in the
namespace list to configure resource quotas after the namespace is created.
For details, see Configuring Resource Quotas in a Namespace.

Step 3 Click OK.

----End

Deleting a Namespace

NO TICE

Deleting a namespace will delete all data resources related to the namespace.
Exercise caution when performing this operation.

Step 1 Log in to the cluster console.

Step 2 In the navigation pane, choose Namespaces, select the target namespace, and
choose More > Delete.

----End

Configuring Resource Quotas in a Namespace
Resource quotas can limit the amount of resources available in namespaces,
achieving resource allocation by namespace.

Namespace-level resource quotas limit the amount of resources available to teams
or users when these teams or users use the same cluster. The quotas include the
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total number of a type of objects and the total amount of compute resources
(CPU and memory) consumed by the objects.

NO TICE

The kube-public and kube-system namespaces do not support resource quota
settings.

Step 1 Log in to the cluster console.

Step 2 In the navigation pane, choose Namespaces, locate the target namespace, and
click Manage Quota in the Operation column.

Step 3 Configure resource quotas.

NO TICE

● There is no limit on quotas by default. To specify a resource quota, enter an
integer greater than or equal to 1. If you want to limit the CPU or memory
quota, you must specify the CPU or memory request when creating a workload.

● Accumulated quota usage includes the default resources created by the system,
such as the Kubernetes Service (view this Service using the kubectl tool)
created in the default namespace. Therefore, you are advised to set a resource
quota greater than what you expect.

● CPU (cores): maximum number of CPU cores that can be allocated to
workload pods in the namespace.

● Memory (MiB): maximum amount of memory that can be allocated to
workload pods in the namespace.

● StatefulSet: Maximum number of StatefulSets that can be created in the
namespace.

● Deployment: Maximum number of Deployments that can be created in the
namespace.

● Job: Maximum number of jobs that can be created in the namespace.
● Cron Job: Maximum number of cron jobs that can be created in the

namespace.
● Pods: maximum number of pods, including those in terminated state, that can

be created in the namespace.
● Pods (excluding terminated pods): maximum number of pods in a non-

terminated state that can be created in the namespace.
● Services: maximum number of Services, including those in terminated state,

that can be created in the namespace.
● Services (excluding terminated Services): maximum number of Services in a

non-terminated state that can be created in the namespace.
● PersistentVolumeClaims (PVCs): maximum number of PVCs that can be

created in the namespace.
● ConfigMaps: maximum number of ConfigMaps that can be created in the

namespace.
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● Secrets: maximum number of secrets that can be created in the namespace.

Step 4 Click OK.

----End

3.6.9 Workload Scaling
The workload scaling policy is Horizontal Pod Autoscaling (HPA). HPA is a
function of Kubernetes that implements horizontal autoscaling of pods. It
dynamically adjusts the number of workload pods based on the usage of workload
resources (CPU and memory).

Use Restrictions
● At least one pod is available in the cluster for which an auto scaling policy is

to be created. If no pod is available, the system automatically performs pod
scale-out.

● A maximum of min(max(4, 2 x Number of current replicas), MaxReplicas)
pods can be added to a cluster at a time.

● To use HPA, add-ons that can provide metrics APIs, such as metrics-server or
Prometheus, must be installed in the cluster. If Prometheus is used, you need
to register Prometheus as the service that provides metrics API service. For
details, see Providing Resource Metrics

Procedure

Step 1 Log in to the cluster console.

Step 2 Choose Workload Scaling in the navigation pane, and then click Create HPA
Policy in the upper right corner to create a policy.

Step 3 Set HPA parameters.
● Policy Name: Name of the policy to be created, which must be unique.
● Namespace: Namespace to which the HPA policy belongs.
● Associated Workload: Workload for which the policy is to be created.
● Pod Range: Minimum and maximum numbers of pods. When the policy is

triggered, the workload pods are scaled within this range.
● Cooldown Period: Interval between a scale-in and a scale-out, in minutes.

The interval cannot be shorter than 1 minute.
This parameter indicates the interval between consecutive scaling operations.
The cooldown period ensures that a scaling operation is initiated only when
the previous one is completed and the system is running stably.

● System Policy: Configure the policy rules based on system metrics.
– Metric: Select CPU usage or Memory usage.

Usage = CPUs or memory used by pods/Requested CPUs or memory.
– Expected Value: Enter the expected average resource usage.

This parameter indicates the desired value of the selected metric. The
number of new pods required (rounded up) = Current metric value/
Desired value x Number of current pods
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– Threshold: Enter the scaling thresholds.
If the metric value is greater than the scale-in threshold and less than the
scale-out threshold, no scaling is triggered.

You can configure multiple scaling policies.
● Custom Policy

– Metric Name: Select the custom metric on which the scaling policy
depends.

– Metric Source: Object described by a custom metric.
– Desired Value: Enter the desired average resource usage.

This parameter indicates the desired value of the selected metric. The
number of new pods required (rounded up) = Current metric value/
Desired value x Number of current pods

– Threshold: Enter the scaling thresholds.
If the metric value is greater than the scale-in threshold and less than the
scale-out threshold, no scaling is triggered.

You can configure multiple scaling policies.

NO TICE

If no system metric collection add-on has been installed in the cluster, the
workload scaling policy cannot take effect. For details, see Support for metrics
APIs.

Step 4 Click OK. After the policy is created, you can view it in the HPA policy list.

----End
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4 Federations

4.1 Enabling Federation
Federation is a multi-cloud and hybrid cloud solution developed by Huawei Cloud
based on years of experience in the container cloud field and the advanced
Karmada technology. Federation provides capabilities such as unified management
across clouds and clusters, application deployment, cross-cluster auto scaling and
service discovery, and auto failover.

Figure 4-1 Federation architecture

Constraints

Only Huawei Cloud accounts or users with the UCS FullAccess permission can
enable or disable the federation function.

Procedure

Before using federation, you are advised to understand the procedure shown in
Figure 4-2.
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Figure 4-2 Procedure of using federation

Enabling Federation
A federation is bound to a fleet. You can enable it for a fleet with clicks.

The enabling process consists of two phases: enabling the federation for the fleet
and joining the clusters to the federation. After the federation is enabled, all
clusters in the fleet will join the federation automatically. If there are no clusters in
the fleet, only the first phase can be performed.

Federations have a quota limit and cluster constraints. Before enabling federation,
read the following constraints to avoid failures.

Table 4-1 Cluster constraints

Item Constraint

Cluster version All clusters in the fleet must be version 1.19 or later.

Cluster status All clusters in the fleet must be in the Running status.

Cluster
networking

Huawei Cloud clusters (CCE clusters and CCE Turbo clusters)
in the fleet must be bound with EIPs.

Quota The federation quota is 1. That is, the federation function can
be enabled for only one fleet.

 

Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Fleets.

Step 2 On the Fleets tab page, locate the target fleet displayed with Federation not
enabled. Click Enable.

Figure 4-3 Enabling federation

Step 3 In the displayed dialog box, click OK. Wait until the federation is enabled.
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If the clusters in the fleet do not meet the constraints, an error message is
displayed. Modify the clusters as prompted and enable the federation again.

It takes about 10 minutes to enable the federation. You can click the federation
status to view the detailed enabling progress. After successful enabling, a message
indicating that federation is enabled and clusters joins the federation successfully
is displayed on the top of the fleet.

Figure 4-4 Viewing the federation enabling progress

----End

Adding a Cluster
After the federation is enabled for a fleet, you can continue to add clusters to the
fleet. The newly added clusters automatically join the federation. A federation can
have a maximum of 20 clusters.

Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Fleets.

Step 2 In the card view of the target fleet, click Add Cluster, or click  in the upper
right corner.

You can also click the fleet name to go to the fleet details page and click Add
Cluster in the upper right corner of the Container Clusters page.
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Figure 4-5 Adding a cluster to a fleet

Step 3 Select one or more existing clusters. A cluster can only be added to one fleet. The
clusters displayed in the list are those have not been added to any fleet.

Figure 4-6 Adding a cluster

NO TE

Ensure that the selected clusters meet the constraints described in Table 4-1. Otherwise,
the clusters can be successfully added to the fleet but fail to join the federation. In this
case, rectify the clusters by referring to What Do I Do If an Error Is Reported When a
Cluster Is Added to a Fleet with Federation Enabled?

Step 4 Click OK.

----End

Managing Federation
After federation is enabled for a fleet, the Federation module on the fleet's details
page is automatically unlocked, as shown in Figure 4-7.
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Figure 4-7 Managing federation

Next, you can create federated resources such as federated workloads, Services,
and storage for deploying your service. You can also perform advanced operations
such as multi-active DR and auto scaling for multi-cluster applications.

Disabling Federation
If you do not need to use a federation, you can disable it. After the federation is
disabled, services running on the workloads are not affected.

Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Fleets.

Step 2 On the Fleets tab page, locate the target fleet and click Disable Federation in the
upper right corner.

Figure 4-8 Disabling federation

Step 3 In the displayed dialog box, click OK.

----End
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FAQ

What Do I Do If an Error Is Reported When a Cluster Is Added to a Fleet with
Federation Enabled?

4.2 Workloads

4.2.1 Deployments
The UCS cluster federation function can manage Kubernetes clusters in different
regions or clouds, enable unified global application deployment, and deploy
different workloads, such as Deployments, StatefulSets, and DaemonSets, to the
selected Kubernetes clusters.

Creating a Deployment

Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Fleets.

Step 2 On the Fleets tab page, click the name of the target fleet with federation enabled
to access its details page.

Step 3 Choose Workloads in the navigation pane. On the Deployments tab page that is
displayed by default, click Create from Image in the upper right corner.

Step 4 Configure basic information about the workload.
● Type: Select Deployment.
● Name: name of the workload, which must be unique.
● Namespace: namespace to which the workload belongs. For details about

how to create a namespace, see Creating a Namespace.
● Description: description of the workload.
● Pods: number of pods in each cluster of the multi-cluster workload. The

default value is 2. Each workload pod consists of the same containers. On
UCS, you can set an auto scaling policy to dynamically adjust the number of
workload pods based on the workload resource usage.

Step 5 Configure the container settings for the workload.

Multiple containers can be configured in a pod. You can click Add Container on
the right to configure multiple containers for the pod.

● Basic Info
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Table 4-2 Basic information parameters

Parameter Description

Container
Name

Name the container.

Image Name Click Select Image and select the image used by the
container.
– My Images: images in the Huawei Cloud image

repository of the current region. If no image is
available, click Upload Image to upload an image.

– Open Source Images: official images in the open
source image repository.

– Shared Images: private images shared by other users.
For details, see Sharing a Private Image.

Image Tag Select the image tag to be deployed.

Pull Policy Image update or pull policy. If you select Always, the
image is pulled from the image repository each time. If
you do not select Always, the existing image of the node
is preferentially used. If the image does not exist in the
node, it is pulled from the image repository.

CPU Quota – Request: minimum number of CPU cores required by a
container. The default value is 0.25 cores.

– Limit: maximum number of CPU cores available for a
container. Do not leave Limit unspecified. Otherwise,
intensive use of container resources will occur and
your workload may exhibit unexpected behavior.

Memory Quota – Request: minimum amount of memory required by a
container. The default value is 512 MiB.

– Limit: maximum amount of memory available for a
container. When memory usage exceeds the specified
memory limit, the container will be terminated.

For details about Request and Limit of CPU or memory,
see Setting Container Specifications.

Init Container Select whether to use the container as an init container.
An init container is a special container that runs before
app containers in a pod. For details, see Init Containers.

 

● Lifecycle: The lifecycle callback functions can be called in specific phases of
the container. For example, if you want the container to perform a certain
operation before stopping, set the corresponding function. Currently, UCS
provides the following lifecycle callback functions: Startup Command, Post-
Start, and Pre-Stop. For details, see Setting Container Lifecycle Parameters.

● Health Check: Set health check parameters to periodically check the health
status of the container during container running. For details, see Setting
Health Check for a Container.
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● Environment Variable: Environment variables affect the way a running
container will behave. Configuration items set by environment variables will
not change if the pod lifecycle ends. For details, see Setting Environment
Variables.

● Data Storage: Store container data using Local Volumes and
PersistentVolumeClaims (PVCs). You are advised to use PVCs to store
workload pod data on a cloud volume. If you store pod data on a local
volume and a fault occurs on the node, the data cannot be restored. For
details about container storage, see Storage.

● Security Context: Set container permissions to protect the system and other
containers from being affected. Enter a user ID and the container will run
with the user permissions you specify.

● Image Access Credential: Select the credential for accessing the image
repository. This credential is used only for accessing a private image
repository. If the selected image is a public image, you do not need to select a
secret. For details about how to create a secret, see Creating a Secret.

Step 6 (Optional) Click  in the Service Settings area to configure a Service for the
workload.

If your workload will be reachable to other workloads or public networks, add a
Service to define the workload access type. The workload access type determines
the network attributes of the workload. Workloads with different access types can
provide different network capabilities. For details, see Services and Ingresses.

You can also create a Service after creating a workload. For details, see ClusterIP
and NodePort.

● Name: name of the Service to be added. It is customizable and must be
unique.

● Type
– ClusterIP: The Service is only reachable from within the cluster.
– NodePort: The Service can be accessed from any node in the cluster.

● Affinity (set for node access only):
– Cluster: The IP addresses and access ports of all nodes in a cluster can be

used to access the workloads associated with the Service. However,
performance loss is introduced due to hops, and source IP addresses
cannot be obtained.

– Node: Only the IP address and access port of the node where the
workload is located can be used to access the workload associated with
the Service. Service access will not cause performance loss due to route
redirection, and the source IP address of the client can be obtained.

● Port
– Protocol: Select TCP or UDP.
– Service Port: Port mapped to the container port at the cluster-internal IP

address. The application can be accessed at <cluster-internal IP
address>:<access port>. The port number range is 1–65535.

– Container Port: Port on which the workload listens, defined in the
container image. For example, the Nginx application listens on port 80
(container port).
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– Node Port (set for node access only): Port to which the container port
will be mapped when the node private IP address is used for accessing
the application. The port number range is 30000–32767. You are advised
to select Auto.

▪ Auto: The system automatically assigns a port number.

▪ Custom: Specify a fixed node port. The port number range is 30000–
32767. Ensure that the port is unique in a cluster.

Step 7 (Optional) Click Show more to set advanced settings for the workload.
● Upgrade: upgrade mode of the Deployment, including Replace upgrade and

Rolling upgrade. For details, see Configuring the Workload Upgrade Policy.
– Rolling: An old pod is gradually replaced with a new pod. During the

upgrade, service traffic is evenly distributed to the old and new pods to
ensure service continuity.

– Replace: Old pods are deleted before new pods are created. Services will
be interrupted during a replace upgrade.

● Scheduling: You can set affinity and anti-affinity to implement planned
scheduling for pods. For details, see Affinity/Anti-affinity Scheduling.

● Labels and Annotations: You can click confirm to add to add a label or
annotation for the pod. The key of the new label or annotation cannot be the
same as that of an existing one.

● Toleration: When the node where the workload pods are located is
unavailable for the specified amount of time, the pods will be rescheduled to
other available nodes. By default, the toleration time window is 300s.

Step 8 Click Next: Set Scheduling and Differentiation to configure the scheduling and
differentiated settings for the selected clusters. After selecting clusters to which
the workload can be scheduled, configure the differentiated settings for the
containers.
● Cluster Scheduling Policy

– Scheduling Mode

▪ Cluster weight: Manually set the weight of each cluster. The number
of pods in each cluster is allocated based on the configured weight.

▪ Auto balance: The workload is automatically deployed in the
selected clusters based on available resources.

– Cluster: Select clusters to which the workload can be scheduled. The
number of clusters depends on your service requirements.

▪ In Cluster weight mode, you need to manually set the weight of
each cluster. If you set the weight of a cluster to a value other than
0, the cluster is automatically selected as a cluster to which the
workload can be scheduled. If you set it to 0, the workload will not
be scheduled to the cluster. Weights cannot be set for clusters in
abnormal state.

▪ In Auto balance mode, you can click a cluster to select it as a cluster
to which the workload can be scheduled.

● Differentiated Settings
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When deploying a workload in multiple clusters, you can configure

differentiated settings for these clusters. Click  in the upper right corner
of a target cluster to configure differentiated settings. The configured
differentiated container settings take effect only for this cluster.
For parameter description, see Container Settings.

Step 9 After completing the settings, click Create Workload, then you can click Back to
Workload List to view the created workload.

----End

Related Operations

You can also perform operations described in Table 4-3.

Table 4-3 Related operations

Operation Description

Creating a workload
from a YAML file

Click Create from YAML in the upper right corner to
create a workload from an existing YAML file.

Viewing workload
details

Click the name of a workload. You can view pod
details on the Pods tab page.
● View Event: You can set search criteria, such as

the time segment during which an event is
generated or the event name, to view related
events.

● View Container: You can view the container
name, status, image, and restarts of the pod.

● View YAML: You can view the YAML file of the
pod.

Editing a YAML file Click Edit YAML in the row where the target
workload resides to edit its YAML file.

Performing an upgrade 1. Click Upgrade in the row where the target
workload resides.

2. Modify the workload information. The procedure is
the same as that for creating a workload.

3. Click OK to upgrade the workload.
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Operation Description

Deleting a workload Choose Delete in the row where the target workload
resides, and click Yes.

Deleting workloads in
batches

1. Select the target workloads to be deleted.
2. Click Delete in the upper left corner.
3. Click Yes.

 

4.2.2 StatefulSets
A StatefulSet saves data or status during running. Each pod created for the
StatefulSet has a persistent identifier, which is retained after the pod is migrated,
destroyed, or restarted. StatefulSets do not support auto scaling and apply to
scenarios that require persistent storage, such as etcd.

Creating a StatefulSet

Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Fleets.

Step 2 On the Fleets tab page, click the name of the target fleet with federation enabled
to access its details page.

Step 3 Choose Workloads in the navigation pane. On the displayed page, click the
StatefulSets tab, and click Create from Image in the upper right corner.

Step 4 Configure basic information about the workload.
● Type: Select StatefulSet.
● Name: name of the workload, which must be unique.
● Namespace: namespace to which the workload belongs. For details about

how to create a namespace, see Creating a Namespace.
● Description: description of the workload.
● Pods: number of pods in each cluster of the multi-cluster workload. The

default value is 2. Each workload pod consists of the same containers. On
UCS, you can set an auto scaling policy to dynamically adjust the number of
workload pods based on the workload resource usage.

Step 5 Configure the container settings for the workload.

Multiple containers can be configured in a pod. You can click Add Container on
the right to configure multiple containers for the pod.
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● Basic Info

Table 4-4 Basic information parameters

Parameter Description

Container
Name

Name the container.

Image Name Click Select Image and select the image used by the
container.
– My Images: images in the Huawei Cloud image

repository of the current region. If no image is
available, click Upload Image to upload an image.

– Open Source Images: official images in the open
source image repository.

– Shared Images: private images shared by other users.
For details, see Sharing a Private Image.

Image Tag Select the image tag to be deployed.

Pull Policy Image update or pull policy. If you select Always, the
image is pulled from the image repository each time. If
you do not select Always, the existing image of the node
is preferentially used. If the image does not exist in the
node, it is pulled from the image repository.

CPU Quota – Request: minimum number of CPU cores required by a
container. The default value is 0.25 cores.

– Limit: maximum number of CPU cores available for a
container. Do not leave Limit unspecified. Otherwise,
intensive use of container resources will occur and
your workload may exhibit unexpected behavior.

Memory Quota – Request: minimum amount of memory required by a
container. The default value is 512 MiB.

– Limit: maximum amount of memory available for a
container. When memory usage exceeds the specified
memory limit, the container will be terminated.

For details about Request and Limit of CPU or memory,
see Setting Container Specifications.

Init Container Select whether to use the container as an init container.
An init container is a special container that runs before
app containers in a pod. For details, see Init Containers.

 
● Lifecycle: The lifecycle callback functions can be called in specific phases of

the container. For example, if you want the container to perform a certain
operation before stopping, set the corresponding function. Currently, UCS
provides the following lifecycle callback functions: Startup Command, Post-
Start, and Pre-Stop. For details, see Setting Container Lifecycle Parameters.
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● Health Check: Set health check parameters to periodically check the health
status of the container during container running. For details, see Setting
Health Check for a Container.

● Environment Variable: Environment variables affect the way a running
container will behave. Configuration items set by environment variables will
not change if the pod lifecycle ends. For details, see Setting Environment
Variables.

● Data Storage: Store container data using Local Volumes and
PersistentVolumeClaims (PVCs). You are advised to use PVCs to store
workload pod data on a cloud volume. If you store pod data on a local
volume and a fault occurs on the node, the data cannot be restored. For
details about container storage, see Storage.

● Security Context: Set container permissions to protect the system and other
containers from being affected. Enter a user ID and the container will run
with the user permissions you specify.

● Image Access Credential: Select the credential for accessing the image
repository. This credential is used only for accessing a private image
repository. If the selected image is a public image, you do not need to select a
secret. For details about how to create a secret, see Creating a Secret.

Step 6 Configure the headless Service parameters for the workload.

StatefulSet pods discover each other through headless Services. No cluster IP is
allocated for a headless Service, and the DNS records of all pods are returned
during query. In this way, the IP addresses of all pods can be queried.

● Name: name of the Service corresponding to the workload for mutual access
between workloads in the same cluster. This Service is used for internal
discovery of pods, and does not require an independent IP address or load
balancing.

● Port
– Port Name: name of the container port. You are advised to enter a name

that indicates the function of the port.
– Service Port: port of the Service.
– Container Port: listening port of the container.

Step 7 (Optional) Click  in the Service Settings area to configure a Service for the
workload.

If your workload will be reachable to other workloads or public networks, add a
Service to define the workload access type. The workload access type determines
the network attributes of the workload. Workloads with different access types can
provide different network capabilities. For details, see Services and Ingresses.

You can also create a Service after creating a workload. For details, see ClusterIP
and NodePort.

● Name: name of the Service to be added. It is customizable and must be
unique.

● Type
– ClusterIP: The Service is only reachable from within the cluster.
– NodePort: The Service can be accessed from any node in the cluster.
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● Affinity (set for node access only):

– Cluster: The IP addresses and access ports of all nodes in a cluster can be
used to access the workloads associated with the Service. However,
performance loss is introduced due to hops, and source IP addresses
cannot be obtained.

– Node: Only the IP address and access port of the node where the
workload is located can be used to access the workload associated with
the Service. Service access will not cause performance loss due to route
redirection, and the source IP address of the client can be obtained.

● Port

– Protocol: Select TCP or UDP.

– Service Port: Port mapped to the container port at the cluster-internal IP
address. The application can be accessed at <cluster-internal IP
address>:<access port>. The port number range is 1–65535.

– Container Port: Port on which the workload listens, defined in the
container image. For example, the Nginx application listens on port 80
(container port).

– Node Port (set for node access only): Port to which the container port
will be mapped when the node private IP address is used for accessing
the application. The port number range is 30000–32767. You are advised
to select Auto.

▪ Auto: The system automatically assigns a port number.

▪ Custom: Specify a fixed node port. The port number range is 30000–
32767. Ensure that the port is unique in a cluster.

Step 8 (Optional) Click Show more to set advanced settings for the workload.

● Upgrade Policy: upgrade mode of the StatefulSet, including Replace and
Rolling. For details, see Configuring the Workload Upgrade Policy.

– Rolling: An old pod is gradually replaced with a new pod. During the
upgrade, service traffic is evenly distributed to the old and new pods to
ensure service continuity.

– Replace: You need to delete old pods manually before new pods are
created. Services will be interrupted during a replace upgrade.

● Pod Management

– OrderedReady: The StatefulSet will launch, terminate, or scale pods
sequentially. It will wait for the state of the pods to change to Running
and Ready or completely terminated before it launches or terminates
another pod.

– Parallel: The StatefulSet will launch or terminate all pods in parallel. It
will not wait for the state of the pods to change to Running and Ready or
completely terminated before it launches or terminates another pod.

● Scheduling: You can set affinity and anti-affinity to implement planned
scheduling for pods. For details, see Affinity/Anti-affinity Scheduling.

● Labels and Annotations: You can click confirm to add to add a label or
annotation for the pod. The key of the new label or annotation cannot be the
same as that of an existing one.
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Step 9 Click Next to configure the scheduling and differentiated settings for the selected
clusters. After selecting clusters to which the workload can be scheduled,
configure the differentiated settings for the containers.
● Scheduling Policy

– Scheduling Mode

▪ Replication: The workload will be deployed in all clusters selected
below.

– Cluster: Click to select clusters to which the workload can be scheduled.
The number of clusters depends on your service requirements.

● Differentiated Settings
When deploying a workload in multiple clusters, you can configure

differentiated settings for these clusters. Click  in the upper right corner
of a target cluster to configure differentiated settings. The configured
differentiated container settings take effect only for this cluster.
For parameter description, see Container Settings.

Step 10 After completing the settings, click Create Workload.

----End

Related Operations
You can also perform operations described in Table 4-5.

Table 4-5 Related operations

Operation Description

Creating a workload
from a YAML file

Click Create from YAML in the upper right corner to
create a workload from an existing YAML file.
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Operation Description

Viewing workload
details

Click the name of a workload. You can view pod
details on the Pods tab page.
● View Event: You can set search criteria, such as

the time segment during which an event is
generated or the event name, to view related
events.

● View Container: You can view the container
name, status, image, and restarts of the pod.

● View YAML: You can view the YAML file of the
pod.

Editing a YAML file Click Edit YAML in the row where the target
workload resides to edit its YAML file.

Performing an upgrade 1. Click Upgrade in the row where the target
workload resides.

2. Modify the workload information. The procedure is
the same as that for creating a workload.

3. Click OK to upgrade the workload.

Deleting a workload Choose Delete in the row where the target workload
resides, and click Yes.

Deleting workloads in
batches

1. Select the target workloads to be deleted.
2. Click Delete in the upper left corner.
3. Click Yes.

 

4.2.3 DaemonSets
A DaemonSet ensures that a pod runs on all (or some) nodes in a cluster. When a
new node is added to the cluster, a pod will be automatically deployed on it.
When a node is removed from the cluster, the pod on the node is also reclaimed.
A typical use of a DaemonSet is running a log collection daemon on every node in
the cluster. If a DaemonSet is deleted, all pods created by it will be deleted.

Creating a DaemonSet

Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Fleets.

Step 2 On the Fleets tab page, click the name of the target fleet with federation enabled
to access its details page.

Step 3 Choose Workloads in the navigation pane. On the displayed page, click the
DaemonSets tab, and click Create from Image in the upper right corner.

Step 4 Configure basic information about the workload.
● Type: Select DaemonSet.
● Name: name of the workload, which must be unique.
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● Namespace: namespace to which the workload belongs. For details about
how to create a namespace, see Creating a Namespace.

● Description: description of the workload.

Step 5 Configure the container settings for the workload.

Multiple containers can be configured in a pod. You can click Add Container on
the right to configure multiple containers for the pod.

● Basic Info

Table 4-6 Basic information parameters

Parameter Description

Container
Name

Name the container.

Image Name Click Select Image and select the image used by the
container.
– My Images: images in the Huawei Cloud image

repository of the current region. If no image is
available, click Upload Image to upload an image.

– Open Source Images: official images in the open
source image repository.

– Shared Images: private images shared by other users.
For details, see Sharing a Private Image.

Image Tag Select the image tag to be deployed.

Pull Policy Image update or pull policy. If you select Always, the
image is pulled from the image repository each time. If
you do not select Always, the existing image of the node
is preferentially used. If the image does not exist in the
node, it is pulled from the image repository.

CPU Quota – Request: minimum number of CPU cores required by a
container. The default value is 0.25 cores.

– Limit: maximum number of CPU cores available for a
container. Do not leave Limit unspecified. Otherwise,
intensive use of container resources will occur and
your workload may exhibit unexpected behavior.
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Parameter Description

Memory Quota – Request: minimum amount of memory required by a
container. The default value is 512 MiB.

– Limit: maximum amount of memory available for a
container. When memory usage exceeds the specified
memory limit, the container will be terminated.

For details about Request and Limit of CPU or memory,
see Setting Container Specifications.

Init Container Select whether to use the container as an init container.
An init container is a special container that runs before
app containers in a pod. For details, see Init Containers.

 
● Lifecycle: The lifecycle callback functions can be called in specific phases of

the container. For example, if you want the container to perform a certain
operation before stopping, set the corresponding function. Currently, UCS
provides the following lifecycle callback functions: Startup Command, Post-
Start, and Pre-Stop. For details, see Setting Container Lifecycle Parameters.

● Health Check: Set health check parameters to periodically check the health
status of the container during container running. For details, see Setting
Health Check for a Container.

● Environment Variable: Environment variables affect the way a running
container will behave. Configuration items set by environment variables will
not change if the pod lifecycle ends. For details, see Setting Environment
Variables.

● Data Storage: Store container data using Local Volumes and
PersistentVolumeClaims (PVCs). You are advised to use PVCs to store
workload pod data on a cloud volume. If you store pod data on a local
volume and a fault occurs on the node, the data cannot be restored. For
details about container storage, see Storage.

● Security Context: Set container permissions to protect the system and other
containers from being affected. Enter a user ID and the container will run
with the user permissions you specify.

● Image Access Credential: Select the credential for accessing the image
repository. This credential is used only for accessing a private image
repository. If the selected image is a public image, you do not need to select a
secret. For details about how to create a secret, see Creating a Secret.

Step 6 (Optional) Click  in the Service Settings area to configure a Service for the
workload.

If your workload will be reachable to other workloads or public networks, add a
Service to define the workload access type. The workload access type determines
the network attributes of the workload. Workloads with different access types can
provide different network capabilities. For details, see Services and Ingresses.

You can also create a Service after creating a workload. For details, see ClusterIP
and NodePort.

● Name: name of the Service to be added. It is customizable and must be
unique.
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● Type
– ClusterIP: The Service is only reachable from within the cluster.
– NodePort: The Service can be accessed from any node in the cluster.

● Affinity (set for node access only):
– Cluster: The IP addresses and access ports of all nodes in a cluster can be

used to access the workloads associated with the Service. However,
performance loss is introduced due to hops, and source IP addresses
cannot be obtained.

– Node: Only the IP address and access port of the node where the
workload is located can be used to access the workload associated with
the Service. Service access will not cause performance loss due to route
redirection, and the source IP address of the client can be obtained.

● Port
– Protocol: Select TCP or UDP.
– Service Port: Port mapped to the container port at the cluster-internal IP

address. The application can be accessed at <cluster-internal IP
address>:<access port>. The port number range is 1–65535.

– Container Port: Port on which the workload listens, defined in the
container image. For example, the Nginx application listens on port 80
(container port).

– Node Port (set for node access only): Port to which the container port
will be mapped when the node private IP address is used for accessing
the application. The port number range is 30000–32767. You are advised
to select Auto.

▪ Auto: The system automatically assigns a port number.

▪ Custom: Specify a fixed node port. The port number range is 30000–
32767. Ensure that the port is unique in a cluster.

Step 7 (Optional) Click Show more to set advanced settings for the workload.
● Upgrade: upgrade mode of the DaemonSet, including Replace and Rolling.

For details, see Configuring the Workload Upgrade Policy.
– Rolling: An old pod is gradually replaced with a new pod. During the

upgrade, service traffic is evenly distributed to the old and new pods to
ensure service continuity.

– Replace: You need to delete old pods manually before new pods are
created. Services will be interrupted during a replace upgrade.

● Scheduling: You can set affinity and anti-affinity to implement planned
scheduling for pods. For details, see Affinity/Anti-affinity Scheduling.

● Labels and Annotations: You can click confirm to add to add a label or
annotation for the pod. The key of the new label or annotation cannot be the
same as that of an existing one.

Step 8 Click Next to configure the scheduling and differentiated settings for the selected
clusters. After selecting clusters to which the workload can be scheduled,
configure the differentiated settings for the containers.
● Scheduling Policy

– Scheduling Mode
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▪ Replication: The workload will be deployed in all clusters selected
below.

– Cluster: Click to select clusters to which the workload can be scheduled.
The number of clusters depends on your service requirements.

● Differentiated Settings

When deploying a workload in multiple clusters, you can configure

differentiated settings for these clusters. Click  in the upper right corner
of a target cluster to configure differentiated settings. The configured
differentiated container settings take effect only for this cluster.

For parameter description, see Container Settings.

Step 9 After completing the settings, click Create Workload.

----End

Related Operations

You can also perform operations described in Table 4-7.

Table 4-7 Related operations

Operation Description

Creating a workload
from a YAML file

Click Create from YAML in the upper right corner to
create a workload from an existing YAML file.

Viewing workload
details

Click the name of a workload. You can view pod
details on the Pods tab page.
● View Event: You can set search criteria, such as

the time segment during which an event is
generated or the event name, to view related
events.

● View Container: You can view the container
name, status, image, and restarts of the pod.

● View YAML: You can view the YAML file of the
pod.

Editing a YAML file Click Edit YAML in the row where the target
workload resides to edit its YAML file.
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Operation Description

Performing an upgrade 1. Click Upgrade in the row where the target
workload resides.

2. Modify the workload information. The procedure is
the same as that for creating a workload.

3. Click OK to upgrade the workload.

Deleting a workload Choose Delete in the row where the target workload
resides, and click Yes.

Deleting workloads in
batches

1. Select the target workloads to be deleted.
2. Click Delete in the upper left corner.
3. Click Yes.

 

4.2.4 Container Settings

4.2.4.1 Setting Basic Container Information
A workload is an abstract model of a group of pods. One pod can encapsulate one
or more containers. You can click Add Container in the upper right corner to add
multiple container images and set them separately.

Table 4-8 Image parameters

Parameter Description

Container Name Name the container.

Image Name Click Select Image and select the image used by the
container.

Image Tag Select the image tag to be deployed.

Pull Policy Image update or pull policy. If you select Always, the image
is pulled from the image repository each time. If you do not
select Always, the existing image of the node is
preferentially used. If the image does not exist in the node, it
is pulled from the image repository.
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Parameter Description

CPU Quota ● Request: minimum number of CPU cores required by a
container. The default value is 0.25 cores.

● Limit: maximum number of CPU cores available for a
container. Do not leave Limit unspecified. Otherwise,
intensive use of container resources will occur and your
workload may exhibit unexpected behavior.

Memory Quota ● Request: minimum amount of memory required by a
container. The default value is 512 MiB.

● Limit: maximum amount of memory available for a
container. When memory usage exceeds the specified
memory limit, the container will be terminated.

For details about Request and Limit, see Setting Container
Specifications.

Init Container Select whether to use the container as an init container.
An init container is a special container that runs before app
containers in a pod. For details, see Init Containers.

 

4.2.4.2 Setting Container Specifications

Scenario
UCS allows you to set resource limits for added containers during workload
creation. You can apply for and limit the CPU and memory quotas used by each
pod in the workload.

Configuration Description
● CPU quotas:

Table 4-9 Description of CPU quotas

Parameter Description

CPU
request

Minimum number of CPU cores required by a container.
Resources are scheduled for the container based on this value.
The container can be scheduled to this node only when the
total available CPU on the node is greater than or equal to the
number of containerized CPU applications.

CPU limit Maximum number of CPU cores available for a container.

 

Recommended configuration
Actual available CPU of a node ≥ Sum of CPU limits of all containers of the
current pod ≥ Sum of CPU requests of all containers on the current pod. You
can view the actual available CPUs of a node by choosing Clusters in the
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navigation pane, clicking the name of the target cluster, and choosing Nodes
on the displayed page.

● Memory quotas:

Table 4-10 Description of memory quotas

Parameter Description

Memory
request

Minimum amount of memory required by a container.
Resources are scheduled for the container based on this
value. The container can be scheduled to this node only when
the total available memory on the node is greater than or
equal to the number of containerized memory applications.

Memory
Limit

Maximum amount of memory available for a container.
When the memory usage exceeds the specified memory limit,
the pod may be restarted, which affects the normal use of
the workload.

 

Recommended configuration
Actual available memory of a node ≥ Sum of memory limits of all containers
on the current pod ≥ Sum of memory requests of all containers on the current
pod. You can view the actual available memory of a node by choosing
Clusters in the navigation pane, clicking the name of the target cluster, and
choosing Nodes on the displayed page.

NO TE

The allocatable resources are calculated based on the resource request value (Request),
which indicates the upper limit of resources that can be requested by pods on this node, but
does not indicate the actual available resources of the node. The calculation formula is as
follows:

● Allocatable CPU = Total CPU – Requested CPU of all pods – Reserved CPU for other
resources

● Allocatable memory = Total memory – Requested memory of all pods – Reserved
memory for other resources

Example

Assume that a cluster contains a node with 4 cores and 8 GB. A workload
containing two pods has been deployed on the cluster. The resources of the two
pods (pods 1 and 2) are as follows: {CPU request, CPU limit, memory request,
memory limit} = {1 core, 2 cores, 2 GB, 2 GB}.

The CPU and memory usage of the node is as follows:

● Allocatable CPU = 4 cores - (1 core requested by pod 1 + 1 core requested by
pod 2) = 2 cores

● Allocatable memory = 8 GB - (2 GB requested by pod 1 + 2 GB requested by
pod 2) = 4 GB

Therefore, the remaining 2 cores and 4 GB can be used by the next new pod.
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4.2.4.3 Setting Container Lifecycle Parameters

Scenario

The lifecycle callback functions can be called in specific phases of the container.
For example, if you want the container to perform a certain operation before
stopping, set the corresponding function.

UCS provides the following lifecycle callback functions:

● Startup Command: executed to start a container. For details, see Startup
Commands.

● Post-Start: executed immediately after a container is started. For details, see
Post-Start Processing.

● Pre-Stop: executed before a container is stopped. The pre-stop processing
function helps you ensure that the services running on the pods can be
completed in advance in the case of pod upgrade or deletion. For details, see
Pre-Stop Processing.

Startup Commands

By default, the default command during image start. To run a specific command
or rewrite the default image value, you must perform specific settings:

A Docker image has metadata that stores image information. If lifecycle
commands and arguments are not set, UCS runs the default commands and
arguments, that is, Docker instructions ENTRYPOINT and CMD, provided during
image creation.

If the commands and arguments used to run a container are set during
application creation, the default commands ENTRYPOINT and CMD are
overwritten during image build. The rules are as follows:

Table 4-11 Commands and arguments used to run a container

Image
ENTRYPOINT

Image CMD Command to
Run a
Container

Parameters
to Run a
Container

Command
Executed

[touch] [/root/test] Not set Not set [touch /root/
test]

[touch] [/root/test] [mkdir] Not set [mkdir]

[touch] [/root/test] Not set [/opt/test] [touch /opt/
test]

[touch] [/root/test] [mkdir] [/opt/test] [mkdir /opt/
test]

 

Step 1 Log in to the UCS console and access the Federation page. When creating a
workload, configure container information and select Lifecycle.
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Step 2 Enter a command and arguments on the Startup Command tab page.

Table 4-12 Container startup command

Configuration Item Procedure

Command Enter an executable command, for example, /run/
server.
If there are multiple commands, separate them with
spaces. If the command contains a space, you need to
add a quotation mark ("").
NOTE

In the case of multiple commands, you are advised to
run /bin/sh or other shell commands. Other commands are
used as parameters.

Args Enter the argument that controls the container running
command, for example, --port=8080.
You can add multiple arguments.

 

----End

Post-Start Processing

Step 1 Log in to the UCS console and access the Federation page. When creating a
workload, configure container information and select Lifecycle.

Step 2 Set the post-start processing parameters on the Post-Start tab page.

Table 4-13 Post-start processing parameters

Parameter Description

CLI Set commands to be executed in the container for post-start
processing. The command format is Command Args[1]
Args[2].... Command is a system command or a user-
defined executable program. If no path is specified, an
executable program in the default path will be selected. If
multiple commands need to be executed, write the
commands into a script for execution.
Example command:
exec: 
  command: 
  - /install.sh 
  - install_agent

Enter /install install_agent in the script. This command
indicates that install.sh will be executed after the container
is created successfully.
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Parameter Description

HTTP request Send an HTTP request for post-start processing. The related
parameters are described as follows:
● Path: (optional) request URL.
● Port: (mandatory) request port.
● Host: (optional) requested host IP address. The default

value is the IP address of the pod.

 

----End

Pre-Stop Processing

Step 1 Log in to the UCS console and access the Federation page. When creating a
workload, configure container information and select Lifecycle.

Step 2 Set the pre-start processing parameters on the Pre-Stop tab page.

Table 4-14 Pre-stop processing parameters

Parameter Description

CLI Set commands to be executed in the container for pre-stop
processing. The command format is Command Args[1]
Args[2].... Command is a system command or a user-
defined executable program. If no path is specified, an
executable program in the default path will be selected. If
multiple commands need to be executed, write the
commands into a script for execution.
Example command:
exec: 
  command: 
  - /uninstall.sh 
  - uninstall_agent

Enter /uninstall uninstall_agent in the script. This command
indicates that the uninstall.sh script will be executed before
the container completes its execution and stops running.

HTTP request Send an HTTP request for pre-stop processing. The related
parameters are described as follows:
● Path: (optional) request URL.
● Port: (mandatory) request port.
● Host: (optional) requested host IP address. The default

value is the IP address of the pod.

 

----End
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YAML Example
This section uses Nginx as an example to describe how to set the container
lifecycle.

In the following configuration file, the postStart command is defined to run the
install.sh command in the /bin/bash directory. preStop is defined to run the
uninstall.sh command.

apiVersion: apps/v1
kind: Deployment
metadata:
  name: nginx
spec:
  replicas: 1
  selector:
    matchLabels:
      app: nginx
  template:
    metadata:
      labels:
        app: nginx
    spec:
      containers:
      - image: nginx 
        command:
        - sleep 3600                        #Startup command
        imagePullPolicy: Always
        lifecycle:
          postStart:
            exec:
              command:
              - /bin/bash
              - install.sh                  #Post-start command
          preStop:
            exec:
              command:
              - /bin/bash
              - uninstall.sh                 #Pre-stop command
        name: nginx
      imagePullSecrets:
      - name: default-secret

4.2.4.4 Setting Health Check for a Container

Scenario
Health check regularly checks the health status of containers during container
running. If the health check function is not configured, a pod cannot detect
application exceptions or automatically restart the application to restore it. This
will result in a situation where the pod status is normal but the application in the
pod is abnormal.

Kubernetes provides the following health check probes:

● Liveness Probe (livenessProbe): checks whether a container is still alive. It is
similar to the ps command that checks whether a process exists. If the
liveness check of a container fails, the cluster restarts the container. If the
liveness check is successful, no operation is executed.

● Readiness Probe (readinessProbe): checks whether a container is ready to
process user requests. Upon that the container is detected unready, service
traffic will not be directed to the container. It may take a long time for some
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applications to start up before they can provide services. This is because that
they need to load disk data or rely on startup of an external module. In this
case, the application process is running, but the application cannot provide
services. To address this issue, this health check probe is used. If the container
readiness check fails, the cluster masks all requests sent to the container. If
the container readiness check is successful, the container can be accessed.

Check Method
● HTTP request

This health check mode is applicable to containers that provide HTTP/HTTPS
services. The cluster periodically initiates an HTTP/HTTPS GET request to such
containers. If the return code of the HTTP/HTTPS response is within 200–399,
the probe is successful. Otherwise, the probe fails. In this health check mode,
you must specify a container listening port and an HTTP/HTTPS request path.
For example, for a container that provides HTTP services, the HTTP check
path is /health-check, the port is 80, and the host address is optional (which
defaults to the container IP address). Here, 172.16.0.186 is used as an
example, and we can get such a request: GET http://172.16.0.186:80/health-
check. The cluster periodically initiates this request to the container.

Figure 4-9 HTTP request-based check

● TCP
For a container that provides TCP communication services, the cluster
periodically establishes a TCP connection to the container. If the connection is
successful, the probe is successful. Otherwise, the probe fails. In this health
check mode, you must specify a container listening port.
For example, if you have a Nginx container with service port 80, after you
specify TCP port 80 for container listening, the cluster will periodically initiate
a TCP connection to port 80 of the container. If the connection is successful,
the probe is successful. Otherwise, the probe fails.

Figure 4-10 TCP port-based check
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● Command

CLI is an efficient tool for health check. When using the CLI, you must specify
an executable command in a container. The cluster periodically runs the
command in the container. If the command output is 0, the health check is
successful. Otherwise, the health check fails.

The CLI mode can be used to replace the HTTP request-based and TCP port-
based health check.

– For a TCP port, you can write a program script to connect to a container
port. If the connection is successful, the script returns 0. Otherwise, the
script returns –1.

– For an HTTP request, you can write a program script to run the wget
command for a container.

wget http://127.0.0.1:80/health-check

Check the return code of the response. If the return code is within 200–
399, the script returns 0. Otherwise, the script returns –1.

Figure 4-11 Command-based check

NO TICE

● Put the program to be executed in the container image so that the
program can be executed.

● If the command to be executed is a shell script, do not directly specify
the script as the command, but add a script parser. For example, if the
script is /data/scripts/health_check.sh, you must specify sh/data/
scripts/health_check.sh for command execution. The reason is that
the cluster is not in the terminal environment when executing
programs in a container.

Common Parameters

Table 4-15 Common parameter description

Parameter Description

Period
(periodSeconds)

Probe detection period, in seconds.
For example, if this parameter is set to 30, the detection
is performed every 30 seconds.
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Parameter Description

Delay
(initialDelaySec-
onds)

Check delay time, in seconds. Set this parameter
according to the normal startup time of services.
For example, if this parameter is set to 30, the health
check will be started 30 seconds after the container is
started. The time is reserved for containerized services to
start.

Timeout
(timeoutSeconds)

Timeout duration. Unit: second.
For example, if this parameter is set to 10, the timeout
wait time for performing a health check is 10s. If the wait
time elapses, the health check is regarded as a failure. If
the parameter is left blank or set to 0, the default
timeout time is 1s.

Success Threshold
(successThreshold)

Minimum consecutive successes for the probe to be
considered successful after having failed.
The default value is 1, which is also the minimum value.
The value of this parameter is fixed to 1 in Liveness
Probe.

Failure Threshold
(failureThreshold)

Number of retry times when the detection fails.
Giving up in case of liveness probe means to restart the
container. In case of readiness probe the pod will be
marked Unready.
The default value is 3, and the minimum value is 1.

 

YAML Example
apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  labels:
    test: liveness
  name: liveness-http
spec:
  containers:
  - name: liveness
    image: nginx:alpine
    args:
    - /server
    livenessProbe:
      httpGet:
        path: /healthz
        port: 80
        httpHeaders:
        - name: Custom-Header
          value: Awesome
      initialDelaySeconds: 3
      periodSeconds: 3
    readinessProbe:
      exec:
        command:
          - cat
          - /tmp/healthy
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      initialDelaySeconds: 5
      periodSeconds: 5

4.2.4.5 Setting Environment Variables

Scenario

An environment variable is a variable whose value can affect the way a running
container will behave. You can modify environment variables even after workloads
are deployed, increasing flexibility in workload configuration.

The function of setting environment variables on UCS is the same as that of
specifying ENV in a Dockerfile.

NO TICE

After a container is started, do not modify configurations in the container. If
configurations in the container are modified (for example, passwords, certificates,
and environment variables of a containerized application are added to the
container), the configurations will be lost after the container restarts and
container services will become abnormal. An example scenario of container restart
is pod rescheduling due to node anomalies.
Configurations must be imported to a container as arguments. Otherwise,
configurations will be lost after the container restarts.

Environment variables can be set in the following modes:

● Custom
● ConfigMap: Import all keys in a ConfigMap as environment variables.
● ConfigMap Key: Import a key in a ConfigMap as the value of an environment

variable. For example, if you import configmap_value of configmap_key in
ConfigMap configmap-example as the value of environment variable key1,
an environment variable named key1 with its value is configmap_value
exists in the container.

● Secret: Import all keys in a secret as environment variables.
● Secret Key: Import the value of a key in a secret as the value of an

environment variable. For example, if you import secret_value of secret_key
in secret secret-example as the value of environment variable key2, an
environment variable named key2 with its value secret_value exists in the
container.

● Variable/Variable Reference: Use the field defined by a pod as the value of
the environment variable, for example, the pod name.

● Resource Reference: Use the field defined by a container as the value of the
environment variable, for example, the CPU limit of the container.

Environment Variables

Step 1 Log in to the UCS console and access the Federation page. When creating a
workload, configure container information and select Environment Variable.
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Step 2 Set environment variables.

----End

YAML Example
apiVersion: apps/v1
kind: Deployment
metadata:
  name: env-example
  namespace: default
spec:
  replicas: 1
  selector:
    matchLabels:
      app: env-example
  template:
    metadata:
      labels:
        app: env-example
    spec:
      containers:
        - name: container-1
          image: nginx:alpine
          imagePullPolicy: Always
          resources:
            requests:
              cpu: 250m
              memory: 512Mi
            limits:
              cpu: 250m
              memory: 512Mi
          env:
            - name: key                     # Custom name.
              value: value
            - name: key1                    # Added from ConfigMap key.
              valueFrom:
                configMapKeyRef:
                  name: configmap-example
                  key: key1
            - name: key2                    # Added from secret key.
              valueFrom:
                secretKeyRef:
                  name: secret-example
                  key: key2
            - name: key3                    # Variable reference, which uses the field defined by a pod as the value 
of the environment variable.
              valueFrom:
                fieldRef:
                  apiVersion: v1
                  fieldPath: metadata.name
            - name: key4                    # Resource reference, which uses the field defined by a container as the 
value of the environment variable.
              valueFrom:
                resourceFieldRef:
                  containerName: container1
                  resource: limits.cpu
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                  divisor: 1
          envFrom:
            - configMapRef:                 # Added from ConfigMap.
                name: configmap-example
            - secretRef:                    # Added from secret.
                name: secret-example
      imagePullSecrets:
        - name: default-secret

Viewing Environment Variables
If the contents of configmap-example and secret-example are as follows:
$ kubectl get configmap configmap-example -oyaml
apiVersion: v1
data:
  configmap_key: configmap_value
kind: ConfigMap
...

$ kubectl get secret secret-example -oyaml
apiVersion: v1
data:
  secret_key: c2VjcmV0X3ZhbHVl              # c2VjcmV0X3ZhbHVl is the value of secret_value in Base64 
mode.
kind: Secret
...

The environment variables in the pod are as follows:
$ kubectl get pod
NAME                           READY   STATUS    RESTARTS   AGE
env-example-695b759569-lx9jp   1/1     Running   0          17m

$ kubectl exec env-example-695b759569-lx9jp  -- printenv
/ # env
key=value                             # Custom environment variable.
key1=configmap_value                  # Added from ConfigMap key.
key2=secret_value                     # Added from secret key.
key3=env-example-695b759569-lx9jp     # metadata.name defined by the pod.
key4=1                                # limits.cpu defined by container1. The value is rounded up, in unit of cores.
configmap_key=configmap_value         # Added from ConfigMap. The key value in the original ConfigMap 
key is directly imported.
secret_key=secret_value               # Added from key. The key value in the original secret is directly imported.

4.2.5 Configuring the Workload Upgrade Policy
In actual applications, upgrade is a common operation. A Deployment, StatefulSet,
or DaemonSet can easily support application upgrade.

You can set different upgrade policies:

● Rolling (RollingUpdate): New pods are created gradually and then old pods
are deleted. This is the default policy.

● Replace (Recreate): The current pods are deleted and then new pods are
created.
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Upgrade Parameters
● Max. Surge (maxSurge)

Specifies the maximum number of pods that can exist over spec.replicas. The
default value is 25%. For example, if spec.replicas is set to 4, no more than 5
pods can exist during the upgrade process, that is, the upgrade step is 1. The
absolute number is calculated from the percentage by rounding up. The value
can also be set to an absolute number.

This parameter is available only when Rolling is selected for Deployments.

● Max. Unavailable Pods (maxUnavailable)

Specifies the maximum number of pods that can be unavailable during the
upgrade process. The default value is 25%. For example, if spec.replicas is set
to 4, at least 3 pods exist during the upgrade process, that is, the deletion
step is 1. The value can also be set to an absolute number.

This parameter is available only when Rolling is selected for Deployments or
DaemonSets.

● Min. Ready Seconds (minReadySeconds)

A pod is considered available only when the minimum readiness time is
exceeded without any of its containers crashing. The default value is 0 (the
pod is considered available immediately after it is ready).

This parameter is available only to Deployments and DaemonSets.

● Revision History Limit (revisionHistoryLimit)

Specifies the number of old ReplicaSets to retain to allow rollback. These old
ReplicaSets consume resources in etcd and crowd the output of kubectl get
rs. The configuration of each workload revision is stored in its ReplicaSets.
Therefore, once the old ReplicaSet is deleted, you lose the ability to roll back
to that revision of the workload. By default, 10 old ReplicaSets will be kept,
but the ideal value depends on the frequency and stability of the new
workloads.

● Max. Upgrade Seconds (progressDeadlineSeconds)

Specifies the number of seconds that the system waits for a Deployment to
make progress before reporting a Deployment progress failure. It is surfaced
as a condition with type=Progressing, status=False, and
reason=ProgressDeadlineExceeded in the status of the resource. The
Deployment controller will keep retrying the Deployment. In the future, once
automatic rollback will be implemented, the Deployment controller will roll
back a Deployment as soon as it observes such a condition.

If this parameter is specified, the value of this parameter must be greater
than that of .spec.minReadySeconds.

This parameter is available only to Deployments.

● Scale-In Time Window (terminationGracePeriodSeconds)

Graceful deletion time. The default value is 30 seconds. When a pod is
deleted, a SIGTERM signal is sent and the system waits for the applications in
the container to terminate. If the application is not terminated within the
time specified by terminationGracePeriodSeconds, a SIGKILL signal is sent to
forcibly terminate the pod.
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Upgrade Example

The Deployment can be upgraded in a declarative mode. That is, you only need to
modify the YAML definition of the Deployment. For example, you can run the
kubectl edit command to change the Deployment image to nginx:alpine. After
the modification, query the ReplicaSet and pod. The query result shows that a new
ReplicaSet is created and the pod is re-created.

$ kubectl edit deploy nginx

$ kubectl get rs
NAME               DESIRED   CURRENT   READY     AGE
nginx-6f9f58dffd   2         2         2         1m
nginx-7f98958cdf   0         0         0         48m

$ kubectl get pods
NAME                     READY     STATUS    RESTARTS   AGE
nginx-6f9f58dffd-tdmqk   1/1       Running   0          1m
nginx-6f9f58dffd-tesqr   1/1       Running   0          1m

The Deployment can use the maxSurge and maxUnavailable parameters to
control the proportion of pods to be re-created during the upgrade, which is useful
in many scenarios. The configuration is as follows:

spec:
  strategy:
    rollingUpdate:
      maxSurge: 1
      maxUnavailable: 0
    type: RollingUpdate

In the preceding example, the value of spec.replicas is 2. If both maxSurge and
maxUnavailable are the default value 25%, maxSurge allows a maximum of
three pods to exist (2 x 1.25 = 2.5, rounded up to 3), and maxUnavailable does
not allow a maximum of two pods to be unavailable (2 x 0.75 = 1.5, rounded up
to 2). That is, during the upgrade process, there will always be two pods running.
Each time a new pod is created, an old pod is deleted, until all pods are new.

Rollback

Rollback is to roll an application back to the earlier version when a fault occurs
during the upgrade. A Deployment can be easily rolled back to the earlier version.

For example, if the upgraded image is faulty, you can run the kubectl rollout
undo command to roll back the Deployment.

$ kubectl rollout undo deployment nginx
deployment.apps/nginx rolled back

A Deployment can be easily rolled back because it uses a ReplicaSet to control a
pod. After the upgrade, the previous ReplicaSet still exists. The Deployment is
rolled back by using the previous ReplicaSet to re-create the pod. The number of
ReplicaSets stored in a Deployment can be restricted by the revisionHistoryLimit
parameter. The default value is 10.

4.2.6 Affinity/Anti-affinity Scheduling
Kubernetes supports affinity and anti-affinity scheduling at the node and pod
levels. You can configure custom rules to achieve affinity and anti-affinity
scheduling. For example, you can deploy frontend pods and backend pods
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together, deploy the same type of applications on a specific node, or deploy
different applications on different nodes.

Configuring Scheduling Policies

Step 1 Log in to the UCS console and go to the Federation page.

Step 2 When creating a workload, click Scheduling in the Advanced Settings area.

Table 4-16 Node affinity settings

Parameter Description

Required A hard rule that must be met for scheduling. It corresponds
to requiredDuringSchedulingIgnoredDuringExecution in
Kubernetes. You can add multiple required rules, and
scheduling will be performed if any of them is met.

Preferred A soft rule specifying preferences that the scheduler will try
to enforce but will not guarantee. It corresponds to
preferredDuringSchedulingIgnoredDuringExecution in
Kubernetes. You can add multiple preferred rules, and
scheduling will be performed if any or none of them is met.

 

Step 3 Under Node affinity, Workload affinity, and Workload anti-affinity, click  to
add scheduling policies.

Table 4-17 Scheduling policy configuration

Parameter Description

Label Key Node label. You can use the default label or customize a
label.

Operator The following relations are supported: In, NotIn, Exists,
DoesNotExist, Gt, and Lt
● In: A label exists in the label list.
● NotIn: A label does not exist in the label list.
● Exists: A specific label exists.
● DoesNotExist: A specific label does not exist.
● Gt: The label value is greater than a specified value

(string comparison).
● Lt: The label value is less than a specified value (string

comparison).

Label Value Label value.

Namespace This parameter is available only in a workload affinity or
anti-affinity scheduling policy.
Namespace for which the scheduling policy takes effect.
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Parameter Description

Topology Key This parameter is available only in a workload affinity or
anti-affinity scheduling policy.
Select the scope specified by topologyKey and then select
the content defined by the policy.

Weight This parameter can be set only in a Preferred scheduling
policy.

 

----End

Node Affinity (nodeAffinity)
In the pod template, you can configure nodeSelector to create a pod on a node
with a specified label. The following example shows how to use a nodeSelector to
deploy pods only on the nodes with the gpu=true label.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: nginx
spec:
  nodeSelector:                 # Node selection. A pod is deployed only on the node with the gpu=true label.
    gpu: true
...

You can also use node affinity to do so.
apiVersion: apps/v1
kind: Deployment
metadata:
  name:  gpu
  labels:
    app:  gpu
spec:
  selector:
    matchLabels:
      app: gpu
  replicas: 3
  template:
    metadata:
      labels:
        app:  gpu
    spec:
      containers:
      - image:  nginx:alpine
        name:  gpu
        resources:
          requests:
            cpu: 100m
            memory: 200Mi
          limits:
            cpu: 100m
            memory: 200Mi
      imagePullSecrets:
      - name: default-secret
      affinity:
        nodeAffinity:
          requiredDuringSchedulingIgnoredDuringExecution:
            nodeSelectorTerms:
            - matchExpressions:
              - key: gpu
                operator: In
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                values:
                - "true"

A node affinity rule contains more lines, but it is more expressive.

requiredDuringSchedulingIgnoredDuringExecution seems to be complex, but it
can be easily understood as a combination of two parts.

● requiredDuringScheduling indicates that pods can be scheduled to the node
only when all the defined selector rules are met.

● IgnoredDuringExecution means that if the node labels change after
Kubernetes schedules the pod, the pod continues to run.

In addition, the operator In indicates that the label value must fall in the range
specified by values. Other available operator values are as follows:

● NotIn: The label value is not in the specified list.
● Exists: A specific label exists.
● DoesNotExist: A specific label does not exist.
● Gt: The label value is greater than a specified value (string comparison).
● Lt: The label value is less than a specified value (string comparison).

Note that there is no such thing as nodeAntiAffinity because operators NotIn and
DoesNotExist provide the same function.

The following describes how to check whether the rule takes effect. Assume that a
cluster has three nodes.

$ kubectl get node
NAME            STATUS   ROLES    AGE   VERSION                            
192.168.0.212   Ready    <none>   13m   v1.15.6-r1-20.3.0.2.B001-15.30.2
192.168.0.94    Ready    <none>   13m   v1.15.6-r1-20.3.0.2.B001-15.30.2   
192.168.0.97    Ready    <none>   13m   v1.15.6-r1-20.3.0.2.B001-15.30.2   

Add the gpu=true label to the 192.168.0.212 node.

$ kubectl label node 192.168.0.212 gpu=true
node/192.168.0.212 labeled

$ kubectl get node -L gpu
NAME            STATUS   ROLES    AGE   VERSION                            GPU
192.168.0.212   Ready    <none>   13m   v1.15.6-r1-20.3.0.2.B001-15.30.2   true
192.168.0.94    Ready    <none>   13m   v1.15.6-r1-20.3.0.2.B001-15.30.2   
192.168.0.97    Ready    <none>   13m   v1.15.6-r1-20.3.0.2.B001-15.30.2   

Create the Deployment. You can find that all pods are deployed on the
192.168.0.212 node.

$ kubectl create -f affinity.yaml 
deployment.apps/gpu created

$ kubectl get pod -o wide
NAME                     READY   STATUS    RESTARTS   AGE   IP            NODE         
gpu-6df65c44cf-42xw4     1/1     Running   0          15s   172.16.0.37   192.168.0.212
gpu-6df65c44cf-jzjvs     1/1     Running   0          15s   172.16.0.36   192.168.0.212
gpu-6df65c44cf-zv5cl     1/1     Running   0          15s   172.16.0.38   192.168.0.212

Node Preference Rule
The preceding requiredDuringSchedulingIgnoredDuringExecution rule is a hard
rule. The other type, or a soft rule, is
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preferredDuringSchedulingIgnoredDuringExecution, which specifies which
nodes are preferred during scheduling.

To achieve this effect, add a node with SSD disks installed to the cluster, add the
DISK=SSD label to the node, and add the DISK=SAS label to another three nodes.

$ kubectl get node -L DISK,gpu
NAME            STATUS   ROLES    AGE     VERSION                            DISK     GPU
192.168.0.100   Ready    <none>   7h23m   v1.15.6-r1-20.3.0.2.B001-15.30.2   SSD   
192.168.0.212   Ready    <none>   8h      v1.15.6-r1-20.3.0.2.B001-15.30.2   SAS      true
192.168.0.94    Ready    <none>   8h      v1.15.6-r1-20.3.0.2.B001-15.30.2   SAS   
192.168.0.97    Ready    <none>   8h      v1.15.6-r1-20.3.0.2.B001-15.30.2   SAS  

Define a Deployment. Use the
preferredDuringSchedulingIgnoredDuringExecution rule to set the weight of
nodes with the SSD disk installed as 80 and nodes with the gpu=true label as 20.
In this way, pods are preferentially deployed on the nodes with the SSD disk
installed.

apiVersion: apps/v1
kind: Deployment
metadata:
  name:  gpu
  labels:
    app:  gpu
spec:
  selector:
    matchLabels:
      app: gpu
  replicas: 10
  template:
    metadata:
      labels:
        app:  gpu
    spec:
      containers:
      - image:  nginx:alpine
        name:  gpu
        resources:
          requests:
            cpu:  100m
            memory:  200Mi
          limits:
            cpu:  100m
            memory:  200Mi
      imagePullSecrets:
      - name: default-secret
      affinity:
        nodeAffinity:
          preferredDuringSchedulingIgnoredDuringExecution:
          - weight: 80 
            preference: 
              matchExpressions: 
              - key: DISK
                operator: In 
                values: 
                - SSD
          - weight: 20 
            preference: 
              matchExpressions: 
              - key: gpu
                operator: In 
                values: 
                - "true"

After the deployment, you can find that five pods are deployed on the
192.168.0.212 node, and two pods are deployed on the 192.168.0.100 node.
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$ kubectl create -f affinity2.yaml 
deployment.apps/gpu created

$ kubectl get po -o wide
NAME                   READY   STATUS    RESTARTS   AGE     IP            NODE         
gpu-585455d466-5bmcz   1/1     Running   0          2m29s   172.16.0.44   192.168.0.212
gpu-585455d466-cg2l6   1/1     Running   0          2m29s   172.16.0.63   192.168.0.97 
gpu-585455d466-f2bt2   1/1     Running   0          2m29s   172.16.0.79   192.168.0.100
gpu-585455d466-hdb5n   1/1     Running   0          2m29s   172.16.0.42   192.168.0.212
gpu-585455d466-hkgvz   1/1     Running   0          2m29s   172.16.0.43   192.168.0.212
gpu-585455d466-mngvn   1/1     Running   0          2m29s   172.16.0.48   192.168.0.97 
gpu-585455d466-s26qs   1/1     Running   0          2m29s   172.16.0.62   192.168.0.97 
gpu-585455d466-sxtzm   1/1     Running   0          2m29s   172.16.0.45   192.168.0.212
gpu-585455d466-t56cm   1/1     Running   0          2m29s   172.16.0.64   192.168.0.100
gpu-585455d466-t5w5x   1/1     Running   0          2m29s   172.16.0.41   192.168.0.212

In the preceding example, the node scheduling priority is as follows. Nodes with
both SSD and gpu=true labels have the highest priority. Nodes with the SSD label
but no gpu=true label have the second priority (weight: 80). Nodes with the
gpu=true label but no SSD label have the third priority. Nodes without any of
these two labels have the lowest priority.

Figure 4-12 Scheduling priority

From the preceding output, you can find that no pods of the Deployment are
scheduled to node 192.168.0.94. This is because the node already has many pods
on it and its resource usage is high. This also indicates that the
preferredDuringSchedulingIgnoredDuringExecution rule defines a preference
rather than a hard requirement.

Workload Affinity (podAffinity)
Node affinity rules affect only the affinity between pods and nodes. Kubernetes
also supports configuring inter-pod affinity rules. For example, the frontend and
backend of an application can be deployed together on one node to reduce access
latency. There are also two types of inter-pod affinity rules:
requiredDuringSchedulingIgnoredDuringExecution and
preferredDuringSchedulingIgnoredDuringExecution.

Assume that the backend of an application has been created and has the
app=backend label.

$ kubectl get po -o wide
NAME                       READY   STATUS    RESTARTS   AGE     IP            NODE         
backend-658f6cb858-dlrz8   1/1     Running   0          2m36s   172.16.0.67   192.168.0.100

You can configure the following pod affinity rule to deploy the frontend pods of
the application to the same node as the backend pods.

apiVersion: apps/v1
kind: Deployment
metadata:
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  name:   frontend
  labels:
    app:  frontend
spec:
  selector:
    matchLabels:
      app: frontend
  replicas: 3
  template:
    metadata:
      labels:
        app:  frontend
    spec:
      containers:
      - image:  nginx:alpine
        name:  frontend
        resources:
          requests:
            cpu:  100m
            memory:  200Mi
          limits:
            cpu:  100m
            memory:  200Mi
      imagePullSecrets:
      - name: default-secret
      affinity:
        podAffinity:
          requiredDuringSchedulingIgnoredDuringExecution:
          - topologyKey: kubernetes.io/hostname
            labelSelector:
              matchExpressions: 
              - key: app
                operator: In 
                values: 
                - backend

Deploy the frontend and you can find that the frontend is deployed on the same
node as the backend.

$ kubectl create -f affinity3.yaml 
deployment.apps/frontend created

$ kubectl get po -o wide
NAME                        READY   STATUS    RESTARTS   AGE     IP            NODE         
backend-658f6cb858-dlrz8    1/1     Running   0          5m38s   172.16.0.67   192.168.0.100
frontend-67ff9b7b97-dsqzn   1/1     Running   0          6s      172.16.0.70   192.168.0.100
frontend-67ff9b7b97-hxm5t   1/1     Running   0          6s      172.16.0.71   192.168.0.100
frontend-67ff9b7b97-z8pdb   1/1     Running   0          6s      172.16.0.72   192.168.0.100

The topologyKey field specifies the selection range. The scheduler selects nodes
within the range based on the affinity rule defined. The effect of topologyKey is
not fully demonstrated in the preceding example because all the nodes have the
kubernetes.io/hostname label, that is, all the nodes are within the range.

To see how topologyKey works, assume that the backend of the application has
two pods, which are running on different nodes.

$ kubectl get po -o wide
NAME                       READY   STATUS    RESTARTS   AGE     IP            NODE         
backend-658f6cb858-5bpd6   1/1     Running   0          23m     172.16.0.40   192.168.0.97
backend-658f6cb858-dlrz8   1/1     Running   0          2m36s   172.16.0.67   192.168.0.100

Add the prefer=true label to nodes 192.168.0.97 and 192.168.0.94.

$ kubectl label node 192.168.0.97 prefer=true
node/192.168.0.97 labeled
$ kubectl label node 192.168.0.94 prefer=true
node/192.168.0.94 labeled
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$ kubectl get node -L prefer
NAME            STATUS   ROLES    AGE   VERSION                            PREFER
192.168.0.100   Ready    <none>   44m   v1.15.6-r1-20.3.0.2.B001-15.30.2   
192.168.0.212   Ready    <none>   91m   v1.15.6-r1-20.3.0.2.B001-15.30.2   
192.168.0.94    Ready    <none>   91m   v1.15.6-r1-20.3.0.2.B001-15.30.2   true
192.168.0.97    Ready    <none>   91m   v1.15.6-r1-20.3.0.2.B001-15.30.2   true

Define topologyKey in the podAffinity section as prefer.

      affinity:
        podAffinity:
          requiredDuringSchedulingIgnoredDuringExecution:
          - topologyKey: prefer
            labelSelector:
              matchExpressions: 
              - key: app
                operator: In 
                values: 
                - backend

The scheduler recognizes the nodes with the prefer label, that is, 192.168.0.97
and 192.168.0.94, and then finds the pods with the app=backend label. In this
way, all frontend pods are deployed onto 192.168.0.97.

$ kubectl create -f affinity3.yaml 
deployment.apps/frontend created

$ kubectl get po -o wide
NAME                        READY   STATUS    RESTARTS   AGE     IP            NODE         
backend-658f6cb858-5bpd6    1/1     Running   0          26m     172.16.0.40   192.168.0.97
backend-658f6cb858-dlrz8    1/1     Running   0          5m38s   172.16.0.67   192.168.0.100
frontend-67ff9b7b97-dsqzn   1/1     Running   0          6s      172.16.0.70   192.168.0.97
frontend-67ff9b7b97-hxm5t   1/1     Running   0          6s      172.16.0.71   192.168.0.97
frontend-67ff9b7b97-z8pdb   1/1     Running   0          6s      172.16.0.72   192.168.0.97

Workload Anti-Affinity (podAntiAffinity)
Unlike the scenarios in which pods are preferred to be scheduled onto the same
node, sometimes, it could be the exact opposite. For example, if certain pods are
deployed together, they will affect the performance.

The following example defines an inter-pod anti-affinity rule, which specifies that
pods must not be scheduled to nodes that already have pods with the
app=frontend label, that is, to deploy the pods of the frontend to different nodes
with each node has only one replica.

apiVersion: apps/v1
kind: Deployment
metadata:
  name:   frontend
  labels:
    app:  frontend
spec:
  selector:
    matchLabels:
      app: frontend
  replicas: 5
  template:
    metadata:
      labels:
        app:  frontend
    spec:
      containers:
      - image:  nginx:alpine
        name:  frontend
        resources:
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          requests:
            cpu:  100m
            memory:  200Mi
          limits:
            cpu:  100m
            memory:  200Mi
      imagePullSecrets:
      - name: default-secret
      affinity:
        podAntiAffinity:
          requiredDuringSchedulingIgnoredDuringExecution:
          - topologyKey: kubernetes.io/hostname
            labelSelector:
              matchExpressions: 
              - key: app
                operator: In 
                values: 
                - frontend

Deploy the frontend and query the deployment results. You can find that each
node has only one frontend pod and one pod of the Deployment is Pending. This
is because when the scheduler is deploying the fifth pod, all nodes already have
one pod with the app=frontend label on them. There is no available node.
Therefore, the fifth pod will remain in the Pending status.

$ kubectl create -f affinity4.yaml 
deployment.apps/frontend created

$ kubectl get po -o wide
NAME                        READY   STATUS    RESTARTS   AGE   IP            NODE         
frontend-6f686d8d87-8dlsc   1/1     Running   0          18s   172.16.0.76   192.168.0.100
frontend-6f686d8d87-d6l8p   0/1     Pending   0          18s   <none>        <none>       
frontend-6f686d8d87-hgcq2   1/1     Running   0          18s   172.16.0.54   192.168.0.97 
frontend-6f686d8d87-q7cfq   1/1     Running   0          18s   172.16.0.47   192.168.0.212
frontend-6f686d8d87-xl8hx   1/1     Running   0          18s   172.16.0.23   192.168.0.94 

4.3 ConfigMaps and Secrets

4.3.1 ConfigMaps
ConfigMaps allow you to decouple configuration files from container images to
enhance the portability of workloads.

ConfigMaps provide the following benefits:

● Manage configurations for different environments and services.

● Deploy workloads in different environments. Multiple versions are supported
for configuration files so that you can update and roll back workloads easily.

● Quickly import configurations in the form of files to containers.

NO TE

● After a ConfigMap is created on the UCS console, it is in the undeployed state by
default. You need to mount the ConfigMap when creating or updating a workload. For
details, see ConfigMap.

● After a ConfigMap is mounted to a workload, a ConfigMap with the same name is
created in each cluster to which the workload belongs.
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Creating a ConfigMap

Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Fleets.

Step 2 On the Fleets tab page, click the name of the target fleet with federation enabled
to access its details page.

Step 3 Choose ConfigMaps and Secrets in the navigation pane. The ConfigMaps tab
page is displayed by default.

Step 4 Select the namespace for which you want to create a ConfigMap and click Create
ConfigMap in the upper right corner.

Step 5 Set the parameters listed in Table 4-18.

Table 4-18 Parameters for creating a ConfigMap

Parameter Description

Name Name of a ConfigMap, which must be unique in a
namespace.

Namespace Namespace to which the ConfigMap belongs. The
current namespace is used by default.

Enter a description Description of the ConfigMap.

ConfigMap Data The workload configuration data can be used in a
container or used to store the configuration data.

Click  and enter the key and value. Key indicates the
configuration name, and Value indicates the
configuration content.

Label Labels are attached to objects such as workloads, nodes,
and Services in key-value pairs.
Labels define identified attributes of these objects and
can be used to manage and select objects.
1. Enter the label key and value.
2. Click confirm to add.

 

Step 6 When the configuration is complete, click OK.

----End

Using a ConfigMap

After a ConfigMap is created, you can mount the ConfigMap to a container for
storage during workload creation. Then, you can read the ConfigMap data from
the mount path of the container. For details, see ConfigMap.

Related Operations

You can also perform operations described in Table 4-19.
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Table 4-19 Related operations

Operation Description

Creating a ConfigMap
from a YAML file

Click Create from YAML in the upper right corner to
create a ConfigMap from an existing YAML file.

Viewing details Click the ConfigMap name to view its details.

Editing a YAML file Click Edit YAML in the row where the target
ConfigMap resides to edit its YAML file.

Updating a ConfigMap 1. Choose More > Update in the Operation column
of the target ConfigMap.

2. Modify the ConfigMap information according to
Table 4-18.

3. Click OK to submit the modified information.

Deleting a ConfigMap Choose More > Delete in the row where the target
ConfigMap resides, and click Yes.

Deleting ConfigMaps in
batches

1. Select the ConfigMaps to be deleted.
2. Click Delete in the upper left corner.
3. Click Yes.

 

4.3.2 Secrets
A secret is a type of resource that holds sensitive data, such as authentication and
key information. Its content is user-defined.

NO TE

● After a secret is created on the UCS console, it is in the undeployed state by default. You
need to mount the secret when creating or updating a workload. For details, see Secret.

● After a secret is mounted to a workload, a secret with the same name is created in each
cluster to which the workload belongs.

Creating a Secret

Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Fleets.

Step 2 On the Fleets tab page, click the name of the target fleet with federation enabled
to access its details page.

Step 3 Choose ConfigMaps and Secrets in the navigation pane and click the Secrets tab.

Step 4 Select the namespace for which you want to create a secret and click Create
Secret in the upper right corner.

Step 5 Set the parameters listed in Table 4-20.
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Table 4-20 Parameters for creating a secret

Parameter Description

Name Name of a secret, which must be unique in the same
namespace.

Namespace Namespace to which the secret belongs. The current
namespace is used by default.

Description Description of the secret.

Type Type of the secret.
● Opaque: common secret. In high-sensitive scenarios,

you are advised to encrypt sensitive data using data
encryption services and then store the encrypted data
in secrets.

● kubernetes.io/dockerconfigjson: a secret that stores
the authentication information required for pulling
images from a private repository. If you select this
secret type, enter the image repository address.

● IngressTLS: a secret that stores the certificate required
by ingresses. If you select this secret type, upload the
certificate file and private key file.

● Other: another type of secret, which is specified
manually.

Data Workload secret data can be used in containers.
● If the secret type is Opaque, enter the key and value.

The value must be a Base64-encoded value. You can
select Auto Base64-encoded to Base64-encode the
entered value. For details about manual Base64
encoding, see Base64 Encoding.

● If the secret type is kubernetes.io/dockerconfigjson,
enter the username and password of the private
image repository.

Label Labels are attached to objects such as workloads, nodes,
and Services in key-value pairs.
Labels define identified attributes of these objects and
can be used to manage and select objects.
1. Click Add.
2. Enter the key and value.

 

Step 6 Click OK.

The new secret is displayed in the secret list.

----End
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Using a Secret

After a secret is created, you can mount the secret to a container for storage
during workload creation. Then, you can read the secret data from the mount
path of the container. For details, see Secret.

Base64 Encoding

To Base64-encode a string, run the echo -n Content to be encoded | base64
command. The following is an example:

echo -n "Content to be encoded" | base64

Related Operations

You can also perform operations described in Table 4-21.

Table 4-21 Related operations

Operation Description

Creating a secret from a
YAML file

Click Create from YAML in the upper right corner to
create a secret from an existing YAML file.

Viewing details Click the secret name to view its details.

Editing a YAML file Click Edit YAML in the row where the target secret
resides to edit its YAML file.

Updating a secret 1. Choose More > Update in the row where the
target secret resides.

2. Modify the secret information according to Table
4-20.

3. Click OK to submit the modified information.

Deleting a secret Choose More > Delete in the row where the target
secret resides, and click Yes.

Deleting secrets in
batches

1. Select the secrets to be deleted.
2. Click Delete in the upper left corner.
3. Click Yes.

 

4.4 Services and Ingresses

4.4.1 Overview
UCS clusters allow workload access in different scenarios via Services and
ingresses.
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NO TICE

● After a Service or ingress is created on the UCS console, a Service or ingress
with the same name will be created in the cluster to which each associated
workload belongs.

● You can modify or delete the Services and ingresses automatically created by
UCS in the cluster console. However, if the Service or ingress settings in the UCS
console are not modified accordingly, the modified or deleted Services or
ingresses will be re-created by UCS. Therefore, you are advised to change the
settings in the UCS console, not the cluster console.

● When an exception occurs in your cluster, Services in the cluster will be
migrated to a healthy cluster. When your cluster recovers, you need to
manually modify the Service template to deploy the Services again.

● ClusterIP

A workload can be accessed from other workloads in the same cluster
through a cluster-internal domain name. A cluster-internal domain name is in
the format of <User-defined Service name>.<Namespace of the
workload>.svc.cluster.local, for example, nginx.default.svc.cluster.local.

● NodePort

A workload can be accessed from outside the cluster. A NodePort Service is
exposed on each node's IP address at a static port. If a node in the cluster is
bound to an EIP, workloads on the node can be accessed from public
networks by requesting <EIP>:<NodePort>.

● LoadBalancer

A workload can be accessed from public networks through a load balancer.
LoadBalancer provides higher reliability than EIP-based NodePort because the
former needs no EIP. The access address is in the format of <IP address of
public network load balancer>:<access port>, for example, 10.117.117.117:80.

● Ingresses

Enhanced load balancer is used for an ingress. Compared with layer-4 load
balancing, layer-7 load balancing newly supports Uniform Resource Identifier
(URI) configurations and distributes access traffic to the corresponding Service
based on the corresponding URIs. In addition, different functions are
implemented based on various URIs. The access address is in the format of
<IP address of public network load balancer>:<access port><defined URI>, for
example, 10.117.117.117:80/helloworld.

4.4.2 ClusterIP
A ClusterIP Service allows workloads in the same cluster to use their cluster-
internal domain names to access each other. A cluster-internal domain name is
in the format of <User-defined Service name>.<Namespace of the
workload>.svc.cluster.local, for example, nginx.default.svc.cluster.local.

Creating a Service

You can create a Service in either of the following ways:
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● Create one when creating a workload. For details, see During Workload
Creation.

● Create one after creating a workload. For details, see After Workload
Creation.

During Workload Creation
The procedure of creating a Service is the same for different types of workloads,
such as Deployments, StatefulSets, and DaemonSets.

Step 1 In the Service Settings step of Creating a Deployment, Creating a StatefulSet,
or Creating a DaemonSet, click  to configure the Service.
● Name: name of the Service to be created.
● Type: Select ClusterIP.
● Port

– Protocol: Select TCP or UDP.
– Service Port: Port mapped to the container port at the cluster-internal IP

address. The application can be accessed at <cluster-internal IP
address>:<access port>. The port number range is 1–65535.

– Container Port: Port on which the workload listens, defined in the
container image. For example, the Nginx application listens on port 80
(container port).

Step 2 Click OK.

Step 3 Click Next: Set Scheduling and Differentiation to configure the scheduling and
differentiated settings for the selected clusters. After completing the settings, click
Create Workload.

Step 4 Obtain the access address.

1. Choose Services and Ingresses in the navigation pane. The Services tab page
is displayed by default.

2. Click the name of the added Service to go to its details page and obtain the
access address of the deployment cluster.

----End

After Workload Creation

Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Fleets.
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Step 2 On the Fleets tab page, click the name of the target fleet with federation enabled
to access its details page.

Step 3 Choose Services and Ingresses in the navigation pane. The Services tab page is
displayed by default.

Step 4 Select the namespace to which the Service will belong and click Create Service in
the upper right corner. For details about how to create a namespace, see Creating
a Namespace.

Step 5 Set access parameters.

● Name: Can be the same as the workload name.
● Type: Select ClusterIP.
● Port

– Protocol: Select TCP or UDP.
– Service Port: Port mapped to the container port at the cluster-internal IP

address. The application can be accessed at <cluster-internal IP
address>:<access port>. The port number range is 1–65535.

– Container Port: Port on which the workload listens, defined in the
container image. For example, the Nginx application listens on port 80
(container port).

● Namespace: namespace to which the Service belongs.
● Selector: Services are associated with workloads (labels) through selectors.

Click Reference Workload Label to reference the labels of an existing
workload.
– Type: Select the desired workload type.
– Workload: Select an existing workload. If your workload is not displayed

in the list, click  to refresh it.
– Label: After a workload is selected, its labels are displayed and cannot be

modified.
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Step 6 Click OK. After the Service is created, you can view it in the list on the Services
tab page.

----End

Related Operations

You can also perform operations described in Table 4-22.

Table 4-22 Related operations

Operation Description

Creating a Service from
a YAML file

Click Create from YAML in the upper right corner to
create a Service from an existing YAML file.

Viewing details 1. Select the namespace to which the Service
belongs.

2. (Optional) Search for a Service by its name.
3. Click the Service name to view its details, including

the basic information and cluster deployment
information.

4. On the Service Details page, click View YAML in
the Cluster area to view or download YAML files
of Service instances deployed in each cluster.

Editing a YAML file Click Edit YAML in the row where the target Service
resides to view and edit the YAML file of the Service.

Updating a Service 1. Choose More > Update in the row where the
target Service resides.

2. Modify the information by referring to Step 5.
3. Click OK to submit the modified information.

Deleting a Service Choose More > Delete in the row where the target
Service resides, and click Yes.

Deleting Services in
batches

1. Select the Services to be deleted.
2. Click Delete in the upper left corner.
3. Click Yes.
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4.4.3 NodePort
A NodePort Service is exposed on a node at a static port, allowing access from
outside the cluster to the workloads on the node. A ClusterIP Service, to which the
NodePort Service routes, is automatically created, and it transfers access requests
to the backing containers. If a node in the cluster is bound to an EIP, you can also
request <EIP>:<NodePort> to access the workloads from public networks.

Creating a Service
You can create a Service in either of the following ways:

● Create one when creating a workload. For details, see During Workload
Creation.

● Create one after creating a workload. For details, see After Workload
Creation.

During Workload Creation
The procedure of creating a Service is the same for different types of workloads,
such as Deployments, StatefulSets, and DaemonSets.

Step 1 In the Service Settings step of Creating a Deployment, Creating a StatefulSet,
or Creating a DaemonSet, click  to configure the Service.
● Name: name of the Service to be created.
● Type: Select NodePort.
● Affinity

– Cluster: The IP addresses and access ports of all nodes in a cluster can be
used to access the workloads associated with the Service. However,
performance loss is introduced due to hops, and source IP addresses
cannot be obtained.

– Node: Only the IP address and access port of the node where the
workload is located can be used to access the workload associated with
the Service. No performance loss due to hops, and source IP addresses
can be obtained.

● Port
– Protocol: Select TCP or UDP.
– Service Port: Port mapped to the container port at the cluster-internal IP

address. The application can be accessed at <cluster-internal IP
address>:<access port>. The port number range is 1–65535.

– Container Port: Port on which the workload listens, defined in the
container image. For example, the Nginx application listens on port 80
(container port).

– Node Port: Specify a port to which the container port will be mapped
when the node private IP address is used for accessing the application.
The port number range is 30000–32767. You are advised to select Auto.

▪ Auto: The system automatically assigns a port number.

▪ Custom: Specify a fixed node port. The port number range is 30000–
32767. Ensure that the port is unique in a cluster.
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Step 2 Click OK.

Step 3 Click Next: Set Scheduling and Differentiation to configure the scheduling and
differentiated settings for the selected clusters. After completing the settings, click
Create Workload.

Step 4 Obtain the access address.

1. Choose Services and Ingresses in the navigation pane. The Services tab page
is displayed by default.

2. Click the name of the added Service to go to its details page and obtain the
access address of the deployment cluster. If a node in the cluster is bound to
an EIP, you can access the backend workload through the EIP and node port
of the node where the workload is deployed.

----End

After Workload Creation

Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Fleets.

Step 2 On the Fleets tab page, click the name of the target fleet with federation enabled
to access its details page.

Step 3 Choose Services and Ingresses in the navigation pane. The Services tab page is
displayed by default.

Step 4 Select the namespace to which the Service will belong and click Create Service in
the upper right corner. For details about how to create a namespace, see Creating
a Namespace.

Step 5 Configure access parameters.

● Name: Can be the same as the workload name.
● Type: Select NodePort.
● Affinity

– Cluster: The IP addresses and access ports of all nodes in a cluster can be
used to access the workloads associated with the Service. However,
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performance loss is introduced due to hops, and source IP addresses
cannot be obtained.

– Node: Only the IP address and access port of the node where the
workload is located can be used to access the workload associated with
the Service. No performance loss due to hops, and source IP addresses
can be obtained.

● Port
– Protocol: Select TCP or UDP.
– Service Port: Port mapped to the container port at the cluster-internal IP

address. The application can be accessed at <cluster-internal IP
address>:<access port>. The port number range is 1–65535.

– Container Port: Port on which the workload listens, defined in the
container image. For example, the Nginx application listens on port 80
(container port).

– Node Port: Specify a port to which the container port will be mapped
when the node private IP address is used for accessing the application.
The port number range is 30000–32767. You are advised to select Auto.

▪ Auto: The system automatically assigns a port number.

▪ Custom: Specify a fixed node port. The port number range is 30000–
32767. Ensure that the port is unique in a cluster.

● Namespace: namespace to which the Service belongs.
● Selector: Services are associated with workloads (labels) through selectors.

Click Reference Workload Label to reference the labels of an existing
workload.
– Type: Select the desired workload type.
– Workload: Select an existing workload. If your workload is not displayed

in the list, click  to refresh it.
– Label: After a workload is selected, its labels are displayed and cannot be

modified.

Step 6 Click OK. After the Service is created, you can view it in the list on the Services
tab page.

Step 7 Obtain the access address.

1. Choose Services and Ingresses in the navigation pane. The Services tab page
is displayed by default.

2. Click the name of the added Service to go to its details page and obtain the
access address of the deployment cluster. If a node in the cluster is bound to
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an EIP, you can access the backend workload through the EIP and node port
of the node where the workload is deployed.

----End

Related Operations
You can also perform operations described in Table 4-23.

Table 4-23 Related operations

Operation Description

Creating a Service from
a YAML file

Click Create from YAML in the upper right corner to
create a Service from an existing YAML file.

Viewing details 1. Select the namespace to which the Service
belongs.

2. (Optional) Search for a Service by its name.
3. Click the Service name to view its details, including

the basic information and cluster deployment
information.

4. On the Service Details page, click View YAML in
the Cluster area to view or download YAML files
of Service instances deployed in each cluster.

Editing a YAML file Click Edit YAML in the row where the target Service
resides to view and edit the YAML file of the Service.

Updating a Service 1. Choose More > Update in the row where the
target Service resides.

2. Modify the information by referring to Step 5.
3. Click OK to submit the modified information.

Deleting a Service Choose More > Delete in the row where the target
Service resides, and click Yes.

Deleting Services in
batches

1. Select the Services to be deleted.
2. Click Delete in the upper left corner.
3. Click Yes.

 

4.4.4 LoadBalancer
A workload can be accessed from public networks through a load balancer. This
access type is applicable to Services that need to be exposed to a public network
in the system. The access address is in the format of <IP address of public network
load balancer>:<access port>, for example, 10.117.117.117:80.
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Prerequisites

A workload is available. If no workload is available, create one by following the
procedure described in Workloads.

Creating a Service

Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Fleets.

Step 2 On the Fleets tab page, click the name of the target fleet with federation enabled
to access its details page.

Step 3 Choose Services and Ingresses in the navigation pane. The Services tab page is
displayed by default.

Step 4 Select the namespace to which the Service will belong and click Create Service in
the upper right corner. For details about how to create a namespace, see Creating
a Namespace.

Step 5 Configure access parameters.

● Name: name of the Service to be created.
● Type: Select LoadBalancer.
● Affinity

– Cluster: The IP addresses and access ports of all nodes in a cluster can be
used to access the workloads associated with the Service. However,
performance loss is introduced due to hops, and source IP addresses
cannot be obtained.

– Node: Only the IP address and access port of the node where the
workload is located can be used to access the workload associated with
the Service. Service access will not cause performance loss due to route
redirection, and the source IP address of the client can be obtained.

● Port
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– Protocol: Select TCP or UDP.
– Service Port: Specify a port to map a container port to the load balancer.

The port range is 1–65535. The port will be used when the application is
accessed through the load balancer.

– Container Port: Port on which the workload listens, defined in the
container image. For example, the Nginx application listens on port 80
(container port).

● Cluster: Select a cluster where load balancers are to be deployed and
complete differentiated load balancer settings.
– CCE clusters:

▪ Load Balancer: Only load balancers in the VPC where the cluster
resides are supported.

▪ Algorithm
Weighted round robin: Distributes requests to backend servers
based on weights.
Weighted least connections: Distributes requests to backend servers
with the smallest ratio (current connections divided by weight).
Source IP hash: Allocates requests from the client IP address to a
fixed server, allowing the entire session to be processed by the same
server.

▪ Sticky Session: This function is disabled by default. You can select
Source IP. Listeners ensure session stickiness based on IP addresses.
Requests from the same IP address will be routed to the same
backend server.

▪ Health Check: This function is disabled by default. You can select
either HTTP or TCP to enable health checks for your load balancer.
For details about the parameters, see Table 4-24.

Table 4-24 Health check parameters

Parameter Description Example

Check Path This parameter is available if
you have selected HTTP for
Health Check. Specify the URL
for health checks. The check
path must start with a slash (/)
and contain 1 to 80 characters.

/

Port Port used for health checks. The
value ranges from 1 to 65535.
By default, the Service ports
(node port and container port
of the NodePort Service) are
used.

80
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Parameter Description Example

Check Interval
(s)

Maximum time between health
checks, in seconds.
The value ranges from 1 to 50.

5

Timeout (s) Maximum time required for
waiting for a response from the
health check, in seconds.
The value ranges from 1 to 50.

10

Max. Retries Maximum number of health
check retries. The value ranges
from 1 to 10.

5

 

– Other clouds: Enter annotations in the key-value pair format based on
your service and vendor requirements.

● Namespace: namespace to which the Service belongs.
● Selector: Services are associated with workloads (labels) through selectors.

Click Reference Workload Label to reference the labels of an existing
workload.
– Type: Select the desired workload type.
– Workload: Select an existing workload. If your workload is not displayed

in the list, click  to refresh it.
– Label: After a workload is selected, its labels are displayed and cannot be

modified.
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Step 6 Click OK.

Step 7 Obtain the access address.

1. Choose Services and Ingresses in the navigation pane. The Services tab page
is displayed by default.

2. Click the name of the added Service to go to its details page and obtain the
access address of the deployment cluster. You can access a backend pod using
the EIP and port number of the load balancer.

----End

Related Operations
You can also perform operations described in Table 4-25.

Table 4-25 Related operations

Operation Description

Creating a Service from
a YAML file

Click Create from YAML in the upper right corner to
create a Service from an existing YAML file.

Viewing details 1. Select the namespace to which the Service
belongs.

2. (Optional) Search for a Service by its name.
3. Click the Service name to view its details, including

the basic information and cluster deployment
information.

4. On the Service Details page, click View YAML in
the Cluster area to view or download YAML files
of Service instances deployed in each cluster.

Editing a YAML file Click Edit YAML in the row where the target Service
resides to view and edit the YAML file of the Service.

Updating a Service 1. Choose More > Update in the row where the
target Service resides.

2. Modify the information by referring to Step 5.
3. Click OK to submit the modified information.

Deleting a Service Choose More > Delete in the row where the target
Service resides, and click Yes.

Deleting Services in
batches

1. Select the Services to be deleted.
2. Click Delete in the upper left corner.
3. Click Yes.

 

4.4.5 Ingresses
An ingress uses load balancers as the entry for external traffic. Compared with
layer-4 load balancing, it supports Uniform Resource Identifier (URI)
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configurations and distributes access traffic to the corresponding Services based
on the URIs. You can customize forwarding rules based on domain names and
URLs to implement fine-grained distribution of access traffic. The access address is
in the format of <IP address of public network load balancer>:<access
port><defined URI>, for example, 10.117.117.117:80/helloworld.

Prerequisites
A workload is available. If no workload is available, create one by following the
procedure described in Workloads.

Creating an Ingress
Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Fleets.

Step 2 On the Fleets tab page, click the name of the target fleet with federation enabled
to access its details page.

Step 3 Choose Services and Ingresses in the navigation pane and click the Ingresses tab.

Step 4 Select the namespace to which the ingress will belong and click Create Ingress in
the upper right corner. For details about how to create a namespace, see Creating
a Namespace.

Step 5 Configure ingress parameters.

● Ingress Name: name of the ingress to be created.
● Namespace: namespace to which the ingress belongs.
● Listener: Select an external protocol. HTTP and HTTPS are supported. If you

select HTTPS, select an IngressTLS server certificate. If no desired certificate is
available, click Create IngressTLS Secret to create an IngressTLS secret. For
details, see Secrets.
– SNI: Server Name Indication (SNI) is an extended protocol of TLS. It

allows multiple TLS-based access domain names to be provided for
external systems using the same IP address and port number. Different
domain names can use different security certificates.

● Forwarding Policy: When the access address of a request matches the
forwarding policy (a forwarding policy consists of a domain name and URL,
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for example, 10.117.117.117:80/helloworld), the request is forwarded to the
corresponding target Service for processing. You can add multiple forwarding
policies.
– Domain Name: (Optional) actual domain name. Ensure that the domain

name has been registered and archived. Once a domain name rule is
configured, you must use the domain name for access.

– URL: access path to be registered, for example, /healthz. The access path
must be the same as the URL exposed by the backend application.
Otherwise, a 404 error will be returned.

– Backend Service: Select a Service name. You need to create the NodePort
Service first. For details, see NodePort.

– Backend Service Port: After you select the backend Service, the
corresponding container port is automatically filled in.

● Cluster: Select the cluster where the ingress is to be deployed.
– CCE clusters:

▪ Exposed Port: port opened on the load balancer, which can be
specified randomly.

▪ Load Balancer: Only load balancers in the VPC where the cluster
resides are supported. If no load balancer is available, click Create
Load Balancer. After the load balancer is created, click the refresh
button.

– Other clouds: Enter annotations in the key-value pair format based on
your service and vendor requirements.
To create an internal load balancer, add annotations based on the cloud
service provider of your cluster. For details, see Internal load balancer.

Step 6 Click OK. After the ingress is created, you can view it in the list on the Ingresses
tab page.

Step 7 Obtain the access address.

1. Choose Services and Ingresses in the navigation pane and click the Ingresses
tab.

2. Click the name of the created ingress. On the Ingress Details page displayed,
view the load balancer and listener port configurations. You can access a
backend pod using the EIP of the load balancer, listener port, and URL, for
example, 10.117.117.117:8088/helloworld.

----End
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Related Operations
You can also perform operations described in Table 4-26.

Table 4-26 Related operations

Operation Description

Creating an ingress
from a YAML file

Click Create from YAML in the upper right corner to
create an ingress from an existing YAML file.

Viewing details 1. Select the namespace to which the ingress
belongs.

2. (Optional) Search for an ingress by its name.
3. Click the ingress name to view its details, including

the basic information and cluster deployment
information.

4. On the Ingress Details page, click View YAML in
the Cluster area to view or download YAML files
of ingress instances deployed in each cluster.

Editing a YAML file Click Edit YAML in the row where the target ingress
resides to view and edit the YAML file of the ingress.

Updating an ingress 1. Choose More > Update in the row where the
target ingress resides.

2. Modify the information by referring to Step 5.
3. Click OK to submit the modified information.

Deleting an ingress Choose More > Delete in the row where the target
ingress resides, and click Yes.

Deleting ingresses in
batches

1. Select the ingresses to be deleted.
2. Click Delete in the upper left corner.
3. Click Yes.

 

4.5 DNS Policies
Applications deployed in different clusters can be accessed using a unified public
domain name. After you configure a public domain name, UCS can use it as a root
domain name to generate a complete domain name for applications. You can
configure a DNS policy to interconnect a Service and ingress with Huawei Cloud
DNS so that applications deployed across clusters can be accessed through the
unified domain name. In addition, you can customize the traffic distribution ratio
to best suit your needs.

Configuring a Domain Name

Step 1 Create a public zone.
● If you have not created a public zone, create one.
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● If you have created a public zone, go to Step 2.

Step 2 Configure a domain name.

Select the domain name that has been configured and click Configure.

----End

Creating a DNS Policy
After a Deployment is created, you can click Create Service to create a Service of
the LoadBalancer type so that the Deployment can provide services for external
systems. On the page indicating that the LoadBalancer Service is created, click
Create DNS Policy.

Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Fleets.

Step 2 On the Fleets tab page, click the name of the target fleet with federation enabled
to access its details page.

Step 3 Choose DNS Policies in the navigation pane, and click Create DNS Policy.

Step 4 Set parameters of the associated Service.
● Namespace: Select a namespace.
● Target Service: Select a target service. If no LoadBalancer Service is available,

create one first. For details about how to create a Service, see LoadBalancer.

Step 5 Click Next and set the access mode.
● Active/Standby: The traffic will be distributed only to the selected active

cluster. You can change the traffic ratio to change the role of active and
standby clusters. If automatic switchover is enabled, the DNS traffic resolution
will be automatically switched to the standby cluster when the active cluster
becomes faulty.

● Adaptive: The traffic is automatically distributed based on the number of
pods in each cluster. In addition, you can enable region affinity to allow users
in a specific region to access a specific cluster.

● Custom: You can customize the traffic distribution ratio across all the clusters.
In addition, you can enable region affinity to allow users in a specific region
to access a specific cluster.

Step 6 Click Create DNS Policy. The creation task will take a period of time. You can click
Back to DNS Policies or View DNS Policy Details to view the created DNS policy.

----End

Modifying an Alias

Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Fleets.

Step 2 On the Fleets tab page, click the name of the target fleet with federation enabled
to access its details page.

Step 3 Choose DNS Policies in the navigation pane and click the name of a policy to
access its details page.

Step 4 Click , enter an alias, and click .
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Figure 4-13 Modifying an Alias

----End

Modifying the Traffic Distribution Ratio

Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Fleets.

Step 2 On the Fleets tab page, click the name of the target fleet with federation enabled
to access its details page.

Step 3 Choose DNS Policies in the navigation pane and click the name of a policy to
access its details page.

Step 4 On the Topology tab page, click Edit.

Step 5 Modify parameters and click OK.

----End

Viewing the DNS Policy Address

After a DNS policy is created, you can view its address in the DNS policy list.

Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Fleets.

Step 2 On the Fleets tab page, click the name of the target fleet with federation enabled
to access its details page.

Step 3 Choose DNS Policies in the navigation pane. In the DNS policy list, view the value
in the Domain Name column.

----End

Deleting a DNS Policy

Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Fleets.

Step 2 On the Fleets tab page, click the name of the target fleet with federation enabled
to access its details page.

Step 3 Click Delete in the Operation column of the target DNS policy.

Step 4 In the Delete DNS Policy dialog box, click Yes.

----End

4.6 Storage
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4.6.1 Overview
You can configure a storage class in the Add Container step of creating a
workload.

Local Storage
Mount the file directory of the host where a container is located to a specified
container path (corresponding to hostPath in Kubernetes). Alternatively, you can
leave the source path empty (corresponding to emptyDir in Kubernetes). If the
source path is left empty, a temporary directory of the host will be mounted to the
mounting point of the container. A specified source path is used when data needs
to be persistently stored on the host, while emptyDir is used when temporary
storage is needed. A ConfigMap is a type of resource that stores configuration
information required by a workload. Its content is user-defined. A secret is a type
of resource that holds sensitive data, such as authentication and key information,
required by a workload. Its content is user-defined. For details, see Mounting a
Local Volume to a Container.

PersistentVolumeClaims (PVCs)
You can create persistent volumes and mount them to a container path. When
containers are migrated, the cloud storage is mounted to the new container to
ensure data reliability. For details, see Mounting a Storage Volume to a
Container. Therefore, you are advised to select PVCs when creating a workload
and store pod data on the corresponding cloud storage. If you store pod data on a
local volume and a fault occurs on the node, the data cannot be restored.

● Huawei Cloud cluster: UCS allows you to use Elastic Volume Service (EVS),
Object Storage Service (OBS), and Scalable File Service (SFS) and mounts
them to the container path of the Huawei Cloud cluster.
– EVS: offers scalable block storage with high reliability, high performance,

and extensive specifications for containers. EVS stores binary data and
cannot store files directly. This storage class is applicable when data
needs to be stored permanently.

– SFS: provides high-performance file storage (NAS) that can be expanded
on demand. It provides shared file access for containers and is used for
persistent storage in ReadWriteMany scenarios, including media
processing, content management and web services, big data and
application analysis.

– OBS: provides unlimited storage capacity, stores files in any format, and
caters to the needs of common users. It is mainly designed for scenarios
involving storage and analysis of massive amounts of data, query of
historical data details, analysis on a large number of behavior logs, and
statistical analysis on public transactions.

● Non-Huawei Cloud cluster: When mounting a PVC to a non-Huawei Cloud
cluster, ensure that the cluster provider must have the Storage Class functions.
For details, see Storage Classes.
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4.6.2 Mounting a Local Volume to a Container

Scenarios

There are four types of local volumes:

● hostPath: mounts a file directory of the host where the container is located to
the specified mount point of the container. For example, if the container
needs to access /etc/hosts, you can use hostPath volume to map /etc/hosts.

● emptyDir: applies to temporary data storage, disaster recovery, and runtime
data sharing. It will be deleted upon deletion or transfer of workload pods.
The lifecycle is the same as that of the container pod. When the pod is
deleted, the emptyDir volume is deleted and its data is lost.

● ConfigMap: After you mount a ConfigMap to a container, you can read the
ConfigMap data from the mount path of the container.

● Secret: After you mount a secret to a container, you can read the secret data
from the mount path of the container.

HostPath

HostPath is a path for mounting a file or directory from a host's file system into a
container. Such a volume is usually used to store containerized application logs
that need to be stored permanently or containerized applications that need to
access internal data structure of the Docker engine on the host.

Step 1 Set the basic container information by referring to Creating a Deployment,
Creating a StatefulSet, or Creating a DaemonSet. After setting the basic
container information, click Data Storage. On the Local Volumes tab page, click

.

Step 2 Set parameters for adding a local volume, as listed in Table 4-27.

Table 4-27 HostPath parameters

Parameter Description

Volume Type Select hostPath.

hostPath Path of the host to which the local volume is to be mounted,
for example, /etc/hosts.
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Parameter Description

Mount Path The path to which the data volume will be mounted.
NOTICE

● The container path cannot be a system directory, such as /
or /var/run. Otherwise, the container may not function properly.
You are advised to mount an empty directory into the container. If
the directory is not empty, ensure that the directory does not
contain any files that affect container startup. Otherwise, the files
will be replaced, making it impossible for the container to be
properly started. As a result, the application creation will fail.

● If the file system is mounted to a high-risk directory, you are
advised to use an account with minimum permissions to start the
container; otherwise, high-risk files on the host machine may be
damaged.

Subpath A subpath is used to mount a local volume so that the same
data volume is used in a single pod. If this parameter is left
blank, the root path is used.

Permissions ● Read-only: You can only read the file system mounted to
the path.

● Read/write: You can modify the file system mounted to
the path. Newly written data is not migrated during
container migration, which may cause data loss.

 

Step 3 You can add multiple settings. Click OK to complete the configuration.

----End

EmptyDir
emptyDir applies to temporary data storage, disaster recovery, and runtime data
sharing. It will be deleted upon deletion or transfer of workload pods.

Step 1 Set the basic container information by referring to Creating a Deployment,
Creating a StatefulSet, or Creating a DaemonSet. After setting the basic
container information, click Data Storage. On the Local Volumes tab page, click

.

Step 2 Set parameters for adding a local volume, as listed in Table 4-28.
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Table 4-28 EmptyDir parameters

Parameter Description

Volume Type Select emptyDir.

Medium ● Default: Data is stored in hard disks, which is applicable
to a large amount of data with low requirements on
reading and writing efficiency.

● Memory: You can select this option to improve the
running speed, but the storage capacity is subject to the
memory size. This mode applies to a small amount of
data with high requirements on reading and writing
efficiency.

Mount Path The path to which the data volume will be mounted.
NOTICE

● The container path cannot be a system directory, such as /
or /var/run. Otherwise, the container may not function properly.
You are advised to mount an empty directory into the container.
If the directory is not empty, ensure that the directory does not
contain any files that affect container startup. Otherwise, the
files will be replaced, making it impossible for the container to
be properly started. As a result, the application creation will fail.

● If the file system is mounted to a high-risk directory, you are
advised to use an account with minimum permissions to start
the container; otherwise, high-risk files on the host machine may
be damaged.

Subpath A subpath is used to mount a local volume so that the same
data volume is used in a single pod. If this parameter is left
blank, the root path is used.

Permissions ● Read-only: You can only read the file system mounted to
the path.

● Read/write: You can modify the file system mounted to
the path. Newly written data is not migrated during
container migration, which may cause data loss.

 

Step 3 You can add multiple settings. Click OK to complete the configuration.

----End

ConfigMap
ConfigMap is used to process workload configuration parameters. Before that, you
need to create ConfigMaps. For details, see ConfigMaps.

Step 1 Set the basic container information by referring to Creating a Deployment,
Creating a StatefulSet, or Creating a DaemonSet. After setting the basic
container information, click Data Storage. On the Local Volumes tab page, click

.
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Step 2 Set parameters for adding a local volume, as listed in Table 4-29.

Table 4-29 ConfigMap parameters

Parameter Description

Storage Type Select ConfigMap.

ConfigMap Select the desired ConfigMap name.
NOTE

A ConfigMap must be created in advance. For details, see
ConfigMaps.

Mount Path The path to which the data volume will be mounted.
NOTICE

● The container path cannot be a system directory, such as /
or /var/run. Otherwise, the container may not function properly.
You are advised to mount an empty directory into the container.
If the directory is not empty, ensure that the directory does not
contain any files that affect container startup. Otherwise, the
files will be replaced, making it impossible for the container to
be properly started. As a result, the application creation will fail.

● If the file system is mounted to a high-risk directory, you are
advised to use an account with minimum permissions to start
the container; otherwise, high-risk files on the host machine may
be damaged.

Subpath A subpath is used to mount a local volume so that the same
data volume is used in a single pod. If this parameter is left
blank, the root path is used.

Permissions Only Read-only is supported. You can only read the file
system in the container path.

 

Step 3 You can add multiple settings. Click OK to complete the configuration.

----End

Secret
Mount the data in the secret to the specified container. The content of the secret
is user-defined. Before that, you need to create a secret. For details, see Secrets.

Step 1 Set the basic container information by referring to Creating a Deployment,
Creating a StatefulSet, or Creating a DaemonSet. After setting the basic
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container information, click Data Storage. On the Local Volumes tab page, click
.

Step 2 Set parameters for adding a local volume, as listed in Table 4-30.

Table 4-30 Secret parameters

Parameter Description

Volume Type Select Secret.

Secrets Select the desired secret name.
NOTE

A secret must be created in advance. For details, see Secrets.

Mount Path The path to which the data volume will be mounted.
NOTICE

● The container path cannot be a system directory, such as /
or /var/run. Otherwise, the container may not function properly.
You are advised to mount an empty directory into the container.
If the directory is not empty, ensure that the directory does not
contain any files that affect container startup. Otherwise, the
files will be replaced, making it impossible for the container to
be properly started. As a result, the application creation will fail.

● If the file system is mounted to a high-risk directory, you are
advised to use an account with minimum permissions to start
the container; otherwise, high-risk files on the host machine may
be damaged.

Subpath A subpath is used to mount a local volume so that the same
data volume is used in a single pod. If this parameter is left
blank, the root path is used.

Permissions Only Read-only is supported. You can only read the file
system in the container path.

 

Step 3 You can add multiple settings. Click OK to complete the configuration.

----End

4.6.3 Mounting a Storage Volume to a Container
A PVC manages container storage volumes in multiple clouds in a unified manner.
The volumes can be mounted to containers based on actual requirements,
ensuring high reliability of applications.
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NO TICE

● After a multi-cluster PVC is created on the UCS console, a PVC with the same
name is created in each selected cluster. In addition, a PersistentVolume (PV) is
created and bound with the PVC. If you are not familiar with the relationship
among PVs, PVCs, and StorageClasses in Kubernetes, see Persistent Storage.

● You can modify or delete the PVCs automatically created by UCS in the cluster
console. However, if the PVC settings in the UCS console are not modified
accordingly, the modified or deleted PVCs will be re-created by UCS. Therefore,
you are advised to change the settings in the UCS console, not the cluster
console.

● To mount a PVC to a non-Huawei Cloud cluster, the cluster provider must
support the StorageClass resource to dynamically create storage volumes. Run
the following command to query the StorageClass configuration and the
interconnected backend storage resources of the cluster. For more information
about StorageClass, see Storage Classes.
kubectl get storageclass

Mounting a PVC to a Cloud Storage Volume

Step 1 Set the basic container information by referring to Creating a Deployment,
Creating a StatefulSet, or Creating a DaemonSet. After setting the basic
container information, click Data Storage. On the PersistentVolumeClaims
(PVCs) tab page, click .

Step 2 Select the target PVC. If no PVC is available, click Create PVC. For details about
related parameters, see Creating a PVC. Click OK.

Step 3 Set the container mount options.
● Set Mount Path to a path to which the data volume is mounted.
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NO TICE

– The container path cannot be a system directory, such as / or /var/run.
Otherwise, the container may not function properly. You are advised to
mount an empty directory into the container. If the directory is not empty,
ensure that the directory does not contain any files that affect container
startup. Otherwise, the files will be replaced, making it impossible for the
container to be properly started. As a result, the workload creation will fail.

– If the file system is mounted to a high-risk directory, you are advised to use
an account with minimum permissions to start the container; otherwise,
high-risk files on the host machine may be damaged.

● Set Subpath to a path of the data volume in the Kubernetes. It is the subpath
of the volume instead of the root path. If this parameter is left blank, the root
path is used.

● Set permissions.
– Read-only: You can only read the file system mounted to the path.
– Read/write: You can modify the file system mounted to the path. Newly

written data is not migrated during container migration, which may
cause data loss.

Step 4 You can add multiple PVCs.

----End

4.6.4 Creating a PVC

NO TICE

● After a multi-cluster PVC is created on the UCS console, a PVC with the same
name is created in each selected cluster. In addition, a PersistentVolume (PV) is
created and bound with the PVC. If you are not familiar with the relationship
among PVs, PVCs, and StorageClasses in Kubernetes, see Persistent Storage.

● You can modify or delete the PVCs automatically created by UCS in the cluster
console. However, if the PVC settings in the UCS console are not modified
accordingly, the modified or deleted PVCs will be re-created by UCS. Therefore,
you are advised to change the settings in the UCS console, not the cluster
console.

● To mount a PVC to a non-Huawei Cloud cluster, the cluster provider must
support the StorageClass resource to dynamically create storage volumes. Run
the following command to query the StorageClass configuration and the
interconnected backend storage resources of the cluster. For more information
about StorageClass, see Storage Classes.
kubectl get storageclass

Creating a PVC

Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Fleets.
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Step 2 On the Fleets tab page, click the name of the target fleet with federation enabled
to access its details page.

Step 3 Choose Storage in the navigation pane. On the PersistentVolumeClaims (PVCs)
tab page, click Create PVC in the upper right corner.

Step 4 Specify basic information.
● Name: Enter a unique name of a PVC to be added.
● Namespace: namespace to which the PVC will belong. If this parameter is not

specified, the default namespace is used.

● Cluster: Click . Select the cluster where the PVC is to be deployed.
– For details about the parameters for adding a Huawei Cloud cluster, see

Table 4-31.

Figure 4-14 Adding a Huawei Cloud cluster

– For details about the parameters for adding a non-Huawei Cloud cluster,
see Table 4-32.

Figure 4-15 Adding a non-Huawei Cloud cluster

Table 4-31 Adding a Huawei Cloud cluster

Parameter Description

Cluster Select a Huawei Cloud cluster.
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Parameter Description

Storage Class ● csi-disk: EVS disk. Specify the AZ and disk type.
– AZ: Specify the AZ where the EVS disk is located.

The supported EVS disk types may vary in
different AZs.

– EVS Disk Type: Available disk types are common
I/O, high I/O, and ultra-high I/O, and the storage
pools corresponding to the disk types are SATA,
SAS, and SSD.

● csi-nas: indicates SFS.
● csi-obs: indicates OBS. You need to specify the

instance type and object storage type, and add the
access key.
– Instance Type: an object bucket or a parallel file

system. Parallel file system is a high-performance
file system provided by OBS. It provides high-
performance object-based access.

– OBS Class: Standard and Infrequent access OBS
buckets are supported. OBS Infrequent Access is
highly reliable and cost-effective for real-time
access. It is ideal for storing data that is semi-
frequently accessed (less than 12 times a year).
The application scenarios include file
synchronization or sharing, and enterprise-level
backup.

Access Mode ● If csi-disk is selected, Access Mode must be set to
ReadWriteOnce, that is, the volume can be
mounted as read-write by only a single node.

● If csi-nas or csi-obs is selected, Access Mode must
be set to ReadWriteMany, that is, the volume can
be mounted as read-write by multiple nodes.

Capacity (GiB) The capacity of the created PVC cannot be less than 10
GiB.
Set this parameter only when csi-disk or csi-nas is
selected. If csi-obs is selected, the capacity is used on
demand and does not need to be set.

 

Table 4-32 Adding a non-Huawei Cloud cluster

Parameter Description

Cluster Select a non-Huawei Cloud cluster.

Storage Class The storage classes supported by a cluster depend on
the actual environment of the registered cluster. For
details, see Storage Classes.
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Parameter Description

Access Mode ● ReadWriteOnce (RWO): The PVC can be mounted
as read-write only by a single node.

● ReadWriteMany (RWX): The PVC can be mounted
as read-write by multiple nodes.

Capacity (GiB) The capacity of the created PVC cannot be less than 10
GiB.

Annotation Set key and value and click confirm to add.
Annotations are attached to PVCs in the form of key-
value pairs.

 

Step 5 The key and value can be added repeatedly to configure differentiated settings for
each cluster.

Step 6 Click OK. After the PVC is successfully created, you can click the PVC name to view
the details.

----End

Related Operations
You can also perform operations described in Table 4-33.

Table 4-33 Related operations

Operation Description

Creating a PVC from a
YAML file

Click Create from YAML in the upper right corner to
create a PVC from an existing YAML file.

Viewing details 1. Select the namespace to which the VPC will
belong.

2. (Optional) Search for a PVC by its name.
3. Click the PVC name to view its details, including

the basic information and deployment information
of each cluster.

4. On the PVC Details page, click View YAML in the
Cluster area to view or download YAML files of
PVCs deployed in each cluster.

Viewing the YAML file Click View YAML next to the PVC name to view the
YAML file of the current PVC.

Update (Expanding a
PVC)

1. Choose More > Update in the row where the
target PVC resides.

2. Modify the cluster deployment parameters based
on the PVC parameters, or click Expand to
expand the PVC.

3. Click OK to submit the modified information.
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Operation Description

Deleting a PVC Choose More > Delete in the row where the target
PVC resides, and click Yes.

Deleting PVCs in
batches

1. Select PVCs to be deleted.
2. Click Delete in the upper left corner.
3. Click Yes.

 

4.7 Namespaces
A namespace is an abstract integration of a group of resources and objects in a
cluster. Namespace-level resource quotas limit the amount of resources available
to teams or projects that use the same cluster.

Creating a Namespace

Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Fleets.

Step 2 On the Fleets tab page, click the name of the target fleet with federation enabled
to access its details page.

Step 3 Choose Namespaces in the navigation pane and click Create Namespace in the
upper right corner.

Step 4 Set namespace parameters based on Table 4-34.

Table 4-34 Parameters for creating a namespace

Parameter Description

Name Name of a namespace, which must be unique in a
cluster.

Label Add labels to namespaces and define different attributes
in the key-value pair format. You can learn the
characteristics of each namespace through these labels.

Annotation Add customized annotations to the namespace in the
key-value pair format.

Description Description of the namespace.

 

Step 5 When the configuration is complete, click OK.

After the creation is complete, you can click View YAML to view and download
the YAML file.

----End
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Using Namespaces

Namespaces can be used when creating Services, ingresses, and PVCs. The
following uses workload creation as an example to describe how a namespace is
used.

Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Fleets.

Step 2 On the Fleets tab page, click the name of the target fleet with federation enabled
to access its details page.

Step 3 Choose Workloads in the navigation pane. On the Deployments tab page that is
displayed by default, click Create from Image in the upper right corner.

Step 4 Set the basic information about the workload and select the namespace where the
workload is located.

Figure 4-16 Selecting a namespace

Step 5 Complete the configuration.

----End

Deleting a Namespace

NO TICE

● Deleting a namespace on the UCS console will delete the namespace with the
same name in each cluster as well as all data resources related to the
namespace. Exercise caution when performing this operation.

● To ensure that UCS runs properly, namespaces whose source is System or
Default cannot be deleted.

Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Fleets.

Step 2 On the Fleets tab page, click the name of the target fleet with federation enabled
to access its details page.

Step 3 Choose Namespaces in the navigation pane. In the namespace list, click Delete in
the row of the target namespace.

To delete multiple namespaces at a time, select the namespaces and click Delete
in the upper left corner.

Step 4 Click Yes as prompted.
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Figure 4-17 Deleting a namespace

----End

4.8 HPA Policy
Horizontal Pod Autoscaling (HPA) is a Kubernetes function that implements
horizontal auto scaling of pods. It dynamically adjusts the number of workload
pods based on the usage of workload resources. HPA supports system metrics
(CPU and memory, depending on the metrics API) or custom metrics (depending
on the custom metrics API).

For details about HPA working principles, see the Cloud Container Engine User
Guide.

Constraints
● At least one pod is available in the cluster for which an auto scaling policy is

to be created. If no pod is available, the system automatically performs pod
scale-out.

● A maximum of min(max(4, 2 x Number of current replicas), MaxReplicas)
pods can be added to a cluster at a time.

● To use HPA, add-ons that can provide metrics APIs, such as metrics-server or
Prometheus, must be installed in the cluster. If Prometheus is used, you need
to register Prometheus as the service that provides the metrics API. For
details, see Providing Resource Metrics

Procedure

Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Fleets.

Step 2 Click the name of the fleet with federation enabled. The fleet's details page is
displayed.

Step 3 Choose HPA Policies in the navigation pane, select the namespace to which the
HPA policy belongs, and click Create HPA Policy in the upper right corner.
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Figure 4-18 HPA Policy

Step 4 Set parameters.

Figure 4-19 Creating an HPA policy

● Policy Name: Name of the policy to be created, which must be unique.
● Namespace: namespace of the HPA policy, that is, the namespace where the

Deployment resides.
● Applicable Workload: workload for which a policy is to be created.
● Metric: system metric that triggers auto scaling. Select CPU or Memory.
● Trigger: Specify a trigger and its threshold. The threshold must be an integer.

You can select Use or Average Use.
– Usage: The unit is %. Usage = CPUs or memory used by pods/Requested

CPUs or memory.
– Average usage: When Metric is set to CPU, the unit is millicore. When

Metric is set to Memory, the unit is megabytes (MB).
● Tolerance: Fluctuation range of the actual value of monitoring metrics

compared with their target value. When the actual value exceeds the
fluctuation range, scaling is triggered. The value ranges from 0 to 1 and
contains a maximum of two decimal places. If the trigger is 80% CPU usage
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and the tolerance is 0.1, scale-out is triggered when the CPU usage is higher
than 72% and scale-in is triggered when the CPU usage is lower than 88%.

● Cooldown Period: scaling time window. After the policy is successfully
triggered, a scaling operation will not be triggered again in this cooling
interval.

● Target Cluster: Set the priority and pod range of the target clusters. Only the
clusters where the workload is deployed are displayed. A larger value
indicates a higher priority.

NO TICE

If the message Metric server not installed is displayed, install the metrics-server
add-on in the target cluster. For details, see Installing metrics-server.

Step 5 Click OK. After the policy is created, you can view it in the HPA policy list.

----End

Related Operations

You can also perform operations described in Table 4-35.

Table 4-35 Related operations

Operation Description

Viewing details 1. Select the namespace to which the HPA policy
belongs.

2. (Optional) Search for an HPA policy by its name.
3. Click the name of an HPA policy to view its details,

including basic information and policy information
of each cluster.

Viewing the YAML file Click View YAML in the row where the target HPA
policy resides to view the YAML file of the HPA policy.

Viewing events You can click View Event in the row where the target
HPA policy resides to view the current events of the
policy. Events are retained for one hour and then
automatically deleted.

Updating an HPA policy 1. Choose More > Update in the row where the
target HPA policy resides.

2. Modify information based on HPA policy
parameters.

3. Click OK to submit the modified information.

Deleting an HPA policy Choose More > Delete in the row where the target
HPA policy resides, and click Yes.
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Operation Description

Deleting HPA policies in
batches

1. Select the HPA policies to be deleted.
2. Click Delete in the upper left corner.
3. Click Yes.

 

Installing metrics-server
The metrics-server add-on is an aggregator for monitoring data of core cluster
resources. It can be easily installed in your clusters.

Step 1 Run the following command to install metrics-server:

kubectl apply -f https://github.com/kubernetes-sigs/metrics-server/releases/
latest/download/components.yaml

Step 2 Run the following command to check whether metrics-server is successfully
installed:

kubectl get deployment metrics-server -n kube-system

If information similar to the following is displayed, the installation is successful:

NAME             READY   UP-TO-DATE   AVAILABLE   AGE
metrics-server   1/1     1            1           6m

----End
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5 Image Repositories

UCS integrates Huawei Cloud SoftWare Repository for Containers (SWR), which
provides easy, secure, and reliable management over container images throughout
their lifecycles, facilitating the deployment of containerized applications.

SWR allows you to securely host and efficiently distribute images on the cloud to
smoothly run your services in containers. You do not need to build or maintain
image repositories.

Features
● Full lifecycle management of images

SWR manages the full lifecycle of your container images, including push, pull,
and deletion.

● Private image repository
Private image repository and fine-grained permission management allow you
to grant different access permissions, namely, read, write, and edit, to
different users.

● Image Acceleration
Acceleration technology developed by Huawei brings faster image pull for
CCE clusters during high concurrency.

● Automatic deployment update through triggers
Application deployment can be triggered automatically upon image tag
update. You only need to set a trigger for the desired image. Every time the
image tag is updated, the application deployed with this image will be
automatically updated.

Constraints

Attached clusters connected to UCS through a private network cannot download
images from SWR. Ensure your clusters can access the public network.

Pushing the Image

Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane on the left, choose Image
Repositories.
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Step 2 View the basic information about the image repository, as shown in Figure 5-1.
Click the image repository to access SWR.

Figure 5-1 Image repository

Step 3 For details about how to push an image to SWR, see Uploading an Image
Through a Container Engine Client.

----End

Using an Image

Clusters and federations managed by UCS allow you to create a workload by
pulling an image from the image repository. The following uses the CCE cluster
taken over by UCS as an example to shown you how to pull and use an image to
create a workload:

Step 1 Log in to the cluster console.

Step 2 In the navigation pane, choose Workloads and click Create from Image in the
upper right corner.

Step 3 In the Basic Info area, set workload parameters. Deployment is used as an
example.
● Workload Type: Select Deployment.
● Workload Name: Enter demo. The value can be customized.
● Pods: Set this parameter as required.
● Description: Enter the description of the workload.
● Time Zone Synchronization: Specify whether to enable this function. After

time zone synchronization is enabled, the container and node use the same
time zone. The time zone synchronization function depends on the local disk
mounted to the container. Do not modify or delete the time zone.

Step 4 In the Container Settings area, click Select Image.

On the My Images tab page, select the target image and click OK.

NO TICE

● If the selected image is a public image, you do not need to select an Image
Access Credential.

● If the selected image is a private image, you need to select an Image Access
Credential. Otherwise, the image cannot be pulled.
You can click Create Secret to create an image access credential. For details,
see Creating an Image Secret.
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Figure 5-2 Container settings

Step 5 Click Create Workload. For details about how to create a workload, see
Deployments.

----End

Creating an Image Secret

When a Huawei Cloud cluster is created, a secret named default-secret is
generated by default, which contains an access credential of SWR. Therefore, you
do not need to create an image secret again.

When an attached cluster uses SWR private images, you need to create an image
secret to pull SWR images. The procedure is as follows:

Step 1 Log in to the cluster console.

Step 2 In the navigation pane on the left, choose ConfigMaps and Secrets, and click the
Secrets tab.

Step 3 Click Create Secret and set parameters.

Figure 5-3 Creating a secret
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Table 5-1 Parameter description

Parameter Description

Name Name of the secret you create, which must be unique.

Namespace Namespace to which the secret belongs. If you do not specify
this parameter, the value default is used by default.

Description Description of a secret.

Secret Type Type of the new secret. kubernetes.io/dockerconfigjson
stores the authentication information required for pulling
images from a private repository.

Image
Repository
Address

The image repository address is swr.<Your
region>.myhuaweicloud.com. For example, the image
repository address for AP-Singapore is swr.ap-
southeast-3.myhuaweicloud.com. For details about available
SWR regions, see Regions and Endpoints.

Data Enter the username and password of the private image
repository. Workload secret data can be used in containers.
To obtain the username and password when using SWR,
perform the following steps:
1. Click the username in the upper right corner, choose My

Credentials > Access Keys, and click Create Access Key.
You can obtain the AK and SK information from the
credentials.csv file downloaded.
The AK/SK file can be downloaded only once. Keep it
secure. For more details about access keys, see Access Keys.

2. Log in to a Linux computer and run the following command
to obtain the login key ($AK and $SK are the AK/SK
obtained in the previous step.):
printf "$AK" | openssl dgst -binary -sha256 -hmac "$SK" |
od -An -vtx1 | sed 's/[ \n]//g' | sed 'N;s/\n//'

3. The username is [Regional project name]@[AK], for
example, ap-southeast-3@***.
The password is the login key obtained in 2.

Label Label of the secret. Enter a key-value pair and click Add.

----End
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6 Policy Center

6.1 Overview
The consistency of configuration and security policies is challenging the O&M
efficiency. To solve this problem, Huawei Cloud UCS provides the policy center
function implemented by the Gatekeeper based on the Open Policy Agent (OPA).
This function helps you define and execute consistent policies in multiple clusters
and unify the compliance status of resources.

You can create, manage, and monitor the implementation of policies across
multiple clusters (fleets). In this way, you can ensure that all clusters comply with
the same security and compliance requirements, thereby improving O&M
efficiency. This centralized policy management makes it easier for you to cope
with complex enterprise environments while ensuring that all resources are in
compliance at any time, achieving higher O&M efficiency and stronger security.

Advantages
The UCS Policy Center boasts the following advantages:

● Consistent policy management
A set of security compliance policies are applied to multiple container fleets
and clusters in a centralized and consistent manner.

● Assured resource security
Resources are continuously audited to ensure that they meet security
compliance requirements and do not violate policies.

● Global resource compliance view
The global resource compliance overview helps protect and manage cluster
resources.

6.2 Basic Concepts
Policy Definition

Before creating a policy instance, you need to define a policy definition, which
describes both the Rego that enforces the constrain and the schema of the
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constraint. The schema of a policy definition allows an admin to fine-tune the
behavior of a constraint, much like arguments to a function. The Rego code in a
policy definition describes the specific logic of enforcement and implements
different compliance rules based on your requirements. Policy definitions are
flexible. Admins can adjust policy behaviors based on actual requirements when
creating policy instances to meet compliance control requirements in different
scenarios.

For details, visit https://open-policy-agent.github.io/gatekeeper/website/docs/
constrainttemplates.

Here is an example policy definition that requires all labels described by the
constraint to be present:

apiVersion: templates.gatekeeper.sh/v1
kind: ConstraintTemplate
metadata:
  name: k8srequiredlabels
spec:
  crd:
    spec:
      names:
        kind: K8sRequiredLabels
      validation:
        # Schema for the `parameters` field
        openAPIV3Schema:
          type: object
          properties:
            labels:
              type: array
              items:
                type: string
  targets:
    - target: admission.k8s.gatekeeper.sh
      rego: |
        package k8srequiredlabels
        violation[{"msg": msg, "details": {"missing_labels": missing}}] {
          provided := {label | input.review.object.metadata.labels[label]}
          required := {label | label := input.parameters.labels[_]}
          missing := required - provided
          count(missing) > 0
          msg := sprintf("you must provide labels: %v", [missing])
        }

Policy Instances

Policy instances are used to inform Gatekeeper that the admin wants a
ConstraintTemplate to be enforced, and how. For details, visit https://open-policy-
agent.github.io/gatekeeper/website/docs/howto.

The following is an example of a policy instance that uses the previously
mentioned K8sRequiredLabels policy definition to ensure that the Gatekeeper
enforces the specified label on all namespaces:

apiVersion: constraints.gatekeeper.sh/v1beta1
kind: K8sRequiredLabels
metadata:
  name: ns-must-have-gk
spec:
  enforcementAction: deny
  match:
    kinds:
      - apiGroups: [""]
        kinds: ["Namespace"]
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  parameters:
    labels: ["gatekeeper"]

In this example, the K8sRequiredLabels policy defines and sets the action for
executing the policy to deny, which means that the Gatekeeper rejects requests
that violate the policy. The match field limits this policy instance to apply only to
namespace resources. In the parameters field, a label that must exist on the
resource is specified. In this example, the label is gatekeeper.

6.3 Quick Start: Using Policy Center to Implement
Kubernetes Resource Compliance Governance

Assume that you are a platform engineer of a large enterprise. You are responsible
for configuring and managing security policies for the entire infrastructure to
ensure compliance of the cluster resources. With the UCS Policy Center, you can:

● Create a unified policy instance that contains the security and compliance
regulations that all teams need to comply with. In this way, you can ensure
that all teams follow the same standards when using cluster resources.

● Deploy policies automatically as the system automatically applies these
policies to clusters, improving efficiency and accuracy.

● Monitor policy implementation and quickly detect and solve problems during
policy implementation.

This section describes how to use Policy Center to implement compliance
governance for Kubernetes resources. The process is as follows:

Enabling the Policy Center
Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Policy Center.

Step 2 Click Enable. The Enable Policy Management dialog box is displayed.

Step 3 Select a fleet or cluster from the drop-down list and click OK to return to the
policy center.
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You will see that the policy management is being enabled. Wait for about 3
minutes.

----End

Creating a Policy Instance
Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Policy Center.

Step 2 In the list, find the fleet or cluster for which the policy center function has been
enabled and click Create Policy Instance.

Step 3 Set the following parameters:

Figure 6-1 Creating policy instance

● Policy Definition: Select one from the 33 built-in policy definitions. This
section uses k8srequiredlabels as an example. This policy definition requires
resources to contain specified labels, with values matching the provided
regular expressions. In this example, the label key is set to owner, and the
regular expression is ^[a-zA-Z]+.agilebank.demo$.

● Policy Execution Mode: Interception and Alarm are supported. Interception
indicates that resources that do not compliant with the policy cannot be
created. Alarm indicates that resources that do compliant with the policy can
still be created. This section uses Interception as an example.

● Policy Type: Select the namespace where the policy takes effect. This section
uses default as an example.

Step 4 Click Create. After the policy is created, the system automatically distributes the
policy. If the distribution is successful, the policy instance takes effect in the
cluster.

----End

Verifying the Policy Instance
After the policy instance is successfully distributed, the action that complies with
the policy instance can be executed in the cluster. If the action that does not
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comply with the policy instance, the action will be rejected (depending on the
configured policy execution mode).

Create a pod in the cluster and define the label as owner: user.agilebank.demo.
The pod complies with the policy instance can be successfully created.

If the label defined in the policy instance is not included during pod creation, the
pod fails to be created, and the corresponding record is generated on the Non-
Compliant Resources tab page.

6.4 Enabling the Policy Center
When you use the policy center function for the first time, you need to enable it.
You can choose to enable this function for a fleet or only for clusters that have not
joined a fleet. After the policy center function is enabled, the system automatically
installs the Gatekeeper add-on for the fleet or cluster you select.

Constraints
● Only Huawei Cloud accounts or users with the UCS FullAccess permission can

enable Policy Center.
● After the policy center function is enabled, the system installs the Gatekeeper

add-on on the fleet or cluster. Note that the add-on occupies some cluster
resources (as shown in Table 6-1). Therefore, ensure the cluster has sufficient
resources. This will help ensure the smooth deployment of policy center
functions while avoiding negative impacts on the performance of existing
workloads.

Table 6-1 Resource usage of the Gatekeeper add-on

CPU Mem

Requests: 100m * 3
Limits: 1000m * 3

Requests: 256Mi * 3
Limits: 512Mi * 3
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* 3 indicates that there are three pods.

● When a fleet or cluster is being enabled, avoid performing any operations on
the fleet or cluster. Performing operations during the enabling process may
affect the enabling success.

Procedure
Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Policy Center.

Step 2 Click Enable. The Enable Policy Management dialog box is displayed.

Step 3 Select a fleet or cluster from the drop-down list and click OK to return to the
policy center.

You will see that the policy management is being enabled. Wait for about 3
minutes.

If The thorttling threshold has been reached: policy ip over ratelimit is
displayed when you enable the policy management function, traffic is limited
because a large number of clusters are enabled. Wait for a while and try again.

----End

6.5 Creating and Managing Policy Instances
A policy instance is an instruction set used to guide the Gatekeeper to execute a
specific policy definition and execution mode. They act as a collection of rules to
help you enforce security policies and consistency in a Kubernetes cluster. This
section describes how to create and manage policy instances.

Prerequisites
The policy center function has been enabled for a fleet or cluster.

Constraints
If you have deleted a policy instance from a cluster by running the kubectl
command, you need to delete the policy instance on the console and create a
policy instance again. In this way, the system delivers the new policy instance to
the cluster.
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Creating an Policy Instance
Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Policy Center.

Step 2 In the list, find the fleet or cluster for which the policy center function has been
enabled and click Create Policy Instance.

Step 3 Set the following parameters:

Figure 6-2 Create policy instance

● Policy Definition: Select one from the 33 built-in policy definitions to
configure resource audit rules for your clusters or fleets. Although custom
policy definitions are not supported currently, these predefined policy
definitions can basically meet your compliance and security requirements. For
details about policy definition, see Policy Definition Library.

● Policy Execution Mode: Interception and Alarm are supported. Interception
indicates that resources that do not compliant with the policy cannot be
created. Alarm indicates that resources that do compliant with the policy can
still be created.

● Policy Type: Select the namespace where the policy takes effect.

Step 4 Click Create. After the policy is created, the system automatically distributes the
policy. If the distribution is successful, the policy instance takes effect in the
cluster.

After the policy instance is successfully distributed, the action that complies with
the policy instance can be executed in the cluster. If the action that does not
comply with the policy instance is executed in the cluster, the action is rejected or
an alarm event is reported.

----End

Modifying or Deleting a Policy Instance
As a platform engineer, you usually need to periodically review and update policy
instances, or delete policy instances that are no longer used. To perform these
operations, perform the following steps:
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Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Policy Center.

Step 2 In the list, click the name of the fleet or cluster for which the policy center
function has been enabled. The details page is displayed.

Step 3 In the Policy Implementation Details area, click the Policy Instances tab.

Step 4 Locate the target policy instance and click Edit or Delete in the Operation
column to modify related parameters or delete the policy instance.

----End

6.6 Viewing the Policy Implementation Status
On the policy details page of a fleet or cluster, you can view the policy
implementation details and status, as well as non-compliant resources, alarm
events, and forcible interception events. You can evaluate cluster compliance
based on the data and take repair measures in a timely manner.

NO TE

Currently, it takes about 15 to 30 minutes to report non-compliant resource statistics.

6.7 Policy Definition

6.7.1 Policy Definition Library
We provide you with a preset policy definition library. With this library, you can
create specific policy instances and delegate the task of defining policy instance
details to individuals or teams with professional knowledge. This approach not
only isolates concerns, but also separates the logic of policy instances from their
definitions.

To help you better understand the working principle of a policy definition, each
preset policy definition contains the following three parts: an example policy
instance, which is used to show how to use the policy definition; a resource
definition that violates the policy instance, which is used to describe the resource
examples that do not meet the policy requirements. A resource definition that
meets the policy instance, which is used to display resource examples that meet
the policy requirements.

Each policy instance contains a match field, which defines the target object to
which the policy instance is applied. The match field specifies the resource type,
namespace, or other specific conditions to which the policy instance applies. This
ensures that the policy instance takes effect only on the objects that meet these
conditions.
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Table 6-2 defines 16 security policies, which are used to ensure the security of
clusters and resources. Table 6-3 defines 17 compliance policies, which are used to
meet different compliance requirements.

Table 6-2 Security policy definition

Policy
Definition

Type Level
of
Recom
menda
tion

Target
Object

Parameter

k8spspvolu
metypes

Securit
y

L3 Pod volumes: Array

k8spspallo
wedusers

Securit
y

L3 Pod exemptImages: String array
runAsUser
● rule: String
● ranges

– min: Integer
– max: Integer

runAsGroup
● rule: String
● ranges

– min: Integer
– max: Integer

supplementalGroups
● rule: String
● ranges

– min: Integer
– max: Integer

fsGroup
● rule: String
● ranges

– min: Integer
– max: Integer

k8spspselin
uxv2

Securit
y

L3 Pod allowedSELinuxOptions: Object
array, including four string
objects: level, role, type, and user.
exemptImages: String array

k8spspsecc
omp

Securit
y

L3 Pod allowedLocalhostFiles: Array
allowedProfiles: Array
exemptImages: String array
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Policy
Definition

Type Level
of
Recom
menda
tion

Target
Object

Parameter

k8spspread
onlyrootfile
system

Securit
y

L3 Pod exemptImages: String array

k8spspproc
mount

Securit
y

L3 Pod exemptImages: String array
procMount: String

k8spspprivi
legedcontai
ner

Securit
y

L3 Pod exemptImages: String array

k8spsphost
networking
ports

Securit
y

L3 Pod exemptImages: String array
hostNetwork
● max: Integer
● min: Integer

k8spsphost
namespace

Securit
y

L3 Pod None

k8spsphostf
ilesystem

Securit
y

L3 Pod allowedHostPaths
● pathPrefix: String

k8spspfsgr
oup

Securit
y

L3 Pod rule: The value is a character
string. MayRunAs, MustRunAs,
and RunAsAny are supported.
ranges
● max: Integer
● min: Integer

k8spspforbi
ddensysctls

Securit
y

L3 Pod allowedSysctls: Array
forbiddenSysctls: Array

k8spspflexv
olumes

Securit
y

L3 Pod allowedFlexVolumes: Array

k8spspcapa
bilities

Securit
y

L3 Pod allowedCapabilities: Array
exemptImages: String array
requiredDropCapabilities: Array

k8spspappa
rmor

Securit
y

L3 Pod allowedProfiles: Array
exemptImages: String array

k8spspallo
wprivilegee
scalationco
ntainer

Securit
y

L3 Pod exemptImages: String array
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Table 6-3 Definition of compliance policies

Policy
Definition

Type Level
of
Recom
menda
tion

Target
Object

Parameter

k8srequired
probes

Compli
ance

L1 Pod probes: Array
probeTypes: Array

k8srequired
labels

Compli
ance

L1 Deployme
nt

labels
● key/allowedRegex: Key-value

pair array
message: String

k8srequired
annotation
s

Compli
ance

L1 Pod annotations
● key/allowedRegex: Key-value

pair array
message: String

k8sreplicali
mits

Compli
ance

L1 Deployme
nt,
ReplicaSet,
and
CornJob

ranges
● min_replicas: Integer
● max_replicas: Integer

noupdatese
rviceaccoun
t

Compli
ance

L1 Pod allowedGroups: Array
allowedUsers: Array

k8simagedi
gests

Compli
ance

L1 Pod exemptImages: String array

k8sexternal
ips

Compli
ance

L1 Service allowedIPs: String array

k8sdisallow
edtags

Compli
ance

L1 Pod tags: String array
exemptImages: String array

k8srequired
resources

Compli
ance

L1 Pod exemptImages: String array
limits
● cpu
● memory
requests
● cpu
● memory
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Policy
Definition

Type Level
of
Recom
menda
tion

Target
Object

Parameter

k8scontain
erratios

Compli
ance

L1 Pod ratio: String
cpuRatio: String
exemptImages: String array

k8scontain
errequests

Compli
ance

L1 Pod cpu: String
memory: String
exemptImages: String array

k8scontain
erlimits

Compli
ance

L1 Pod cpu: String
memory: String
exemptImages: String array

k8sblockwil
dcardingres
s

Compli
ance

L1 Ingress None

k8sblockno
deport

Compli
ance

L1 Service None

k8sblocklo
adbalancer

Compli
ance

L1 Pod None

k8spspauto
mountservi
ceaccountt
okenpod

Compli
ance

L1 Pod None

k8sallowed
repos

Compli
ance

L1 Pod repos: String array

 

6.7.2 k8spspvolumetypes

Basic Information
● Policy type: security
● Recommended level: L3
● Effective resource type: Pod
● Parameter

volumes: Array

Function

The type of the volumes field in PodSecurityPolicy is restricted.
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Policy Example
The following policy instance shows the resource types for which the policy
definition takes effect. The volumes field of parameters defines the allowed
types.

apiVersion: constraints.gatekeeper.sh/v1beta1
kind: K8sPSPVolumeTypes
metadata:
  name: psp-volume-types
spec:
  match:
    kinds:
      - apiGroups: [""]
        kinds: ["Pod"]
  parameters:
    volumes:
    # - "*" # * may be used to allow all volume types
    - configMap
    - emptyDir
    - projected
    - secret
    - downwardAPI
    - persistentVolumeClaim
    #- hostPath #required for allowedHostPaths
    - flexVolume #required for allowedFlexVolumes

Resource Definition That Complies with the Policy
In the example, the types in volumes are within the preceding range and comply
with the policy.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: nginx-volume-types-allowed
  labels:
    app: nginx-volume-types
spec:
  containers:
  - name: nginx
    image: nginx
    volumeMounts:
    - mountPath: /cache
      name: cache-volume
  - name: nginx2
    image: nginx
    volumeMounts:
    - mountPath: /cache2
      name: demo-vol
  volumes:
  - name: cache-volume
    emptyDir: {}
  - name: demo-vol
    emptyDir: {}

Resource Definition That Does Not Comply with the Policy
In the example, the type (hostPath) in volumes is not within the preceding range
and does not comply with the policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: nginx-volume-types-disallowed
  labels:
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    app: nginx-volume-types
spec:
  containers:
  - name: nginx
    image: nginx
    volumeMounts:
    - mountPath: /cache
      name: cache-volume
  - name: nginx2
    image: nginx
    volumeMounts:
    - mountPath: /cache2
      name: demo-vol
  volumes:
  - name: cache-volume
    hostPath:
      path: /tmp # directory location on host
  - name: demo-vol
    emptyDir: {}

6.7.3 k8spspallowedusers

Basic Information
● Policy type: security
● Recommended level: L3
● Effective resource type: Pod
● Parameter

exemptImages: String array
runAsUser:
  rule: String
  ranges:
    - min: Integer
      max: Integer
runAsGroup:
  rule: String
  ranges:
    - min: Integer
      max: Integer
supplementalGroups:
  rule: String
  ranges:
    - min: Integer
      max: Integer
fsGroup:
  rule: String
  ranges:
    - min: Integer
      max: Integer

Function
Constrain the runAsUser, runAsGroup, supplementalGroups, and fsGroup fields
in PodSecurityPolicy.

Policy Example
The following policy instance shows the types of resources for which the policy
definition takes effect. parameters defines constraints on fields such as
runAsUser, runAsGroup, supplementalGroups, and fsGroup.

apiVersion: constraints.gatekeeper.sh/v1beta1
kind: K8sPSPAllowedUsers
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metadata:
  name: psp-pods-allowed-user-ranges
spec:
  match:
    kinds:
      - apiGroups: [""]
        kinds: ["Pod"]
  parameters:
    runAsUser:
      rule: MustRunAs # MustRunAsNonRoot # RunAsAny 
      ranges:
        - min: 100
          max: 200
    runAsGroup:
      rule: MustRunAs # MayRunAs # RunAsAny 
      ranges:
        - min: 100
          max: 200
    supplementalGroups:
      rule: MustRunAs # MayRunAs # RunAsAny 
      ranges:
        - min: 100
          max: 200
    fsGroup:
      rule: MustRunAs # MayRunAs # RunAsAny 
      ranges:
        - min: 100
          max: 200

Resource Definition That Complies with the Policy
In the example, parameters such as runAsUser are within the range and comply
with the policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: nginx-users-allowed
  labels:
    app: nginx-users
spec:
  securityContext:
    supplementalGroups:
      - 199
    fsGroup: 199
  containers:
    - name: nginx
      image: nginx
      securityContext:
        runAsUser: 199
        runAsGroup: 199

Resource Definition That Does Not Comply with the Policy
In the example, parameters such as runAsUser are not within the range and do
not comply with the policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: nginx-users-disallowed
  labels:
    app: nginx-users
spec:
  securityContext:
    supplementalGroups:
      - 250
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    fsGroup: 250
  containers:
    - name: nginx
      image: nginx
      securityContext:
        runAsUser: 250
        runAsGroup: 250

6.7.4 k8spspselinuxv2

Basic Information
● Policy type: security
● Recommended level: L3
● Effective resource type: Pod
● Parameter

allowedSELinuxOptions: Object array, including four string objects: level, role,
type, and user.
exemptImages: String array

Function
This policy constraints the SELinux configurations in a pod.

Policy Example
The following policy instance shows the types of resources for which the policy
definition takes effect. allowedSELinuxOptions in parameters defines the
allowed parameters.

apiVersion: constraints.gatekeeper.sh/v1beta1
kind: K8sPSPSELinuxV2
metadata:
  name: psp-selinux-v2
spec:
  match:
    kinds:
      - apiGroups: [""]
        kinds: ["Pod"]
  parameters:
    allowedSELinuxOptions:
      - level: s0:c123,c456
        role: object_r
        type: svirt_sandbox_file_t
        user: system_u

Resource Definition That Complies with the Policy
In the example, the parameters of seLinuxOptionsare displayed in the parameter
list and complies with the policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
    name: nginx-selinux-allowed
    labels:
        app: nginx-selinux
spec:
  containers:
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  - name: nginx
    image: nginx
    securityContext:
      seLinuxOptions:
        level: s0:c123,c456
        role: object_r
        type: svirt_sandbox_file_t
        user: system_u

Resource Definition That Does Not Comply with the Policy
In the example, the parameters of seLinuxOptions are not displayed in the
parameter list and does not comply with the policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
    name: nginx-selinux-disallowed
    labels:
        app: nginx-selinux
spec:
  containers:
  - name: nginx
    image: nginx
    securityContext:
      seLinuxOptions:
        level: s1:c234,c567
        user: sysadm_u
        role: sysadm_r
        type: svirt_lxc_net_t

6.7.5 k8spspseccomp

Basic Information
● Policy type: security
● Recommended level: L3
● Effective resource type: Pod
● Parameter

allowedLocalhostFiles: Array
allowedProfiles: Array
exemptImages: String array

Function
Constrains the seccomp.security.alpha.kubernetes.io/allowedProfileNames
annotation in PodSecurityPolicy.

Policy Example
The following policy instance shows the types of resources for which the policy
definition takes effect. allowedProfiles in parameters defines the allowed
annotations.

apiVersion: constraints.gatekeeper.sh/v1beta1
kind: K8sPSPSeccomp
metadata:
  name: psp-seccomp
spec:
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  match:
    kinds:
      - apiGroups: [""]
        kinds: ["Pod"]
  parameters:
    allowedProfiles:
    - runtime/default
    - docker/default

Resource Definition That Complies with the Policy
In the example, the value of the
container.seccomp.security.alpha.kubernetes.io/nginx annotation is in the
specified value list and complies with the policy definition.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: nginx-seccomp-allowed
  annotations:
    container.seccomp.security.alpha.kubernetes.io/nginx: runtime/default
  labels:
    app: nginx-seccomp
spec:
  containers:
  - name: nginx
    image: nginx

Resource Definition That Does Not Comply with the Policy
In the example, the value of the
container.seccomp.security.alpha.kubernetes.io/nginx annotation is not in the
configured value list and does not comply with the policy definition.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: nginx-seccomp-disallowed
  annotations:
    container.seccomp.security.alpha.kubernetes.io/nginx: unconfined
  labels:
    app: nginx-seccomp
spec:
  containers:
  - name: nginx
    image: nginx

6.7.6 k8spspreadonlyrootfilesystem

Basic Information
● Policy type: security
● Recommended level: L3
● Effective resource type: Pod
● Parameter

exemptImages: String array

Function
This policy constrains the readOnlyRootFilesystem field in PodSecurityPolicy.
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Policy Example
The following policy instances show the types of resources for which the policy
definition takes effect.

apiVersion: constraints.gatekeeper.sh/v1beta1
kind: K8sPSPReadOnlyRootFilesystem
metadata:
  name: psp-readonlyrootfilesystem
spec:
  match:
    kinds:
      - apiGroups: [""]
        kinds: ["Pod"]

Resource Definition That Complies with the Policy
In the example, the value of the readOnlyRootFilesystem field is true, which
complies with the policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: nginx-readonlyrootfilesystem-allowed
  labels:
    app: nginx-readonlyrootfilesystem
spec:
  containers:
  - name: nginx
    image: nginx
    securityContext:
      readOnlyRootFilesystem: true

Resource Definition That Does Not Comply with the Policy
In the example, the value of the readOnlyRootFilesystem field is false, which
does not comply with the policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: nginx-readonlyrootfilesystem-disallowed
  labels:
    app: nginx-readonlyrootfilesystem
spec:
  containers:
  - name: nginx
    image: nginx
    securityContext:
      readOnlyRootFilesystem: false

6.7.7 k8spspprocmount

Basic Information
● Policy type: security
● Recommended level: L3
● Effective resource type: Pod
● Parameter

exemptImages: String array
procMount: String
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Function

This policy constrains the allowedProcMountTypes field in PodSecurityPolicy.

Policy Example

The following policy instance shows the resource types for which the policy
definition takes effect. In parameters, the value of procMount is set to Default.

apiVersion: constraints.gatekeeper.sh/v1beta1
kind: K8sPSPProcMount
metadata:
  name: psp-proc-mount
spec:
  match:
    kinds:
      - apiGroups: [""]
        kinds: ["Pod"]
  parameters:
    procMount: Default

Resource Definition That Complies with the Policy

In the example, procMount in the securityContext field is Default, which
complies with the policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: nginx-proc-mount-disallowed
  labels:
    app: nginx-proc-mount
spec:
  containers:
  - name: nginx
    image: nginx
    securityContext:
      procMount: Default

Resource Definition That Does Not Comply with the Policy

In the example, the value of procMount in the securityContext field is
Unmasked, which does not comply with the policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: nginx-proc-mount-disallowed
  labels:
    app: nginx-proc-mount
spec:
  containers:
  - name: nginx
    image: nginx
    securityContext:
      procMount: Unmasked

6.7.8 k8spspprivilegedcontainer

Basic Information
● Policy type: security
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● Recommended level: L3
● Effective resource type: Pod
● Parameter

exemptImages: String array

Function

The privileged field in PodSecurityPolicy cannot be set to true.

Policy Example

The following policy instance shows the types of resources for which the policy
definition takes effect.

apiVersion: constraints.gatekeeper.sh/v1beta1
kind: K8sPSPPrivilegedContainer
metadata:
  name: psp-privileged-container
spec:
  match:
    kinds:
      - apiGroups: [""]
        kinds: ["Pod"]
    excludedNamespaces: ["kube-system"]

Resource Definition That Complies with the Policy

In the example, the value of privileged is set to false, which complies with the
policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: nginx-privileged-allowed
  labels:
    app: nginx-privileged
spec:
  containers:
  - name: nginx
    image: nginx
    securityContext:
      privileged: false

Resource Definition That Does Not Comply with the Policy

In the example, the value of privileged is set to true and does not comply with
the policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: nginx-privileged-disallowed
  labels:
    app: nginx-privileged
spec:
  containers:
  - name: nginx
    image: nginx
    securityContext:
      privileged: true
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6.7.9 k8spsphostnetworkingports

Basic Information
● Policy type: security

● Recommended level: L3

● Effective resource type: Pod

● Parameter
exemptImages: String array
hostNetwork: 
  max: Integer
  min: Integer

Function

The hostNetwork and hostPorts fields in PodSecurityPolicy are restricted.

Policy Example

The following policy instance shows the types of resources for which the policy
definition takes effect. If hostNetwork in parameters is set to true, the used port
must be within the specified port range.

apiVersion: constraints.gatekeeper.sh/v1beta1
kind: K8sPSPHostNetworkingPorts
metadata:
  name: psp-host-network-ports
spec:
  match:
    kinds:
      - apiGroups: [""]
        kinds: ["Pod"]
  parameters:
    hostNetwork: bool
    min: 80
    max: 9000

Resource Definition That Complies with the Policy

In the example, hostNetwork is set to false, which complies with the policy
instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: nginx-host-networking-ports-allowed
  labels:
    app: nginx-host-networking-ports
spec:
  hostNetwork: false
  containers:
  - name: nginx
    image: nginx
    ports:
    - containerPort: 9000
      hostPort: 80
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Resource Definition That Does Not Comply with the Policy
In the example, hostNetwork is set to true, but the port number is not in the
specified range, which does not comply with the policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: nginx-host-networking-ports-disallowed
  labels:
    app: nginx-host-networking-ports
spec:
  hostNetwork: true
  containers:
  - name: nginx
    image: nginx
    ports:
    - containerPort: 9001
      hostPort: 9001

6.7.10 k8spsphostnamespace

Basic Information
● Policy type: security
● Recommended level: L3
● Effective resource type: Pod
● Parameter: None

Function
The hostPID and hostIPC fields in PodSecurityPolicy are restricted.

Policy Example
The following policy instance shows the types of resources for which the policy
definition takes effect.

apiVersion: constraints.gatekeeper.sh/v1beta1
kind: K8sPSPHostNamespace
metadata:
  name: psp-host-namespace
spec:
  match:
    kinds:
      - apiGroups: [""]
        kinds: ["Pod"]

Resource Definition That Complies with the Policy
In the example, the values of hostPID and hostIPC are false, which complies with
the policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: nginx-host-namespace-allowed
  labels:
    app: nginx-host-namespace
spec:
  hostPID: false
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  hostIPC: false
  containers:
  - name: nginx
    image: nginx

Resource Definition That Does Not Comply with the Policy

In the example, the values of hostPID and hostIPC are true, which does not
comply with the policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: nginx-host-namespace-disallowed
  labels:
    app: nginx-host-namespace
spec:
  hostPID: true
  hostIPC: true
  containers:
  - name: nginx
    image: nginx

6.7.11 k8spsphostfilesystem

Basic Information
● Policy type: security

● Recommended level: L3

● Effective resource type: Pod

● Parameter
allowedHostPaths:
  readOnly: Boolean
  pathPrefix: String

Function

The parameters of the hostPath field in PodSecurityPolicy is restricted.

Policy Example

The following policy instance shows the types of resources for which the policy
definition takes effect. allowedHostPaths in parameters specifies the value of the
field.

apiVersion: constraints.gatekeeper.sh/v1beta1
kind: K8sPSPHostFilesystem
metadata:
  name: psp-host-filesystem
spec:
  match:
    kinds:
      - apiGroups: [""]
        kinds: ["Pod"]
  parameters:
    allowedHostPaths:
    - readOnly: true
      pathPrefix: "/foo"
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Resource Definition That Complies with the Policy

In the example, pathPrefix in hostPath starts with /foo, which complies with the
policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: nginx-host-filesystem
  labels:
    app: nginx-host-filesystem-disallowed
spec:
  containers:
    - name: nginx
      image: nginx
      volumeMounts:
        - mountPath: /cache
          name: cache-volume
          readOnly: true
  volumes:
    - name: cache-volume
      hostPath:
        path: /foo/bar

Resource Definition That Does Not Comply with the Policy

In the example, pathPrefix in hostPath starts with /tmp, which does not comply
with the policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: nginx-host-filesystem
  labels:
    app: nginx-host-filesystem-disallowed
spec:
  containers:
  - name: nginx
    image: nginx
    volumeMounts:
    - mountPath: /cache
      name: cache-volume
      readOnly: true
  volumes:
  - name: cache-volume
    hostPath:
      path: /tmp # directory location on host

6.7.12 k8spspfsgroup

Basic Information
● Policy type: security

● Recommended level: L3

● Effective resource type: Pod

● Parameter
rule: String. MayRunAs, MustRunAs, and RunAsAny are supported.
ranges
  max: Integer
  min: Integer
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Function
This policy ensures that the value of the fsGroup field in PodSecurityPolicy is
within a specified range.

Policy Example
The following policy instances show the types of resources for which the policy
definition takes effect.

apiVersion: constraints.gatekeeper.sh/v1beta1
kind: K8sPSPFSGroup
metadata:
  name: psp-fsgroup
spec:
  match:
    kinds:
      - apiGroups: [""]
        kinds: ["Pod"]
  parameters:
    rule: "MayRunAs" #"MustRunAs" #"MayRunAs", "RunAsAny"
    ranges:
    - min: 1
      max: 1000

Resource Definition That Complies with the Policy
In the example, the value of fsGroup is set to 500, which complies with the policy
instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: fsgroup-disallowed
spec:
  securityContext:
    fsGroup: 500 # directory will have group ID 500
  volumes:
    - name: fsgroup-demo-vol
      emptyDir: {}
  containers:
    - name: fsgroup-demo
      image: busybox
      command: ["sh", "-c", "sleep 1h"]
      volumeMounts:
        - name: fsgroup-demo-vol
          mountPath: /data/demo

Resource Definition That Does Not Comply with the Policy
In the example, the value of fsGroup is set to 2000, which does not comply with
the policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: fsgroup-disallowed
spec:
  securityContext:
    fsGroup: 2000   # directory will have group ID 2000
  volumes:
  - name: fsgroup-demo-vol
    emptyDir: {}
  containers:
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  - name: fsgroup-demo
    image: busybox
    command: [ "sh", "-c", "sleep 1h" ]
    volumeMounts:
    - name: fsgroup-demo-vol
      mountPath: /data/demo

6.7.13 k8spspforbiddensysctls

Basic Information
● Policy type: security
● Recommended level: L3
● Effective resource type: Pod
● Parameter

allowedSysctls: Array
forbiddenSysctls: Array

Function
The sysctls field in PodSecurityPolicy cannot be set to a name.

Policy Example
The following policy instance shows the resource types for which the policy
definition takes effect. forbiddenSysctls in parameters defines the names that
are not allowed in sysctls.

apiVersion: constraints.gatekeeper.sh/v1beta1
kind: K8sPSPForbiddenSysctls
metadata:
  name: psp-forbidden-sysctls
spec:
  match:
    kinds:
      - apiGroups: [""]
        kinds: ["Pod"]
  parameters:
    forbiddenSysctls:
    # - "*" # * may be used to forbid all sysctls
    - kernel.*

Resource Definition That Complies with the Policy
In the example, the name of sysctls complies with the policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: nginx-forbidden-sysctls-disallowed
  labels:
    app: nginx-forbidden-sysctls
spec:
  containers:
    - name: nginx
      image: nginx
  securityContext:
    sysctls:
      - name: net.core.somaxconn
        value: "1024"
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Resource Definition That Does Not Comply with the Policy
In the example, the name (kernel.msgmax) of sysctls does not comply with the
policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: nginx-forbidden-sysctls-disallowed
  labels:
    app: nginx-forbidden-sysctls
spec:
  containers:
    - name: nginx
      image: nginx
  securityContext:
    sysctls:
      - name: kernel.msgmax
        value: "65536"
      - name: net.core.somaxconn
        value: "1024"

6.7.14 k8spspflexvolumes

Basic Information
● Policy type: security
● Recommended level: L3
● Effective resource type: Pod
● Parameter

allowedFlexVolumes: Array

Function
This policy constrains the allowedFlexVolumes field type in PodSecurityPolicy.

Policy Example
The following policy instance shows the types of resources for which the policy
definition takes effect. The allowedFlexVolumes field in parameters defines the
allowed driver types.

apiVersion: constraints.gatekeeper.sh/v1beta1
kind: K8sPSPFlexVolumes
metadata:
  name: psp-flexvolume-drivers
spec:
  match:
    kinds:
      - apiGroups: [""]
        kinds: ["Pod"]
  parameters:
    allowedFlexVolumes: #[]
    - driver: "example/lvm"
    - driver: "example/cifs"

Resource Definition That Complies with the Policy
In the example, the types in flexVolume are within the preceding range and
comply with the policy instance.
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apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: nginx-flexvolume-driver-allowed
  labels:
    app: nginx-flexvolume-driver
spec:
  containers:
  - name: nginx
    image: nginx
    volumeMounts:
    - mountPath: /test
      name: test-volume
      readOnly: true
  volumes:
  - name: test-volume
    flexVolume:
      driver: "example/lvm"

Resource Definition That Does Not Comply with the Policy

In the example, the type in flexVolume is not within the allowed range defined
above, which does not comply with the policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: nginx-flexvolume-driver-disallowed
  labels:
    app: nginx-flexvolume-driver
spec:
  containers:
  - name: nginx
    image: nginx
    volumeMounts:
    - mountPath: /test
      name: test-volume
      readOnly: true
  volumes:
  - name: test-volume
    flexVolume:
      driver: "example/testdriver" #"example/lvm"

6.7.15 k8spspcapabilities

Basic Information
● Policy type: security
● Recommended level: L3
● Effective resource type: Pod
● Parameter

allowedCapabilities: Array
exemptImages: String array
requiredDropCapabilities: Array

Function

The allowedCapabilities and requiredDropCapabilities fields in
PodSecurityPolicy are restricted.
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Policy Example
The following policy instance shows the types of resources for which the policy
definition takes effect. The allowedCapabilities and requiredDropCapabilities
lists are defined in parameters.

apiVersion: constraints.gatekeeper.sh/v1beta1
kind: K8sPSPCapabilities
metadata:
  name: capabilities-demo
spec:
  match:
    kinds:
      - apiGroups: [""]
        kinds: ["Pod"]
    namespaces:
      - "default"
  parameters:
    allowedCapabilities: ["something"]
    requiredDropCapabilities: ["must_drop"]

Resource Definition That Complies with the Policy
In this example, the capabilities parameters comply with the policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: opa-allowed
  labels:
    owner: me.agilebank.demo
spec:
  containers:
    - name: opa
      image: openpolicyagent/opa:0.9.2
      args:
        - "run"
        - "--server"
        - "--addr=localhost:8080"
      securityContext:
        capabilities:
          add: ["something"]
          drop: ["must_drop", "another_one"]
      resources:
        limits:
          cpu: "100m"
          memory: "30Mi"

Resource Definition That Does Not Comply with the Policy
In this example, the capabilities parameters do not comply with the policy
instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: opa-disallowed
  labels:
    owner: me.agilebank.demo
spec:
  containers:
    - name: opa
      image: openpolicyagent/opa:0.9.2
      args:
        - "run"
        - "--server"
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        - "--addr=localhost:8080"
      securityContext:
        capabilities:
          add: ["disallowedcapability"]
      resources:
        limits:
          cpu: "100m"
          memory: "30Mi"

6.7.16 k8spspapparmor

Basic Information
● Policy type: security
● Recommended level: L3
● Effective resource type: Pod
● Parameter

allowedProfiles: Array
exemptImages: String array

Function

This policy constrains the AppArmor fields.

Policy Example

The following policy instance shows the types of resources for which the policy
definition takes effect. The allowedProfiles field of parameters defines the
allowed values.

apiVersion: constraints.gatekeeper.sh/v1beta1
kind: K8sPSPAppArmor
metadata:
  name: psp-apparmor
spec:
  match:
    kinds:
      - apiGroups: [""]
        kinds: ["Pod"]
  parameters:
    allowedProfiles:
    - runtime/default

Resource Definition That Complies with the Policy

In the example, the value of apparmor is within the allowed range defined above,
which complies with the policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: nginx-apparmor-allowed
  annotations:
    # apparmor.security.beta.kubernetes.io/pod: unconfined # runtime/default
    container.apparmor.security.beta.kubernetes.io/nginx: runtime/default
  labels:
    app: nginx-apparmor
spec:
  containers:
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  - name: nginx
    image: nginx

Resource Definition That Does Not Comply with the Policy
In the example, the value of apparmor is not within the allowed range defined
above, which does not comply with the policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: nginx-apparmor-disallowed
  annotations:
    # apparmor.security.beta.kubernetes.io/pod: unconfined # runtime/default
    container.apparmor.security.beta.kubernetes.io/nginx: unconfined
  labels:
    app: nginx-apparmor
spec:
  containers:
  - name: nginx
    image: nginx

6.7.17 k8spspallowprivilegeescalationcontainer

Basic Information
● Policy type: security
● Recommended level: L3
● Effective resource type: Pod
● Parameter

exemptImages: String array

Function
This policy sets the value of the allowPrivilegeEscalation field in
PodSecurityPolicy to false.

Policy Example
The following policy instances show the types of resources for which the policy
definition takes effect.

apiVersion: constraints.gatekeeper.sh/v1beta1
kind: K8sPSPAllowPrivilegeEscalationContainer
metadata:
  name: psp-allow-privilege-escalation-container
spec:
  match:
    kinds:
      - apiGroups: [""]
        kinds: ["Pod"]

Resource Definition That Complies with the Policy
In the example, the value of allowPrivilegeEscalation is false, which complies
with the policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
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metadata:
  name: nginx-privilege-escalation-allowed
  labels:
    app: nginx-privilege-escalation
spec:
  containers:
  - name: nginx
    image: nginx
    securityContext:
      allowPrivilegeEscalation: false

Resource Definition That Does Not Comply with the Policy
In the example, the value of allowPrivilegeEscalation is not false, which does not
comply with the policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: nginx-privilege-escalation-disallowed
  labels:
    app: nginx-privilege-escalation
spec:
  containers:
  - name: nginx
    image: nginx
    securityContext:
      allowPrivilegeEscalation: true

6.7.18 k8srequiredprobes

Basic Information
● Policy type: compliance
● Recommended level: L1
● Effective resource type: Pod
● Parameter

probes: Array
probeTypes: Array

Function
Pods must have readiness or liveness probes.

Policy Example
The following policy instance displays the resource types for which the policy
definition takes effect. The parameters area displays the probes and probeTypes.

apiVersion: constraints.gatekeeper.sh/v1beta1
kind: K8sRequiredProbes
metadata:
  name: must-have-probes
spec:
  match:
    kinds:
      - apiGroups: [""]
        kinds: ["Pod"]
  parameters:
    probes: ["readinessProbe", "livenessProbe"]
    probeTypes: ["tcpSocket", "httpGet", "exec"]
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Resource Definition That Complies with the Policy
The pod contains livenessProbe and readinessProbe, and the probe type is
tcpSocket, which complies with the policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: test-pod1
spec:
  containers:
  - name: tomcat
    image: tomcat
    ports:
    - containerPort: 8080
    livenessProbe:
      tcpSocket:
        port: 80
      initialDelaySeconds: 5
      periodSeconds: 10
    readinessProbe:
      tcpSocket:
        port: 8080
      initialDelaySeconds: 5
      periodSeconds: 10
  volumes:
  - name: cache-volume
    emptyDir: {}

Resource Definition That Does Not Comply with the Policy
The pod contains livenessProbe, but probeType is not defined, which does not
comply with the policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: test-pod1
spec:
  containers:
  - name: nginx-1
    image: nginx:1.7.9
    ports:
    - containerPort: 80
    livenessProbe:
      # tcpSocket:
      #   port: 80
      # initialDelaySeconds: 5
      # periodSeconds: 10
    volumeMounts:
    - mountPath: /tmp/cache
      name: cache-volume
  - name: tomcat
    image: tomcat
    ports:
    - containerPort: 8080
    readinessProbe:
      tcpSocket:
        port: 8080
      initialDelaySeconds: 5
      periodSeconds: 10
  volumes:
  - name: cache-volume
    emptyDir: {}
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6.7.19 k8srequiredlabels

Basic Information
● Policy type: compliance
● Recommended level: L1
● Effective resource type: *
● Parameter

labels: array of key-value pairs, key/allowedRegex
  key: a8r.io/owner
    # Matches email address or github user
    allowedRegex: ^([A-Za-z0-9._%+-]+@[A-Za-z0-9.-]+\.[A-Za-z]{2,6}|[a-z]{1,39})$

Function
The resource must contain the specified tag whose value matches the provided
regular expression.

Policy Example
The following policy instance shows the resource types for which the policy
definition takes effect. The parameters specifies the restrictions for message and
labels.

apiVersion: constraints.gatekeeper.sh/v1beta1
kind: K8sRequiredLabels
metadata:
  name: all-must-have-owner
spec:
  match:
    kinds:
      - apiGroups: [""]
        kinds: ["Namespace"]
  parameters:
    message: "All namespaces must have an `owner` label that points to your company username"
    labels:
      - key: owner
        allowedRegex: "^[a-zA-Z]+.agilebank.demo$"

Resource Definition That Complies with the Policy
The example contains the label defined in the policy instance, which complies with
the policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Namespace
metadata:
  name: allowed-namespace
  labels:
    owner: user.agilebank.demo

Resource Definition That Does Not Comply with the Policy
The example does not contain the label defined in the policy instance, which does
not comply with the policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Namespace
metadata:
  name: disallowed-namespace
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6.7.20 k8srequiredannotations

Basic Information
● Policy type: compliance
● Recommended level: L1
● Effective resource type: *
● Parameter

annotations: array of key-value pairs, key/allowedRegex
  key: a8r.io/owner
    # Matches email address or github user
    allowedRegex: ^([A-Za-z0-9._%+-]+@[A-Za-z0-9.-]+\.[A-Za-z]{2,6}|[a-z]{1,39})$

Function
The resource must contain the specified annotations, and the value must match
the provided regular expression.

Policy Example
The following policy instance shows the resource types for which the policy
definition takes effect. Parameters specifies the message and annotations
constraints.

apiVersion: constraints.gatekeeper.sh/v1beta1
kind: K8sRequiredAnnotations
metadata:
  name: all-must-have-certain-set-of-annotations
spec:
  match:
    kinds:
      - apiGroups: [""]
        kinds: ["Service"]
  parameters:
    message: "All services must have a `a8r.io/owner` and `a8r.io/runbook` annotations."
    annotations:
      - key: a8r.io/owner
        # Matches email address or github user
        allowedRegex: ^([A-Za-z0-9._%+-]+@[A-Za-z0-9.-]+\.[A-Za-z]{2,6}|[a-z]{1,39})$
      - key: a8r.io/runbook
        # Matches urls including or not http/https
        allowedRegex: ^(http:\/\/www\.|https:\/\/www\.|http:\/\/|https:\/\/)?[a-z0-9]+([\-\.]{1}[a-z0-9]+)*\.[a-z]
{2,5}(:[0-9]{1,5})?(\/.*)?$

Resource Definition That Complies with the Policy
The annotations in the example comply with the policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Service
metadata:
  name: allowed-service
  annotations:
    a8r.io/owner: "dev-team-alfa@contoso.com"
    a8r.io/runbook: "https://confluence.contoso.com/dev-team-alfa/runbooks"
spec:
  ports:
  - name: http
    port: 80
    targetPort: 8080
  selector:
    app: foo
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Resource Definition That Does Not Comply with the Policy
In the example, no value is configured for annotations, which does not comply
with the policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Service
metadata:
  name: disallowed-service
spec:
  ports:
  - name: http
    port: 80
    targetPort: 8080
  selector:
    app: foo

6.7.21 k8sreplicalimits

Basic Information
● Policy type: compliance
● Recommended level: L1
● Effective resource type: *
● Parameter

ranges:
  min_replicas: Integer
  min_replicas: Integer

Function
Objects (such as Deployments and ReplicaSets) with the spec.replicas field must
be within the defined range.

Policy Example
The following policy instance shows the resource types for which the policy
definition takes effect. The value of parameters ranges from 3 to 50.

apiVersion: constraints.gatekeeper.sh/v1beta1
kind: K8sReplicaLimits
metadata:
  name: replica-limits
spec:
  match:
    kinds:
      - apiGroups: ["apps"]
        kinds: ["Deployment"]
  parameters:
    ranges:
    - min_replicas: 3
      max_replicas: 50

Resource Definition That Complies with the Policy
Replicas is set to 3, which complies with the policy instance.

apiVersion: apps/v1
kind: Deployment
metadata:
  name: allowed-deployment
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spec:
  selector:
    matchLabels:
      app: nginx
  replicas: 3
  template:
    metadata:
      labels:
        app: nginx
    spec:
      containers:
      - name: nginx
        image: nginx:1.14.2
        ports:
        - containerPort: 80

Resource Definition That Does Not Comply with the Policy
Replicas is set to 100, which does not comply with the policy instance.

apiVersion: apps/v1
kind: Deployment
metadata:
  name: disallowed-deployment
spec:
  selector:
    matchLabels:
      app: nginx
  replicas: 100
  template:
    metadata:
      labels:
        app: nginx
    spec:
      containers:
      - name: nginx
        image: nginx:1.14.2
        ports:
        - containerPort: 80

6.7.22 noupdateserviceaccount

Basic Information
● Policy type: compliance
● Recommended level: L1
● Effective resource type: *
● Parameter

allowedGroups: Array
allowedUsers: Array

Function
The resources that are not in the whitelist are rejected to update ServiceAccount.

Policy Example
The following policy instance shows the types of resources for which the policy
definition takes effect. pararmeters defines the allowed group list allowedGroups
and allowed user list allowedUsers.
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# IMPORTANT: Before deploying this policy, make sure you allow-list any groups
# or users that need to deploy workloads to kube-system, such as cluster-
# lifecycle controllers, addon managers, etc. Such controllers may need to
# update service account names during automated rollouts (e.g. of refactored
# configurations). You can allow-list them with the allowedGroups and
# allowedUsers properties of the NoUpdateServiceAccount Constraint.
apiVersion: constraints.gatekeeper.sh/v1beta1
kind: NoUpdateServiceAccount
metadata:
  name: no-update-kube-system-service-account
spec:
  match:
    namespaces: ["kube-system"]
    kinds:
    - apiGroups: [""]
      kinds:
      # You can optionally add "Pod" here, but it is unnecessary because
      # Pod service account immutability is enforced by the Kubernetes API.
      - "ReplicationController"
    - apiGroups: ["apps"]
      kinds:
      - "ReplicaSet"
      - "Deployment"
      - "StatefulSet"
      - "DaemonSet"
    - apiGroups: ["batch"]
      kinds:
      # You can optionally add "Job" here, but it is unnecessary because
      # Job service account immutability is enforced by the Kubernetes API.
      - "CronJob"
  parameters:
    allowedGroups: []
    allowedUsers: []

Resource Definition That Complies with the Policy
The ServiceAccount is not updated, which complies with the policy instance.

# Note: The gator tests currently require exactly one object per example file.
# Since this is an update-triggered policy, at least two objects are technically
# required to demonstrate it. Due to the gator requirement, we only have one
# object below. The policy should allow changing everything but the
# serviceAccountName field.
kind: Deployment
apiVersion: apps/v1
metadata:
  name: policy-test
  namespace: kube-system
  labels:
    app: policy-test
spec:
  replicas: 1
  selector:
    matchLabels:
      app: policy-test-deploy
  template:
    metadata:
      labels:
        app: policy-test-deploy
    spec:
      # Changing anything except this field should be allowed by the policy.
      serviceAccountName: policy-test-sa-1
      containers:
      - name: policy-test
        image: ubuntu
        command:
        - /bin/bash
        - -c
        - sleep 99999
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6.7.23 k8simagedigests

Basic Information
● Policy type: compliance
● Recommended level: L1
● Effective resource type: Pod
● Parameter

exemptImages: String array

Function

The container image must contain digest.

Policy Example

The following policy instance shows the types of resources for which the policy
definition takes effect.

apiVersion: constraints.gatekeeper.sh/v1beta1
kind: K8sImageDigests
metadata:
  name: container-image-must-have-digest
spec:
  match:
    kinds:
      - apiGroups: [""]
        kinds: ["Pod"]
    namespaces:
      - "default"

Resource Definition That Complies with the Policy

The container image contains digest, which complies with the policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: opa-allowed
spec:
  containers:
    - name: opa
      image: openpolicyagent/opa:
0.9.2@sha256:04ff8fce2afd1a3bc26260348e5b290e8d945b1fad4b4c16d22834c2f3a1814a

Resource Definition That Does Not Comply with the Policy

The container image does not contain digest, which does not comply with the
policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: opa-disallowed
spec:
  containers:
    - name: opa
      image: openpolicyagent/opa:0.9.2
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6.7.24 k8sexternalips

Basic Information
● Policy type: compliance
● Recommended level: L1
● Effective resource type: Service
● Parameter

allowedIPs: String array

Function
The value of the external IP must be a list of allowed IP addresses.

Policy Example
The external IP of the Service can only be the IP address defined in allowedIPs.

apiVersion: constraints.gatekeeper.sh/v1beta1
kind: K8sExternalIPs
metadata:
  name: external-ips
spec:
  match:
    kinds:
      - apiGroups: [""]
        kinds: ["Service"]
  parameters:
    allowedIPs:
      - "203.0.113.0"

Resource Definition That Complies with the Policy
The IP addresses in externalIPs are those in the allowed IP address list and
comply with the policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Service
metadata:
  name: allowed-external-ip
spec:
  selector:
    app: MyApp
  ports:
    - name: http
      protocol: TCP
      port: 80
      targetPort: 8080
  externalIPs:
    - 203.0.113.0

Resource Definition That Does Not Comply with the Policy
The IP address in externalIPs is not in the allowed IP address list, which does not
comply with the policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Service
metadata:
  name: disallowed-external-ip
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spec:
  selector:
    app: MyApp
  ports:
  - name: http
    protocol: TCP
    port: 80
    targetPort: 8080
  externalIPs:
    - 1.1.1.1

6.7.25 k8sdisallowedtags

Basic Information
● Policy type: compliance
● Recommended level: L1
● Effective resource type: Pod
● Parameter

tags: String array
exemptImages: String array

Function
This policy constrains the container image tag.

Policy Example
The following policy instance shows the types of resources for which the policy
definition takes effect. pararmeters indicates that the container image tag cannot
be latest.

apiVersion: constraints.gatekeeper.sh/v1beta1
kind: K8sDisallowedTags
metadata:
  name: container-image-must-not-have-latest-tag
spec:
  match:
    kinds:
      - apiGroups: [""]
        kinds: ["Pod"]
    namespaces:
      - "default"
  parameters:
    tags: ["latest"]
    exemptImages: ["openpolicyagent/opa-exp:latest", "openpolicyagent/opa-exp2:latest"] 

Resource Definition That Complies with the Policy
The container image tag is not latest, which complies with the policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: opa-allowed
spec:
  containers:
    - name: opa
      image: openpolicyagent/opa:0.9.2
      args:
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        - "run"
        - "--server"
        - "--addr=localhost:8080"

Resource Definition That Does Not Comply with the Policy
The container image tag is latest, which does not comply with the policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: opa-disallowed-2
spec:
  containers:
    - name: opa
      image: openpolicyagent/opa:latest
      args:
        - "run"
        - "--server"
        - "--addr=localhost:8080"

6.7.26 k8sdisallowanonymous

Basic Information
● Policy type: compliance
● Recommended level: L1
● Effective resource type: RoleBinding and ClusterRoleBinding
● Parameter

allowedRoles: String array

Function
ClusterRole and Role that are not in the whitelist cannot be associated with
system:anonymous User and system:unauthenticated Group.

Policy Example
The policy instance shows that ClusterRole and Role resources can be associated
only with roles defined in allowedRoles.

apiVersion: constraints.gatekeeper.sh/v1beta1
kind: K8sDisallowAnonymous
metadata:
  name: no-anonymous
spec:
  match:
    kinds:
      - apiGroups: ["rbac.authorization.k8s.io"]
        kinds: ["ClusterRoleBinding"]
      - apiGroups: ["rbac.authorization.k8s.io"]
        kinds: ["RoleBinding"]
  parameters:
    allowedRoles: 
      - cluster-role-1

Resource Definition That Complies with the Policy
ClusterRole is associated with cluster-role-1 Role and complies with the policy
instance.
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apiVersion: rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1
kind: ClusterRoleBinding
metadata:
  name: cluster-role-binding-1
roleRef:
  apiGroup: rbac.authorization.k8s.io
  kind: ClusterRole
  name: cluster-role-1
subjects:
- apiGroup: rbac.authorization.k8s.io
  kind: Group
  name: system:authenticated
- apiGroup: rbac.authorization.k8s.io
  kind: Group
  name: system:unauthenticated

Resource Definition That Does Not Comply with the Policy
ClusterRole is associated with cluster-role-2 Role, which does not comply with
the policy instance.
apiVersion: rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1
kind: ClusterRoleBinding
metadata:
  name: cluster-role-binding-2
roleRef:
  apiGroup: rbac.authorization.k8s.io
  kind: ClusterRole
  name: cluster-role-2
subjects:
- apiGroup: rbac.authorization.k8s.io
  kind: Group
  name: system:authenticated
- apiGroup: rbac.authorization.k8s.io
  kind: Group
  name: system:unauthenticated

6.7.27 k8srequiredresources

Basic Information
● Policy type: compliance
● Recommended level: L1
● Effective resource type: Pod
● Parameter

exemptImages: String array
limits
  cpu
  memory
requests
  cpu
  memory

Function
This policy constrains container resource usage.

Policy Example
The memory Limit, CPU, and memory Request must be configured.
apiVersion: constraints.gatekeeper.sh/v1beta1
kind: K8sRequiredResources
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metadata:
  name: container-must-have-cpu-requests-memory-limits-and-requests
spec:
  match:
    kinds:
      - apiGroups: [""]
        kinds: ["Pod"]
  parameters:
    limits:
      - memory
    requests:
      - cpu
      - memory

Resource Definition That Complies with the Policy
The configured memory Limit, CPU, and memory Request comply with the policy
instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: opa-allowed
  labels:
    owner: me.agilebank.demo
spec:
  containers:
    - name: opa
      image: openpolicyagent/opa:0.9.2
      args:
        - "run"
        - "--server"
        - "--addr=localhost:8080"
      resources:
        limits:
          cpu: "100m"
          memory: "1Gi"
        requests:
          cpu: "100m"
          memory: "1Gi"

Resource Definition That Does Not Comply with the Policy
The memory Limit, CPU, and memory Request are not configured, which does not
comply with the policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: opa-disallowed
  labels:
    owner: me.agilebank.demo
spec:
  containers:
    - name: opa
      image: openpolicyagent/opa:0.9.2
      args:
        - "run"
        - "--server"
        - "--addr=localhost:8080"
      resources:
        limits:
          memory: "2Gi"k8sexternalips
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6.7.28 k8scontainerratios

Basic Information
● Policy type: compliance
● Recommended level: L1
● Effective resource type: Service
● Parameter

ratio: String
cpuRatio: String
exemptImages: String array

Function

The value of externalIP must be an allowed IP address.

Policy Example

The externalIP of a Service can only be the IP address defined in allowedIPs.

apiVersion: constraints.gatekeeper.sh/v1beta1
kind: K8sExternalIPs
metadata:
  name: external-ips
spec:
  match:
    kinds:
      - apiGroups: [""]
        kinds: ["Service"]
  parameters:
    allowedIPs:
      - "203.0.113.0"

Resource Definition That Complies with the Policy

The IP addresses in externalIPs are those in the allowed IP address list and
comply with the policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Service
metadata:
  name: allowed-external-ip
spec:
  selector:
    app: MyApp
  ports:
    - name: http
      protocol: TCP
      port: 80
      targetPort: 8080
  externalIPs:
    - 203.0.113.0

Resource Definition That Does Not Comply with the Policy

The IP address in externalIPs is not in the allowed IP address list, which does not
comply with the policy instance.
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apiVersion: v1
kind: Service
metadata:
  name: disallowed-external-ip
spec:
  selector:
    app: MyApp
  ports:
  - name: http
    protocol: TCP
    port: 80
    targetPort: 8080
  externalIPs:
    - 1.1.1.1

6.7.29 k8scontainerrequests

Basic Information
● Policy type: compliance
● Recommended level: L1
● Effective resource type: Pod
● Parameter

cpu: String
memory: String
exemptImages: String array

Function
This policy requires the CPU and memory Request be set and less than the
configured maximum value.

Policy Example
This policy instance shows the Request configuration of CPU and memory.

apiVersion: constraints.gatekeeper.sh/v1beta1
kind: K8sContainerRequests
metadata:
  name: container-must-have-requests
spec:
  match:
    kinds:
      - apiGroups: [""]
        kinds: ["Pod"]
  parameters:
    cpu: "200m"
    memory: "1Gi"

Resource Definition That Complies with the Policy
Request of the CPU and memory are less than the configured maximum value,
which complies with the policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: opa-allowed
  labels:
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    owner: me.agilebank.demo
spec:
  containers:
    - name: opa
      image: openpolicyagent/opa:0.9.2
      args:
        - "run"
        - "--server"
        - "--addr=localhost:8080"
      resources:
        requests:
          cpu: "100m"
          memory: "1Gi"

Resource Definition That Does Not Comply with the Policy
The memory Request is greater than the maximum value, which does not comply
with the policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: opa-disallowed
  labels:
    owner: me.agilebank.demo
spec:
  containers:
    - name: opa
      image: openpolicyagent/opa:0.9.2
      args:
        - "run"
        - "--server"
        - "--addr=localhost:8080"
      resources:
        requests:
          cpu: "100m"
          memory: "2Gi"

6.7.30 k8scontainerlimits

Basic Information
● Policy type: compliance
● Recommended level: L1
● Effective resource type: Pod
● Parameter

cpu: String
memory: String
exemptImages: String array

Function
The CPU and memory Limit must be set for the container and must be less than
the maximum values.

Policy Example
The example shows that the maximum CPU usage of the matched object is 200
MB and the maximum memory usage is 1 GB.
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apiVersion: constraints.gatekeeper.sh/v1beta1
kind: K8sContainerLimits
metadata:
  name: container-must-have-limits
spec:
  match:
    kinds:
      - apiGroups: [""]
        kinds: ["Pod"]
  parameters:
    cpu: "200m"
    memory: "1Gi"

Resource Definition That Complies with the Policy
Limit of the CPU and memory complies with the policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: opa-allowed
  labels:
    owner: me.agilebank.demo
spec:
  containers:
    - name: opa
      image: openpolicyagent/opa:0.9.2
      args:
        - "run"
        - "--server"
        - "--addr=localhost:8080"
      resources:
        limits:
          cpu: "100m"
          memory: "1Gi"

Resource Definition That Does Not Comply with the Policy
The memory Limit exceeds the maximum value, which does not comply with the
policy instance.

6.7.31 k8sblockwildcardingress

Basic Information
● Policy type: compliance
● Recommended level: L1
● Effective resource type: Ingress
● Parameter: None

Function
Do not configure a blank or wildcard host name for the ingress.

Policy Example
shows the effective type of the policy definition.

apiVersion: constraints.gatekeeper.sh/v1beta1
kind: K8sBlockWildcardIngress
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metadata:
  name: block-wildcard-ingress
spec:
  match:
    kinds:
      - apiGroups: ["extensions", "networking.k8s.io"]
        kinds: ["Ingress"]

Resource Definition That Complies with the Policy
The host name configured for the ingress is not blank or wildcard, which complies
with the policy instance.

apiVersion: networking.k8s.io/v1
kind: Ingress
metadata:
  name: non-wildcard-ingress
spec:
  rules:
  - host: 'myservice.example.com'
    http:
      paths:
      - pathType: Prefix
        path: "/"
        backend:
          service:
            name: example
            port:
              number: 80

Resource Definition That Does Not Comply with the Policy
The host name configured for the ingress is empty, which does not comply with
the policy instance.

apiVersion: networking.k8s.io/v1
kind: Ingress
metadata:
  name: wildcard-ingress
spec:
  rules:
  - host: ''
    http:
      paths:
      - pathType: Prefix
        path: "/"
        backend:
          service:
            name: example
            port:
              number: 80
apiVersion: networking.k8s.io/v1
kind: Ingress
metadata:
  name: wildcard-ingress
spec:
  rules:
  # Omitted host field counts as a wildcard too
  - http:
      paths:
      - pathType: Prefix
        path: "/"
        backend:
          service:
            name: example
            port:
              number: 80
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The host name configured for the ingress contains the wildcard (*), which does
not comply with the policy instance.

apiVersion: networking.k8s.io/v1
kind: Ingress
metadata:
  name: wildcard-ingress
spec:
  rules:
  - host: '*.example.com'
    http:
      paths:
      - pathType: Prefix
        path: "/"
        backend:
          service:
            name: example
            port:
              number: 80

6.7.32 k8sblocknodeport

Basic Information
● Policy type: compliance
● Recommended level: L1
● Effective resource type: Service
● Parameter: None

Function
NodePort Services are not allowed.

Policy Example
apiVersion: constraints.gatekeeper.sh/v1beta1
kind: K8sBlockNodePort
metadata:
  name: block-node-port
spec:
  match:
    kinds:
      - apiGroups: [""]
        kinds: ["Service"]

Resource Definition That Complies with the Policy
The service type is not Nodeport, which complies with the policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Service
metadata:
  name: my-service-disallowed
spec:
  ports:
    - port: 80
      targetPort: 80
      nodePort: 30007

Resource Definition That Does Not Comply with the Policy
The service type is Nodeport, which does not comply with the policy instance.
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apiVersion: v1
kind: Service
metadata:
  name: my-service-disallowed
spec:
  type: NodePort
  ports:
    - port: 80
      targetPort: 80
      nodePort: 30007

6.7.33 k8sblockloadbalancer

Basic Information
● Policy type: compliance
● Recommended level: L1
● Effective resource type: Pod
● Parameter: None

Function
LoadBalancer Services are not allowed.

Policy Example
apiVersion: constraints.gatekeeper.sh/v1beta1
kind: K8sBlockLoadBalancer
metadata:
  name: block-load-balancer
spec:
  match:
    kinds:
      - apiGroups: [""]
        kinds: ["Service"]
    excludedNamespaces:
      - "ingress-nginx-private"
      - "ingress-nginx-public"

Resource Definition That Complies with the Policy
The service type is not LoadBalancer, which complies with the policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Service
metadata:
  name: my-service-allowed
spec:
  type: ClusterIP
  ports:
    - port: 80
      targetPort: 80 

Resource Definition That Does Not Comply with the Policy
The service type is LoadBalancer, which does not comply with the policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Service
metadata:
  name: my-service-disallowed
spec:
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  type: LoadBalancer
  ports:
    - port: 80
      targetPort: 80
      nodePort: 30007

6.7.34 k8sblockendpointeditdefaultrole

Basic Information
● Policy type: compliance
● Recommended level: L1
● Effective resource type: ClusterRole
● Parameter: None

Function
By default, many Kubernetes predefines a ClusterRole named system:aggregate-
to-edit. The k8sblockendpointeditdefaultrole policy prohibits the ClusterRole
from performing create, patch, and update operations on endpoints.

Policy Example
The following policy instances show the types of resources for which the policy
definition takes effect.

apiVersion: constraints.gatekeeper.sh/v1beta1
kind: K8sBlockEndpointEditDefaultRole
metadata:
  name: block-endpoint-edit-default-role
spec:
  match:
    kinds:
      - apiGroups: ["rbac.authorization.k8s.io"]
        kinds: ["ClusterRole"]

Resource Definition That Complies with the Policy
In the example, the effective object of ClusterRole does not contain endpoints,
which complies with the policy instance.

apiVersion: rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1
kind: ClusterRole
metadata:
  annotations:
    rbac.authorization.kubernetes.io/autoupdate: "true"
  creationTimestamp: null
  labels:
    kubernetes.io/bootstrapping: rbac-defaults
    rbac.authorization.k8s.io/aggregate-to-edit: "true"
  name: system:aggregate-to-edit
rules:
- apiGroups:
  - ""
  resources:
  - pods/attach
  - pods/exec
  - secrets
  - services/proxy
  verbs:
  - get
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  - list
  - watch

Resource Definition That Does Not Comply with the Policy

In the example, the effective object of ClusterRole contains endpoints, which
does not comply with the policy instance.

kind: ClusterRole
metadata:
  annotations:
    rbac.authorization.kubernetes.io/autoupdate: "true"
  creationTimestamp: null
  labels:
    kubernetes.io/bootstrapping: rbac-defaults
    rbac.authorization.k8s.io/aggregate-to-edit: "true"
  name: system:aggregate-to-edit
rules:
- apiGroups:
  - apps
  resources:
  - endpoints
  verbs:
  - create
  - delete
  - deletecollection
  - patch
  - update

6.7.35 k8spspautomountserviceaccounttokenpod

Basic Information
● Policy type: compliance

● Recommended level: L1

● Effective resource type: Pod

● Parameter: None

Function

The automountServiceAccountToken field cannot be set to true.

Policy Example

The example declares that the automountServiceAccountToken field cannot be
set to true.

apiVersion: constraints.gatekeeper.sh/v1beta1
kind: K8sPSPAutomountServiceAccountTokenPod
metadata:
  name: psp-automount-serviceaccount-token-pod
spec:
  match:
    kinds:
      - apiGroups: [""]
        kinds: ["Pod"]
    excludedNamespaces: ["kube-system"] 
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Resource Definition That Complies with the Policy
The automountServiceAccountToken field of the pod is set to false, which
complies with the policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: nginx-automountserviceaccounttoken-allowed
  labels:
    app: nginx-not-automountserviceaccounttoken
spec:
  automountServiceAccountToken: false
  containers:
  - name: nginx
    image: nginx 

Resource Definition That Does Not Comply with the Policy
The automountServiceAccountToken field of the pod is set to true, which does
not comply with the policy instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: nginx-automountserviceaccounttoken-disallowed
  labels:
    app: nginx-automountserviceaccounttoken
spec:
  automountServiceAccountToken: true
  containers:
  - name: nginx
    image: nginx 

6.7.36 k8sallowedrepos

Basic Information
● Policy type: compliance
● Recommended level: L1
● Effective resource type: Pod
● Parameter

repos: String array

Function
The container image must start with a string in a specified string list.

Policy Example
The following policy instance defines that the container image must start with
openpolicyagent/.

apiVersion: constraints.gatekeeper.sh/v1beta1
kind: K8sAllowedRepos
metadata:
  name: repo-is-openpolicyagent
spec:
  match:
    kinds:
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      - apiGroups: [""]
        kinds: ["Pod"]
    namespaces:
      - "default"
  parameters:
    repos:
      - "openpolicyagent/"

Resource Definition That Complies with the Policy
The container image starts with openpolicyagent/, which complies with the policy
instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: opa-allowed
spec:
  containers:
    - name: opa
      image: openpolicyagent/opa:0.9.2

Resource Definition That Does Not Comply with the Policy
The container image starts with nginx, which does not comply with the policy
instance.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: nginx-disallowed
spec:
  containers:
    - name: nginx
      image: nginx
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7 Traffic Distribution

7.1 Overview
UCS distributes requests globally according to user locations and service policies
across clouds and clusters, implementing intelligent traffic distribution and
scheduling. It also schedules application access traffic across domains in real time
on demand.

With Domain Name Service (DNS), user requests to the same domain name can
be responded to by different backend clusters, according to the users' carrier and
region. Such traffic splitting reduces the latency in cross-domain and cross-
network access.

Figure 7-1 Traffic management

Prerequisites
● To manage traffic, IAM sub-users must have the DNS Administrator

permission.
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● You must have a public zone. If not, you need to buy one.
● Your public zone has been submitted for ICP license. If not, you need to apply

for a license at the Huawei Cloud ICP license center.
● Your public zone can be resolved. If not, you need to create a DNS record

set.

Procedure
Figure 7-2 shows the process of traffic distribution.

Figure 7-2 Process of traffic distribution

7.2 Creating a Traffic Policy
Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Traffic Distribution.

Step 2 On the Traffic Distribution page, click Create Traffic Policy.

Step 3 On the page displayed, as shown in Figure 7-3, enter the domain name and add
at least one scheduling policy. To create traffic policies for multiple domain names,
repeat Step 3 to Step 5.
● Domain name: The domain name prefix can be customized. The suffix is the

public zone that has been licensed and has created a DNS record set.
The prefix consists of multiple strings separated by periods (.) and only allows
letters, digits, and hyphens (-). Do not start or end with a hyphen (-). The
maximum characters of a string are 63, and the maximum total characters of
a domain name is 254.

NO TE

– If there is no subdomain name, leave the domain name prefix blank.
– The domain name suffix is the public zone that has been resolved in DNS. You can

manage domain names on the DNS console. For details, see Public Zone
Management.

● Scheduling Policy: Traffic can be scheduled based on user locations and
service policies. For details, see Step 4.

Figure 7-3 Creating a traffic policy
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Step 4 Click , add a scheduling policy, and click OK, as shown in Figure 7-4. To add
different scheduling policies for the same domain name, repeat this step. You can
also add more scheduling policies later.
● Cluster: Select a cluster in Running state. All clusters taken over by UCS are

displayed.
● Namespace: Namespace to which the Service belongs. Defaults to default.
● Service: Select a Service. Only LoadBalancer Services can be selected.
● Line Type:

– Default: (mandatory) returns the default resolution result if no line is
matched.

– ISP line: routes visitors to the optimal address based on the carrier
networks they use. Defaults to China Telecom/Default regions. You can
specify a carrier and region down to province.

– Region line: routes visitors to the optimal address based on their
geographic locations. Defaults to Chinese Mainland/Default regions.
You can select a global region. For Chinese Mainland, the region
granularity is province. For Global, the region granularity is country/
region.

NO TICE

You need to create a Default scheduling policy as the default resolution, and
then add a custom scheduling policy. If no default line record set is added for
the domain name, access to regions beyond the specified line will fail.

● TTL: specifies cache duration of the record set on a local DNS server. The
default value is 300s/5 minutes. If your service address changes frequently,
set TTL to a smaller value.

● Weight: If a resolution line in a domain name contains multiple record sets of
the same type, you can set different weights to each record set. For details,
see Configuring Weighted Routing.
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Figure 7-4 Adding a scheduling policy

Step 5 Click Create. The traffic policy is successfully created, as shown in Figure 7-5.

Figure 7-5 Creating a traffic policy successfully

----End

7.3 Suspending a Scheduling Policy
In unexpected scenarios such as cluster failover, you can suspend an existing
scheduling policy and enable it after the fault is rectified. This section describes
how to suspend a scheduling policy. Enabling a scheduling policy is the same as
suspending a scheduling policy.

Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Traffic Distribution.

Step 2 Click Suspend in the upper right corner of the target scheduling policy box, as
shown in Figure 7-6.
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Figure 7-6 Suspending a scheduling policy

Step 3 In the dialog box displayed, Click Yes. The scheduling policy is suspended, as
shown in Figure 7-7.

Figure 7-7 Suspending a scheduling policy successfully

----End

7.4 Deleting Scheduling Policies
Step 1 Log in to the UCS console. In the navigation pane, choose Traffic Distribution.

Step 2 Click Delete in the upper right corner of the target scheduling policy box.

If you want to delete multiple scheduling policies, select them in the upper left
corner of the policy box and click Delete in the upper right corner of the page, as
shown in Figure 7-8.

Figure 7-8 Deleting scheduling policies in batches

Step 3 In the dialog box that is displayed, confirm the deletion. Deleted scheduling
policies cannot be restored. Exercise caution when performing this operation.

NO TE

Do not close the current dialog box or refresh the page during the deletion. Otherwise,
some resources may remain. After the deletion is complete, the dialog box is automatically
closed.

----End
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8 Container Migration

8.1 Overview
The container migration service of Huawei Cloud UCS provides you with a reliable,
secure, flexible, and efficient migration solution. UCS allows you to migrate cloud
native applications from Kubernetes clusters in your on-premises data center or
other cloud providers to the Kubernetes clusters managed by Huawei Cloud UCS.
In this way, you can implement unified O&M for less expensive and more efficient
management.

Migrating applications from one environment to another is a challenging task, so
you need to plan and prepare carefully. The container migration service of UCS
guides you throughout the following four phases of migration:

1. Cluster evaluation: Evaluate the status of the source cluster to determine the
type of the destination cluster.

2. Data migration: Migrate images and data related to dependent services to the
cloud.

3. Application backup: Back up applications in the source cluster.
4. Application migration: Migrate applications from the source cluster to the

destination cluster by restoring backup data.

The guide provided by UCS throughout the entire migration process will help you
smoothly migrate applications from one environment to another.

Advantages

The container migration service of UCS has the following advantages:

● Ease of use
Tool-based migration has been implemented throughout the cluster
evaluation, image migration, application backup, and application migration
phases. These tools are installation-free, easy to use, lightweight, and flexible.

● Versioning
Resources can be migrated from clusters of Kubernetes 1.19 or later to UCS.
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● No dependency
The migration tools do not require any external dependency and can run
independently.

● Multi-architecture
The migration tools can run on Linux (x86 and Arm) and Windows.

● Multi-scenario
Cluster migration in multiple scenarios is supported to meet different
migration requirements. For details, see Table 8-1.

Table 8-1 Migration scenarios

Scenario Description

Migration from
clusters in an on-
premises IDC to
the cloud

Applications can be migrated from Kubernetes clusters
in an on-premises data center to the Kubernetes
clusters managed by Huawei Cloud UCS to implement
cloud deployment and O&M of applications.

Migration from
clusters on a
third-party cloud

Applications can be migrated from Kubernetes clusters
of another cloud service provider to the Kubernetes
clusters managed by Huawei Cloud UCS to implement
cross-cloud migration and unified management.

Migration across
Huawei Cloud
UCS clusters in
different regions

Applications can be migrated between Kubernetes
clusters managed by Huawei Cloud UCS from one
geographic region to another to meet data compliance,
latency, and availability requirements.

Migration across
Huawei Cloud
UCS clusters in
the same region

Applications can be migrated between Kubernetes
clusters managed by Huawei Cloud UCS in the same
geographical region to meet management
requirements such as better resource utilization and
application upgrade.

 
● No downtime

No downtime occurs during the migration so there is zero impact on the
source cluster.

8.2 Preparations

Hardware Resources
Before the migration, ensure that you have prepared a server with kubectl
installed to enable networking between the source cluster and the destination
cluster. The server must have at least 5 GB local disk space and at least 8 GB
memory for the migration tool to work properly and store related data, such as
collected data of the source cluster and recommendation data of the destination
cluster.

The migration tool can run on Linux (x86 and Arm) and Windows, meaning that
the server can run on these OS types.
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Tool Package
Tool-based migration has been implemented throughout the cluster evaluation,
image migration, application backup, and application migration phases. You need
to download these tools in advance and upload them to the preceding server.

Table 8-2 Preparations

Tool Description Download Link Remarks

kspider kspider is a tool
used to collect
information about
the source cluster.
It provides cluster-
related data such
as the Kubernetes
version, scale,
workload quantity,
storage, and in-use
images. The data
helps you
understand the
current status of
the cluster and
evaluate migration
risks, and select a
proper destination
cluster version and
scale.

https://ucs-
migration-
intl.obs.ap-
southeast-3.myhuaw
eicloud.com/toolkits/
kspider-23.3.0.031718
2614.tar.gz

These tools can run on
Linux (x86 and Arm)
and Windows. After
the tool package is
decompressed, two
binary files and one
application are
obtained, which are
applicable to Linux
and Windows,
respectively.
kspider includes:
● kspider-linux-

amd64
● kspider-linux-arm64
● kspider-windows-

amd64.exe
image-migrator
includes:
● image-migrator-

linux-amd64
● image-migrator-

linux-arm64
● image-migrator-

windows-
amd64.exe

k8clone includes:
● k8clone-linux-

amd64
● k8clone-linux-

arm64
● k8clone-windows-

amd64.exe

image-
migrato
r

image-migrator is
an image
migration tool that
can automatically
migrate images
from the Docker
image repository
built on Docker
Registry v2 to
SWR, or from the
image repository
on a third-party
cloud to SWR.

https://ucs-
migration-
intl.obs.ap-
southeast-3.myhuaw
eicloud.com/toolkits/
image-
migrator-23.3.0.0323
215042.tar.gz
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Tool Description Download Link Remarks

k8clone k8clone is an easy-
to-use Kubernetes
metadata cloning
tool. It can save
Kubernetes
metadata (objects)
as a local package
and restore the
metadata to the
destination cluster.

https://ucs-
migration-
intl.obs.ap-
southeast-3.myhuaw
eicloud.com/toolkits/
kspider-23.3.0.031718
2614.tar.gz

 

8.3 Migration from Clusters in an On-premises IDC to
the Cloud

8.3.1 Migration Process
The container migration service of UCS allows you to migrate applications from
Kubernetes clusters in the on-premises IDC to the Huawei Cloud clusters or on-
premises clusters of UCS to implement cloud deployment and O&M of
applications. Figure 8-1 shows the migration process.

Figure 8-1 Migration process

The process is as follows:

Step 1 Cluster evaluation

In this phase, you will evaluate the status of the source cluster to determine the
type of the destination cluster. UCS kspider can automatically collect information
about the source cluster, including the Kubernetes version, cluster scale, workload,
and storage, and provide you with information about the recommended
destination cluster. For details, see Cluster Evaluation.
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Step 2 Data migration

In this phase, you will migrate images and data related to dependent services to
the cloud. UCS image-migrator is an automatic image migration tool. It can
migrate images from the Docker image repository built on Docker Registry v2 to
SWR. To migrate data of dependent services, you can use other Huawei Cloud
products together with image-migrator. For details, see Image Migration and
Dependent Service Migration.

Step 3 Application backup

In this phase, you will back up applications in the on-premises IDC cluster. UCS
k8clone can automatically collect Kubernetes metadata and save it as a
compressed package to the local host to back up applications in the cluster. For
details, see Application Backup.

Step 4 Application migration

In this phase, you will migrate applications from the on-premises IDC cluster to a
Huawei Cloud cluster or on-premises cluster of UCS by restoring backup data. For
details, see Application Migration.

----End

8.3.2 Cluster Evaluation
Migrating applications from one environment to another is a challenging task, so
you need to plan and prepare carefully. kspider is a tool used to collect
information about the source cluster. It provides cluster-related data such as the
Kubernetes version, scale, workload quantity, storage, and in-use images. The data
helps you understand the current status of the cluster and evaluate migration
risks, and select a proper destination cluster version and scale.

How kspider Works
Figure 8-2 shows the architecture of kspider, which consists of three modules:
collection, connection management, and analysis. The collection module can
collect data of the source cluster, including namespaces, workloads, nodes, and
networks. The connection management module establishes connections with the
API Server of the source cluster. The analysis module aims to output the collected
data of the source cluster (generating the cluster-*.json file) and provide the
recommendation information of the destination cluster (generating the preferred-
*.json file) after evaluation.
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Figure 8-2 kspider architecture

Usage of kspider
NO TE

kspider can run on Linux (x86 and Arm) and Windows. The usage is similar in both
environments. This section uses the Linux (x86) environment as an example.
If Linux (Arm) or Windows is used, replace kspider-linux-amd64 in the following command
with kspider-linux-arm64 or kspider-windows-amd64.exe.

Prepare a server, upload kspider to the server, and decompress the tool package.
For details, see Preparations. Run ./kspider-linux-amd64 -h in the directory
where kspider is located to learn about its usage.

● -k, --kubeconfig: specifies the location of the kubeconfig file of kubectl. The
default value is $HOME/.kube/config. The kubeconfig file is used to
configure access to the Kubernetes cluster. The kubeconfig file contains the
authentication credentials and endpoints (access addresses) required for
accessing and registering the Kubernetes cluster. For details, see the
Kubernetes documentation.

● -n, --namespaces: specifies the collected namespace. By default, system
namespaces such as kube-system, kube-public, and kube-node-lease are
excluded.

● -q, --quiet: indicates static exit.
● -s, --serial: specifies the unique sequence number of the output aggregation

file (cluster-{serial}.json) and recommendation file (preferred-{serial}.json).
$ ./kspider-linux-amd64 -h
A cluster information collection and recommendation tool implement by Go.

Usage:
  kspider [flags]
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Aliases:
  kspider, kspider

Flags:
  -h, --help                help for kspider
  -k, --kubeconfig string   The kubeconfig of k8s cluster's. Default is the $HOME/.kube/config. (default 
"$HOME/.kube/config")
  -n, --namespaces string   Specify a namespace for information collection. If multiple namespaces are 
specified, separate them with commas (,), such as ns1,ns2. default("") is all namespaces
  -q, --quiet               command to execute silently
  -s, --serial string       User-defined sequence number of the execution. The default value is the time when 
the kspider is started. (default "1673853404")

Step 1: Collect Data from the Source Cluster
Step 1 Connect to the source cluster using kubectl. For details, see Connecting to a

Cluster Using kubectl.

Step 2 Use the default parameter settings to collect data of all namespaces in the cluster.
Run the ./kspider-linux-amd64 command.

Command output:
[~]# ./kspider-linux-amd64
The Cluster version is v1.15.6-r1-CCE2.0.30.B001
There are 5 Namespaces
There are 2 Nodes
    Name     CPU     Memory     IP     Arch     OS     Kernel     MachineID
    10.1.18.64     4     8008284Ki     [10.1.18.64 10.1.18.64]     amd64     linux     
3.10.0-1127.19.1.el7.x86_64     ef9270ed-7eb3-4ce6-a2d8-f1450f85489a
    10.1.19.13     4     8008284Ki     [10.1.19.13 10.1.19.13]     amd64     linux     
3.10.0-1127.19.1.el7.x86_64     2d889590-9a32-47e5-b947-09c5bda81849
There are 9 Pods
There are 0 LonePods: 
There are 2 StatefulSets: 
    Name     Namespace     NodeAffinity
    minio     default     false
    minio     minio     false
There are 3 Deployments: 
    Name     Namespace     NodeAffinity
    rctest     default     true
    flink-operator-controller-manager     flink-operator-system     false
    rctest     minio     false
There are 1 DaemonSets: 
    Name     Namespace     NodeAffinity
    ds-nginx     minio     false
There are 0 Jobs: 
There are 0 CronJobs: 
There are 4 PersistentVolumeClaims: 
    Namespace/Name     Pods
    default/pvc-data-minio-0     default/minio-0
    minio/obs-testing     minio/ds-nginx-9hmds,minio/ds-nginx-4jsfg
    minio/pvc-data-minio-0     minio/minio-0
There are 5 PersistentVolumes: 
    Name     Namespace     pvcName     scName     size     key
    pvc-bd36c70f-75bf-4000-b85c-f9fb169a14a8     minio-pv     obs-testing     csi-obs     1Gi     pvc-
bd36c70f-75bf-4000-b85c-f9fb169a14a8
    pvc-c7c768aa-373a-4c52-abea-e8b486d23b47     minio-pv     pvc-data-minio-0     csi-disk-sata     10Gi     
1bcf3d00-a524-45b1-a773-7efbca58f36a
    pvc-4f52462b-3b4c-4191-a63b-5a36a8748c05     minio     obs-testing     csi-obs     1Gi     
pvc-4f52462b-3b4c-4191-a63b-5a36a8748c05
    pvc-9fd92c99-805a-4e65-9f22-e238130983c8     default     pvc-data-minio-0     csi-disk     10Gi     
590afd05-fc68-4c10-a598-877100ca7b3f
    pvc-a22fd877-f98d-4c3d-a04e-191d79883f97     minio     pvc-data-minio-0     csi-disk-sata     10Gi     
48874130-df77-451b-9b43-d435ac5a11d5
There are 7 Services: 
    Name     Namespace     ServiceType
    headless-lxprus     default     ClusterIP
    kubernetes     default     ClusterIP
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    minio     default     NodePort
    flink-operator-controller-manager-metrics-service     flink-operator-system     ClusterIP
    flink-operator-webhook-service     flink-operator-system     ClusterIP
    headless-lxprus     minio     ClusterIP
    minio     minio     NodePort
There are 0 Ingresses: 
There are 6 Images: 
    Name
    gcr.io/flink-operator/flink-operator:v1beta1-6
    flink:1.8.2
    swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/paas/minio:latest
    nginx:stable-alpine-perl
    swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/everest/minio:latest
    gcr.io/kubebuilder/kube-rbac-proxy:v0.4.0
There are 2 Extra Secrets: 
    SecretType
    cfe/secure-opaque
    helm.sh/release.v1

After the kspider command is executed, the following files are generated in the
current directory:

● cluster-*.json: This file contains data collected from the source cluster and
applications. The data can be used to analyze and plan the migration.

● preferred-*.json: This file contains information about the recommended
destination cluster. A preliminary evaluation is performed for the source
cluster according to its scale and node specifications. The file provides
suggestions on the version and scale of the destination cluster.

Step 3 View the data collected from the source cluster and applications.

You can use a text editor or JSON viewer to open the cluster-*.json file to view
the data. Replace the asterisk (*) in the file name with the actual timestamp or
serial number to find and open the correct file.

Description of the cluster-*.json file:
{
  K8sVersion: Kubernetes version. The value is a string.
  Namespaces: number of namespaces. The value is a string.
  Pods: total number of pods. The value is an integer.
  Nodes: node information. The IP address is used as the key to display node information.
    IP addresses
      CPU: CPU. The value is a string.
      Arch: CPU architecture. The value is a string.
      Memory: memory. The value is a string.
      HugePages1Gi: 1 GB hugepage memory. The value is a string.
      HugePages2Mi: 2 MB hugepage memory. The value is a string.
      OS: node OS. The value is a string.
      KernelVersion: OS kernel version. The value is a string.
      RuntimeVersion: running status and version of the node container. The value is a string.
      InternalIP: internal IP address. The value is a string.
      ExternalIP: external IP address. The value is a string.
      MachineID: node ID. The value is a string. Ensure that the CCE ID is the same as the ECS ID.
  Workloads: workload
    Deployment: workload type. The value can be Deployment, StatefulSet, DaemonSet, CronJob, Job, or 
LonePod.
      default: namespace name
        Count: quantity. The value is an integer.
        Items: details. The value is an array.
          Name: workload name. The value is a string.
          Namespace: namespace name. The value is a string.
          NodeAffinity: node affinity. The value is of the Boolean type.
          Replicas: number of replicas. The value is an integer.
  Storage: storage
    PersistentVolumes: persistent volume
      pv-name: The PV name is used as the key.
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        VolumeID: volume ID. The value is a string.
        Namespace: namespace. The value is a string.
        PvcName: name of the bound PVC. The value is a string.
        ScName: storage class name. The value is a string.
        Size: size of the space to request. The value is a string.
        Pods: name of the pod that uses the PV. The value is a string.
        NodeIP: IP address of the node where the pod is located. The value is a string.
        VolumePath: path of the node to which the pod is mounted. The value is a string.
    OtherVolumes: volumes of other types
      Type: AzureFile, AzureDisk, GCEPersistentDisk, AWSElasticBlockStore, Cinder, Glusterfs, NFS, CephFS, 
FlexVolume, FlexVolume, DownwardAPI
        The volume ID, volume name, and volume shared path are keys.
        Pods: name of the pod. The value is a string.
          NodeIP: IP address of the node where the pod is located. The value is a string.
          Information that uniquely identifies a volume, such as the volume ID, volume name, and volume 
shared path. The value is a string.
  Networks: network
    LoadBalancer: load balancing type
      service: network type, which can be service or ingress.
        Name: name. The value is a string.
        Namespace: namespace name. The value is a string.
        Type: type. The value is a string.
  ExtraSecrets: extended secret type
    Secret type. The value is a string.
  Images: image
    Image repo. The value is a string.
}

Example:

{
  "K8sVersion": "v1.19.10-r0-CCE22.3.1.B009",
  "Namespaces": 12,
  "Pods": 33,
  "Nodes": {
    "10.1.17.219": {
      "CPU": "4",
      "Memory": "7622944Ki",
      "HugePages1Gi": "0",
      "HugePages2Mi": "0",
      "Arch": "amd64",
      "OS": "EulerOS 2.0 (SP9x86_64)",
      "KernelVersion": "4.18.0-147.5.1.6.h687.eulerosv2r9.x86_64",
      "RuntimeVersion": "docker://18.9.0",
      "InternalIP": "10.1.17.219",
      "ExternalIP": "",
      "MachineID": "0c745e03-2802-44c2-8977-0a9fd081a5ba"
    },
    "10.1.18.182": {
      "CPU": "4",
      "Memory": "7992628Ki",
      "HugePages1Gi": "0",
      "HugePages2Mi": "0",
      "Arch": "amd64",
      "OS": "EulerOS 2.0 (SP5)",
      "KernelVersion": "3.10.0-862.14.1.5.h520.eulerosv2r7.x86_64",
      "RuntimeVersion": "docker://18.9.0",
      "InternalIP": "10.1.18.182",
      "ExternalIP": "100.85.xxx.xxx",
      "MachineID": "2bff3d15-b565-496a-817c-063a37eaf1bf"
    }
  },
  "Workloads": {
    "CronJob": {},
    "DaemonSet": {
      "default": {
        "Count": 1,
        "Items": [
          {
            "Name": "kubecost-prometheus-node-exporter",
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            "Namespace": "default",
            "NodeAffinity": false,
            "Replicas": 3
          }
        ]
      }
    },
    "Deployment": {
      "default": {
        "Count": 1,
        "Items": [
          {
            "Name": "kubecost-cost-analyzer",
            "Namespace": "default",
            "NodeAffinity": false,
            "Replicas": 1
          }
        ]
      },
      "kubecost": {
        "Count": 1,
        "Items": [
          {
            "Name": "kubecost-kube-state-metrics",
            "Namespace": "kubecost",
            "NodeAffinity": false,
            "Replicas": 1
          }
        ]
      }
    },
    "Job": {},
    "LonePod": {},
    "StatefulSet": {
      "minio-all": {
        "Count": 1,
        "Items": [
          {
            "Name": "minio",
            "Namespace": "minio-all",
            "NodeAffinity": false,
            "Replicas": 1
          }
        ]
      }
    }
  },
  "Storage": {
    "PersistentVolumes": {
      "demo": {
        "VolumeID": "demo",
        "Namespace": "fluid-demo-test",
        "PvcName": "demo",
        "ScName": "fluid",
        "Size": "100Gi",
        "Pods": "",
        "NodeIP": "",
        "VolumePath": ""
      },
      "pvc-fd3a5bb3-119a-44fb-b02e-96b2cf9bb36c": {
        "VolumeID": "82365752-89b6-4609-9df0-007d964b7fe4",
        "Namespace": "minio-all",
        "PvcName": "pvc-data-minio-0",
        "ScName": "csi-disk",
        "Size": "10Gi",
        "Pods": "minio-all/minio-0",
        "NodeIP": "10.1.23.159",
        "VolumePath": "/var/lib/kubelet/pods/5fc47c82-7cbd-4643-98cd-cea41de28ff2/volumes/
kubernetes.io~csi/pvc-fd3a5bb3-119a-44fb-b02e-96b2cf9bb36c/mount"
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      }
    },
    "OtherVolumes": {}
  },
  "Networks": {
    "LoadBalancer": {}
  },
  "ExtraSecrets": [
    "cfe/secure-opaque",
    "helm.sh/release.v1"
  ],
  "Images": [
    "nginx:stable-alpine-perl",
    "ghcr.io/koordinator-sh/koord-manager:0.6.2",
    "swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/paas/minio:latest",
    "swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/everest/e-backup-test:v1.0.0",
    "gcr.io/kubecost1/cost-model:prod-1.91.0",
    "gcr.io/kubecost1/frontend:prod-1.91.0"
  ]
}

----End

Step 2: Evaluate the Destination Cluster
After the kspider command is executed, in addition to the cluster-*.json file, the
preferred-*.json file is also generated in the current directory. After performing
preliminary evaluation for the source cluster according to its scale and node
specifications, the file provides the recommended version and scale of the
destination cluster. This helps you better plan and prepare for the migration.

Description of the preferred-*.json file:

{
  K8sVersion: Kubernetes version. The value is a string.
  Scale: cluster scale. The value is a string.
  Nodes: node information
    CPU: CPU. The value is a string.
    Memory: memory. The value is a string.
    Arch: CPU architecture. The value is a string.
    KernelVersion: OS kernel version. The value is a string.
    ProxyMode: cluster proxy mode. The value is a string.
  ELB: whether the ELB service is a dependent service. The value is of the Boolean type.
}

Evaluation rules for each field in the preceding file:

Table 8-3 Evaluation rules

Field Evaluation Rule

K8sVersion If the version is earlier than 1.21, the main release version
of the UCS cluster (for example, 1.21, which changes over
time) is recommended. If the version is later than the main
release version, the latest version of the UCS cluster is
recommended.
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Field Evaluation Rule

Scale < 25 nodes in the source cluster: Destination cluster of 50
nodes is recommended.
25 ≤ Nodes in the source cluster < 100: Destination cluster
of 200 nodes is recommended.
100 ≤ Nodes in the source cluster < 500: Destination
cluster of 1000 nodes is recommended.
Nodes in the source cluster ≥ 500: Destination cluster of
2000 nodes is recommended.

CPU/Memory Statistics about the specification of the largest quantity are
collected.

Arch Statistics about the specification of the largest quantity are
collected.

KernelVersion Statistics about the specification of the largest quantity are
collected.

ProxyMode Configure this parameter according to the cluster scale. For
a cluster with more than 1000 nodes, ipvs is
recommended. For a cluster with fewer than 1000 nodes,
iptables is recommended.

ELB Check whether the source cluster has a load balancing
Service.

 

Example:

{
  "K8sVersion": "v1.21",
  "Scale": 50,
  "Nodes": {
    "CPU": "4",
    "Memory": "7622952Ki",
    "Arch": "amd64",
    "KernelVersion": "3.10.0-862.14.1.5.h520.eulerosv2r7.x86_64"
  },
  "ELB": false,
  "ProxyMode": "iptables"
}

CA UTION

The evaluation result is for reference only. You need to determine the version and
scale of the destination cluster.

8.3.3 Image Migration
To ensure that container images can be properly pulled after cluster migration and
improve container deployment efficiency, you are advised to migrate self-built
image repositories to Huawei Cloud SoftWare Repository for Container (SWR). The
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Huawei Cloud clusters and on-premises clusters of UCS work with SWR to provide
a pipeline for automated container delivery. Images are pulled in parallel, which
greatly improves container delivery efficiency.

image-migrator is an image migration tool that can automatically migrate images
from the Docker image repository built on Docker Registry v2 to SWR.

How image-migrator Works

Figure 8-3 How image-migrator works

When using image-migrator to migrate images to SWR, you need to prepare two
files. One is the image repository access permission file auth.json. The two objects
in the file are the accounts and passwords of the source and destination image
repositories (registries). The other is the image list file images.json, which consists
of multiple image synchronization rules. Each rule contains a source image
repository (key) and a destination image repository (value). Place these two files
in the directory where image-migrator is located and run a simple command to
migrate the image. The two files are described as follows:

● auth.json
auth.json is the image repository access permission file. Each object is the
username and password of a registry. Generally, the source image repository
must have the permissions for pulling images and accessing tags, and the
destination image repository must have the permissions for pushing images
and creating repositories. If you access the image repository anonymously,
you do not need to enter the username and password. Structure of the
auth.json file:
{
    "Source image repository address": { },
    "Destination image repository address": {
        "username": "xxxxxx",
        "password": "xxxxxx",
        "insecure": true
    }
}

To be more specific:
– The values of Source image repository address and Destination image

repository address can be in the registry or registry/namespace format,
which must correspond to the registry or registry/namespace format in
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images.json. The matched URL in images uses the corresponding
username and password for image synchronization. The registry/
namespace format is preferred.

If the destination image repository address is in the registry format, you
can obtain it from the SWR console: On the Dashboard page, click
Generate Login Command in the upper right corner. The domain name
at the end of the login command is the SWR image repository address,
for example, swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com. Note that the address
varies depending on the region. Switch to the corresponding region to
obtain the address. If the value is in the registry/namespace format,
replace namespace with the organization name of SWR.

– username: (Optional) username. You can set it to a specific value or use
a string of the ${env} or $env type to reference an environment variable.

– password: (Optional) password. You can set it to a specific value or use a
string of the ${env} or $env type to reference an environment variable.

– insecure: (Optional) whether registry is an HTTP service. If yes, the value
of insecure is true. The default value is false.

NO TE

The username of the destination SWR image repository is in the following format:
Regional project name@AK. The password is the encrypted login key of the AK and SK.
For details, see Obtaining a Long-Term Valid Login Command.

Example:
{
    "quay.io/coreos": { },
    "swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com": {
        "username": "cn-north-4@RVHVMX******",
        "password": "cab4ceab4a1545***************",
        "insecure": true
    }
}

● images.json

This file is essentially a list of images to migrate and consists of multiple
image synchronization rules. Each rule contains a source image repository
(key) and a destination image repository (value). The specific requirements
are as follows:

a. The largest unit that can be synchronized using one rule is repository. The
entire namespace or registry cannot be synchronized using one rule.

b. The formats of the source and destination repositories are similar to
those of the image URL used by the docker pull/push command
(registry/namespace/repository:tag).

c. Both the source and destination repositories (if the destination repository
is not an empty string) contain at least registry/namespace/repository.

d. The source repository field cannot be empty. To synchronize data from a
source repository to multiple destination repositories, you need to
configure multiple rules.

e. The destination repository name can be different from the source
repository name. In this case, the synchronization function is similar to
docker pull + docker tag + docker push.
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f. If the source repository field does not contain tags, all tags of the
repository have been synchronized to the destination repository. In this
case, the destination repository cannot contain tags.

g. If the source repository field contains tags, only one tag in the source
repository has been synchronized to the destination repository. If the
destination repository does not contain tags, the source tag is used by
default.

h. If the destination repository is an empty string, the source image will be
synchronized to the default namespace of the default registry. The
repository and tag are the same as those of the source repository. The
default registry and namespace can be configured using command line
parameters and environment variables.

Example:
{
    "quay.io/coreos/etcd:1.0.0": "swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/test/etcd:1.0.0",
    "quay.io/coreos/etcd": "swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/test/etcd",
    "quay.io/coreos/etcd:2.7.3": "swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/test/etcd"
}

We provide a method to automatically obtain the image that is being used by
the workload in the cluster, that is, the config subcommand of the image-
migrator tool. For details, see Usage of image-migrator config. After
obtaining the images.json file, you can modify, add, or delete its content as
required.

Usage of image-migrator
NO TE

image-migrator can run on Linux (x86 and Arm) and Windows. The usage is similar in both
environments. This section uses the Linux (x86) environment as an example.
If Linux (Arm) or Windows is used, replace image-migrator-linux-amd64 in the following
command with image-migrator-linux-arm64 or image-migrator-windows-amd64.exe.

Run ./image-migrator-linux-amd64 -h in the directory where image-migrator is
located to learn about its usage.

● --auth: specifies the path of auth.json. By default, auth.json is stored in the
directory where image-migrator is located.

● --images: specifies the path of images.json. By default, images.json is stored
in the directory where image-migrator is located.

● --log: specifies the path for storing logs generated by image-migrator. The
default value is image-migrator.log in the current directory of image-
migrator.

● --namespace: specifies the default namespace of the destination repository.
That is, if the namespace of the destination repository is not specified in
images.json, you can specify it when running the migration command.

● --registry: specifies the default registry of the destination repository. That is, if
the registry of the destination repository is not specified in images.json, you
can specify it when running the migration command.

● --retries: specifies the number of retry times when the migration fails. The
default value is 3.

● --workers: specifies the number of concurrent workers for image migration.
The default value is 7.
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$ ./image-migrator-linux-amd64 -h
A Fast and Flexible docker registry image images tool implement by Go.

Usage:
  image-migrator [flags]

Aliases:
  image-migrator, image-migrator

Flags:
      --auth string        auth file path. This flag need to be pair used with --images. (default "./auth.json")
  -h, --help               help for image-migrator
      --images string      images file path. This flag need to be pair used with --auth (default "./images.json")
      --log string         log file path (default "./image-migrator.log")
      --namespace string   default target namespace when target namespace is not given in the images 
config file, can also be set with DEFAULT_NAMESPACE environment value
      --registry string    default target registry url when target registry is not given in the images config file, 
can also be set with DEFAULT_REGISTRY environment value
  -r, --retries int        times to retry failed tasks (default 3)
  -w, --workers int        numbers of working goroutines (default 7)

$./image-migrator --workers=5 --auth=./auth.json --images=./images.json --namespace=test \
--registry=swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com --retries=2
$ ./image-migrator 
Start to generate images tasks, please wait ...
Start to handle images tasks, please wait ...
Images(38) migration finished, 0 images tasks failed, 0 tasks generate failed

Example:

./image-migrator --workers=5 --auth=./auth.json --images=./images.json --
namespace=test --registry=swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com --retries=2

The preceding command is used to migrate the images in the images.json file to
the image repository swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/test. If the migration
fails, you can retry twice. A maximum of five images can be migrated at a time.

Usage of image-migrator config
The config subcommand of image-migrator can be used to obtain images used in
cluster applications and generate the images.json file in the directory where the
tool is located. You can run ./image-migrator-linux-amd64 config -h to learn
how to use the config subcommand.

● -k, --kubeconfig: specifies the location of the kubeconfig file of kubectl. The
default value is $HOME/.kube/config. The kubeconfig file is used to
configure access to the Kubernetes cluster. The kubeconfig file contains the
authentication credentials and endpoints (access addresses) required for
accessing and registering the Kubernetes cluster. For details, see the
Kubernetes documentation.

● -n, --namespaces: specifies the namespace of the image to be obtained.
Multiple namespaces are separated by commas (,), for example, ns1,ns2,ns3.
The default value is "", indicating that images of all namespaces are obtained.

● -t, --repo: specifies the destination repository address (registry/namespace).
$ ./image-migrator-linux-amd64 config -h
generate images.json

Usage:
    image-migrator config [flags]

Flags:
    -h, --help                help for config
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    -k, --kubeconfig string   The kubeconfig of k8s cluster's. Default is the $HOME/.kube/config. (default "/
root/.kube/config")
    -n, --namespaces string   Specify a namespace for information collection. If multiple namespaces are 
specified, separate them with commas (,), such as ns1,ns2. default("") is all namespaces
    -t, --repo string         target repo,such as swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/test

Examples:

● Specify a namespace:
./image-migrator-linux-amd64 config -n default -t swr.cn-
north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/test

● Specify multiple namespaces:
./image-migrator-linux-amd64 config -n default,kube-system -t swr.cn-
north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/test

● If no namespace is specified, images of all namespaces are obtained:
./image-migrator-linux-amd64 config -t swr.cn-
north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/test

Procedure

Step 1 Prepare the image repository access permission file auth.json.

Create an auth.json file and modify it based on the format. If the repository is
accessed anonymously, you do not need to enter information such as the
username and password. Place the file in the directory where image-migrator is
located.

Example:

{
    "quay.io/coreos": { },
    "swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com": {
        "username": "cn-north-4@RVHVMX******",
        "password": "cab4ceab4a1545***************",
        "insecure": true
    }
}

For details about the parameters, see the auth.json file.

Step 2 Prepare the image list file images.json.

1. Connect to the source cluster using kubectl. For details, see Connecting to a
Cluster Using kubectl.

2. Run the config subcommand for image migration to generate the
images.json file.
You can refer to the methods and examples in Usage of image-migrator
config to obtain the image used in the source cluster application without
specifying the namespace, or by specifying one or more namespaces.

3. Modify the images.json file as required. Ensure that the file meets the eight
requirements described in images.json file.

Step 3 Migrate images.

You can run the default ./image-migrator-linux-amd64 command to migrate
images or configure image-migrator parameters as required. For example, run the
following command:
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./image-migrator-linux-amd64 --workers=5 --auth=./auth.json --images=./
images.json --namespace=test --registry=swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com
--retries=2

Example:

$ ./image-migrator-linux-amd64 
Start to generate images tasks, please wait ...
Start to handle images tasks, please wait ...
Images(38) migration finished, 0 images tasks failed, 0 tasks generate failed

Step 4 View the result.

After the preceding command is executed, information similar to the following is
displayed:

Images(38) migration finished, 0 images tasks failed, 0 tasks generate failed

The preceding information indicates that 38 images have been migrated to the
SWR repository.

----End

8.3.4 Dependent Service Migration
Migrate data of services on which the cluster depends, such as local storage,
database, distributed cache, and distributed message. If your cluster does not
involve the data of these services or the data does not need to be migrated to the
cloud, skip this section.

Storage Migration
● If your cluster uses local storage, you can use Huawei Cloud Data Express

Service (DES) to migrate data to the cloud. DES provides you with physical
devices to migrate hundreds of terabytes of data to Huawei Cloud
inexpensively and much faster than would be possible over a network
connection.

● If your cluster has connected to an object storage service and needs to be
migrated to the cloud, Huawei Cloud Object Storage Migration Service
(OMS) can help you migrate data to Huawei Cloud OBS.

● If your cluster uses SFS for storage, you can use Huawei Cloud Scalable File
Service (SFS) to migrate data to the cloud.

Database Migration
If your database is not containerized and needs to be migrated to the cloud,
Huawei Cloud Data Replication Service (DRS) is an ideal option. DRS provides
multiple functions, including real-time migration, backup migration, real-time
synchronization, data subscription, and real-time DR.

Migrating Other Data
● Big data migration: Cloud Data Migration (CDM) on Huawei Cloud
● Kafka service migration: Migrating Kafka Services using Distributed Message

Service (DMS) for Kafka
● Redis service migration: Data Migration Guide of Huawei Cloud Distributed

Cache Service (DCS)
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8.3.5 Application Backup
Application migration from clusters in an on-premises IDC consists of two steps:
application backup and application migration. That is, applications in the clusters
in an on-premises IDC are backed up and then migrated to the destination cluster
through data restoration.

k8clone is a simple Kubernetes metadata cloning tool. It can save Kubernetes
metadata (objects) as a local package and restore the metadata to the destination
cluster (Huawei Cloud cluster or on-premises cluster of UCS). In this way,
applications can be migrated from clusters in an on-premises IDC to the cloud.

NO TICE

Back up data during off-peak hours.

Prerequisites
Ensure that services (data not in the cluster, such as images, storage, and
databases) on which cloud native applications depend have been migrated.

How k8clone Backs Up Data
Data backup process:

Figure 8-4 Data backup process
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k8clone Usage for Backup
NO TE

k8clone can run on Linux (x86 and Arm) and Windows. The usage is similar in both
environments. This section uses the Linux (x86) environment as an example.

If Linux (Arm) or Windows is used, replace k8clone-linux-amd64 in the following
command with k8clone-linux-arm64 or k8clone-windows-amd64.exe.

Run ./k8clone-linux-amd64 backup -h in the directory where k8clone is located
to learn about its usage.

● -k, --kubeconfig: specifies the location of the kubeconfig file of kubectl. The
default value is $HOME/.kube/config. The kubeconfig file is used to
configure access to the Kubernetes cluster. The kubeconfig file contains the
authentication credentials and endpoints (access addresses) required for
accessing and registering the Kubernetes cluster. For details, see the
Kubernetes documentation.

● -s, --api-server: Kubernetes API Server URL. The default value is "".
● -q, --context: Kubernetes Configuration Context. The default value is "".
● -n, --namespace: backs up cloud native applications of a specified

namespace. Multiple namespaces are separated by commas (,), for example,
ns1,ns2,ns3. The default value is "", indicating that the entire cluster is backed
up.

● -e, --exclude-namespaces: excludes the backup of objects of a specified
namespace. This parameter cannot be used together with --namespace.

● -x, --exclude-kind: excludes the backup of a specified resource type.
● -y, --exclude-object: excludes the backup of a specified resource object.
● -w, --exclude-having-owner-ref: excludes the backup of resource objects

with ownerReferences. The default value is false.
● -d, --local-dir: path for storing backup data. The default value is the k8clone-

dump folder in the current directory.
$ ./k8clone-linux-amd64 backup -h
Backup Workload Data as yaml files

Usage:
    k8clone backup [flags]

Flags:
   -s, --api-server string            Kubernetes api-server url
   -q, --context string               Kubernetes configuration context
   -w, --exclude-having-owner-ref     Exclude all objects having an Owner Reference
   -x, --exclude-kind strings         Ressource kind to exclude. Eg. 'deployment'
   -e, --exclude-namespaces strings   Namespaces to exclude. Eg. 'temp.*' as regexes. This collects all 
namespaces and then filters them. Don't use it with the namespace flag.
   -y, --exclude-object strings       Object to exclude. Eg. 'configmap:kube-system/kube-dns'
   -h, --help                         help for backup
   -k, --kubeconfig string            The kubeconfig of k8s cluster's. Default is the $HOME/.kube/config. 
   -d, --local-dir string             Where to dump yaml files (default "./k8clone-dump")
   -n, --namespace string             Only dump objects from this namespace

Examples:

● Backs up objects of the entire cluster. The default path is the k8clone-dump
folder in the current directory.
./k8clone-linux-amd64 backup
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● Backs up objects of the entire cluster and specifies the path for storing backup
data.
./k8clone-linux-amd64 backup -d ./xxxx

● Backs up objects of a specified namespace.
./k8clone-linux-amd64 backup -n default

● Excludes the backup of objects of a specified namespace.
./k8clone-linux-amd64 backup -e kube-system,kube-public,kube-node-
lease

● Excludes the backup of specified resource types.
./k8clone-linux-amd64 backup -x endpoints,endpointslice

● Excludes the backup of specified resource objects.
./k8clone-linux-amd64 backup -y configmap:kube-system/kube-dns

● Excludes the backup of resource objects with ownerReferences.
./k8clone-linux-amd64 backup -w true

Procedure

Step 1 Connect to the source cluster using kubectl. For details, see Connecting to a
Cluster Using kubectl.

Step 2 Go to the directory where k8clone is located and run the backup command to
back up data to a local directory and compress the data into a package.

The examples in k8clone Usage for Backup provide several common backup
methods. You can select a method as required or customize one.

----End

8.3.6 Application Migration
Application migration from clusters in an on-premises IDC consists of two steps:
application backup and application migration. That is, applications in the clusters
in an on-premises IDC are backed up and then migrated to the destination cluster
through data restoration.

k8clone is a simple Kubernetes metadata cloning tool. It can save Kubernetes
metadata (objects) as a local package and restore the metadata to the destination
cluster (Huawei Cloud cluster or on-premises cluster of UCS). In this way,
applications can be migrated from clusters in an on-premises IDC to the cloud.

Prerequisites
● Ensure that services (data not in the cluster, such as images, storage, and

databases) on which cloud native applications depend have been migrated.
● Ensure that the metadata backup in the source cluster has been downloaded

to the server where k8clone is executed.

How k8clone Restores Data

Data restoration process:
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Figure 8-5 Data restoration process

Before the restoration, prepare a data restoration configuration file restore.json to
automatically change the storage class names of PVC and StatefulSet and the
repository address of the image used by the workload during application
restoration. The file content is as follows:

{
    "StorageClass": 
          "OldStorageClassName": "NewStorageClassName"  // The StorageClassName field of PVC and 
StatefulSet can be changed.
    "ImageRepo": 
          "OldImageRepo1": "NewImageRepo1",   //eg:"dockerhub.com": "cn-north-4.swr.huaweicloud.com"
          "OldImageRepo2": "NewImageRepo2",   //eg:"dockerhub.com/org1": "cn-
north-4.swr.huaweicloud.com/org2"
          "NoRepo": "NewImageRepo3"   //eg:"golang": "swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/paas/golang"
}

● StorageClass: The storage class names of PVC and VolumeClaimTemplates
can be automatically changed based on settings.

● ImageRepo: The repository address of the image used by the workload can
be changed. The workload can be Deployment (including initContainer),
StatefulSet, Orphaned Pod, Job, CronJob, Replica Set, Replication Controller,
and DaemonSet.

k8clone Usage for Restoration
NO TE

k8clone can run on Linux (x86 and Arm) and Windows. The usage is similar in both
environments. This section uses the Linux (x86) environment as an example.
If Linux (Arm) or Windows is used, replace k8clone-linux-amd64 in the following
command with k8clone-linux-arm64 or k8clone-windows-amd64.exe.

Run ./k8clone-linux-amd64 restore -h in the directory where k8clone is located
to learn about its usage.

● -k, --kubeconfig: specifies the location of the kubeconfig file of kubectl. The
default value is $HOME/.kube/config. The kubeconfig file is used to
configure access to the Kubernetes cluster. The kubeconfig file contains the
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authentication credentials and endpoints (access addresses) required for
accessing and registering the Kubernetes cluster. For details, see the
Kubernetes documentation.

● -s, --api-server: Kubernetes API Server URL. The default value is "".
● -q, --context: Kubernetes Configuration Context. The default value is "".
● -f, --restore-conf: path of restore.json. The default value is the directory

where k8clone is located.
● -d, --local-dir: path for storing backup data. The default value is the directory

where k8clone is located.
$ ./k8clone-linux-amd64 restore -h
ProcessRestore from backup

Usage:
     k8clone restore [flags]

Flags:
   -s, --api-server string     Kubernetes api-server url
   -q, --context string        Kubernetes configuration context
   -h, --help                  help for restore
   -k, --kubeconfig string     The kubeconfig of k8s cluster's. Default is the $HOME/.kube/config. 
   -d, --local-dir string      Where to restore (default "./k8clone-dump.zip")
   -f, --restore-conf string   restore conf file (default "./restore.json")

Example:

./k8clone-linux-amd64 restore -d ./k8clone-dump.zip -f ./restore.json

Procedure

Step 1 Connect to the destination cluster using kubectl. For details, see Connecting to a
Cluster Using kubectl.

Step 2 Prepare the data restoration configuration file restore.json.

Create a restore.json file, modify it based on the format, and place it in the
directory where k8clone is located.

Example:

{
  "StorageClass": {
    "csi-disk": "csi-disk-new"
  },
  "ImageRepo": {
    "quay.io/coreos": "swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/paas"
  }
}

Step 3 Go to the directory where k8clone is located and run the restoration command to
restore the backup data to the destination cluster.

Example:

./k8clone-linux-amd64 restore -d ./k8clone-dump.zip -f ./restore.json

----End

8.4 Migration from Clusters on a Third-party Cloud
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8.4.1 Migration Process
The container migration service of UCS allows you to migrate applications from
the Kubernetes cluster on a third-party cloud to a Huawei Cloud cluster or multi-
cloud cluster of UCS to implement cross-cloud migration and unified
management. Figure 8-6 shows the migration process.

Figure 8-6 Migration process

The process is as follows:

Step 1 Cluster evaluation

In this phase, you will evaluate the status of the source cluster to determine the
type of the destination cluster. UCS kspider can automatically collect information
about the source cluster, including the Kubernetes version, cluster scale, workload,
and storage, and provide you with information about the recommended
destination cluster. For details, see Cluster Evaluation.

Step 2 Data migration

In this phase, you will migrate images and data related to dependent services to
the cloud. UCS image-migrator is an automatic image migration tool. It can
migrate images from the image repository on a third-party cloud to SWR. To
migrate data of dependent services, you can use other Huawei Cloud products
together with image-migrator. For details, see Image Migration and Dependent
Service Migration.

Step 3 Application backup

In this phase, you will back up applications in the cluster on a third-party cloud.
UCS k8clone can automatically collect Kubernetes metadata and save it as a
compressed package to the local host to back up applications in the cluster. For
details, see Application Backup.

Step 4 Application migration

In this phase, you will migrate applications from the cluster on a third-party cloud
to a Huawei Cloud cluster or multi-cloud cluster of UCS by restoring backup data.
For details, see Application Migration.

----End
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8.4.2 Cluster Evaluation
Migrating applications from one environment to another is a challenging task, so
you need to plan and prepare carefully. kspider is a tool used to collect
information about the source cluster. It provides cluster-related data such as the
Kubernetes version, scale, workload quantity, storage, and in-use images. The data
helps you understand the current status of the cluster and evaluate migration
risks, and select a proper destination cluster version and scale.

How kspider Works

Figure 8-7 shows the architecture of kspider, which consists of three modules:
collection, connection management, and analysis. The collection module can
collect data of the source cluster, including namespaces, workloads, nodes, and
networks. The connection management module establishes connections with the
API Server of the source cluster. The analysis module aims to output the collected
data of the source cluster (generating the cluster-*.json file) and provide the
recommendation information of the destination cluster (generating the preferred-
*.json file) after evaluation.

Figure 8-7 kspider architecture

Usage of kspider
NO TE

kspider can run on Linux (x86 and Arm) and Windows. The usage is similar in both
environments. This section uses the Linux (x86) environment as an example.

If Linux (Arm) or Windows is used, replace kspider-linux-amd64 in the following command
with kspider-linux-arm64 or kspider-windows-amd64.exe.
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Prepare a server, upload kspider to the server, and decompress the tool package.
For details, see Preparations. Run ./kspider-linux-amd64 -h in the directory
where kspider is located to learn about its usage.

● -k, --kubeconfig: specifies the location of the kubeconfig file of kubectl. The
default value is $HOME/.kube/config. The kubeconfig file is used to
configure access to the Kubernetes cluster. The kubeconfig file contains the
authentication credentials and endpoints (access addresses) required for
accessing and registering the Kubernetes cluster. For details, see the
Kubernetes documentation.

● -n, --namespaces: specifies the collected namespace. By default, system
namespaces such as kube-system, kube-public, and kube-node-lease are
excluded.

● -q, --quiet: indicates static exit.
● -s, --serial: specifies the unique sequence number of the output aggregation

file (cluster-{serial}.json) and recommendation file (preferred-{serial}.json).
$ ./kspider-linux-amd64 -h
A cluster information collection and recommendation tool implement by Go.

Usage:
  kspider [flags]

Aliases:
  kspider, kspider

Flags:
  -h, --help                help for kspider
  -k, --kubeconfig string   The kubeconfig of k8s cluster's. Default is the $HOME/.kube/config. (default 
"$HOME/.kube/config")
  -n, --namespaces string   Specify a namespace for information collection. If multiple namespaces are 
specified, separate them with commas (,), such as ns1,ns2. default("") is all namespaces
  -q, --quiet               command to execute silently
  -s, --serial string       User-defined sequence number of the execution. The default value is the time when 
the kspider is started. (default "1673853404")

Step 1: Collect Data from the Source Cluster

Step 1 Connect to the source cluster using kubectl. For details, see Connecting to a
Cluster Using kubectl.

Step 2 Use the default parameter settings to collect data of all namespaces in the cluster.
Run the ./kspider-linux-amd64 command.

Command output:
[~]# ./kspider-linux-amd64
The Cluster version is v1.15.6-r1-CCE2.0.30.B001
There are 5 Namespaces
There are 2 Nodes
    Name     CPU     Memory     IP     Arch     OS     Kernel     MachineID
    10.1.18.64     4     8008284Ki     [10.1.18.64 10.1.18.64]     amd64     linux     
3.10.0-1127.19.1.el7.x86_64     ef9270ed-7eb3-4ce6-a2d8-f1450f85489a
    10.1.19.13     4     8008284Ki     [10.1.19.13 10.1.19.13]     amd64     linux     
3.10.0-1127.19.1.el7.x86_64     2d889590-9a32-47e5-b947-09c5bda81849
There are 9 Pods
There are 0 LonePods: 
There are 2 StatefulSets: 
    Name     Namespace     NodeAffinity
    minio     default     false
    minio     minio     false
There are 3 Deployments: 
    Name     Namespace     NodeAffinity
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    rctest     default     true
    flink-operator-controller-manager     flink-operator-system     false
    rctest     minio     false
There are 1 DaemonSets: 
    Name     Namespace     NodeAffinity
    ds-nginx     minio     false
There are 0 Jobs: 
There are 0 CronJobs: 
There are 4 PersistentVolumeClaims: 
    Namespace/Name     Pods
    default/pvc-data-minio-0     default/minio-0
    minio/obs-testing     minio/ds-nginx-9hmds,minio/ds-nginx-4jsfg
    minio/pvc-data-minio-0     minio/minio-0
There are 5 PersistentVolumes: 
    Name     Namespace     pvcName     scName     size     key
    pvc-bd36c70f-75bf-4000-b85c-f9fb169a14a8     minio-pv     obs-testing     csi-obs     1Gi     pvc-
bd36c70f-75bf-4000-b85c-f9fb169a14a8
    pvc-c7c768aa-373a-4c52-abea-e8b486d23b47     minio-pv     pvc-data-minio-0     csi-disk-sata     10Gi     
1bcf3d00-a524-45b1-a773-7efbca58f36a
    pvc-4f52462b-3b4c-4191-a63b-5a36a8748c05     minio     obs-testing     csi-obs     1Gi     
pvc-4f52462b-3b4c-4191-a63b-5a36a8748c05
    pvc-9fd92c99-805a-4e65-9f22-e238130983c8     default     pvc-data-minio-0     csi-disk     10Gi     
590afd05-fc68-4c10-a598-877100ca7b3f
    pvc-a22fd877-f98d-4c3d-a04e-191d79883f97     minio     pvc-data-minio-0     csi-disk-sata     10Gi     
48874130-df77-451b-9b43-d435ac5a11d5
There are 7 Services: 
    Name     Namespace     ServiceType
    headless-lxprus     default     ClusterIP
    kubernetes     default     ClusterIP
    minio     default     NodePort
    flink-operator-controller-manager-metrics-service     flink-operator-system     ClusterIP
    flink-operator-webhook-service     flink-operator-system     ClusterIP
    headless-lxprus     minio     ClusterIP
    minio     minio     NodePort
There are 0 Ingresses: 
There are 6 Images: 
    Name
    gcr.io/flink-operator/flink-operator:v1beta1-6
    flink:1.8.2
    swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/paas/minio:latest
    nginx:stable-alpine-perl
    swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/everest/minio:latest
    gcr.io/kubebuilder/kube-rbac-proxy:v0.4.0
There are 2 Extra Secrets: 
    SecretType
    cfe/secure-opaque
    helm.sh/release.v1

After the kspider command is executed, the following files are generated in the
current directory:

● cluster-*.json: This file contains data collected from the source cluster and
applications. The data can be used to analyze and plan the migration.

● preferred-*.json: This file contains information about the recommended
destination cluster. A preliminary evaluation is performed for the source
cluster according to its scale and node specifications. The file provides
suggestions on the version and scale of the destination cluster.

Step 3 View the data collected from the source cluster and applications.

You can use a text editor or JSON viewer to open the cluster-*.json file to view
the data. Replace the asterisk (*) in the file name with the actual timestamp or
serial number to find and open the correct file.

Description of the cluster-*.json file:
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{
  K8sVersion: Kubernetes version. The value is a string.
  Namespaces: number of namespaces. The value is a string.
  Pods: total number of pods. The value is an integer.
  Nodes: node information. The IP address is used as the key to display node information.
    IP addresses
      CPU: CPU. The value is a string.
      Arch: CPU architecture. The value is a string.
      Memory: memory. The value is a string.
      HugePages1Gi: 1 GB hugepage memory. The value is a string.
      HugePages2Mi: 2 MB hugepage memory. The value is a string.
      OS: node OS. The value is a string.
      KernelVersion: OS kernel version. The value is a string.
      RuntimeVersion: running status and version of the node container. The value is a string.
      InternalIP: internal IP address. The value is a string.
      ExternalIP: external IP address. The value is a string.
      MachineID: node ID. The value is a string. Ensure that the CCE ID is the same as the ECS ID.
  Workloads: workload
    Deployment: workload type. The value can be Deployment, StatefulSet, DaemonSet, CronJob, Job, or 
LonePod.
      default: namespace name
        Count: quantity. The value is an integer.
        Items: details. The value is an array.
          Name: workload name. The value is a string.
          Namespace: namespace name. The value is a string.
          NodeAffinity: node affinity. The value is of the Boolean type.
          Replicas: number of replicas. The value is an integer.
  Storage: storage
    PersistentVolumes: persistent volume
      pv-name: The PV name is used as the key.
        VolumeID: volume ID. The value is a string.
        Namespace: namespace. The value is a string.
        PvcName: name of the bound PVC. The value is a string.
        ScName: storage class name. The value is a string.
        Size: size of the space to request. The value is a string.
        Pods: name of the pod that uses the PV. The value is a string.
        NodeIP: IP address of the node where the pod is located. The value is a string.
        VolumePath: path of the node to which the pod is mounted. The value is a string.
    OtherVolumes: volumes of other types
      Type: AzureFile, AzureDisk, GCEPersistentDisk, AWSElasticBlockStore, Cinder, Glusterfs, NFS, CephFS, 
FlexVolume, FlexVolume, DownwardAPI
        The volume ID, volume name, and volume shared path are keys.
        Pods: name of the pod. The value is a string.
          NodeIP: IP address of the node where the pod is located. The value is a string.
          Information that uniquely identifies a volume, such as the volume ID, volume name, and volume 
shared path. The value is a string.
  Networks: network
    LoadBalancer: load balancing type
      service: network type, which can be service or ingress.
        Name: name. The value is a string.
        Namespace: namespace name. The value is a string.
        Type: type. The value is a string.
  ExtraSecrets: extended secret type
    Secret type. The value is a string.
  Images: image
    Image repo. The value is a string.
}

Example:

{
  "K8sVersion": "v1.19.10-r0-CCE22.3.1.B009",
  "Namespaces": 12,
  "Pods": 33,
  "Nodes": {
    "10.1.17.219": {
      "CPU": "4",
      "Memory": "7622944Ki",
      "HugePages1Gi": "0",
      "HugePages2Mi": "0",
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      "Arch": "amd64",
      "OS": "EulerOS 2.0 (SP9x86_64)",
      "KernelVersion": "4.18.0-147.5.1.6.h687.eulerosv2r9.x86_64",
      "RuntimeVersion": "docker://18.9.0",
      "InternalIP": "10.1.17.219",
      "ExternalIP": "",
      "MachineID": "0c745e03-2802-44c2-8977-0a9fd081a5ba"
    },
    "10.1.18.182": {
      "CPU": "4",
      "Memory": "7992628Ki",
      "HugePages1Gi": "0",
      "HugePages2Mi": "0",
      "Arch": "amd64",
      "OS": "EulerOS 2.0 (SP5)",
      "KernelVersion": "3.10.0-862.14.1.5.h520.eulerosv2r7.x86_64",
      "RuntimeVersion": "docker://18.9.0",
      "InternalIP": "10.1.18.182",
      "ExternalIP": "100.85.xxx.xxx",
      "MachineID": "2bff3d15-b565-496a-817c-063a37eaf1bf"
    }
  },
  "Workloads": {
    "CronJob": {},
    "DaemonSet": {
      "default": {
        "Count": 1,
        "Items": [
          {
            "Name": "kubecost-prometheus-node-exporter",
            "Namespace": "default",
            "NodeAffinity": false,
            "Replicas": 3
          }
        ]
      }
    },
    "Deployment": {
      "default": {
        "Count": 1,
        "Items": [
          {
            "Name": "kubecost-cost-analyzer",
            "Namespace": "default",
            "NodeAffinity": false,
            "Replicas": 1
          }
        ]
      },
      "kubecost": {
        "Count": 1,
        "Items": [
          {
            "Name": "kubecost-kube-state-metrics",
            "Namespace": "kubecost",
            "NodeAffinity": false,
            "Replicas": 1
          }
        ]
      }
    },
    "Job": {},
    "LonePod": {},
    "StatefulSet": {
      "minio-all": {
        "Count": 1,
        "Items": [
          {
            "Name": "minio",
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            "Namespace": "minio-all",
            "NodeAffinity": false,
            "Replicas": 1
          }
        ]
      }
    }
  },
  "Storage": {
    "PersistentVolumes": {
      "demo": {
        "VolumeID": "demo",
        "Namespace": "fluid-demo-test",
        "PvcName": "demo",
        "ScName": "fluid",
        "Size": "100Gi",
        "Pods": "",
        "NodeIP": "",
        "VolumePath": ""
      },
      "pvc-fd3a5bb3-119a-44fb-b02e-96b2cf9bb36c": {
        "VolumeID": "82365752-89b6-4609-9df0-007d964b7fe4",
        "Namespace": "minio-all",
        "PvcName": "pvc-data-minio-0",
        "ScName": "csi-disk",
        "Size": "10Gi",
        "Pods": "minio-all/minio-0",
        "NodeIP": "10.1.23.159",
        "VolumePath": "/var/lib/kubelet/pods/5fc47c82-7cbd-4643-98cd-cea41de28ff2/volumes/
kubernetes.io~csi/pvc-fd3a5bb3-119a-44fb-b02e-96b2cf9bb36c/mount"
      }
    },
    "OtherVolumes": {}
  },
  "Networks": {
    "LoadBalancer": {}
  },
  "ExtraSecrets": [
    "cfe/secure-opaque",
    "helm.sh/release.v1"
  ],
  "Images": [
    "nginx:stable-alpine-perl",
    "ghcr.io/koordinator-sh/koord-manager:0.6.2",
    "swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/paas/minio:latest",
    "swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/everest/e-backup-test:v1.0.0",
    "gcr.io/kubecost1/cost-model:prod-1.91.0",
    "gcr.io/kubecost1/frontend:prod-1.91.0"
  ]
}

----End

Step 2: Evaluate the Destination Cluster
After the kspider command is executed, in addition to the cluster-*.json file, the
preferred-*.json file is also generated in the current directory. After performing
preliminary evaluation for the source cluster according to its scale and node
specifications, the file provides the recommended version and scale of the
destination cluster. This helps you better plan and prepare for the migration.

Description of the preferred-*.json file:

{
  K8sVersion: Kubernetes version. The value is a string.
  Scale: cluster scale. The value is a string.
  Nodes: node information
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    CPU: CPU. The value is a string.
    Memory: memory. The value is a string.
    Arch: CPU architecture. The value is a string.
    KernelVersion: OS kernel version. The value is a string.
    ProxyMode: cluster proxy mode. The value is a string.
  ELB: whether the ELB service is a dependent service. The value is of the Boolean type.
}

Evaluation rules for each field in the preceding file:

Table 8-4 Evaluation rules

Field Evaluation Rule

K8sVersion If the version is earlier than 1.21, the main release version
of the UCS cluster (for example, 1.21, which changes over
time) is recommended. If the version is later than the main
release version, the latest version of the UCS cluster is
recommended.

Scale < 25 nodes in the source cluster: Destination cluster of 50
nodes is recommended.
25 ≤ Nodes in the source cluster < 100: Destination cluster
of 200 nodes is recommended.
100 ≤ Nodes in the source cluster < 500: Destination
cluster of 1000 nodes is recommended.
Nodes in the source cluster ≥ 500: Destination cluster of
2000 nodes is recommended.

CPU/Memory Statistics about the specification of the largest quantity are
collected.

Arch Statistics about the specification of the largest quantity are
collected.

KernelVersion Statistics about the specification of the largest quantity are
collected.

ProxyMode Configure this parameter according to the cluster scale. For
a cluster with more than 1000 nodes, ipvs is
recommended. For a cluster with fewer than 1000 nodes,
iptables is recommended.

ELB Check whether the source cluster has a load balancing
Service.

 

Example:

{
  "K8sVersion": "v1.21",
  "Scale": 50,
  "Nodes": {
    "CPU": "4",
    "Memory": "7622952Ki",
    "Arch": "amd64",
    "KernelVersion": "3.10.0-862.14.1.5.h520.eulerosv2r7.x86_64"
  },
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  "ELB": false,
  "ProxyMode": "iptables"
}

CA UTION

The evaluation result is for reference only. You need to determine the version and
scale of the destination cluster.

8.4.3 Image Migration
To ensure that container images can be properly pulled after cluster migration and
improve container deployment efficiency, you are advised to migrate image
repositories on a third-party cloud to Huawei Cloud SoftWare Repository for
Container (SWR). The Huawei Cloud clusters and multi-cloud clusters of UCS work
with SWR to provide a pipeline for automated container delivery. Images are
pulled in parallel, which greatly improves container delivery efficiency.

image-migrator is an image migration tool that can automatically migrate images
from image repositories on a third-party cloud to SWR.

How image-migrator Works

Figure 8-8 How image-migrator works

When using image-migrator to migrate images to SWR, you need to prepare two
files. One is the image repository access permission file auth.json. The two objects
in the file are the accounts and passwords of the source and destination image
repositories (registries). The other is the image list file images.json, which consists
of multiple image synchronization rules. Each rule contains a source image
repository (key) and a destination image repository (value). Place these two files
in the directory where image-migrator is located and run a simple command to
migrate the image. The two files are described as follows:

● auth.json
auth.json is the image repository access permission file. Each object is the
username and password of a registry. Generally, the source image repository
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must have the permissions for pulling images and accessing tags, and the
destination image repository must have the permissions for pushing images
and creating repositories. If you access the image repository anonymously,
you do not need to enter the username and password. Structure of the
auth.json file:
{
    "Source image repository address": { },
    "Destination image repository address": {
        "username": "xxxxxx",
        "password": "xxxxxx",
        "insecure": true
    }
}

To be more specific:
– The values of Source image repository address and Destination image

repository address can be in the registry or registry/namespace format,
which must correspond to the registry or registry/namespace format in
images.json. The matched URL in images uses the corresponding
username and password for image synchronization. The registry/
namespace format is preferred.
If the destination image repository address is in the registry format, you
can obtain it from the SWR console: On the Dashboard page, click
Generate Login Command in the upper right corner. The domain name
at the end of the login command is the SWR image repository address,
for example, swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com. Note that the address
varies depending on the region. Switch to the corresponding region to
obtain the address. If the value is in the registry/namespace format,
replace namespace with the organization name of SWR.

– username: (Optional) username. You can set it to a specific value or use
a string of the ${env} or $env type to reference an environment variable.

– password: (Optional) password. You can set it to a specific value or use a
string of the ${env} or $env type to reference an environment variable.

– insecure: (Optional) whether registry is an HTTP service. If yes, the value
of insecure is true. The default value is false.

NO TE

The username of the destination SWR image repository is in the following format:
Regional project name@AK. The password is the encrypted login key of the AK and SK.
For details, see Obtaining a Long-Term Valid Login Command.

Example:
{
    "quay.io/coreos": { },
    "swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com": {
        "username": "cn-north-4@RVHVMX******",
        "password": "cab4ceab4a1545***************",
        "insecure": true
    }
}

● images.json
This file is essentially a list of images to migrate and consists of multiple
image synchronization rules. Each rule contains a source image repository
(key) and a destination image repository (value). The specific requirements
are as follows:
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a. The largest unit that can be synchronized using one rule is repository. The
entire namespace or registry cannot be synchronized using one rule.

b. The formats of the source and destination repositories are similar to
those of the image URL used by the docker pull/push command
(registry/namespace/repository:tag).

c. Both the source and destination repositories (if the destination repository
is not an empty string) contain at least registry/namespace/repository.

d. The source repository field cannot be empty. To synchronize data from a
source repository to multiple destination repositories, you need to
configure multiple rules.

e. The destination repository name can be different from the source
repository name. In this case, the synchronization function is similar to
docker pull + docker tag + docker push.

f. If the source repository field does not contain tags, all tags of the
repository have been synchronized to the destination repository. In this
case, the destination repository cannot contain tags.

g. If the source repository field contains tags, only one tag in the source
repository has been synchronized to the destination repository. If the
destination repository does not contain tags, the source tag is used by
default.

h. If the destination repository is an empty string, the source image will be
synchronized to the default namespace of the default registry. The
repository and tag are the same as those of the source repository. The
default registry and namespace can be configured using command line
parameters and environment variables.

Example:
{
    "quay.io/coreos/etcd:1.0.0": "swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/test/etcd:1.0.0",
    "quay.io/coreos/etcd": "swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/test/etcd",
    "quay.io/coreos/etcd:2.7.3": "swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/test/etcd"
}

We provide a method to automatically obtain the image that is being used by
the workload in the cluster, that is, the config subcommand of the image-
migrator tool. For details, see Usage of image-migrator config. After
obtaining the images.json file, you can modify, add, or delete its content as
required.

Usage of image-migrator
NO TE

image-migrator can run on Linux (x86 and Arm) and Windows. The usage is similar in both
environments. This section uses the Linux (x86) environment as an example.
If Linux (Arm) or Windows is used, replace image-migrator-linux-amd64 in the following
command with image-migrator-linux-arm64 or image-migrator-windows-amd64.exe.

Run ./image-migrator-linux-amd64 -h in the directory where image-migrator is
located to learn about its usage.

● --auth: specifies the path of auth.json. By default, auth.json is stored in the
directory where image-migrator is located.

● --images: specifies the path of images.json. By default, images.json is stored
in the directory where image-migrator is located.
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● --log: specifies the path for storing logs generated by image-migrator. The
default value is image-migrator.log in the current directory of image-
migrator.

● --namespace: specifies the default namespace of the destination repository.
That is, if the namespace of the destination repository is not specified in
images.json, you can specify it when running the migration command.

● --registry: specifies the default registry of the destination repository. That is, if
the registry of the destination repository is not specified in images.json, you
can specify it when running the migration command.

● --retries: specifies the number of retry times when the migration fails. The
default value is 3.

● --workers: specifies the number of concurrent workers for image migration.
The default value is 7.

$ ./image-migrator-linux-amd64 -h
A Fast and Flexible docker registry image images tool implement by Go.

Usage:
  image-migrator [flags]

Aliases:
  image-migrator, image-migrator

Flags:
      --auth string        auth file path. This flag need to be pair used with --images. (default "./auth.json")
  -h, --help               help for image-migrator
      --images string      images file path. This flag need to be pair used with --auth (default "./images.json")
      --log string         log file path (default "./image-migrator.log")
      --namespace string   default target namespace when target namespace is not given in the images 
config file, can also be set with DEFAULT_NAMESPACE environment value
      --registry string    default target registry url when target registry is not given in the images config file, 
can also be set with DEFAULT_REGISTRY environment value
  -r, --retries int        times to retry failed tasks (default 3)
  -w, --workers int        numbers of working goroutines (default 7)

$./image-migrator --workers=5 --auth=./auth.json --images=./images.json --namespace=test \
--registry=swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com --retries=2
$ ./image-migrator 
Start to generate images tasks, please wait ...
Start to handle images tasks, please wait ...
Images(38) migration finished, 0 images tasks failed, 0 tasks generate failed

Example:

./image-migrator --workers=5 --auth=./auth.json --images=./images.json --
namespace=test --registry=swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com --retries=2

The preceding command is used to migrate the images in the images.json file to
the image repository swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/test. If the migration
fails, you can retry twice. A maximum of five images can be migrated at a time.

Usage of image-migrator config
The config subcommand of image-migrator can be used to obtain images used in
cluster applications and generate the images.json file in the directory where the
tool is located. You can run ./image-migrator-linux-amd64 config -h to learn
how to use the config subcommand.

● -k, --kubeconfig: specifies the location of the kubeconfig file of kubectl. The
default value is $HOME/.kube/config. The kubeconfig file is used to
configure access to the Kubernetes cluster. The kubeconfig file contains the
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authentication credentials and endpoints (access addresses) required for
accessing and registering the Kubernetes cluster. For details, see the
Kubernetes documentation.

● -n, --namespaces: specifies the namespace of the image to be obtained.
Multiple namespaces are separated by commas (,), for example, ns1,ns2,ns3.
The default value is "", indicating that images of all namespaces are obtained.

● -t, --repo: specifies the destination repository address (registry/namespace).
$ ./image-migrator-linux-amd64 config -h
generate images.json

Usage:
    image-migrator config [flags]

Flags:
    -h, --help                help for config
    -k, --kubeconfig string   The kubeconfig of k8s cluster's. Default is the $HOME/.kube/config. (default "/
root/.kube/config")
    -n, --namespaces string   Specify a namespace for information collection. If multiple namespaces are 
specified, separate them with commas (,), such as ns1,ns2. default("") is all namespaces
    -t, --repo string         target repo,such as swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/test

Examples:

● Specify a namespace:
./image-migrator-linux-amd64 config -n default -t swr.cn-
north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/test

● Specify multiple namespaces:
./image-migrator-linux-amd64 config -n default,kube-system -t swr.cn-
north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/test

● If no namespace is specified, images of all namespaces are obtained:
./image-migrator-linux-amd64 config -t swr.cn-
north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/test

Procedure

Step 1 Prepare the image repository access permission file auth.json.

Create an auth.json file and modify it based on the format. If the repository is
accessed anonymously, you do not need to enter information such as the
username and password. Place the file in the directory where image-migrator is
located.

Example:

{
    "quay.io/coreos": { },
    "swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com": {
        "username": "cn-north-4@RVHVMX******",
        "password": "cab4ceab4a1545***************",
        "insecure": true
    }
}

For details about the parameters, see the auth.json file.

Step 2 Prepare the image list file images.json.

1. Connect to the source cluster using kubectl. For details, see Connecting to a
Cluster Using kubectl.
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2. Run the config subcommand for image migration to generate the
images.json file.
You can refer to the methods and examples in Usage of image-migrator
config to obtain the image used in the source cluster application without
specifying the namespace, or by specifying one or more namespaces.

3. Modify the images.json file as required. Ensure that the file meets the eight
requirements described in images.json file.

Step 3 Migrate images.

You can run the default ./image-migrator-linux-amd64 command to migrate
images or configure image-migrator parameters as required. For example, run the
following command:

./image-migrator-linux-amd64 --workers=5 --auth=./auth.json --images=./
images.json --namespace=test --registry=swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com
--retries=2

Example:

$ ./image-migrator-linux-amd64 
Start to generate images tasks, please wait ...
Start to handle images tasks, please wait ...
Images(38) migration finished, 0 images tasks failed, 0 tasks generate failed

Step 4 View the result.

After the preceding command is executed, information similar to the following is
displayed:

Images(38) migration finished, 0 images tasks failed, 0 tasks generate failed

The preceding information indicates that 38 images have been migrated to the
SWR repository.

----End

8.4.4 Dependent Service Migration
Migrate data of services on which the cluster depends, such as storage, database,
distributed cache, and distributed message. If your cluster does not involve the
data of these services or the data does not need to be migrated to Huawei Cloud,
skip this section.

Storage Migration
● If your cluster uses EVS disks, you can use Huawei Cloud Data Express

Service (DES) for cross-cloud migration. DES provides you with physical
devices to migrate hundreds of terabytes of data to Huawei Cloud
inexpensively and much faster than would be possible over a network
connection.

● If your cluster uses object storage, you can use Huawei Cloud Object Storage
Migration Service (OMS) for cross-cloud migration. OMS is an online data
migration service. It can migrate data from object storage services of other
cloud service providers to Huawei Cloud Object Storage Service (OBS).

● If your cluster uses SFS for storage, you can use Huawei Cloud Scalable File
Service (SFS) for cross-cloud migration.
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Database Migration
If you need to migrate databases to Huawei Cloud, you can use Data Replication
Service (DRS). DRS provides multiple functions, including real-time migration,
backup migration, real-time synchronization, data subscription, and real-time DR.

Migrating Other Data
● Big data migration: Cloud Data Migration (CDM) on Huawei Cloud
● Kafka service migration: Migrating Kafka Services using Distributed Message

Service (DMS) for Kafka
● Redis service migration: Data Migration Guide of Huawei Cloud Distributed

Cache Service (DCS)

8.4.5 Application Backup
Application migration from the cluster on a third-party cloud consists of two steps:
application backup and application migration. That is, applications in the cluster
on a third-party cloud are backed up and then migrated to the destination cluster
through data restoration.

k8clone is a simple Kubernetes metadata cloning tool. It can save Kubernetes
metadata (objects) as a local package and restore the metadata to the destination
cluster (Huawei Cloud cluster or multi-cloud cluster of UCS). In this way,
applications can be migrated from clusters on a third-party cloud to the cloud.

NO TICE

Back up data during off-peak hours.

Prerequisites
Ensure that services (data not in the cluster, such as images, storage, and
databases) on which cloud native applications depend have been migrated.

How k8clone Backs Up Data
Data backup process:
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Figure 8-9 Data backup process

k8clone Usage for Backup
NO TE

k8clone can run on Linux (x86 and Arm) and Windows. The usage is similar in both
environments. This section uses the Linux (x86) environment as an example.
If Linux (Arm) or Windows is used, replace k8clone-linux-amd64 in the following
command with k8clone-linux-arm64 or k8clone-windows-amd64.exe.

Run ./k8clone-linux-amd64 backup -h in the directory where k8clone is located
to learn about its usage.

● -k, --kubeconfig: specifies the location of the kubeconfig file of kubectl. The
default value is $HOME/.kube/config. The kubeconfig file is used to
configure access to the Kubernetes cluster. The kubeconfig file contains the
authentication credentials and endpoints (access addresses) required for
accessing and registering the Kubernetes cluster. For details, see the
Kubernetes documentation.

● -s, --api-server: Kubernetes API Server URL. The default value is "".
● -q, --context: Kubernetes Configuration Context. The default value is "".
● -n, --namespace: backs up cloud native applications of a specified

namespace. Multiple namespaces are separated by commas (,), for example,
ns1,ns2,ns3. The default value is "", indicating that the entire cluster is backed
up.

● -e, --exclude-namespaces: excludes the backup of objects of a specified
namespace. This parameter cannot be used together with --namespace.

● -x, --exclude-kind: excludes the backup of a specified resource type.
● -y, --exclude-object: excludes the backup of a specified resource object.
● -w, --exclude-having-owner-ref: excludes the backup of resource objects

with ownerReferences. The default value is false.
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● -d, --local-dir: path for storing backup data. The default value is the k8clone-
dump folder in the current directory.

$ ./k8clone-linux-amd64 backup -h
Backup Workload Data as yaml files

Usage:
    k8clone backup [flags]

Flags:
   -s, --api-server string            Kubernetes api-server url
   -q, --context string               Kubernetes configuration context
   -w, --exclude-having-owner-ref     Exclude all objects having an Owner Reference
   -x, --exclude-kind strings         Ressource kind to exclude. Eg. 'deployment'
   -e, --exclude-namespaces strings   Namespaces to exclude. Eg. 'temp.*' as regexes. This collects all 
namespaces and then filters them. Don't use it with the namespace flag.
   -y, --exclude-object strings       Object to exclude. Eg. 'configmap:kube-system/kube-dns'
   -h, --help                         help for backup
   -k, --kubeconfig string            The kubeconfig of k8s cluster's. Default is the $HOME/.kube/config. 
   -d, --local-dir string             Where to dump yaml files (default "./k8clone-dump")
   -n, --namespace string             Only dump objects from this namespace

Examples:

● Backs up objects of the entire cluster. The default path is the k8clone-dump
folder in the current directory.
./k8clone-linux-amd64 backup

● Backs up objects of the entire cluster and specifies the path for storing backup
data.
./k8clone-linux-amd64 backup -d ./xxxx

● Backs up objects of a specified namespace.
./k8clone-linux-amd64 backup -n default

● Excludes the backup of objects of a specified namespace.
./k8clone-linux-amd64 backup -e kube-system,kube-public,kube-node-
lease

● Excludes the backup of specified resource types.
./k8clone-linux-amd64 backup -x endpoints,endpointslice

● Excludes the backup of specified resource objects.
./k8clone-linux-amd64 backup -y configmap:kube-system/kube-dns

● Excludes the backup of resource objects with ownerReferences.
./k8clone-linux-amd64 backup -w true

Procedure

Step 1 Connect to the source cluster using kubectl. For details, see Connecting to a
Cluster Using kubectl.

Step 2 Go to the directory where k8clone is located and run the backup command to
back up data to a local directory and compress the data into a package.

The examples in k8clone Usage for Backup provide several common backup
methods. You can select a method as required or customize one.

----End
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8.4.6 Application Migration
Application migration from the cluster on a third-party cloud consists of two steps:
application backup and application migration. That is, applications in the cluster
on a third-party cloud are backed up and then migrated to the destination cluster
through data restoration.

k8clone is a simple Kubernetes metadata cloning tool. It can save Kubernetes
metadata (objects) as a local package and restore the metadata to the destination
cluster (Huawei Cloud cluster or on-premises cluster of UCS). In this way,
applications can be migrated from clusters in an on-premises IDC to the cloud.

Prerequisites
● Ensure that services (data not in the cluster, such as images, storage, and

databases) on which cloud native applications depend have been migrated.
● Ensure that the metadata backup in the source cluster has been downloaded

to the server where k8clone is executed.

How k8clone Restores Data
Data restoration process:

Figure 8-10 Data restoration process

Before the restoration, prepare a data restoration configuration file restore.json to
automatically change the storage class names of PVC and StatefulSet and the
repository address of the image used by the workload during application
restoration. The file content is as follows:

{
    "StorageClass": 
          "OldStorageClassName": "NewStorageClassName"  // The StorageClassName field of PVC and 
StatefulSet can be changed.
    "ImageRepo": 
          "OldImageRepo1": "NewImageRepo1",   //eg:"dockerhub.com": "cn-north-4.swr.huaweicloud.com"
          "OldImageRepo2": "NewImageRepo2",   //eg:"dockerhub.com/org1": "cn-
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north-4.swr.huaweicloud.com/org2"
          "NoRepo": "NewImageRepo3"   //eg:"golang": "swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/paas/golang"
}

● StorageClass: The storage class names of PVC and VolumeClaimTemplates
can be automatically changed based on settings.

● ImageRepo: The repository address of the image used by the workload can
be changed. The workload can be Deployment (including initContainer),
StatefulSet, Orphaned Pod, Job, CronJob, Replica Set, Replication Controller,
and DaemonSet.

k8clone Usage for Restoration
NO TE

k8clone can run on Linux (x86 and Arm) and Windows. The usage is similar in both
environments. This section uses the Linux (x86) environment as an example.

If Linux (Arm) or Windows is used, replace k8clone-linux-amd64 in the following
command with k8clone-linux-arm64 or k8clone-windows-amd64.exe.

Run ./k8clone-linux-amd64 restore -h in the directory where k8clone is located
to learn about its usage.

● -k, --kubeconfig: specifies the location of the kubeconfig file of kubectl. The
default value is $HOME/.kube/config. The kubeconfig file is used to
configure access to the Kubernetes cluster. The kubeconfig file contains the
authentication credentials and endpoints (access addresses) required for
accessing and registering the Kubernetes cluster. For details, see the
Kubernetes documentation.

● -s, --api-server: Kubernetes API Server URL. The default value is "".
● -q, --context: Kubernetes Configuration Context. The default value is "".
● -f, --restore-conf: path of restore.json. The default value is the directory

where k8clone is located.
● -d, --local-dir: path for storing backup data. The default value is the directory

where k8clone is located.
$ ./k8clone-linux-amd64 restore -h
ProcessRestore from backup

Usage:
     k8clone restore [flags]

Flags:
   -s, --api-server string     Kubernetes api-server url
   -q, --context string        Kubernetes configuration context
   -h, --help                  help for restore
   -k, --kubeconfig string     The kubeconfig of k8s cluster's. Default is the $HOME/.kube/config. 
   -d, --local-dir string      Where to restore (default "./k8clone-dump.zip")
   -f, --restore-conf string   restore conf file (default "./restore.json")

Example:

./k8clone-linux-amd64 restore -d ./k8clone-dump.zip -f ./restore.json

Procedure

Step 1 Connect to the destination cluster using kubectl. For details, see Connecting to a
Cluster Using kubectl.
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Step 2 Prepare the data restoration configuration file restore.json.

Create a restore.json file, modify it based on the format, and place it in the
directory where k8clone is located.

Example:

{
  "StorageClass": {
    "csi-disk": "csi-disk-new"
  },
  "ImageRepo": {
    "quay.io/coreos": "swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/paas"
  }
}

Step 3 Go to the directory where k8clone is located and run the restoration command to
restore the backup data to the destination cluster.

Example:

./k8clone-linux-amd64 restore -d ./k8clone-dump.zip -f ./restore.json

----End

8.5 Migration Across Huawei Cloud UCS Clusters in
Different Regions

8.5.1 Migration Process
Applications can be migrated between Kubernetes clusters managed by Huawei
Cloud UCS from one geographic region to another to meet data compliance,
latency, and availability requirements. Figure 8-11 shows the process.

Figure 8-11 Migration process

The process is as follows:

Step 1 Cluster evaluation

In this phase, you will evaluate the status of the source cluster to determine the
type of the destination cluster. UCS kspider can automatically collect information
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about the source cluster, including the Kubernetes version, cluster scale, workload,
and storage, and provide you with information about the recommended
destination cluster. For details, see Cluster Evaluation.

Step 2 Data migration

In this phase, you will migrate images and data related to dependent services to
the destination region. You can use the image synchronization function of SWR to
migrate images across regions. To migrate data of dependent services, follow the
instructions on the cross-region migration of these Huawei Cloud services. For
details, see Data Migration.

Step 3 Application backup

In this phase, you will back up applications in the source region cluster. UCS
k8clone can automatically collect Kubernetes metadata and save it as a
compressed package to the local host to back up applications in the cluster. For
details, see Application Backup.

Step 4 Application migration

In this phase, you will migrate applications from the source region cluster to the
destination region cluster by restoring backup data. For details, see Application
Migration.

----End

8.5.2 Cluster Evaluation
Migrating applications from one environment to another is a challenging task, so
you need to plan and prepare carefully. kspider is a tool used to collect
information about the source cluster. It provides cluster-related data such as the
Kubernetes version, scale, workload quantity, storage, and in-use images. The data
helps you understand the current status of the cluster and evaluate migration
risks, and select a proper destination cluster version and scale.

How kspider Works
Figure 8-12 shows the architecture of kspider, which consists of three modules:
collection, connection management, and analysis. The collection module can
collect data of the source cluster, including namespaces, workloads, nodes, and
networks. The connection management module establishes connections with the
API Server of the source cluster. The analysis module aims to output the collected
data of the source cluster (generating the cluster-*.json file) and provide the
recommendation information of the destination cluster (generating the preferred-
*.json file) after evaluation.
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Figure 8-12 kspider architecture

Usage of kspider
NO TE

kspider can run on Linux (x86 and Arm) and Windows. The usage is similar in both
environments. This section uses the Linux (x86) environment as an example.
If Linux (Arm) or Windows is used, replace kspider-linux-amd64 in the following command
with kspider-linux-arm64 or kspider-windows-amd64.exe.

Prepare a server, upload kspider to the server, and decompress the tool package.
For details, see Preparations. Run ./kspider-linux-amd64 -h in the directory
where kspider is located to learn about its usage.

● -k, --kubeconfig: specifies the location of the kubeconfig file of kubectl. The
default value is $HOME/.kube/config. The kubeconfig file is used to
configure access to the Kubernetes cluster. The kubeconfig file contains the
authentication credentials and endpoints (access addresses) required for
accessing and registering the Kubernetes cluster. For details, see the
Kubernetes documentation.

● -n, --namespaces: specifies the collected namespace. By default, system
namespaces such as kube-system, kube-public, and kube-node-lease are
excluded.

● -q, --quiet: indicates static exit.
● -s, --serial: specifies the unique sequence number of the output aggregation

file (cluster-{serial}.json) and recommendation file (preferred-{serial}.json).
$ ./kspider-linux-amd64 -h
A cluster information collection and recommendation tool implement by Go.

Usage:
  kspider [flags]
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Aliases:
  kspider, kspider

Flags:
  -h, --help                help for kspider
  -k, --kubeconfig string   The kubeconfig of k8s cluster's. Default is the $HOME/.kube/config. (default 
"$HOME/.kube/config")
  -n, --namespaces string   Specify a namespace for information collection. If multiple namespaces are 
specified, separate them with commas (,), such as ns1,ns2. default("") is all namespaces
  -q, --quiet               command to execute silently
  -s, --serial string       User-defined sequence number of the execution. The default value is the time when 
the kspider is started. (default "1673853404")

Step 1: Collect Data from the Source Cluster
Step 1 Connect to the source cluster using kubectl. For details, see Connecting to a

Cluster Using kubectl.

Step 2 Use the default parameter settings to collect data of all namespaces in the cluster.
Run the ./kspider-linux-amd64 command.

Command output:
[~]# ./kspider-linux-amd64
The Cluster version is v1.15.6-r1-CCE2.0.30.B001
There are 5 Namespaces
There are 2 Nodes
    Name     CPU     Memory     IP     Arch     OS     Kernel     MachineID
    10.1.18.64     4     8008284Ki     [10.1.18.64 10.1.18.64]     amd64     linux     
3.10.0-1127.19.1.el7.x86_64     ef9270ed-7eb3-4ce6-a2d8-f1450f85489a
    10.1.19.13     4     8008284Ki     [10.1.19.13 10.1.19.13]     amd64     linux     
3.10.0-1127.19.1.el7.x86_64     2d889590-9a32-47e5-b947-09c5bda81849
There are 9 Pods
There are 0 LonePods: 
There are 2 StatefulSets: 
    Name     Namespace     NodeAffinity
    minio     default     false
    minio     minio     false
There are 3 Deployments: 
    Name     Namespace     NodeAffinity
    rctest     default     true
    flink-operator-controller-manager     flink-operator-system     false
    rctest     minio     false
There are 1 DaemonSets: 
    Name     Namespace     NodeAffinity
    ds-nginx     minio     false
There are 0 Jobs: 
There are 0 CronJobs: 
There are 4 PersistentVolumeClaims: 
    Namespace/Name     Pods
    default/pvc-data-minio-0     default/minio-0
    minio/obs-testing     minio/ds-nginx-9hmds,minio/ds-nginx-4jsfg
    minio/pvc-data-minio-0     minio/minio-0
There are 5 PersistentVolumes: 
    Name     Namespace     pvcName     scName     size     key
    pvc-bd36c70f-75bf-4000-b85c-f9fb169a14a8     minio-pv     obs-testing     csi-obs     1Gi     pvc-
bd36c70f-75bf-4000-b85c-f9fb169a14a8
    pvc-c7c768aa-373a-4c52-abea-e8b486d23b47     minio-pv     pvc-data-minio-0     csi-disk-sata     10Gi     
1bcf3d00-a524-45b1-a773-7efbca58f36a
    pvc-4f52462b-3b4c-4191-a63b-5a36a8748c05     minio     obs-testing     csi-obs     1Gi     
pvc-4f52462b-3b4c-4191-a63b-5a36a8748c05
    pvc-9fd92c99-805a-4e65-9f22-e238130983c8     default     pvc-data-minio-0     csi-disk     10Gi     
590afd05-fc68-4c10-a598-877100ca7b3f
    pvc-a22fd877-f98d-4c3d-a04e-191d79883f97     minio     pvc-data-minio-0     csi-disk-sata     10Gi     
48874130-df77-451b-9b43-d435ac5a11d5
There are 7 Services: 
    Name     Namespace     ServiceType
    headless-lxprus     default     ClusterIP
    kubernetes     default     ClusterIP
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    minio     default     NodePort
    flink-operator-controller-manager-metrics-service     flink-operator-system     ClusterIP
    flink-operator-webhook-service     flink-operator-system     ClusterIP
    headless-lxprus     minio     ClusterIP
    minio     minio     NodePort
There are 0 Ingresses: 
There are 6 Images: 
    Name
    gcr.io/flink-operator/flink-operator:v1beta1-6
    flink:1.8.2
    swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/paas/minio:latest
    nginx:stable-alpine-perl
    swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/everest/minio:latest
    gcr.io/kubebuilder/kube-rbac-proxy:v0.4.0
There are 2 Extra Secrets: 
    SecretType
    cfe/secure-opaque
    helm.sh/release.v1

After the kspider command is executed, the following files are generated in the
current directory:

● cluster-*.json: This file contains data collected from the source cluster and
applications. The data can be used to analyze and plan the migration.

● preferred-*.json: This file contains information about the recommended
destination cluster. A preliminary evaluation is performed for the source
cluster according to its scale and node specifications. The file provides
suggestions on the version and scale of the destination cluster.

Step 3 View the data collected from the source cluster and applications.

You can use a text editor or JSON viewer to open the cluster-*.json file to view
the data. Replace the asterisk (*) in the file name with the actual timestamp or
serial number to find and open the correct file.

Description of the cluster-*.json file:
{
  K8sVersion: Kubernetes version. The value is a string.
  Namespaces: number of namespaces. The value is a string.
  Pods: total number of pods. The value is an integer.
  Nodes: node information. The IP address is used as the key to display node information.
    IP addresses
      CPU: CPU. The value is a string.
      Arch: CPU architecture. The value is a string.
      Memory: memory. The value is a string.
      HugePages1Gi: 1 GB hugepage memory. The value is a string.
      HugePages2Mi: 2 MB hugepage memory. The value is a string.
      OS: node OS. The value is a string.
      KernelVersion: OS kernel version. The value is a string.
      RuntimeVersion: running status and version of the node container. The value is a string.
      InternalIP: internal IP address. The value is a string.
      ExternalIP: external IP address. The value is a string.
      MachineID: node ID. The value is a string. Ensure that the CCE ID is the same as the ECS ID.
  Workloads: workload
    Deployment: workload type. The value can be Deployment, StatefulSet, DaemonSet, CronJob, Job, or 
LonePod.
      default: namespace name
        Count: quantity. The value is an integer.
        Items: details. The value is an array.
          Name: workload name. The value is a string.
          Namespace: namespace name. The value is a string.
          NodeAffinity: node affinity. The value is of the Boolean type.
          Replicas: number of replicas. The value is an integer.
  Storage: storage
    PersistentVolumes: persistent volume
      pv-name: The PV name is used as the key.
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        VolumeID: volume ID. The value is a string.
        Namespace: namespace. The value is a string.
        PvcName: name of the bound PVC. The value is a string.
        ScName: storage class name. The value is a string.
        Size: size of the space to request. The value is a string.
        Pods: name of the pod that uses the PV. The value is a string.
        NodeIP: IP address of the node where the pod is located. The value is a string.
        VolumePath: path of the node to which the pod is mounted. The value is a string.
    OtherVolumes: volumes of other types
      Type: AzureFile, AzureDisk, GCEPersistentDisk, AWSElasticBlockStore, Cinder, Glusterfs, NFS, CephFS, 
FlexVolume, FlexVolume, DownwardAPI
        The volume ID, volume name, and volume shared path are keys.
        Pods: name of the pod. The value is a string.
          NodeIP: IP address of the node where the pod is located. The value is a string.
          Information that uniquely identifies a volume, such as the volume ID, volume name, and volume 
shared path. The value is a string.
  Networks: network
    LoadBalancer: load balancing type
      service: network type, which can be service or ingress.
        Name: name. The value is a string.
        Namespace: namespace name. The value is a string.
        Type: type. The value is a string.
  ExtraSecrets: extended secret type
    Secret type. The value is a string.
  Images: image
    Image repo. The value is a string.
}

Example:

{
  "K8sVersion": "v1.19.10-r0-CCE22.3.1.B009",
  "Namespaces": 12,
  "Pods": 33,
  "Nodes": {
    "10.1.17.219": {
      "CPU": "4",
      "Memory": "7622944Ki",
      "HugePages1Gi": "0",
      "HugePages2Mi": "0",
      "Arch": "amd64",
      "OS": "EulerOS 2.0 (SP9x86_64)",
      "KernelVersion": "4.18.0-147.5.1.6.h687.eulerosv2r9.x86_64",
      "RuntimeVersion": "docker://18.9.0",
      "InternalIP": "10.1.17.219",
      "ExternalIP": "",
      "MachineID": "0c745e03-2802-44c2-8977-0a9fd081a5ba"
    },
    "10.1.18.182": {
      "CPU": "4",
      "Memory": "7992628Ki",
      "HugePages1Gi": "0",
      "HugePages2Mi": "0",
      "Arch": "amd64",
      "OS": "EulerOS 2.0 (SP5)",
      "KernelVersion": "3.10.0-862.14.1.5.h520.eulerosv2r7.x86_64",
      "RuntimeVersion": "docker://18.9.0",
      "InternalIP": "10.1.18.182",
      "ExternalIP": "100.85.xxx.xxx",
      "MachineID": "2bff3d15-b565-496a-817c-063a37eaf1bf"
    }
  },
  "Workloads": {
    "CronJob": {},
    "DaemonSet": {
      "default": {
        "Count": 1,
        "Items": [
          {
            "Name": "kubecost-prometheus-node-exporter",
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            "Namespace": "default",
            "NodeAffinity": false,
            "Replicas": 3
          }
        ]
      }
    },
    "Deployment": {
      "default": {
        "Count": 1,
        "Items": [
          {
            "Name": "kubecost-cost-analyzer",
            "Namespace": "default",
            "NodeAffinity": false,
            "Replicas": 1
          }
        ]
      },
      "kubecost": {
        "Count": 1,
        "Items": [
          {
            "Name": "kubecost-kube-state-metrics",
            "Namespace": "kubecost",
            "NodeAffinity": false,
            "Replicas": 1
          }
        ]
      }
    },
    "Job": {},
    "LonePod": {},
    "StatefulSet": {
      "minio-all": {
        "Count": 1,
        "Items": [
          {
            "Name": "minio",
            "Namespace": "minio-all",
            "NodeAffinity": false,
            "Replicas": 1
          }
        ]
      }
    }
  },
  "Storage": {
    "PersistentVolumes": {
      "demo": {
        "VolumeID": "demo",
        "Namespace": "fluid-demo-test",
        "PvcName": "demo",
        "ScName": "fluid",
        "Size": "100Gi",
        "Pods": "",
        "NodeIP": "",
        "VolumePath": ""
      },
      "pvc-fd3a5bb3-119a-44fb-b02e-96b2cf9bb36c": {
        "VolumeID": "82365752-89b6-4609-9df0-007d964b7fe4",
        "Namespace": "minio-all",
        "PvcName": "pvc-data-minio-0",
        "ScName": "csi-disk",
        "Size": "10Gi",
        "Pods": "minio-all/minio-0",
        "NodeIP": "10.1.23.159",
        "VolumePath": "/var/lib/kubelet/pods/5fc47c82-7cbd-4643-98cd-cea41de28ff2/volumes/
kubernetes.io~csi/pvc-fd3a5bb3-119a-44fb-b02e-96b2cf9bb36c/mount"
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      }
    },
    "OtherVolumes": {}
  },
  "Networks": {
    "LoadBalancer": {}
  },
  "ExtraSecrets": [
    "cfe/secure-opaque",
    "helm.sh/release.v1"
  ],
  "Images": [
    "nginx:stable-alpine-perl",
    "ghcr.io/koordinator-sh/koord-manager:0.6.2",
    "swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/paas/minio:latest",
    "swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/everest/e-backup-test:v1.0.0",
    "gcr.io/kubecost1/cost-model:prod-1.91.0",
    "gcr.io/kubecost1/frontend:prod-1.91.0"
  ]
}

----End

Step 2: Evaluate the Destination Cluster
After the kspider command is executed, in addition to the cluster-*.json file, the
preferred-*.json file is also generated in the current directory. After performing
preliminary evaluation for the source cluster according to its scale and node
specifications, the file provides the recommended version and scale of the
destination cluster. This helps you better plan and prepare for the migration.

Description of the preferred-*.json file:

{
  K8sVersion: Kubernetes version. The value is a string.
  Scale: cluster scale. The value is a string.
  Nodes: node information
    CPU: CPU. The value is a string.
    Memory: memory. The value is a string.
    Arch: CPU architecture. The value is a string.
    KernelVersion: OS kernel version. The value is a string.
    ProxyMode: cluster proxy mode. The value is a string.
  ELB: whether the ELB service is a dependent service. The value is of the Boolean type.
}

Evaluation rules for each field in the preceding file:

Table 8-5 Evaluation rules

Field Evaluation Rule

K8sVersion If the version is earlier than 1.21, the main release version
of the UCS cluster (for example, 1.21, which changes over
time) is recommended. If the version is later than the main
release version, the latest version of the UCS cluster is
recommended.
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Field Evaluation Rule

Scale < 25 nodes in the source cluster: Destination cluster of 50
nodes is recommended.
25 ≤ Nodes in the source cluster < 100: Destination cluster
of 200 nodes is recommended.
100 ≤ Nodes in the source cluster < 500: Destination
cluster of 1000 nodes is recommended.
Nodes in the source cluster ≥ 500: Destination cluster of
2000 nodes is recommended.

CPU/Memory Statistics about the specification of the largest quantity are
collected.

Arch Statistics about the specification of the largest quantity are
collected.

KernelVersion Statistics about the specification of the largest quantity are
collected.

ProxyMode Configure this parameter according to the cluster scale. For
a cluster with more than 1000 nodes, ipvs is
recommended. For a cluster with fewer than 1000 nodes,
iptables is recommended.

ELB Check whether the source cluster has a load balancing
Service.

 

Example:

{
  "K8sVersion": "v1.21",
  "Scale": 50,
  "Nodes": {
    "CPU": "4",
    "Memory": "7622952Ki",
    "Arch": "amd64",
    "KernelVersion": "3.10.0-862.14.1.5.h520.eulerosv2r7.x86_64"
  },
  "ELB": false,
  "ProxyMode": "iptables"
}

CA UTION

The evaluation result is for reference only. You need to determine the version and
scale of the destination cluster.

8.5.3 Data Migration
Migrate data of services on which the cluster and image depends, such as cloud
storage, cloud database, distributed cache, and distributed message.
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Image Migration

You can use the image synchronization function of SWR to migrate images across
regions.

For existing images in the image repository, you need to manually synchronize the
images to the destination region. Images and image updates can be automatically
synchronized between regions.

For details, see Configuring Automatic Image Synchronization Between
Regions.

Cloud Storage Migration

If your cluster uses EVS disks or SFS file systems, you can use Cloud Backup and
Recovery (CBR) for cross-region migration. CBR lets you back up ECSs, BMSs,
disks, and on-premises VMware VMs. In case of a virus intrusion, accidental
deletion, or software/hardware fault, data can be restored to any backup point.

For details, see Creating a Cloud Disk Backup or Creating an SFS Turbo Backup.

Cloud Database Migration

Data Replication Service (DRS) can be used to migrate cloud databases across
regions. DRS provides multiple functions, including real-time migration, backup
migration, real-time synchronization, data subscription, and real-time DR.

Migrating Other Data
● Big data migration: Cloud Data Migration (CDM)

● Kafka service migration: Migrating Kafka Services using Distributed Message
Service (DMS) for Kafka

● Redis service migration: Data Migration Guide of Distributed Cache Service
(DCS)

8.5.4 Application Backup
Application migration across Huawei Cloud clusters of UCS in different regions
consists of two steps: application backup and application migration. That is,
applications in the source cluster are backed up and then migrated to the
destination cluster through data restoration.

k8clone is an easy-to-use Kubernetes metadata cloning tool. It can save
Kubernetes metadata (objects) as a local package and restore the metadata to the
destination cluster.

NO TICE

Back up data during off-peak hours.
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Prerequisites
Ensure that services (data not in the cluster, such as images, storage, and
databases) on which cloud native applications depend have been migrated.

How k8clone Backs Up Data
Data backup process:

Figure 8-13 Data backup process

k8clone Usage for Backup
NO TE

k8clone can run on Linux (x86 and Arm) and Windows. The usage is similar in both
environments. This section uses the Linux (x86) environment as an example.
If Linux (Arm) or Windows is used, replace k8clone-linux-amd64 in the following
command with k8clone-linux-arm64 or k8clone-windows-amd64.exe.

Run ./k8clone-linux-amd64 backup -h in the directory where k8clone is located
to learn about its usage.

● -k, --kubeconfig: specifies the location of the kubeconfig file of kubectl. The
default value is $HOME/.kube/config. The kubeconfig file is used to
configure access to the Kubernetes cluster. The kubeconfig file contains the
authentication credentials and endpoints (access addresses) required for
accessing and registering the Kubernetes cluster. For details, see the
Kubernetes documentation.

● -s, --api-server: Kubernetes API Server URL. The default value is "".
● -q, --context: Kubernetes Configuration Context. The default value is "".
● -n, --namespace: backs up cloud native applications of a specified

namespace. Multiple namespaces are separated by commas (,), for example,
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ns1,ns2,ns3. The default value is "", indicating that the entire cluster is backed
up.

● -e, --exclude-namespaces: excludes the backup of objects of a specified
namespace. This parameter cannot be used together with --namespace.

● -x, --exclude-kind: excludes the backup of a specified resource type.
● -y, --exclude-object: excludes the backup of a specified resource object.
● -w, --exclude-having-owner-ref: excludes the backup of resource objects

with ownerReferences. The default value is false.
● -d, --local-dir: path for storing backup data. The default value is the k8clone-

dump folder in the current directory.
$ ./k8clone-linux-amd64 backup -h
Backup Workload Data as yaml files

Usage:
    k8clone backup [flags]

Flags:
   -s, --api-server string            Kubernetes api-server url
   -q, --context string               Kubernetes configuration context
   -w, --exclude-having-owner-ref     Exclude all objects having an Owner Reference
   -x, --exclude-kind strings         Ressource kind to exclude. Eg. 'deployment'
   -e, --exclude-namespaces strings   Namespaces to exclude. Eg. 'temp.*' as regexes. This collects all 
namespaces and then filters them. Don't use it with the namespace flag.
   -y, --exclude-object strings       Object to exclude. Eg. 'configmap:kube-system/kube-dns'
   -h, --help                         help for backup
   -k, --kubeconfig string            The kubeconfig of k8s cluster's. Default is the $HOME/.kube/config. 
   -d, --local-dir string             Where to dump yaml files (default "./k8clone-dump")
   -n, --namespace string             Only dump objects from this namespace

Examples:

● Backs up objects of the entire cluster. The default path is the k8clone-dump
folder in the current directory.
./k8clone-linux-amd64 backup

● Backs up objects of the entire cluster and specifies the path for storing backup
data.
./k8clone-linux-amd64 backup -d ./xxxx

● Backs up objects of a specified namespace.
./k8clone-linux-amd64 backup -n default

● Excludes the backup of objects of a specified namespace.
./k8clone-linux-amd64 backup -e kube-system,kube-public,kube-node-
lease

● Excludes the backup of specified resource types.
./k8clone-linux-amd64 backup -x endpoints,endpointslice

● Excludes the backup of specified resource objects.
./k8clone-linux-amd64 backup -y configmap:kube-system/kube-dns

● Excludes the backup of resource objects with ownerReferences.
./k8clone-linux-amd64 backup -w true

Procedure
Step 1 Connect to the source cluster using kubectl. For details, see Connecting to a

Cluster Using kubectl.
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Step 2 Go to the directory where k8clone is located and run the backup command to
back up data to a local directory and compress the data into a package.

The examples in k8clone Usage for Backup provide several common backup
methods. You can select a method as required or customize one.

----End

8.5.5 Application Migration
Application migration across Huawei Cloud clusters of UCS in different regions
consists of two steps: application backup and application migration. That is,
applications in the source cluster are backed up and then migrated to the
destination cluster through data restoration.

k8clone is an easy-to-use Kubernetes metadata cloning tool. It can save
Kubernetes metadata (objects) as a local package and restore the metadata to the
destination cluster.

Prerequisites
● Ensure that services (data not in the cluster, such as images, storage, and

databases) on which cloud native applications depend have been migrated.
● Ensure that the metadata backup in the source cluster has been downloaded

to the server where k8clone is executed.

How k8clone Restores Data
Data restoration process:

Figure 8-14 Data restoration process

Before the restoration, prepare a data restoration configuration file restore.json to
automatically change the storage class names of PVC and StatefulSet and the
repository address of the image used by the workload during application
restoration. The file content is as follows:
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{
    "StorageClass": 
          "OldStorageClassName": "NewStorageClassName"  // The StorageClassName field of PVC and 
StatefulSet can be changed.
    "ImageRepo": 
          "OldImageRepo1": "NewImageRepo1",   //eg:"dockerhub.com": "cn-north-4.swr.huaweicloud.com"
          "OldImageRepo2": "NewImageRepo2",   //eg:"dockerhub.com/org1": "cn-
north-4.swr.huaweicloud.com/org2"
          "NoRepo": "NewImageRepo3"   //eg:"golang": "swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/paas/golang"
}

● StorageClass: The storage class names of PVC and VolumeClaimTemplates
can be automatically changed based on settings.

● ImageRepo: The repository address of the image used by the workload can
be changed. The workload can be Deployment (including initContainer),
StatefulSet, Orphaned Pod, Job, CronJob, Replica Set, Replication Controller,
and DaemonSet.

k8clone Usage for Restoration
NO TE

k8clone can run on Linux (x86 and Arm) and Windows. The usage is similar in both
environments. This section uses the Linux (x86) environment as an example.

If Linux (Arm) or Windows is used, replace k8clone-linux-amd64 in the following
command with k8clone-linux-arm64 or k8clone-windows-amd64.exe.

Run ./k8clone-linux-amd64 restore -h in the directory where k8clone is located
to learn about its usage.

● -k, --kubeconfig: specifies the location of the kubeconfig file of kubectl. The
default value is $HOME/.kube/config. The kubeconfig file is used to
configure access to the Kubernetes cluster. The kubeconfig file contains the
authentication credentials and endpoints (access addresses) required for
accessing and registering the Kubernetes cluster. For details, see the
Kubernetes documentation.

● -s, --api-server: Kubernetes API Server URL. The default value is "".
● -q, --context: Kubernetes Configuration Context. The default value is "".
● -f, --restore-conf: path of restore.json. The default value is the directory

where k8clone is located.
● -d, --local-dir: path for storing backup data. The default value is the directory

where k8clone is located.
$ ./k8clone-linux-amd64 restore -h
ProcessRestore from backup

Usage:
     k8clone restore [flags]

Flags:
   -s, --api-server string     Kubernetes api-server url
   -q, --context string        Kubernetes configuration context
   -h, --help                  help for restore
   -k, --kubeconfig string     The kubeconfig of k8s cluster's. Default is the $HOME/.kube/config. 
   -d, --local-dir string      Where to restore (default "./k8clone-dump.zip")
   -f, --restore-conf string   restore conf file (default "./restore.json")

Example:

./k8clone-linux-amd64 restore -d ./k8clone-dump.zip -f ./restore.json
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Procedure

Step 1 Connect to the destination cluster using kubectl. For details, see Connecting to a
Cluster Using kubectl.

Step 2 Prepare the data restoration configuration file restore.json.

Create a restore.json file, modify it based on the format, and place it in the
directory where k8clone is located.

Example:

{
  "StorageClass": {
    "csi-disk": "csi-disk-new"
  },
  "ImageRepo": {
    "quay.io/coreos": "swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/paas"
  }
}

Step 3 Go to the directory where k8clone is located and run the restoration command to
restore the backup data to the destination cluster.

Example:

./k8clone-linux-amd64 restore -d ./k8clone-dump.zip -f ./restore.json

----End

8.6 Migration Across Huawei Cloud UCS Clusters in the
Same Region

8.6.1 Migration Process
Applications can be migrated between Kubernetes clusters managed by Huawei
Cloud UCS in the same geographical region to meet management requirements
such as better resource utilization and application upgrade. Figure 8-15 shows the
migration process.

Figure 8-15 Migration process
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The process is as follows:

Step 1 Cluster evaluation

In this phase, you will evaluate the status of the source cluster to determine the
type of the destination cluster. UCS kspider can automatically collect information
about the source cluster, including the Kubernetes version, cluster scale, workload,
and storage, and provide you with information about the recommended
destination cluster. For details, see Cluster Evaluation.

Step 2 Storage migration

In this phase, you will migrate the EVS disk data to the destination AZ. For details,
see Storage Migration.

Step 3 Application backup

In this phase, you will back up applications in the source AZ cluster. UCS k8clone
can automatically collect Kubernetes metadata and save it as a compressed
package to the local host to back up applications in the cluster. For details, see
Application Backup.

Step 4 Application migration

In this phase, you will migrate applications from the source AZ cluster to the
destination AZ cluster by restoring backup data. For details, see Application
Migration.

----End

8.6.2 Cluster Evaluation
Migrating applications from one environment to another is a challenging task, so
you need to plan and prepare carefully. kspider is a tool used to collect
information about the source cluster. It provides cluster-related data such as the
Kubernetes version, scale, workload quantity, storage, and in-use images. The data
helps you understand the current status of the cluster and evaluate migration
risks, and select a proper destination cluster version and scale.

How kspider Works
Figure 8-16 shows the architecture of kspider, which consists of three modules:
collection, connection management, and analysis. The collection module can
collect data of the source cluster, including namespaces, workloads, nodes, and
networks. The connection management module establishes connections with the
API Server of the source cluster. The analysis module aims to output the collected
data of the source cluster (generating the cluster-*.json file) and provide the
recommendation information of the destination cluster (generating the preferred-
*.json file) after evaluation.
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Figure 8-16 kspider architecture

Usage of kspider
NO TE

kspider can run on Linux (x86 and Arm) and Windows. The usage is similar in both
environments. This section uses the Linux (x86) environment as an example.
If Linux (Arm) or Windows is used, replace kspider-linux-amd64 in the following command
with kspider-linux-arm64 or kspider-windows-amd64.exe.

Prepare a server, upload kspider to the server, and decompress the tool package.
For details, see Preparations. Run ./kspider-linux-amd64 -h in the directory
where kspider is located to learn about its usage.

● -k, --kubeconfig: specifies the location of the kubeconfig file of kubectl. The
default value is $HOME/.kube/config. The kubeconfig file is used to
configure access to the Kubernetes cluster. The kubeconfig file contains the
authentication credentials and endpoints (access addresses) required for
accessing and registering the Kubernetes cluster. For details, see the
Kubernetes documentation.

● -n, --namespaces: specifies the collected namespace. By default, system
namespaces such as kube-system, kube-public, and kube-node-lease are
excluded.

● -q, --quiet: indicates static exit.
● -s, --serial: specifies the unique sequence number of the output aggregation

file (cluster-{serial}.json) and recommendation file (preferred-{serial}.json).
$ ./kspider-linux-amd64 -h
A cluster information collection and recommendation tool implement by Go.

Usage:
  kspider [flags]
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Aliases:
  kspider, kspider

Flags:
  -h, --help                help for kspider
  -k, --kubeconfig string   The kubeconfig of k8s cluster's. Default is the $HOME/.kube/config. (default 
"$HOME/.kube/config")
  -n, --namespaces string   Specify a namespace for information collection. If multiple namespaces are 
specified, separate them with commas (,), such as ns1,ns2. default("") is all namespaces
  -q, --quiet               command to execute silently
  -s, --serial string       User-defined sequence number of the execution. The default value is the time when 
the kspider is started. (default "1673853404")

Step 1: Collect Data from the Source Cluster
Step 1 Connect to the source cluster using kubectl. For details, see Connecting to a

Cluster Using kubectl.

Step 2 Use the default parameter settings to collect data of all namespaces in the cluster.
Run the ./kspider-linux-amd64 command.

Command output:
[~]# ./kspider-linux-amd64
The Cluster version is v1.15.6-r1-CCE2.0.30.B001
There are 5 Namespaces
There are 2 Nodes
    Name     CPU     Memory     IP     Arch     OS     Kernel     MachineID
    10.1.18.64     4     8008284Ki     [10.1.18.64 10.1.18.64]     amd64     linux     
3.10.0-1127.19.1.el7.x86_64     ef9270ed-7eb3-4ce6-a2d8-f1450f85489a
    10.1.19.13     4     8008284Ki     [10.1.19.13 10.1.19.13]     amd64     linux     
3.10.0-1127.19.1.el7.x86_64     2d889590-9a32-47e5-b947-09c5bda81849
There are 9 Pods
There are 0 LonePods: 
There are 2 StatefulSets: 
    Name     Namespace     NodeAffinity
    minio     default     false
    minio     minio     false
There are 3 Deployments: 
    Name     Namespace     NodeAffinity
    rctest     default     true
    flink-operator-controller-manager     flink-operator-system     false
    rctest     minio     false
There are 1 DaemonSets: 
    Name     Namespace     NodeAffinity
    ds-nginx     minio     false
There are 0 Jobs: 
There are 0 CronJobs: 
There are 4 PersistentVolumeClaims: 
    Namespace/Name     Pods
    default/pvc-data-minio-0     default/minio-0
    minio/obs-testing     minio/ds-nginx-9hmds,minio/ds-nginx-4jsfg
    minio/pvc-data-minio-0     minio/minio-0
There are 5 PersistentVolumes: 
    Name     Namespace     pvcName     scName     size     key
    pvc-bd36c70f-75bf-4000-b85c-f9fb169a14a8     minio-pv     obs-testing     csi-obs     1Gi     pvc-
bd36c70f-75bf-4000-b85c-f9fb169a14a8
    pvc-c7c768aa-373a-4c52-abea-e8b486d23b47     minio-pv     pvc-data-minio-0     csi-disk-sata     10Gi     
1bcf3d00-a524-45b1-a773-7efbca58f36a
    pvc-4f52462b-3b4c-4191-a63b-5a36a8748c05     minio     obs-testing     csi-obs     1Gi     
pvc-4f52462b-3b4c-4191-a63b-5a36a8748c05
    pvc-9fd92c99-805a-4e65-9f22-e238130983c8     default     pvc-data-minio-0     csi-disk     10Gi     
590afd05-fc68-4c10-a598-877100ca7b3f
    pvc-a22fd877-f98d-4c3d-a04e-191d79883f97     minio     pvc-data-minio-0     csi-disk-sata     10Gi     
48874130-df77-451b-9b43-d435ac5a11d5
There are 7 Services: 
    Name     Namespace     ServiceType
    headless-lxprus     default     ClusterIP
    kubernetes     default     ClusterIP
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    minio     default     NodePort
    flink-operator-controller-manager-metrics-service     flink-operator-system     ClusterIP
    flink-operator-webhook-service     flink-operator-system     ClusterIP
    headless-lxprus     minio     ClusterIP
    minio     minio     NodePort
There are 0 Ingresses: 
There are 6 Images: 
    Name
    gcr.io/flink-operator/flink-operator:v1beta1-6
    flink:1.8.2
    swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/paas/minio:latest
    nginx:stable-alpine-perl
    swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/everest/minio:latest
    gcr.io/kubebuilder/kube-rbac-proxy:v0.4.0
There are 2 Extra Secrets: 
    SecretType
    cfe/secure-opaque
    helm.sh/release.v1

After the kspider command is executed, the following files are generated in the
current directory:

● cluster-*.json: This file contains data collected from the source cluster and
applications. The data can be used to analyze and plan the migration.

● preferred-*.json: This file contains information about the recommended
destination cluster. A preliminary evaluation is performed for the source
cluster according to its scale and node specifications. The file provides
suggestions on the version and scale of the destination cluster.

Step 3 View the data collected from the source cluster and applications.

You can use a text editor or JSON viewer to open the cluster-*.json file to view
the data. Replace the asterisk (*) in the file name with the actual timestamp or
serial number to find and open the correct file.

Description of the cluster-*.json file:
{
  K8sVersion: Kubernetes version. The value is a string.
  Namespaces: number of namespaces. The value is a string.
  Pods: total number of pods. The value is an integer.
  Nodes: node information. The IP address is used as the key to display node information.
    IP addresses
      CPU: CPU. The value is a string.
      Arch: CPU architecture. The value is a string.
      Memory: memory. The value is a string.
      HugePages1Gi: 1 GB hugepage memory. The value is a string.
      HugePages2Mi: 2 MB hugepage memory. The value is a string.
      OS: node OS. The value is a string.
      KernelVersion: OS kernel version. The value is a string.
      RuntimeVersion: running status and version of the node container. The value is a string.
      InternalIP: internal IP address. The value is a string.
      ExternalIP: external IP address. The value is a string.
      MachineID: node ID. The value is a string. Ensure that the CCE ID is the same as the ECS ID.
  Workloads: workload
    Deployment: workload type. The value can be Deployment, StatefulSet, DaemonSet, CronJob, Job, or 
LonePod.
      default: namespace name
        Count: quantity. The value is an integer.
        Items: details. The value is an array.
          Name: workload name. The value is a string.
          Namespace: namespace name. The value is a string.
          NodeAffinity: node affinity. The value is of the Boolean type.
          Replicas: number of replicas. The value is an integer.
  Storage: storage
    PersistentVolumes: persistent volume
      pv-name: The PV name is used as the key.
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        VolumeID: volume ID. The value is a string.
        Namespace: namespace. The value is a string.
        PvcName: name of the bound PVC. The value is a string.
        ScName: storage class name. The value is a string.
        Size: size of the space to request. The value is a string.
        Pods: name of the pod that uses the PV. The value is a string.
        NodeIP: IP address of the node where the pod is located. The value is a string.
        VolumePath: path of the node to which the pod is mounted. The value is a string.
    OtherVolumes: volumes of other types
      Type: AzureFile, AzureDisk, GCEPersistentDisk, AWSElasticBlockStore, Cinder, Glusterfs, NFS, CephFS, 
FlexVolume, FlexVolume, DownwardAPI
        The volume ID, volume name, and volume shared path are keys.
        Pods: name of the pod. The value is a string.
          NodeIP: IP address of the node where the pod is located. The value is a string.
          Information that uniquely identifies a volume, such as the volume ID, volume name, and volume 
shared path. The value is a string.
  Networks: network
    LoadBalancer: load balancing type
      service: network type, which can be service or ingress.
        Name: name. The value is a string.
        Namespace: namespace name. The value is a string.
        Type: type. The value is a string.
  ExtraSecrets: extended secret type
    Secret type. The value is a string.
  Images: image
    Image repo. The value is a string.
}

Example:

{
  "K8sVersion": "v1.19.10-r0-CCE22.3.1.B009",
  "Namespaces": 12,
  "Pods": 33,
  "Nodes": {
    "10.1.17.219": {
      "CPU": "4",
      "Memory": "7622944Ki",
      "HugePages1Gi": "0",
      "HugePages2Mi": "0",
      "Arch": "amd64",
      "OS": "EulerOS 2.0 (SP9x86_64)",
      "KernelVersion": "4.18.0-147.5.1.6.h687.eulerosv2r9.x86_64",
      "RuntimeVersion": "docker://18.9.0",
      "InternalIP": "10.1.17.219",
      "ExternalIP": "",
      "MachineID": "0c745e03-2802-44c2-8977-0a9fd081a5ba"
    },
    "10.1.18.182": {
      "CPU": "4",
      "Memory": "7992628Ki",
      "HugePages1Gi": "0",
      "HugePages2Mi": "0",
      "Arch": "amd64",
      "OS": "EulerOS 2.0 (SP5)",
      "KernelVersion": "3.10.0-862.14.1.5.h520.eulerosv2r7.x86_64",
      "RuntimeVersion": "docker://18.9.0",
      "InternalIP": "10.1.18.182",
      "ExternalIP": "100.85.xxx.xxx",
      "MachineID": "2bff3d15-b565-496a-817c-063a37eaf1bf"
    }
  },
  "Workloads": {
    "CronJob": {},
    "DaemonSet": {
      "default": {
        "Count": 1,
        "Items": [
          {
            "Name": "kubecost-prometheus-node-exporter",
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            "Namespace": "default",
            "NodeAffinity": false,
            "Replicas": 3
          }
        ]
      }
    },
    "Deployment": {
      "default": {
        "Count": 1,
        "Items": [
          {
            "Name": "kubecost-cost-analyzer",
            "Namespace": "default",
            "NodeAffinity": false,
            "Replicas": 1
          }
        ]
      },
      "kubecost": {
        "Count": 1,
        "Items": [
          {
            "Name": "kubecost-kube-state-metrics",
            "Namespace": "kubecost",
            "NodeAffinity": false,
            "Replicas": 1
          }
        ]
      }
    },
    "Job": {},
    "LonePod": {},
    "StatefulSet": {
      "minio-all": {
        "Count": 1,
        "Items": [
          {
            "Name": "minio",
            "Namespace": "minio-all",
            "NodeAffinity": false,
            "Replicas": 1
          }
        ]
      }
    }
  },
  "Storage": {
    "PersistentVolumes": {
      "demo": {
        "VolumeID": "demo",
        "Namespace": "fluid-demo-test",
        "PvcName": "demo",
        "ScName": "fluid",
        "Size": "100Gi",
        "Pods": "",
        "NodeIP": "",
        "VolumePath": ""
      },
      "pvc-fd3a5bb3-119a-44fb-b02e-96b2cf9bb36c": {
        "VolumeID": "82365752-89b6-4609-9df0-007d964b7fe4",
        "Namespace": "minio-all",
        "PvcName": "pvc-data-minio-0",
        "ScName": "csi-disk",
        "Size": "10Gi",
        "Pods": "minio-all/minio-0",
        "NodeIP": "10.1.23.159",
        "VolumePath": "/var/lib/kubelet/pods/5fc47c82-7cbd-4643-98cd-cea41de28ff2/volumes/
kubernetes.io~csi/pvc-fd3a5bb3-119a-44fb-b02e-96b2cf9bb36c/mount"
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      }
    },
    "OtherVolumes": {}
  },
  "Networks": {
    "LoadBalancer": {}
  },
  "ExtraSecrets": [
    "cfe/secure-opaque",
    "helm.sh/release.v1"
  ],
  "Images": [
    "nginx:stable-alpine-perl",
    "ghcr.io/koordinator-sh/koord-manager:0.6.2",
    "swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/paas/minio:latest",
    "swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/everest/e-backup-test:v1.0.0",
    "gcr.io/kubecost1/cost-model:prod-1.91.0",
    "gcr.io/kubecost1/frontend:prod-1.91.0"
  ]
}

----End

Step 2: Evaluate the Destination Cluster
After the kspider command is executed, in addition to the cluster-*.json file, the
preferred-*.json file is also generated in the current directory. After performing
preliminary evaluation for the source cluster according to its scale and node
specifications, the file provides the recommended version and scale of the
destination cluster. This helps you better plan and prepare for the migration.

Description of the preferred-*.json file:

{
  K8sVersion: Kubernetes version. The value is a string.
  Scale: cluster scale. The value is a string.
  Nodes: node information
    CPU: CPU. The value is a string.
    Memory: memory. The value is a string.
    Arch: CPU architecture. The value is a string.
    KernelVersion: OS kernel version. The value is a string.
    ProxyMode: cluster proxy mode. The value is a string.
  ELB: whether the ELB service is a dependent service. The value is of the Boolean type.
}

Evaluation rules for each field in the preceding file:

Table 8-6 Evaluation rules

Field Evaluation Rule

K8sVersion If the version is earlier than 1.21, the main release version
of the UCS cluster (for example, 1.21, which changes over
time) is recommended. If the version is later than the main
release version, the latest version of the UCS cluster is
recommended.
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Field Evaluation Rule

Scale < 25 nodes in the source cluster: Destination cluster of 50
nodes is recommended.
25 ≤ Nodes in the source cluster < 100: Destination cluster
of 200 nodes is recommended.
100 ≤ Nodes in the source cluster < 500: Destination
cluster of 1000 nodes is recommended.
Nodes in the source cluster ≥ 500: Destination cluster of
2000 nodes is recommended.

CPU/Memory Statistics about the specification of the largest quantity are
collected.

Arch Statistics about the specification of the largest quantity are
collected.

KernelVersion Statistics about the specification of the largest quantity are
collected.

ProxyMode Configure this parameter according to the cluster scale. For
a cluster with more than 1000 nodes, ipvs is
recommended. For a cluster with fewer than 1000 nodes,
iptables is recommended.

ELB Check whether the source cluster has a load balancing
Service.

 

Example:
{
  "K8sVersion": "v1.21",
  "Scale": 50,
  "Nodes": {
    "CPU": "4",
    "Memory": "7622952Ki",
    "Arch": "amd64",
    "KernelVersion": "3.10.0-862.14.1.5.h520.eulerosv2r7.x86_64"
  },
  "ELB": false,
  "ProxyMode": "iptables"
}

CA UTION

The evaluation result is for reference only. You need to determine the version and
scale of the destination cluster.

8.6.3 Storage Migration
If your cluster uses EVS disks, you need to migrate the EVS disks to the destination
AZ together with the cluster. The migration method is as follows:

You can create an EVS disk backup using Cloud Backup and Recovery (CBR) and
use the backup to create another EVS disk. When configuring the EVS disk
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information, select the destination AZ. For details, see Creating a Cloud Disk
Backup and Using a Backup to Create a Disk.

8.6.4 Application Backup
Application migration across Huawei Cloud clusters of UCS in different AZs
consists of two steps: application backup and application migration. That is,
applications in the source cluster are backed up and then migrated to the
destination cluster through data restoration.

k8clone is an easy-to-use Kubernetes metadata cloning tool. It can save
Kubernetes metadata (objects) as a local package and restore the metadata to the
destination cluster.

NO TICE

Back up data during off-peak hours.

Prerequisites

Ensure that the storage data on which the cloud native application depends has
been migrated.

How k8clone Backs Up Data

Data backup process:

Figure 8-17 Data backup process
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k8clone Usage for Backup
NO TE

k8clone can run on Linux (x86 and Arm) and Windows. The usage is similar in both
environments. This section uses the Linux (x86) environment as an example.

If Linux (Arm) or Windows is used, replace k8clone-linux-amd64 in the following
command with k8clone-linux-arm64 or k8clone-windows-amd64.exe.

Run ./k8clone-linux-amd64 backup -h in the directory where k8clone is located
to learn about its usage.

● -k, --kubeconfig: specifies the location of the kubeconfig file of kubectl. The
default value is $HOME/.kube/config. The kubeconfig file is used to
configure access to the Kubernetes cluster. The kubeconfig file contains the
authentication credentials and endpoints (access addresses) required for
accessing and registering the Kubernetes cluster. For details, see the
Kubernetes documentation.

● -s, --api-server: Kubernetes API Server URL. The default value is "".
● -q, --context: Kubernetes Configuration Context. The default value is "".
● -n, --namespace: backs up cloud native applications of a specified

namespace. Multiple namespaces are separated by commas (,), for example,
ns1,ns2,ns3. The default value is "", indicating that the entire cluster is backed
up.

● -e, --exclude-namespaces: excludes the backup of objects of a specified
namespace. This parameter cannot be used together with --namespace.

● -x, --exclude-kind: excludes the backup of a specified resource type.
● -y, --exclude-object: excludes the backup of a specified resource object.
● -w, --exclude-having-owner-ref: excludes the backup of resource objects

with ownerReferences. The default value is false.
● -d, --local-dir: path for storing backup data. The default value is the k8clone-

dump folder in the current directory.
$ ./k8clone-linux-amd64 backup -h
Backup Workload Data as yaml files

Usage:
    k8clone backup [flags]

Flags:
   -s, --api-server string            Kubernetes api-server url
   -q, --context string               Kubernetes configuration context
   -w, --exclude-having-owner-ref     Exclude all objects having an Owner Reference
   -x, --exclude-kind strings         Ressource kind to exclude. Eg. 'deployment'
   -e, --exclude-namespaces strings   Namespaces to exclude. Eg. 'temp.*' as regexes. This collects all 
namespaces and then filters them. Don't use it with the namespace flag.
   -y, --exclude-object strings       Object to exclude. Eg. 'configmap:kube-system/kube-dns'
   -h, --help                         help for backup
   -k, --kubeconfig string            The kubeconfig of k8s cluster's. Default is the $HOME/.kube/config. 
   -d, --local-dir string             Where to dump yaml files (default "./k8clone-dump")
   -n, --namespace string             Only dump objects from this namespace

Examples:

● Backs up objects of the entire cluster. The default path is the k8clone-dump
folder in the current directory.
./k8clone-linux-amd64 backup
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● Backs up objects of the entire cluster and specifies the path for storing backup
data.
./k8clone-linux-amd64 backup -d ./xxxx

● Backs up objects of a specified namespace.
./k8clone-linux-amd64 backup -n default

● Excludes the backup of objects of a specified namespace.
./k8clone-linux-amd64 backup -e kube-system,kube-public,kube-node-
lease

● Excludes the backup of specified resource types.
./k8clone-linux-amd64 backup -x endpoints,endpointslice

● Excludes the backup of specified resource objects.
./k8clone-linux-amd64 backup -y configmap:kube-system/kube-dns

● Excludes the backup of resource objects with ownerReferences.
./k8clone-linux-amd64 backup -w true

Procedure

Step 1 Connect to the source cluster using kubectl. For details, see Connecting to a
Cluster Using kubectl.

Step 2 Go to the directory where k8clone is located and run the backup command to
back up data to a local directory and compress the data into a package.

The examples in k8clone Usage for Backup provide several common backup
methods. You can select a method as required or customize one.

----End

8.6.5 Application Migration
Application migration across Huawei Cloud clusters of UCS in different AZs
consists of two steps: application backup and application migration. That is,
applications in the source cluster are backed up and then migrated to the
destination cluster through data restoration.

k8clone is an easy-to-use Kubernetes metadata cloning tool. It can save
Kubernetes metadata (objects) as a local package and restore the metadata to the
destination cluster.

Prerequisites
● Ensure that the storage data on which the cloud native application depends

has been migrated.
● Ensure that the metadata backup in the source cluster has been downloaded

to the server where k8clone is executed.

How k8clone Restores Data

Data restoration process:
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Figure 8-18 Data restoration process

Before the restoration, prepare a data restoration configuration file restore.json to
automatically change the storage class names of PVC and StatefulSet and the
repository address of the image used by the workload during application
restoration. The file content is as follows:

{
    "StorageClass": 
          "OldStorageClassName": "NewStorageClassName"  // The StorageClassName field of PVC and 
StatefulSet can be changed.
    "ImageRepo": 
          "OldImageRepo1": "NewImageRepo1",   //eg:"dockerhub.com": "cn-north-4.swr.huaweicloud.com"
          "OldImageRepo2": "NewImageRepo2",   //eg:"dockerhub.com/org1": "cn-
north-4.swr.huaweicloud.com/org2"
          "NoRepo": "NewImageRepo3"   //eg:"golang": "swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/paas/golang"
}

● StorageClass: The storage class names of PVC and VolumeClaimTemplates
can be automatically changed based on settings.

● ImageRepo: The repository address of the image used by the workload can
be changed. The workload can be Deployment (including initContainer),
StatefulSet, Orphaned Pod, Job, CronJob, Replica Set, Replication Controller,
and DaemonSet.

k8clone Usage for Restoration
NO TE

k8clone can run on Linux (x86 and Arm) and Windows. The usage is similar in both
environments. This section uses the Linux (x86) environment as an example.
If Linux (Arm) or Windows is used, replace k8clone-linux-amd64 in the following
command with k8clone-linux-arm64 or k8clone-windows-amd64.exe.

Run ./k8clone-linux-amd64 restore -h in the directory where k8clone is located
to learn about its usage.

● -k, --kubeconfig: specifies the location of the kubeconfig file of kubectl. The
default value is $HOME/.kube/config. The kubeconfig file is used to
configure access to the Kubernetes cluster. The kubeconfig file contains the
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authentication credentials and endpoints (access addresses) required for
accessing and registering the Kubernetes cluster. For details, see the
Kubernetes documentation.

● -s, --api-server: Kubernetes API Server URL. The default value is "".

● -q, --context: Kubernetes Configuration Context. The default value is "".

● -f, --restore-conf: path of restore.json. The default value is the directory
where k8clone is located.

● -d, --local-dir: path for storing backup data. The default value is the directory
where k8clone is located.

$ ./k8clone-linux-amd64 restore -h
ProcessRestore from backup

Usage:
     k8clone restore [flags]

Flags:
   -s, --api-server string     Kubernetes api-server url
   -q, --context string        Kubernetes configuration context
   -h, --help                  help for restore
   -k, --kubeconfig string     The kubeconfig of k8s cluster's. Default is the $HOME/.kube/config. 
   -d, --local-dir string      Where to restore (default "./k8clone-dump.zip")
   -f, --restore-conf string   restore conf file (default "./restore.json")

Example:

./k8clone-linux-amd64 restore -d ./k8clone-dump.zip -f ./restore.json

Procedure

Step 1 Connect to the destination cluster using kubectl. For details, see Connecting to a
Cluster Using kubectl.

Step 2 Prepare the data restoration configuration file restore.json.

Create a restore.json file, modify it based on the format, and place it in the
directory where k8clone is located.

Example:

{
  "StorageClass": {
    "csi-disk": "csi-disk-new"
  },
  "ImageRepo": {
    "quay.io/coreos": "swr.cn-north-4.myhuaweicloud.com/paas"
  }
}

Step 3 Go to the directory where k8clone is located and run the restoration command to
restore the backup data to the destination cluster.

Example:

./k8clone-linux-amd64 restore -d ./k8clone-dump.zip -f ./restore.json

----End
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9 Error Codes

If an exception occurs during the execution of an operation request and the
request is not processed, an error message is returned. The error message contains
the error code and description. Table 9-1 lists the common error codes and error
messages. You can rectify the errors following the description.

Table 9-1 Error code description

Error Code Status
Code

Message Description

UCS.
00000001

400 Failed to obtain the user
information.

Obtain user
information failed.

UCS.
00000003

400 Failed to obtain the federation
information.

Obtain the
federation
information failed.

UCS.
00000004

403 Request forbidden. Forbidden request.

UCS.
00000005

500 Database operation failed. Database error.

UCS.
00000006

500 Server internal error. Internal server
error.

UCS.
00000007

500 Data transform error. Data conversion
failed.

UCS.
00000008

500 Error add event. Add the event
failed.

UCS.
00000009

500 Data unmarshal error. Deserialize data
failed.

UCS.
00000010

500 Data marshal error. Serialize data failed.

UCS.
00000011

400 Bad query parameter value. Invalid request
parameter.
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Error Code Status
Code

Message Description

UCS.
00000012

400 Invalid request body. Invalid request
body.

UCS.
00000013

404 No requested resources found. The requested
resource cannot be
found.

UCS.
00000014

500 Failed to encrypt data. Data encryption
failed.

UCS.
00000015

500 Failed to decrypt data. Data decryption
failed.

UCS.
00000016

400 Invalid header value. Invalid request
header.

UCS.
00000017

400 Insufficient quota Insufficient quota.

UCS.
00000018

401 Authorization failed. Authorization
failed.

UCS.
00010001

500 Failed to get iam connection. IAM connection
failed.

UCS.
00010002

403 Sub-user has no authority to
create agency.

The sub-user does
not have the
permission for
creating an agency.

UCS.
00010003

400 Failed to create agency. Create agency
failed.

UCS.
00010004

500 Failed to get role id for te_admin. Obtain the
te_admin role
failed.

UCS.
00010005

500 Failed to get admin token from
iam.

Obtain the admin
token failed.

UCS.
00010006

500 Failed to get agency list from
iam.

Obtain the agency
list failed.

UCS.
00010007

500 Failed to get agency grants from
iam.

Obtain the grants
agency failed.

UCS.
00010008

500 Failed to update agency role. Update the role
agency failed.

UCS.
00010009

400 Failed to get project token by
agency

Obtain the project
token through the
agency failed.
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Error Code Status
Code

Message Description

UCS.
00010010

400 Failed to get op_svc account
domain token

Obtain the token of
the op account
failed.

UCS.
00010011

400 Failed to get project id by project
name.

Obtain the project
ID failed.

UCS.
00010012

400 IAM agency quota insufficient,
please expand agency quota

IAM agency quota
exceeded.

UCS.
00010013

400 fail to get iam pdp authorize
result

Obtain the PDP
authentication
result failed.

UCS.
00010014

403 iam pdp authentication denied PDP authentication
rejected.

UCS.
00010015

403 iam rbac authentication denied RBAC
authentication
rejected.

UCS.
00020001

500 Failed to get aeskey. Obtain the aeskey
failed.

UCS.
00020002

500 Failed to get certs. Obtain certificate
failed.

UCS.
00020003

500 Failed to create certs. Create certificate
failed.

UCS.
00020003

500 Failed to delete certs. Delete certificate
failed.

UCS.
00030001

404 Cluster Not Found. No clusters found.

UCS.
00030002

400 Failed to obtain the cluster
information.

Obtain the cluster
information failed.

UCS.
00030003

400 Failed to get resourceJob info
with cluster status

Obtain the resource
job failed.

UCS.
00040001

400 Failed to obtain the mesh
information.

Obtain the mesh
information failed.

UCS.
00090001

500 Failed to create DNSRecord Record set creation
failed.

UCS.
00100001

400 Failed to publish message to smn. Publish messages to
SMN failed.

UCS.
00100002

400 smn topic error. Incorrect SMN
topic.
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Error Code Status
Code

Message Description

UCS.
00100003

400 smn subscription error. SMN subscription
error.

UCS.
00110001

400 SDR failed to get billing raw data Obtain billing data
failed.

UCS.
00110002

400 Formatting raw billing data to
SDR format error

Format billing data
failed.

UCS.
00120001

400 CBC failed to update resources
status

Update the CBC
resource status
failed.

UCS.
00130001

400 Get UCS Agency info error Obtain the UCS
agency failed.

UCS.
00140001

400 Create ClusterRole failed Create a
ClusterRole failed.

UCS.
00140002

400 Delete ClusterRole failed Delete a
ClusterRole failed.

UCS.
00140003

400 Update ClusterRole failed Update a
ClusterRole failed.

UCS.
00140004

400 Get ClusterRole failed Obtain the
ClusterRole
information failed.

UCS.
00140005

400 Create ClusterRoleBinding failed Create a
ClusterRoleBinding
failed.

UCS.
00140006

400 Delete ClusterRoleBinding failed Delete a
ClusterRoleBinding
failed.

UCS.
00140007

400 Update ClusterRoleBinding failed Update a
ClusterRoleBinding
failed.

UCS.
00140008

400 Get ClusterRoleBinding failed Obtain the
ClusterRoleBinding
information failed.

UCS.
00140009

400 Create Role failed Create a role failed.

UCS.
00140010

400 Delete Role failed Delete a role failed.

UCS.
00140011

400 Update Role failed Update a role
failed.
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Error Code Status
Code

Message Description

UCS.
00140012

400 Get Role failed Obtain role
information failed.

UCS.
00140013

400 Create RoleBinding failed Create a
RoleBinding failed.

UCS.
00140014

400 Delete RoleBinding failed Delete a
RoleBinding failed.

UCS.
00140015

400 Update RoleBinding failed Update a
RoleBinding failed.

UCS.
00140016

400 Get RoleBinding failed Obtain the
RoleBinding
information failed.

UCS.
00150001

400 Cluster policy validate failed. Cluster policy
verification failed.

UCS.
00150002

400 ClusterGroup policy validate
failed.

Cluster group policy
verification failed.

UCS.
00150003

400 Cluster has enable policy. Policy enabled for
the cluster.

UCS.
00150004

400 ClusterGroup has enable policy. Policy enabled for
the cluster group.

UCS.
00150005

400 Cluster not enable policy. Policy not enabled
for the cluster.

UCS.
00150006

400 ClusterGroup not enable policy. Policy not enabled
for the cluster
group.

UCS.
00150007

500 Get policy job failed. Obtain the policy
task failed.

UCS.
01000001

400 Failed to obtain the user
information.

Obtain the user
information failed.

UCS.
01000002

429 The throttling threshold has been
reached.

Throttling threshold
reached.

UCS.
01000003

401 Authorization failed. Authorization
failed.

UCS.
01000004

403 Request forbidden. Forbidden request.

UCS.
01000005

500 Database operation failed. Database error.

UCS.
01000006

500 Server internal error. Internal server
error.
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Error Code Status
Code

Message Description

UCS.
01000007

500 Data transform error. Data conversion
failed.

UCS.
01000008

500 Error add event. Add the event
failed.

UCS.
01000009

500 Data unmarshal error. Deserialize data
failed.

UCS.
01000010

500 Data marshal error. Serialize data failed.

UCS.
01000011

400 Bad query parameter value. Invalid request
parameter.

UCS.
01000012

400 Invalid request body. Invalid request
body.

UCS.
01000013

404 No requested resources found. The requested
resource cannot be
found.

UCS.
01000014

500 Failed to encrypt data. Data encryption
failed.

UCS.
01000015

500 Failed to decrypt data. Data decryption
failed.

UCS.
01000016

400 Invalid header value. Invalid request
header.

UCS.
01000017

400 Insufficient quota Insufficient quota.

UCS.
01000018

400 Quota info validate failed Quota parameter
verification failed.

UCS.
01000019

500 Quota update failed Quota update
failed.

UCS.
01010001

500 Failed to get iam connection. IAM connection
failed.

UCS.
01010002

500 Failed to get project token by
agency

Obtain the project
token through the
agency failed.

UCS.
01010003

403 No access permission. Please
contact the administrator.

No permissions.

UCS.
01010004

400 get deployment region's projectID
error

Obtain the project
ID failed.

UCS.
01010005

400 get IAM agency's token error Obtain the agency
token failed.
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Error Code Status
Code

Message Description

UCS.
01010006

400 fail to get iam pdp authorize
result

Obtain the PDP
authentication
result failed.

UCS.
01010007

403 iam pdp authentication denied PDP authentication
rejected.

UCS.
01010008

403 iam rbac authentication denied RBAC
authentication
rejected.

UCS.
01020001

500 Failed to get aeskey. Obtain the aeskey
failed.

UCS.
01020002

500 Failed to get certs. Obtain certificate
failed.

UCS.
01020003

500 Failed to create certs. Create certificate
failed.

UCS.
01020004

500 Failed to delete certs. Delete certificate
failed.

UCS.
01030001

404 Cluster Not Found. No clusters found.

UCS.
01030002

400 Failed to obtain the cluster
information.

Obtain the cluster
information failed.

UCS.
01030003

409 The same cluster already exists. The cluster name
already exists.

UCS.
01030004

400 Cluster status is unavailable,
please fix cluster first.

Cluster status is
Unavailable.

UCS.
01030005

403 No authorization for cluster Authorize the
cluster failed.

UCS.
01030006

400 Create resource job for cluster
error

Create a resource
job in the cluster
failed.

UCS.
01030007

400 Create on-demand order for
cluster error

Create the pay-per-
use order failed.

UCS.
01030008

400 Cluster kubeconfig format error. Incorrect
kubeconfig format
of the cluster.

UCS.
01030009

400 This cluster does not support
unregister

The cluster does
not support
unregistration.
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Error Code Status
Code

Message Description

UCS.
01030010

400 Failed to obtain cce cluster
information.

Obtain the CCE
cluster information
failed.

UCS.
01030011

400 Cluster category not supported Cluster type not
supported.

UCS.
01030012

400 Register cce cluster error CCE cluster
registration failed.

UCS.
01030013

400 Register attached cluster error Attached cluster
registration failed.

UCS.
01030014

400 Register on-premise cluster error On-premises cluster
registration failed.

UCS.
01030015

100 Register multi cloud cluster error Multi-cloud cluster
registration failed.

UCS.
01030016

400 Cluster has been frozen Cluster frozen.

UCS.
01050001

400 RecordSet create failed. Record set creation
failed.

UCS.
01080001

400 Failed to obtain the federation
information.

Obtain the
federation
information failed.

UCS.
01080002

400 Cluster group has federalized. Federation enabled
for the fleet.

UCS.
01080003

500 Cluster group federation failed. Fleet federation
operation failed.

UCS.
01080004

400 Cluster group federation validate
failed.

Enable federation
verification failed.

UCS.
01080005

400 Retry join all clusters to
federation failed.

Retry federating all
clusters failed.

UCS.
01080006

400 Cluster group has not been
federalized.

Federation not
enabled for the
fleet.

UCS.
01080007

400 Retry join cluster to federation
failed.

Retry federating the
cluster failed.

UCS.
01090001

400 Failed to obtain the mesh
information.

Obtain the mesh
information failed.

UCS.
01100001

403 No authorization for cluster
group

Fleet unauthorized.
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Error Code Status
Code

Message Description

UCS.
01100002

400 associate cluster with
clustergroup error

Add the cluster to
the fleet failed.

UCS.
01100003

400 associate cluster with rule error Associate the
permission policy
with the fleet failed.

UCS.
01100004

409 The same clustergroup already
exists.

The fleet name
already exists.

UCS.
01100005

404 ClusterGroup Not Found. The fleet does not
exist.

UCS.
01100006

400 Cluster number in fleet exceed
limit.

Too many clusters
in the fleet.

UCS.
01100007

400 Update associated clusters
validate failed

Verify the update of
the associated
cluster failed.

UCS.
01110001

400 resource notification to SMN
error

Send notifications
to SMN failed.

UCS.
01120001

400 Create ClusterRole failed Create a
ClusterRole failed.

UCS.
01120002

400 Delete ClusterRole failed Delete a
ClusterRole failed.

UCS.
01120003

400 Update ClusterRole failed Update a
ClusterRole failed.

UCS.
01120004

400 Get ClusterRole failed Obtain the
ClusterRole
information failed.

UCS.
01120005

400 Create ClusterRoleBinding failed Create a
ClusterRoleBinding
failed.

UCS.
01120006

400 Delete ClusterRoleBinding failed Delete a
ClusterRoleBinding
failed.

UCS.
01120007

400 Update ClusterRoleBinding failed Update a
ClusterRoleBinding
failed.

UCS.
01120008

400 Get ClusterRoleBinding failed Obtain the
ClusterRoleBinding
information failed.

UCS.
01120009

400 Create Role failed Create a role failed.
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Error Code Status
Code

Message Description

UCS.
01120010

400 Delete Role failed Delete a role failed.

UCS.
01120011

400 Update Role failed Update a role
failed.

UCS.
01120012

400 Get Role failed Obtain role
information failed.

UCS.
01120013

400 Create RoleBinding failed Create a
RoleBinding failed.

UCS.
01120014

400 Delete RoleBinding failed Delete a
RoleBinding failed.

UCS.
01120015

400 Update RoleBinding failed Update a
RoleBinding failed.

UCS.
01120016

400 Get RoleBinding failed Obtain the
RoleBinding
information failed.

UCS.
01130001

400 policy management create
reconcile job failed

Create a
coordination job in
policy management
failed.

UCS.
01130002

400 policy management create
disable job failed

Create a disabling
job in policy
management failed.

UCS.
01130003

400 cluster policy validate failed. Cluster policy
verification failed.

UCS.
01130004

400 clusterGroup policy validate
failed.

Cluster group policy
verification failed.

UCS.
01130005

400 cluster policy management is in
installing or closing status

Cluster policy
management is
being installed or
has been disabled.

UCS.
01130006

400 cluster group policy management
is in installing or closing status

Cluster group policy
management is
being installed or
has been disabled.
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